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Prefa.ce

The critical constraints to increasing the incomes
of Swazi Nation Land farmers has been the lack of
research recommendations relevant to their farming
context. It was necessary that researchers be reoriented to produce relevant recommendations. the
extension
service
be
strengthened
to
more
effectively disseminate research recommendations
and that an agricultural information system be
established
to
support
both
research
and
extension.
It was with the above points in mind
that the
Government of
Swaziland with
the
assistance of the United
States Agency
for
International
Development
(USAID),
The
Pennsylvania State University and Tennessee State
University initiated the Cropping Systems Research
and Extension Training Project in 1982.
The objective of this workshop was to review the
work that has been completed since 1982. show how
the
on-farm
research
is
conducted,
present
research results. demonstrate how extension can
use these results and evaluate the suitability of
the
farming
systems
research
approach
for
Swaziland.
It was gratifying to note that both Research and
Extension personnel were aware that the success of
the farming systems approach in the country will
be dependent on the involvement in each others
programmes
and
continual
communication
and
cooperation between them.

C. T. Nkwanyana
Chief Research Officer
Agricultural Research Division
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Comments Made to the Workshop Participants
on Behalf of H. Mamba Honorable Minister
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives.

This workshop brings together three groups of people on whom the
future of Swaziland depends. They are:
- Ministry of Agriculture administrators
decision-making positions.

who

are

in

major

- Senior extension staff and technical specialists.
- Research Officers.
It is these three groups of people that will determine whether we meet
our national objectives of self-sufficiency in food and provide a better life
for our small farmers and their families.
More than 2/3's of the Swazi
people are directly affected by activities under discussion here.

Low productivity of farmers and workers on small Swazi Nation Land
(SNL) farms
has been a
problem in Swaziland since long before
independence.
First, our people did not have land, and then, inputs were
expensive or unavailable.
In order to earn income through commercial
production, there had to be reliable markets, and they were lacking. It is
this low productivity problem which is the focus of the workshop.
Many agricultural development experts who have advised us call
attention to the role of wage employment on Swaziland's homesteads.
They
note that income from off-farm labour is the major source of cash income.
What the experts rarely say is that our rural people do not have the
opportunity to remain on the farm and make an acceptable living from the
family.
There are serious constraints to commercial production, and it is
difficult for an SNL farmer to make a good living as a commercial farmer.
In the early 1980's the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives
realized that a serious constraint to increasing productivity on the SNL was
a shortage of research based recommendations for practices which were
relevant to SNL farmer conditions.
The root of the problem was that the
research organizations had deteriorated. The little research that was being
done was of relevance primarily to large scale commercial farmers.
The
extension workers had almost no guidance from research.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives has taken steps to
correct the overall situation.
It has moved aggressively to remove the
constraints which have held down production on the SNL whenever those
constraints were located.
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives raised
the gazetted prices of maize to provide an incentive.
Markets are being
improved
through
the National Agricultural
Marketing Board.
An
environment which encourages a progressive agriculture is being created.
When the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives decided to
strengthen research and extension, it concluded that in order to ensure
that the research would produce recommendations relevant to SNL farmers,
a farming systems approach to research and extension was needed.
Consequently, the Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project was siarted.
The Project is coming to the end of Phase I in
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September of this year, and this workshop is an excellent opportunity to
review progress and plan for the future.
In order to make sure the workshop makes the greatest possible
contribution to the three groups who are here today, I suggest emphasis be
given to the following seven questions in the discussions:

-

Does the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives now have
the capability to conduct research which produces relevant
findings for our typical SNL farmers on a continuing basis?
Is extension taking relevant
farmers in a timely manner?
Do we know
productivity?

-

what

are

research

the

recommendations

constraints

to

to

increasing

Are all components whose efforts are necessary to create a
productive agricultural sector in Swaziland functioning as they
should be?
Do we have
extension?

the

proper

linkage

between

research

nd

- Are all our efforts consistent with national policy objectives?
Are the guidelines in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives' strategy for agricultural development being
followed?

In conclusion, I want to thank USAID for its assistance to the
Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project.
this effort,
through The Pennsylvania States and Tennessee State University contract is
greatly appreciated. Also, I wish to thank CIMMYT for its participation as a
co-sponsor for this workshop.
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Origir:t. 6.r:t.d Objecti'"V"EH3
c:>f t h . e Wc:>rksh.c:>p
by Allan Low

Introduction
By the beginning of 1988 the Ministry of Agriculture & Cooperatives
and Pennsylvania State University had completed 5 seasons of a joint
farming systems research programme in Swaziland.
Over these 5 years
methodologies and procedures had been developed, research staff trained.
information gathered from surveys and from trials and extension field
guides
produced.
The
technical
assistance
project
under
which
Pennsylvania State University operated was due to terminate in September
1988. Most of the Swazi research staff sent overseas for training under the
project had returned to the research division and were developing their
own programmes of research. It seemed appropriate at this time to organise
a workshop to review the on-farm research work that had been done, to
show how· the present programme of research had developed to its present
state. to example some of the output from the work and to discuss the
success and suitability of the approach in the Swaziland context.

Objectives
A three day programme was drawn up by research staff from Malkerns
and the CIMMYT regional project to support on-farm research in Eastern
and Southern Africa. CIMMYT's interest in getting involved with such a
workshop stemmed from its mandate to support and promote on-farm
research in the region. One aspect of this support is the documentation of
how on-farm research has operated in various countries of the region and
the types of output that are resulting from on-farm research activities.
Each day of the programme had a specific objective:

. J: The objective of the first day was to provide participants
with an understanding of the general approaches to farming
systems research and extension (FSR/E) in the region and to
present a brief review of FSR/E in Swaziland .

:O~y

. 2:
The objective of the second day was to improve the
participants understanding of how FSR/E had been implemented in
Swaziland by presenting details of research methods and results in
the form of cas," studies in six farmer problem areas.

.P.~...Y

..MQr.ning: The objective of the morning session of day three
was to demonstrate how research results have been translated into
Field Support Guides and how these guides can be used to make
recommendations to farmers.

P.~y~

..AfteTnQQ:r:l.: The objective of the afternoon session of day
three was to provide an opportunity for extension. research and
policy groups to discuss issues about the future of on-farm
research and extension in Swaziland, focusing on improved linkages
between research, extension and policy.

:O.~y.~
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Audience
These objectives were developed on the basis of assumptions about
what three sets of participants might usefully get out of such a review of
the on-farm research programme. The participants groups and
the
assumptions about their interests were as follows:

HOW . . . . . the on-farm research approach has worked in
Swaziland
WHAT
have been the major outputs from this work
HOW
these outputs differ from the types of output
that could be expected from traditional
station based research.
b)

R~.:':;.~r.9~....Qf.fi.9.~r:,:;,

especially those recently returned from
overseas training, who would be interested in:
HOW . . . . . the current
it is
WHAT . . . . their roles
research
HOW . . . . . on-farm and

c)

research programme came to be what
in an interdisciplinary on-farm
effort may be expected to be
on-station research link together

.E:;x.;.t~.I.!.~.iQ.I.!...Qf.f.i9.~.r:,:;,

both subject matter specialists and field
staff, who would be interested in:
WHAT . . . . type of output they can expect from on-farm
research
HOW . . . . . they can use this output in their message
delivery systems
WHAT . . . . are the respective roles of research and
extension in understanding farmer
circumstances and problems and developing
appropriate messages.

The three day programme included a field trip and a poster session
demonstrating project activities and outputs. The objectives of the first two
da:,'s were targeted by presentation of papers on concepts and case studies.
which are reproduced in Part 2 of this report. Details of the exercises used
to demonstrate the use of Field Support Guides are also given in Part 2.
The remainder of Pert 1 contains a summary of the results of the group
discussions on topics that emerged from the papers and exercises. These
provide an indication of the response of participants to what they learned
about the on-farm research experience to date in Swaziland. They also
provide a basis for planning future developments in on-farm research and
extension and to that extent represent the core of the output of the
workshop.
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RecC:>YD.r.n.e~dEl.tic:>~s

Frc:>r.n.

W'c:>rkshc:>p

Disc"L1ssic:>~s

GrC:>"L1p

1.

Research officers (RO's), subject matter specialists (SMS'S) and
extension workers (Ew's) are all expected to contribute to the
on
farm research process.
Which of these should take
primary responsibility for each of the stages of diagnosis.
planning
trials, conducting trials. recording farmer
response and conducting farmer demonstrations.

2.

Two groups considered that RO's and SMS'S should work
closely in all aspects, but that RO's should have the greater
responsibility for the diagnosis, planning and trial work. while
SMS'S have the greater responsibility for verification trials.
demonstrations and recommendations. They saw the continuum
as shown below:

Activity

Responsibility

I
I

diagnosis

I
I

planning

I

RESEARCH

I

trials

I
I

evaluation

I

EXTENSION

I

demonstrations

I

I

messages

I

__________________ ~

I

J

For example. while RO's would manage trials they should be monitored
by SMS'S and Ew's and SMS'S should be fully involved with on-farm trial
planning.
Other groups thought that Ew's and SMS'S should take the
primary responsibility for diagnosing farmer problems and that Ew's should
have the specific responsibility for recording farmers' response to trials.
demonstrations and recommendations. At the same time it was recognised
that at present this does not happen.

There is a lack of feedback on farmer reaction and
problems from extension to research
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In addition it was observed that no formal mechanism exists wherebY
on-farm research results are effectively communicated to policy makers.

It was suggested that i t is up to the RO's to do a
better job of communicating their results to policy
makers in a way that is relevant and allows policy
makers to take decisions. Where appropriate reports
be prepared specifically for policy makers on
particular issues

2. Do farmers understand the difference between on-farm trials
and demonstrations and is this important? All groups agreed
that farmers do not have a clear understanding of the
difference between on-farm trials and demonstrations and that
it is important that a better job is done of making the
distinction clear to farmers. RO's have made an effort to
explain how trials are different from demonstrations, but there
is still confusion on the par of the Ew's as well as farmers.
Farmers have been confused by the role of the Research
Assistants (Ra's), which they see as being no different from
that of the Ew's.
More effort needs to be given to explaining the objective of trials to
both farmers and Ew's. Including on-farm
trials as part of field day
demonstrations' creates problems and should be avoided.

More effort needs to be given to explaining the
objective of trials to both farmers and Ew's

Including on-farm trials as part of field day
demonstrations creates problems and should be avoided

3.

If Ew's see that farmers are not adopting recommendations.
what should they be encouraged to do?
All groups agreed
that Ew's should be expected to investigate the reasons for
farmers not following recommendations and that his findings
should be reported back to his superiors. He should not take
it upon himself to adjust the recommendations to better fit the
circumstances of his farmers.

It was suggested that there should be regular meetings
at which EW's report on farmers' use or non-use of
recommendations and that SMS's and RO's should attend
the meetings or receive reports on them

4.

Formal methods of getting RO's to meet with Ew's and SMS'S
have been set up.
Are these working satisfactorily?
All
groups agreed that these regular monthly tT&V) meetings were
not as productive as they could be. Most of the time is taken
in presenting predetermined messages. There is no time given
for discussion or for feedback from Ew's about the acceptance
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or otherwise of earlier messages.
SMS'S and RO's should
develop the messages together on a continual basis and SMS'S
should have more time for collaborative research on station
and on farm and be involved with research planning.

There is no assessment of which messages are most
relevant to farmers and which are most likely to have
an impact on production. There needs to be more
discussion of these priority areas for research and
demonstrations

5. Given that SMS'S and Ew's should become more involved with
on-farm research. what current tasks should be given up to
allow greater participation in diagnosis of farmer problems and
on-farm testing of potential solutions.

The groups that considered this question were unanimous
in suggesting that T&V should be given up in favour
of more direct participation of extension staff in
on-farm research

6.

How should Ew's and Sms's contribute to on-farm research
activities? The groups agreed that extension staff should be
involved in a number of stages of on-farm research work.

(a)

Establishing and
prioritising farmers'
problems.
Ew's
especially should have an input here. through participating in
surveys with RO's or through their own observations of
farmers problems which they should be encouraged to feed
back to research. through the Sms·s.

(b) Conducting trials on farmers' fields. SMS'S should participate
strongly here in close collaboration with the RO·s.
(c) Recording farmer response to demonstrations. It was felt that
this was an area where Ew's should be able to make a very
important contribution by recording and reporting on how the
farmers view demonstrations.
Reports should go the SMS·S.
who would synthesize the responses and pass them onto the
RO's.
(d) Planning the content of on-farm trials. It was felt that Sms's
and RO's should work together to plan on-farm trials and that
Sms's
and
Ew's
should
work
together
in
planning
demonstrations.
Trials and demonstrations should be related
to feedback obtained by Ew's on farmer's response to current
recommendations and demonstrations.
I
I

,,

Ew's and SMS'S should playa more active role in
developing an on-farm research programme as well as its:
field implementation.
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7.

What might RO's and SMS'S be required to do to assure tha 1.
they interact more closely.
The group suggested that Sms's
be required to spend 25% of their time on on-farm research
activities. SMS'S should be required to participate in problem
identification and planning and to make regular visits to onfarm trials in their areas.
On the side of the
RO's it was
suggested that they should work directly with SMS'S in the
development of extension messages. Sms's and RO's should be
required to travel together to visit on-farm trial sites and
SMS'S should be required to be informed on relevant ongoing
on-station trial work. It was felt that this cooperation would
be made easier if research and extension were part of the
same department.
Also it was noted that SMS'S lack the
training needed for on-farm research work and some incountry training courses for SMS'S should be mounted.

lRO's, SMS's job descriptions should include requirements:
: for each to collaborate in on-farm research activities.:
1I

_

8.

How might Ew's be to SMS'S and RO's encouraged to maximise
feedback from farmers on their response to recommendation or
demonstrations.
It was agreed that Ew's should be required
to produce written reports.
The frequency of these reports
and how they would fit in with current reporting requirements
was the subject of some debate. However, it was agreed that
these reports must not contain mere commentaries on problems
with T&V or offices' working situations in general.

IEW's should be required to produce written reports on
: farmer response to recommendations and demonstrations.
I
-----------------------------------------------

1

9.

_

Propose a formal mechanism by which research results with
policy implications get considered at the Ministry level. This
move generated the greatest controversy. On the one hand it
was felt that no formal mechanism was necessary and that the
Chief Research Officer. if properly briefed by his offices. had
the
necessary authority to push for necessary changes in
policy. Others felt that a once a year meeting of an old Input
Coordination Committee should be the mechanism by which
policy options were discussed at a high level and decisions
taken on necessary policy action.
Others thought it was
necessary to utilise the regular SMS'S/RO meetings to develop
policy and supply recommendations which would be channeled
to the appropriate authorities for decisions and action. It was
noted that the chairmen of these meetings should be of
sufficiently high status for the recommenciations to be taken
notice of.

10. How should responsibility for on-farm and on-station research
be divided between research staff.
There was general
agreement that research responsibilities should not be split on
the basis of on-farm and on-station work.
Rather
HO's
should be involved with on-farm and on-station work. It was
suggested that there should be five sections in research:
legumes, ceru.tls, horticulture, pasture and cotton and tobacco.
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These sections would have 2 or more RO's each and would
have both on-station and on-farm research programmes.
The
other sections (soil fertility, socio-economics, pathology) would
provide support to these programmes as well as have their
own programmes which may also be on-farm or on-station.

,,
IAII RO's should be involved with both on-station and on-I
Ifarm research.
I

,
,
,--------------------------------------------------------'
11.

How should on-farm research be coordinated across the
country and who should decide on work programmes for
research assistants if RO's and SMS'S are to have joint onfarm research programmes. There should be six general sites
for on-farm research, one on each of the ecological regions of
the country. RO's and SMS'S would work at these same sites
which may not be fixed over years.
There should be an onfarm research coordinator to ensure that the programme is
consistent and there is no overlap. This coordinator may be
an RO or SMS'S, but he needs to be given authority to decide
on the content of research programmes at each of the six
sites.

A coordinator for on-farm research should be appointed
who would be responsible for ensuring that research
assistants had consistent and adequate work programmes
and received the logistic and material support they
required

II-::::L-::::L

FSR

i:n.

a.:n.d. So~ther:n. Africa.:
Alter:n.a.ti-v-es a.:n.d.
Ex:te:n.sio:n. I:rn.plica.tior1s 1
Ea.ster:n.

I:n.stit~tic>:n.a.l

by Allan Low 2

The number of FSR teams operating in National Agricultural Research
Systems' in Eastern and Southern Africa has increased from 1 in 1976 to 41
in 1987. This expansion has been particularly dramatic since 1980. In five
years the number of OFR teams operating in the region increased from 6 to
43. This expansion of FSR activity has been due to an increase in the
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number of countries having FSR teams in their research systems - from 1
in 1978 to 12 today. In addition the number of teams deployed in each
country has expanded. The last two years has seen a leveling out of the
expansion, and it is likely that the rapid expansion phase has now ended
and that over the next few years FSR activity will remain at or only
slightly above current levels.
In terms of teams currently deployed, Ethiopia. Zambia and Kenya have
the most. with Tanzania, Malawi, Botswana, and Rwanda being the next most
prominent.
The organisation of FSR differs of course in each country.
There are however a few common types or "models" which can be
distinguished and I will look at these alternative institutional arrangements
first and then consider some implications for extension.

Distribution of FSR Teams in
East and Southern Mrica (1987)
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2.

JI1.~tillJ..ti9.I1.EtJ, Qp.UQI1.~ f.q~ §y~t~m.~ :I3l:l~.~.g

Of.R

Presently in the Eastern and Southern African region research and
extension are divided institutionally, often within the same ministry but
relatively autonomous. Present research organisation usually takes the form
,of research stations with multi-disciplinary. commodity or specialist research
teams with national responsibility for their specialisation.
In larger
countries there may be many such stations with the commodity or specialist
teams at each sometimes focused on commodity or disciplinary issues of
particular importance in their immediate region.
Within this historical
pattern there are at least 3 options for the organisation of OFR. As figure
2 indicates most FSR teams in the region currently operate within these 3
options.
Each option has advantages and disadvantages in terms of its
ability to perform the roles designated for OFR and in terms of the ease of
institutionalisation and arrangements within existing research and extension
institutions.

OPTION.. J (e.g. Kenya):
Each Commodity/Specialist team in NARS adds a social scientist to
bring the farming systems perspective into their research. AU ~.~.i.~.I1.ti.~l~ .9.f
:tb:~ t.~~ ~.~~y .9.lJ.l p.q:tb: t.~~b:pJ9l:lJ, l:lI1.g .9I1 J~.m :r..~~.~l:l.:r.~b. related to th e
team's commodity or specialisation across its area of responsibility i.e.
national or regional wide.

Little institutional change or management re-organisation is
required for implementation
The technical/on farm research interaction is inherent, within
the team
Researchers keep a foot in 'real' research with promotional
prospects and peer recognition and traditional, established
criteria. They feel less threatened than being transferred to
a 'new type of research in which novel criteria are relevant.

The predetermined
specialisation
limits
perspectives.

focus
the

onto the team
benefits
from

commodity or
the
systems

Research efforts may be focused on what to farmers are
relatively minor problems.
Identified solutions may not be
attractive to farmers whose overriding concerns elsewhere in
their system.
Technical research problems requIrlng CST attention can only
be identified and ranked within the special focus.
This
option cannot aid prioritisation of CST effortsa~ro.~~
commodities and specialisations - a major contribution from a
full systems perspective.
There is potentially ma~sive overlap in the farmer focus of CS
Team based OFR.
(At the extreme five or six teams may be
carrying out a special focus diagnostic and OFR experimental
programme within the same target group of farmers).

II-::1.-4The disadvantages listed for this option contribute to the
limited cost-effectiveness
of
systems based
OFR when
integrated with CS teams.
The linkage role with extension is inhibited in this option.
Little re-organisation is required and OFR's primary concern
is the commodity or specialisation.
This is relatively
incompatible with area oriented extension organisation.
Unless the social scientist added to the CS Teams
experienced in systems based OFR it is very difficult
to make the case for social science and carry the
technical scientists with him in introducing a
perspective. Such experience is so far rare in NARS.

Of the groupings
organisational structure.

OPIlQN.. . ?

shown

in

Fig

3,

Kenya

comes

is

.Y.~.r.~T

for him
team of
systems

closest

to

this

(e.g. Ethiopia/Tanzania)

Each CommoditY/Specialist Team in NARS has a complementary OFR
team (usually an agronomist and social scientist) which handles the OFR
work relevant to the CST throughout its area of responsibility i.e nation or
region wide.

This has similar disadvantages to Option 1 with respect to the
restricted exploitation of the systems perspective both in
mobilising technical research results and in drawing priorities
across CST's.
It requires more re-organisation than having
all CST scientists involved in both technical and on farm
research.

-

.It also asks OFR scientists to desert the traditional peer
groups evaluation criteria in research and face the lack of an
OFR career structure in many NARS, risking uncertain
promotional prospects.

-

.It provides a clear institutional niche for scientists. allowing
for development of their capacity in OFR before being drawn
into "confrontation" with technical researchers.

Of the grouping in Figure 1, Ethiopia and Tanzania come closest to
this type of organisation.
Q.PIJQN.~. Jl:t,J

(eg

Zambia)

The set of Commodity and Specialists Teams are complemented b;y a set
of systems oriented OFR teams in NARS.
Each OFR team has regional
responsibilities, each draws from a feeds back to all or any CST's which are
relevant to circumstances and priorities of farmers in its region of
responsibility.

I
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AgY!1.p,~g~~;

In diagnosing foci in the system without pre-determination
to a particular Commodity or Specialist, priority problems are identified. It
is these priorities which offer best leverage for improvement of the
systems, and appropriate solutions for these should be readily absorbed by
target group farmers.

Feeding back technical research agenda to CST's made up of
unsolved priority farmer problems helps balance technical
research efforts according to identified farmer needs.
The two points above and the responsibility of one OFR team
for anyone region make a strong contribution to a costeffective research effort.
The regional or area orientation of the OFR teams is wholly
compatible with extension organisation.
It offers great
potential for drawing extension staff into the later stages of
generation of the techniques they will later have to sell to
their farmer clients.
It helps extension staff identify with
technologies incorporated into recommendations.
It creates an institu.tional niche for scientists where they can
be sheltered during orientation, while their professional
competence in OFR is built up.

The separation from CST's may have several adverse effects:
It asks scientists to isolate themselves from traditional peer
group criteria in assessing research programmes.
It may cause uncertainties
promotional opportunities.

as

to

career

structure

and

Draw down from and feedback to CST's are indispensable
features of the complementary roles of CST's and OFR teams.
By separating the two sets, albeit within NARS, there is a
danger of poor linkages between them.
A more complex re-organisation of institutions and budgets is
required to implement this option. The reorganisation of the
research system in Zambia has resulted in this structure
working quite effectively there.

The reorganisation of the research system in Zambia has resulted in
this structure working quite effectively there.

QPJ.]QN~JJ:>.J (e.g. Malawi)

This is the same structure as option 3 but with the OFR teams
institutionalised within the extension services. not NARS. It has the same
advantages as option 3.
It has the added disadvantage of the complete
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isolation of the CST's and thus greater dependence on feedback loops for
the effective application of the system perspectives by the OFR teams.

With each country in a unique situation there is no universally best
option for incorporating a system based on farm research approach in
national research and extension services. The options must be weighed by
decision makers in the light of their specific country circumstances.
The variability of farming situations across the country - the
more variable the more local specific will be technology needs.
The complexity of farming systems - the more complex. the
greater the potential contribution of a systems perspective in
research prioritisation and the generation of appropriate
technology.
The existing organisation of research and attitudes of
researchers. It may be important to minimise re-organisation.
It may be counter productive to risk alienation of the
existing research cadre.
The existing linkage between research and extension - where
this is effective then less weight need be given to reconciling
the structure of OFR with extension.
Analogous situations with strong technical research efforts in
other countries of the region - this will, given regional
cooperation, influence the balance between technical research
by CST's and OFR in country.

The size and complexity of the country effects the desirable balance
between technical and on farm research and the choice of OFR option. At
the extreme, very small countries with larger, agro-ecologically similar and
cooperative neighbours or near neighbours. may choose OFR and rely on
cooperation to provide the technical stockpile for domestic OFR to utilise.
Larger countries may do this for areas which have analogous conditions
elsewhere in the region with strong technical research efforts.
There is
m~~.~.i.y.~ scope for regional co-operation between countries in agricultural
research in which the need for a critical mass of researchers is recognised
but domestic resources - in terms of both manpower and budgets are often
limited.
While some feel that a systems team working across commodity is the
best way forward (Option 3) others suggest that the aim should be to have
a systems approach adopted by a commodity team.
It is now generally
agreed that simply adding a social scientist to a commodity team is
inadequate, social science is clearly needed but the team as a whole needs
training in a systems approach.

Agricultural research is tied to a technical perspective and technical
criteria by the essential features of classical experimental methodology.
In
the course of the research and extension sequence, aimed at the
dev.elopment and dissemination of new technology appropriate for farmers,
the perspective and criteria have to change from the technical ones
inherent in experimentation. to the managerial ones used by farmers.
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The institutional linkage failure between extension and research are
relatively superficial. the fundamental problem in theresearch/extension
sequence commonly followed in Africa. is this failure to use a managerial or
systems perspective in the diagnosis of farmers problems and in the
development of farmer recommendations. Neither research nor extension
establishments are truly farmer oriented due to the dominating technical
perspective.
Recommendations are fed from technical research to senior
extension staff then on down the hierarchy to the local contact extension
man. The contact extension officer, or the contact farmer, who lives in and
must live with the community, is often charged with promoting new
technologies he sees as inappropriate for his neighbours. He is caught in a
squeeze between his bosses and his neighbours.
Holding the purse string
the bosses view prevails but at high cost in terms of his credibility in the
community and his own morale.
The fundamental problems of perspective is certainly reinforced by
the characteristic institutional and operational gap between research and
extension services. and by the physical isolation of station based
researchers from their farmer clients.
The integrated planning and
operation of research and extension is clearly desirable. However, only the
introduction of a problem orientated or systems perspective to generation
and dissemination will solve the technology transfer problem.
Two points should be emphasised about such a systems approach .
.f.i;r.~.t. •.... t.h~ l'.lPP.:r.Ql:i.:9.h p'l,1.:u~ g.9.w.::r.!.. J~g.P,:r.!9.J9.g.y g.!.~g:r.!.9.~.~Ql'.l~.l::l.p.p.r.QP;r!l::l.t~t<::>.J9.9l::l.~
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The ultimate impact of the problem orientated or systems approach will
of course be measured in terms of farmer adoption of new technologies.
This requires the involvement of extension in disseminating the information.
However OFR results tend not only to result in different extension advise,
they often imply differences in the type of advise that it might be
appropriate to offer farmers.

There are two important ways in which the nature of OFR information
differs from that coming out of traditional crop oriented station research
work.

Traditional station research developed packaged recipes to show how a
crop should be grown to get the best yields or gross margins in a
particular environment.
In contrast OFR asks what aspects of the
current production system are most limiting and seeks ways of
addressing a few of these priority production problems.
Emphasis
is placed on making one or two critical changes in the current
production system. Once these changes have been made others can
follow.
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Traditional crop based station research is aimed at generating
packaged crop growing recipes for specific agro-climatic zones.
These implied that there was a single "correct" way to grow the
crop.
However it is now recognised that there may be many
"appropriate" way to grow a crop in a given agro-ecological
environment. according to micro-environment (field to field) socioeconomic and management variations. A major objective of OFR is
to understand if and how these variations influence farmers'
current practices as well as the suitability of alternative practices.

Technical messages that come out of OFR work are therefore often
conditional on inter and intra farm variations. For example the response to
P may be much less in fields near to homesteads which are more regularly
manured than distant fields.
Fertiliser recommendations may then include
or exclude P depending on which field the farmer is using.
Similarly
minimum tillage which is appropriate for farmers who are short of draft but
have adequate weeding labour may not be appropriate farmers who have
plenty of draft power and plant relatively large areas but have a shortage
of labour for weeding.
OFR which asks the question, "how can productivity be improved?"
inevitably tends towards developing "conditional" messages because of the
wide variation that exists even between farm and fields in the same agroecological zone.

Most extension officers are told that their major role is one of
teaching.
It is assumed that the "correct" way to grow a crop is well
established and their job is to teach this "ideal practice set" to farmers.
But not only does farm level diversity mean that there is no one "ideal" set
of practices, this set or anything like them usually only apples to a small
sub-group of farmers.
Furthermore, for those farmers who are a long way
from utilising the ideal practice set", no guidance is given about where to
begin closing the gap between what is and what should be.
Adoption
studies indicate that farmers do make their own judgements about which
part of the "ideal practice" set to adopt.
This slows adoption, discredits
and disheartens extension field staff and spreads research, extension and
farmer effort over critical as well as non-critical areas.
The OFR philosophy of problem oriented and location specific research
has been developed in response to these types of concerns about blanket
package recommendations.
Through OFR changes are coming about in the
type and content of technical information becoming available to extension
services.

Xf OFR is generating a micro type of information which is problem
specific and conditional, a critical question, but one which has not generally
been asked is "how well suited are current extension philosophies and
methods to effectively and efficiently disseminate these types of information
among farmers"?
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There has been a general assumption that extension will be able to
deliver "problem oriented messages" using the same philosophy and
techniques it has used to deliver "packaged recipes".
This is a dubious assumption from both theoretical and practical
standpoints. There is clearly a substantial philosophical divide between the
idea that extension officer should teach farmers the "correct set of
practices" to the idea that the key to successful extension is to determine
which few changes are most appropriate for farmers to focus on to improve
current productivity.
Existing methods of formulating and delivering extension messages will
also pose problems. First it is traditional for research to hand over a clear
set of recommendations to extension. OFR output is not going to allow such
clear-cut recommendations to be made.
Recommendations may be for
particular farmer types or dependent on field or management factors.
It
will be extremely difficult to cover all eventualities even with highly
specified recommendations.
For example OFR may have demonstrated that
herbicides are only appropriate and profitable for maize weed control where
farming labour is scarce and alternative income sources exist.
Does this
role out use of herbicide on maize by a household with plenty of weeding
labour for maize but with a sizeable tobacco acreage as well? Not if maize
weeding or tobacco production is suffering because of competition for
labour. The best that extension can expect is that OFR will provide a whole
range of technologies and information about when they may be most
appropriate.
And extension staff will need to appreciate why technologies
will suite some farmers better than others, and learn about how to decide
which technologies would be most appropriate to particular groups of
farmers.
Second message delivery is commonly organised though farmer groups.
T & V groups, farmers clubs etc are generally brought together to be
"taught" the message of the moment.
These are dissemination groups and
can be very effective dissemination tools.
However. it is necessary to
understand that they are not the same as "message groups" There may be
two or more "message groups" in a dissemination group. In which case two
or more messages should be given.
The point is that single messages to
"dissemination" groups is inconsistent with the problem oriented approach
that OFR used to develop appropriate technology.
Indeed there is little
point in going to the trouble to develop a range of technologies that might
be suitable under different circumstance if only one is chosen to fit in with
a group "dissemination" methodology.

The alternative is for extension to become an active partner in problem
oriented technology development and dissemination for small farmers.
This
requires much more than the participation of field staff as enumerators in
diagnostic surveyor as trial assistants. It requires the participation and
cooperation of the subject matter specialist (who formulate messages) with
on-farm researchers.
It requires the whole of the extension organisation,
especially from subject matter specialist down to see their role as helping
farmers to IMP.F.,QYEcurrent productivity through problem diagnosis and
field trials and demonstrations.
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In some OFR projects extension attitudes have changed to accommodate the
new research approach. In Zambia OFR has linked with extension effectively
in one province and in Botswana OFR has been used more directly as an
extension tool.

In Zambia OFR and T & V extension method have been introduced at
the same time. Experience from two provinces, Central and Eastern, suggest
that these approaches are not incompatible but do need to be seen as an
integrated system of research and extension rather than two separate parts
of the process. (Sutherland, 1987)
In Central province extension workers were adapting their messages to
individual farmers to suite farmer circumstances.
The official Lima
recommendation is to hand plant using a rope to align the rows and space
the seeds.
Some extension workers recognised that for oxen owners this
was more time consuming than their normal method of planting behind the
plough and they modified their advice for ox owners.
But the T & V
methodology emphasised the use of group demonstration and when T & V
demonstrations were used a blanket lima recommendation was delivered to
groups containing ox owners and non-owners.
Although T & V was operating side by side with OFR in Central
province collaboration between the two did not flourish. There was minimal
involvement of extension workers in the on-farm trial programme.
There
was also little communication upwards of agronomic problems through the
extension hierarchy to on-farm researchers.
In contrast in Eastern
Province OFR and T & V were integrated much more closely.
The T & V
managers recognised the need for flexible and locally appropriate messages
and the OFR researchers responded
by revising
the official Lima
recommendations after just two years of research.
This revision was
quickly accepted at the provincial level as being vital for an effective T &
V system. This ready acceptance of a new set of recommendations was due
to senior T & V managers and OFR agronomist operating on the same
wavelength.
It was helped by the much fuller involvement of extension
workers in the management of OFR trials. Extension workers have also been
given the opportunity at monthly meetings to report back on farmers
problems and have an input into on-farm trial planning.
These experiences indicate that T & V can be compatible with OFR.
While T & V systems in Eastern Province started by distributing the same
range of messages to all camps, more recently a separate version of the
bulletin has been developed for each farming system. Within camp's though,
the T & V visiting schedules and selection of contact farmers has not taken
full account of the fact that different types of farmers will require
different technical messages. But this is not so much a constraint of the T
& V system itself, as the way it has been implemented and the need for
more training in the problem orientated approach to research and extension.

In Botswana OFR has been used more directly as an extension tool
itself.
In Tutume district the traditional Kgotla was used to introduce a
range of potential new technologies to farmers.
Research and extension
staff introduced the new technologies in the form trials which farmers could
select.
The farmers are supplied the appropriate input for the trials and
assisted in laying out the sites, but they were farmer managed and
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implemented.
Monthly meetings were held to discuss problems and
observations on the trials with research and extension staff. Field days are
held at the end of the season to discuss results between farmers,
researchers and extension.
The advantages seen from its approach were:
a) More potential technologies are presented to farmers.
b) New ideas get to farmers and their feed back is guaranteed.
c) Observing the type of technologies selected by farmers enables
researcher to see which types of innovation are most
acceptable to farmers in different situations.
For example a
hand row planter was adopted by farmers in one village
which had a particular shortage of draft power and where
tractor hire was unreliable.
The timing of the planting
became less critical once farmers had the option of planting
with the hand row planter after a good rain.

The on-farm research approach has been accepted by most national
research programmes in Eastern and Southern Mrica.
The output from
initial programmes 1s beginning to be reported in research pu blications and
annual reports. Much of this output is not being effectively translated into
recommendations and where recommendations are being formulated. the
extension of these new messages often pose problems for traditionally
organised and trained extension services.
Effective use of the information being gained from OFR will req uire a
better integration of research with extension and more emphasis on the
transformation of on-farm trial results into flexible
yet extendable
recommendations.
The Swaziland programme has gone further than most in
transforming research result into technical messages. The delivery of these
messages is the next stage and will be the subject of some of our
discussions during the course of this workshop.
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Low observed that Ms. Nomathemba Dlamini's remarks 'have given the
participants a very useful historical perspective on agricultural research in
Swaziland.
Such a perspective can provide the workshop with a common
ground for discussing how the FSR trial exercises have worked in the case
of Swaziland.
He requested that during the plenary sessions persons with
questions write them out and give them to the rapporteur at the conclusion
of each session.
Day 1 -
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A. response to a question on multiple extension recommendations
prompted a discussion of research and extension linkages--a topic which
was to become a central issue at the workshop.
One or the participants
asked Low whether the farmers in Botswana understand the options offered
them by research or extension.
Low replied that extension in Botswana
does not incorporate options (ie., multiple recommendations) into their
efforts to reach farmers.
Extension staff there are unhappy that no
package was getting to the farmer.
Rather, it has been research who
introduced farmers to the possibility of options through its on-farm
research programme.
In Botswana, a lack of structure for integrating research and
extension appears to have prevented extension from borrowing the options
concept from research.
One of the participants commented that the need
for strong research/extension linkages has been recognized in Swaziland for
some time.
For example, the previous FSR workshop recommended in 1985
that research and extension develop stronger ties.
This same participant questioned the extent to which National Subject
Matter Specialists and Senior Extension Officers have input into the
planning and evaluation of on-farm research in Swaziland.
The Chief
Research Officer responded that, while not perfect, there is some sort of
collaboration between researchers and non-researchers in on-farm research.
He stated that NSMS and SEO's were invited annually to the Malkerns
Research Station's summer programme meeting held each August.
At this
meeting, he observed, extension staff have ample opportunity to comment on
the research programmes--both on-station and on-farm--of the various
sections.
In addition, on-farm researchers obtain feedback on the OFR
programme from farmers through formal evaluations and informal contacts.
The CRO's comments received additional support from one of the
Research Officers.
She stated that, in addition to the annual meeting, MRS
Research Officers attend the monthly T & V message preparation meetings,
conduct periodic field days for extension workers at Malkerns and at RDA's
and participate in technical of extension workers at all levels throughout
the year.
Researchers obtain feedback on a regular basis from these
events.
The Research Officer argued further that, in addition to these formal
mechanisms
of
research/extension
contact,
informal
channels
of
communication between the two groups should be encouraged.
National
Subject Matter Specialists are free to contact Research Officers for
assistance in T & V message preparation prior to the monthly meetings.
The degree to which such informal linkages are utilized by research and
extension staff is often a function of the personalities of those involved,
she noted.
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One of the National Subject Matter Specialists remarked that linkages
between research and extension do exist, but they are not effective.
He
said that monthly contact between research and extension was needed. This
is particularly true under the T & V system, since research results must be
translated into extension messages on a continuous basis.
He stated that
the information coming from research, "doesn't come to us the way 1'd
expect it."
He also felt that the subject matter specialists face severe
transport problems and must rely on researchers for farmer feedback.
One of the MRS research staff queried Low about onstation/on-farm
research linkages.
He stated that, even after Low's discussion of FSR
programmes in the region, he was still unclear as to how on-station
research fits in to the FSR perspective presented.
Low replied that he himself was still not clear on this issue, since
regional experience with this linkage has been so varied.
In Zambia and
Malawi, on-farm/on-station
research integration is the critical issue.
Attention to this set of problems raises serious questions concerning
research productivity and relevance.
That is, what problems is research
addressing and what is the payoff for national agricultural programmes in
solving these problems?
Regional experience suggests, according to Low, that the key to
maintaining a viable and responsive research programme is for all research
scientists to be sold on the idea of improvement-producing, rather than
optimum-testing, research. The Eastern Province of Zambia is an example of
how. if research and extension share this perspective, "structural problems
fall away."
The session chair then directed a question to extension staff as to
how easily this perspective can be shared in the Swaziland context.
He
noted that the extension service has undergone several major modifications
of its programme recently.
These include: adoption of a T & V system
modeled after Kenya's; the establishment of the Ekhaya programme to
promote self-sufficiency; and a modification of T & V to include a commodity
group focus.
A subject matter specialist responded to this and to a previous
question by stating that he saw little in the way of linkage between
research and extension. Research results do not filter through the systems
as they should: eg., extension does not receive copies of research reports.
Even the proceedings of the last FSR workshop have not been seen by
extension.
In further commenting on research/extension issues, he stated that
Low's scenario sounded nice, but that a lot of forethought would needed
before such a system could be realized in Swaziland. He felt that we often
jump into new programmes and ways of doing things without fully
understanding what is involved.
Consequently. many mistakes are made in
the process.
Another NSMS stated that the monthly interaction between research
and extension to construct T & V messages does not adequately take into
account seasonal variations which can affect the timeliness of the messages.
He felt the current approach produced messages that were "too theoretical"-messages that were not responsive to farmers' needs. Regarding the issue
of farmers' needs, another subject matter specialist commented that the key
to successful diagnosis of farmers' problems is the level of understanding
of the person in contact with the farmer.

I
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In his summary of the discussion, the chair noted that it was the
"homework" of the workshop
participants to raise their
level of
understa.nding of farmers' problems by participating actively in the week's
events. He also noted that the presentations and discussion pointed to the
need to work on a better integration of research and extension.
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by Chris SeubertZ

This paper provides a background and overview to the Agronomy
farming systems research in Swaziland from 1982 to 19R8.
The research
programme included: 1) informal and formal diagnostic surveys to define
small farmer's problems. 2) on-station and on-farm research trials to test
improved technologies, 3) socio-economic evaluations of new technologies.
and 4) the development of extension recommendations for farmers.

About ten years ago the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of
Swaziland decided to change the orientation of the agricultural research
programme to develop crop management recommendations more relevant for
small farmers on S'Vazi Nation Land (SNL). The earliest studies on the need
for and feasibility of an approach directed to small farmers were started in
1980 (Saunders. 1982 and Black-Michaud. 1982).
These studies helped to
form opinions and provide background information needed to design the
USAID funded Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project (U.S. Agency for International Development. 1981).
The Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project (SCSRETP) has been jointly funded by the Swaziland Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives and the United States Agency for International
Development and implemented through a cooperative effort between The
Pennsylvania State University and Tennessee State University.
The main
goal of the project. which started in March, 1982. was "to increase the
economic viability of farming on Swazi Nation Land." (US Agency for
International Development, 1981). The project has moved towards this goal
by strengthening the Agricultural Research Division, Extension Training and
Agricultural Information Units of the Swaziland Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives. This paper contains results from part of that work.
One aspect of on-farm research is that it uses a systems perspective
when identifying technical research outputs that are useful to farmers. In
other words, researchers try to .see things the way that farmers see them.
This aspect of OFR provides on-station researchers with feedback on the
technical solutions being tested under farmers conditions and is critical to
the development of practical solutions to farmer's problems (adapted from
Seubert. 1985).

fpape'r"preseiiTedaffheSwaziIand

Farming Systems Research and Extension Workshop. March 1-4. 1988.
Nhlangano. Swaziland. The work on which this paper is based was funded by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives of Swaziland and the U. S. Agency for International Development.
2Chris Seubert. Agronomist. Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project, The
Pennsylvania State University.
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The Swaziland on-farm research programme has followed the on-farm
research procedures developed by CIMMYT (Byerlee and Collinson, 1980).
The major steps of the FSR process conducted in Swaziland have been:
1. collection of background information
2. informal interdisciplinary diagnostic surveys
3. formal surveys
4. identification and prioritizing of major constraints facing
farmers
5. design of on-farm trials
6. conduct on-farm trials and farmer assessments
7. feedback to on-station and on-farm research
8. result summaries
9. recommendations to extension

Almost all of the recommendations to extension are made in one of
three formats: 1) extension training workshops, 2) research and extension
field days, and 3) writt~n publications called Field Support Guides or Fact
Sheets. The nine steps' listed above can be divided into two parts. Steps
one through seven can be considered a learning process for researchers,
while steps eight and nine are teaching processes for researchers and
extension National Subject Matter Specialists and other extension workers.
The seventh step, feedback, is the main mechanism for the refinement of the
on-farm trials in response to the results obtained, farmer reactions, and
implementation constraints.
This paper covers the first four steps listed above, while two other
papers presented in this workshop, "Swaziland Farming Systems Research in
Weed Management"
and
"Plant Population
Improvement Research
in
Swaziland", cover steps four through eight.
Step nine, preparing the
written extension messages, is covered in a paper entitled "Extension Field
Support Guides: The Development Process" presented at this workshop.
Section III of this paper is a literature review and provides the
reader with a general background information on Swaziland agriculture. It
includes brief information on: farmer strategies, land tenure, the Swazi
homestead,
agricultural
labour,
livestock,
government
agricultural
development programmes, soils, climate, human population, land use and crop
production. Section IV provides background on crop production constraints
and briefly reviews the literature related to these constraints.
Section V
presents the results and conclusions from the formal and informal farmer
diagnostic surveys.
The major production constraints identified in the
surveys are presented.
These constraints and improved practices are
presented in tables 15, 16, 17, and 18. A brief outline of the on-farm trials
and their objectives are presented in section VI and table 19.
The details
for most of these trials are presented in other papers published in the
proceedings from this workshop, or they are available in SCSRETP annual
reports (SCSRETP 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987).
The last section of
this paper, section VII, summarizes the contents of the paper.
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A considerable amount of background information about Swaziland
small farmers exists.
It is important that some of this background be
presented to readers who are unfamiliar with the complexity and diversity
of the farming systems of small farmers on Swazi Nation Land. Readers who
are not interested in this level or detail. or who are already familiar with
SNL farming literature may wish to proceed to section IV of this paper.

Farmer Strategies and Circumstances
Crucial to improving the SNL farming system is an overall view of
farming system. the strategies being pursued by farmers. and
circumstances they face in implementing their farming practices.
summaries of the initial formal and informal survey work undertaken by
Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project, Freund
Maphalala (1983) state that:
.

the
the
In
the
and

Farming
Systems
Research
is
dependent
upon
a
clear
understanding by agricultural researchers of the circumstances
of the farmers whose farming system they aim to improve. This
knowledge needs to include the farm resources, the constraints
influencing production, and the prevailing farming practices. It
involves an interdisciplinary approach to farmers' problems
(P. 1)

Land Tenure
Several reports gave the FSR team valuable background information on
land tenure. crop ,statistics. the role of cattle for farmers, and the
structure of the Swazi household.
Frequently studies concentrate on the
technical or infra-structure problems in agricultural production and ignore
the overall framework within which the small farmer operates. or ignore the
strategy being used by farmers to achieve his or her goals.
The
circumstances facing farmers greatly affect their approach towards farming.
Swaziland. like many countries in Africa. has both Title Deed
(privatelY held land) and Swazi Nation Land (communally held land).
The
FSR program in Agronomy concentrated on small farmers on SNL holdings.
Because SNL land is not privately owned. its tenure and use follow
traditional patterns.
In talking about land tenure in Swaziland Doggett
stated that:
...first and foremost is the recognition that land serves a
variety of functions under 'the traditional system, only one of
which is to produce a living.
Land gives man a "shadow"
(prestige) and emotional security.
It provides the community
with a "shock absorber" in times of reduction in wage earning
opportunities elsewhere. In this sense land is a social security
system. or "pension scheme". a function which is perhaps the
most important of all in Swazi eyes. (Doggett. 1980; p. 40)

To improve farming it is necessary to understand the farmers' basic
strategy underlying the farming operation.
Understanding the farmer's
basic farming strategy is important in both identifying farmer problems and
pre-testing viable solutions. With respect to land tenure Doggett provides
some insight into farmer strategies:
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This example underscores the difficulty associated with trying
to isolate land tenure's impact on agricultural productivity.
Swazi farm families have been shown to be labor-minimizers,
rather than output maximizers, due to the realities of the Swazi
economy.
The FY 1982 Country Development Strategy Statement
for Swaziland (US Agency for International Development, 1980)
presents convincing arithmetic that shows that the more labor
that can be released from the small family farm to work
elsewhere, with remaining family members continuing to farm
food crops and perhaps some cash crops, the better off
financially the family becomes. (Doggett, 1980; p. 45)

The Swazi Homestead
The basic production unit on Swazi Nation Land is the homestead.
A
recognition of the role of the homestead, and its smaller subdivision
the
household, is important in understanding and working with small farmers on
SNL. A diagram of a typical Swazi homestead is shown in Figure 3. Part of
a more extensive homestead description is given below:
... the homestead (umuti) is the largest residential and distinct
socio-economic unit that can be recognized on Swazi Nation
Land.
It is a dwelling-place consisting of buildings and,
sometimes, of enclosures immediately connected with them.
Its
members have land to cultivate, some of which is, farmed in
common under the direction of the head of the homestead. The
members of a homestead also have access to communal pastures,
although, strictly speaking, only arable land "belongs" to the
homestead".
Black-Michaud also points out that "A household
Undlu) is also a dwelling place whose members share farming
responsibilities.
...in multi-household homesteads one always
finds a large farming unit involving all active members of the
homestead and at least as many smaller units as there are
households. (Black-Michaud, 1981; p. 2)

Homestead Labour
Understanding the division of labour within the Swazi household, as
with most family farming situations, is an important part of understanding
the human resource base for farming.
Several authors provide information
and background about the rural family (Kuper, 1986; Black-Michaud, 1981;
Black-Michaud and Simelane, 1982; de Vletter, 1983).
One of the dominant
features in the agricultural labour scene on Swazi Nation Land is the
number of absentee workers on the homestead. The statistics are presented
below in Figure 1. This graph shows that 67.7% of Swazi homesteads have
an adult in wage employment and only 18% have no one in wage employment.
Seubert et. a1 (1985) state "that scarcity of family labour as a major farm
production constraint in most Swazi households. This family labour scarcity
is due to the lack of any landless farm labour pool and high rate of wage
employment off the farm."
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Figut'"e 1.

Distt'"ibution of Households With Off-Fat'"m Wot'"ket'"s.
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--------------------------------------------------------------"The large proportion of off-farm wage earners results in the
situation shown in Figure 2, where only 58% of household members over 16
years are available for farm work and less than one third of these are
males." (Seubert et. aJ., 1985)
These statistics spotlight the need to
concentrate on the labour scarcity situation when surveying farmers and
considering appropriate improved technologies or management practices for
inclusion in the on-farm research programme.

Figut'"e 2.

Distt'"ibution of Adult Household Membet'"s Based
on Residence.
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Sout'"ce: de Vlettet'". 1983.
Cattle
There were also reports which gave the survey teams knowledge about
SNL farmers' attitudes towards cattle ownership (Sibisi and Adams, 1982 and
Sibisi, 1979), sociological information about rural communities and farmers
(de Vletter, 1983), and attitudes of selected farm families towards farming
(Sibisi, 1981). It is not possible to go into the details of these reports in
the context of this paper, but they were very important in setting the
stage for better understanding the SNL small farmers, their attitudes
towards livestock and farming, and the social structures within which they
operate.
The Rural Development Areas
The Farming Systems Research on-farm trials took place in ten of the
Rural Development Areas (RDA's) of Swaziland. The RDA's served as a base
for the FSR program and covered all of the agro-ecological zones of
Swaziland.

been

The Rural Development Area Programme, which started in 1970, has
an important focus for development of SNL farming resources.

,

Thirteen RDA centres were established during the first ten years of the
programme. These \..entres serve as the central hub for serving the rural
farming community.
At or near the Project Centres fertiliser and hybrid
maize seeds are sold, tractor hire ploughing services are offered, health
clinics and schools have been built, agricultural extension and other
government services are provided, maize grain is stored (some HDA's), roads
and bridges are maintained, nurseries and rural craft centres are provided
(some RDA's), and many government programmes for range management,
credit, animal health. home economics, etc. are managed. About half of the
RDA Project Centres, usually those designated as "minimum input RDA's", do
not offer tractor hire ploughing or one or two of the above mentioned
services
It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a detailed summary of
RDA programme activities.
A good example of the activities undertaken
within an RDA is presented by Manana (1982). Some statistics pertaining to
RDA's are available in a farmer's census taken in 1985 (RDA Management
Unit, 1985); additional information is provided by Watson (1984a).
The
reaJer can get an idea of how the agricultural extension service is
organized from an Extension Activities Report (RDA Management Unit, 1982).
To further orientate the reader there is a two volume report summarizing
the RDA programme (Hunting Technical Services, 1983).

Soils
The red and yellow Ferallitic sands and loams are mainly in the
Highveld regions while the red Fersiallitic sand. clays and loams are in the
Midveld.
The soil survey of Swaziland (Murdoch. 1970) shows that about
35% of the soils (610,000 hectares) are acid or somewhat acid and are mainly
in the Highveld and Midveld (also divided into the Dry or Eastern Midveld
and the Moist or Western Midveld).
The agricultural soils in these major
maize growing areas are generally well drained. low organic matter, infertile,
weathered soils derived from acidic parent rocks.
These soils are low in
available phosphorus, have low activity clays and low to moderate water
holding capacity.

Climatic Patterns
Before starting surveys and field research work the cropping systems
team members studied background
information about the climate of
Swaziland.
Figure 4 presents regional information on temperature and
rainfall.
The highveld has an average elevation of 1,300 metres and an
annual rainfall of about 1,400 mm. During the growing season the maximum
and minimum air temperatures are 25 and 14°C respectively.
Average
elevation in the [Midveld] is 700 metres, average rainfall 940 mm and
minimum and maximum air temperatures are about 27 and 17°C respectively.
In both regions 75% of the rain falls in the summer season from October to
March.

Human Population
The current human population of Swaziland is approximately 630,000
and there are about 55,000 rural homesteads.
Almost half of all Swazi
homesteads are located in the Midveld region and the mean population
density there is 40 persons per km z . (Murdoch, 1970).
One third of
homesteads are located in the Highveld region, where the population density
is 30 persons per km z .
Because of their favourable climates these two
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regions are the major maize producing areas and have more than 80% of the
populalion of Swaziland.

Land Use
Land use on Swazi Nation Land is divided into cropping land and
grazing land.
Crops are grown on about 84,000 ha, or 5 percent of SNL,
and about 862,000 ha, or 50 percent, is devoted to natural grasslands for
grazing cattle, goats and donkeys. The remaining 45 percent of SNL land is
allocated for RDA uses, occupied by forests, irrigated -areas, or is not
usable for agriculture. Table 1 below shows the number of hectares of each
major crop grown in each of the four agro-ecological zones of Swaziland in
the 1981/82 season.
The crop mix and total hectares for other seasons is
similar.

Figure
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Table 1.

Crop

A~ea on Swazi Nation Land UndeF Diffe~ent
in the 1981/81 Season in Each of the FOUF
ecological Zones_

Highveld
ha
%

Maize 15,60B
Cotton
0
Grain Sorghum
382
Dry 8eans
623
Pumpkins1
400
Potatoes
26
Tobacco
255
Other Crops
655
Tolal 17.949

87.0
0.0
2.1
3.5
2.2
0.1
1.4
3. 7

Midveld
%
ha
28.439
3,244
958
986
1.091
115
160_
3,294
38.287

74.3
8.5
2.5
2.6
2.8
0.3
0.4
8.6

C~ops

Ag~o

Total Cropped
%
ha

Lowveld
%
ha

Lubombo
%
ha

47.0
38.2
3.5
0.9
1.5
0.0
nil
8.9

4, 735 82.1
69 1.2
72 1.2
222 3.8
201 3.5
0 0.0
0 0.0
471 8.2

58.936
11,575
2,162
2.017
2.012
141
417
6.373

5, 770

83.633 100.0

10.154
8,262
750
186
320
0
2
1, 953
21.627

70.5
13.8
2.6
2.4
2.4
0.2
0.5
7.6

with maize_
SOU~~!~_~!~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ ~!!~~!_~198?)_~~d FAD (1984)1Inte~c~opped

From table 1 it is clear that maize occupies the largest percentage of
the cropped Swazi Nation Land.
The percentages are from 47% in the
Lowveld to 87% in the Highveld.
Cotton, an important cash crop in the
Lowveld, has the second largest area under production on Swazi Nation
Land - 11,575 hectares.
Crops like dry beans, cowpeas, groundnuts, grain
sorghum and pumpkins occupy small amounts of the- cropped land; usually
from one to four percent, depending on the zone.
To understand farmers utilize their land resources, it is important see
the management patterns and use of the fields. A description of household
land use is provided below.
Maize on SNL is grown on small plots adjacent to the
households.
These plots, or panels, are usually measured in
fractions of a hectare and are mostly terraced or separated by
[narrow] strips of fallow (known as grass strips) on sloping
land to control soil erosion. Maize may be grown as a sole crop
or intercropped with beans or pumpkins, mainly to provide
vegetables for the family. The proportion of this latter system
[intercropped land] is increasing and now represents more than
40% of the total SNL maize area... "
"The land is cropped
continuously year after year to the same crop and where
insufficient kraal manure is applied or legumes not grown, the
fertility of the land is declining. (FAO. 1984; p. 24)

Cropping Practices
The crop husbandry practices used on Swazi Nation Land are fairly
similar in the Highveld, Midveld and Lubombo regions (Also noted by Jones.
1979 - p.2 and Watson, 1984b - p. 3).
Farmers in the Lowveld, who grow
most of the cotton produced by small farmers in Swaziland. have adopted
some slightly different procedures for maize production - mainly lower plant
populations and less fertiliser.
This paper concentrates on the Highveld
and Midveld regions, the major maize growing areas of Swaziland.
According to a recent report:

J
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... mixed cropping occupies nearly an equal proportion of the
pure maize area. The most popular and widespread crop mix is
maize and pumpkins.
Other mixtures such as maize and [dry]
beans, maize and groundnuts. maize and jugo beans (Voandzeia
subterranea) , maize and cowpeas, maize and sorghum (S. bicolor
and S. saccharatum) and maize and sweet potato are practiced
to varying extents depending on the agro-ecological zone."
A
study conducted by the University of Swaziland - Luyengo
(UNISWA, c.1985) provides much information on the extent of
intercropping and the yield expectations for the major and
minor crops in the combination. (FAO 1984; p. 27)

It is important to point out that obtaining high yields from the minor
crops, like pumpkins and grain legumes, mixed with maize is !19.t an
important strategy for small farmers in Swaziland.
The minor crop in the
intercrop mixture is widelY viewed by farmers as a food supplement or
"stretcher".
The various intercrops, when included with the many species
of edible weeds used by farmers, provide a slight increase in production
and are important sources of both variety and nutrition in the diet of rural
people.

The tillage practices performed by Swazi Nation Land farmers,
ploughing and harrowing, are carried out between September and December.
These operations are dependent on either oxen or hired tractors for
draught power:
... tillage is generally carried out in September or October
[sometimes November or December] after the first rains. Tillage
is often delayed due to weak oxen which cannot pull the plough
at the end of the dry winter period, when the soil is too dry or
when the first rains are late. Delay is also caused by the late
removal of cattle from the arable land which, after the maize is
harvested, includes the maize stover areas. Ploughing by oxen
is usually inadequate for good seed germination due to variable
and shallow depth, and inefficient tillage of the surface
mulch.....
The RDA Management Unit yield and input surveys
(1981 through 1985) found that oxen are used for about two
thirds of tillage operations, while hired tractors are used for
the other one third. (FAO 1984); p. 27)

The are two main methods for maize planting. The first method is "by
hand" and involves ·using the plough to open a furrow, seed and fertiliser
are then dropped into the furrow by hand. After that, the seed is covered
with a harrow or by hand with hoes. A few farmers use the next pass of
the plough to cover the seed, but the method produces poor results.
The
second method is "mechanized" and involves sowing the seed using the
SAFIM ox-drawn planter (Fedmech, 1986).
The figure varies from year-toyear and region to region, but about half of the farmers plant maize using
the ox-drawn planter and about half plant by hand using the furrow
method (RDA Management Unit, 1981, 1982b, 1983a and 1984).
Farmers who
use the ox-drawn planter usually have somewhat higher yields than those
planting by hand.

Crop Production Trends
Operating within the cropping systems described above were two very
clear trends.
First, the total area devoted to maize production has been
steadily declining for more than ten years.
Second, the maize grain yield
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per hectare, despite increased use of fertilisers, hybrid seed and tractor
hire for ploughing, has remained stagnant. These two trends are shown in
tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 2.

Swazi Nation Land
Cultivation.
Yea~

1966/67
1969/70
1971/72
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83

Maize

A~ea Unde~

Hecta~es

93.000
95.000
62.381
71.145
55.654
58.936
43.672

Sou~ce: Cent~al Statistics Office. Annual Su~vey
of Swazi Nation Land. 1972/73-1978/81. 1980/81
and 1981/82; Annual Repo~t of the Minist~y of
Ag~icultu~e and Coope~atives. 1966/67-1971/72;

_

L~~~_~~~_~~~~~!~

Table 3.

Ave~age Swazi Nation Land Maize
Yields by Ag~o-ecological Zone.

G~ain

.Y..!?_~.r.

H;i..9.hY..~.lg

!1;i.c!.y..~.lg

b.Q.~.Y.~.l9.

L!:J.P-Q.!!!.p..9.

.$..~q?.;i..;;J".gn . g

1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
11 Yea~

1.602
1.285
1.717
1.488
1.401
1.453
1.874
1.286
1.974
2.148
1.240

1.659
1.078
1.604
1.577
1.420
1.245
1.751
1.021
1,217
1.676
854-

2.226
929
1.175
1.137
1.541
1,201
1.648
474
1,006
948
431

2.132
1.374
2.055
1,273
674
1.159
2,667
426
1.577
1.030
894

1.762
1.104
1.577
1.442
1.440
1.276
1,787
918
1.360
1.683
887

Ave~age

1.588

1.376

1.156

1.387

1.386

Sou~ce:

Cent~al

Statistics Office.

Annual

L.~~.~~~~ ':~~~.~ ?:.~!.~t!..~.=?:.~~?:I-~~. ~ ~~.'? E.~.~.~.~ . ~.:

Su~vey

__

_

of Swazi

.

Purchased Inputs for Maize Farming
Swazi Nation Land maize farmers use many modern production
practices and cash inputs such as: tractor hire for ploughing, ox-drawn
planter, hybrid seed, and chemical fertiliser for basal and topdress
applications.
Table 4 shows the percentages of fields that have received
some or all of these inputs.
Compared to other countries in the Southern
African region the use of modern inputs in maize production is quite high.
Such high input use would seem to indicate a strong orientation by farmers
towards maize cash cropping. However. the decreasing land area devoted to
maize cropping (table 2) and tendency to minimize labour inputs are

I
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contrary to the idea of Swazi Nation Land farmers have a cash orientation
in their maize production.

Table 4.

The Use of Mode~n Inputs on Swaz~ Nat~on
Land Fa~me~s F~elds (~ncludes only RDA·s).
Use of
Use of Ox-

Season

d~awn

Plante~

1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84

48. 6

Sou~ce:

RDA Management

46.9

54.1
50.9

Use of

Hyb~~d

Ma~ze Seed
% of F~elds
61.4
63.8
69.5
74.0

Un~t

Fe~t~l~se~ fo~

Basal

(1984).

72.6
72.9
70.2
77.0

Topd~ess

34.5
30.4
38.0

.

J

Crop Production Constraints
After gathering and examining the background
information on
homesteads, the cropping systems, and farmer resources presented above, it
was necessary to take a closer look at the constraints that face small
farmers on Swazi Nation Land. Several authors presented interpretations on
the constraints facing SNL small farmers (Jones, 1979; Mahdavi, 1980;
Saunders, 1982; de Vletter, 1983; and Low, 1982 and 1985).
These authors
had different ways of viewing the production problems and circumstances
facing SNL farmers. Their perspectives on farmer's constraints ranged from
describing their problems as purely technical to putting their problems
almost entirely in social terms.
Mahdavi took a purely technical view to constraints facing farmers
(1980).
He divided farmer's fields into four maize grain yield classes ranging from less than 1,000 to more than 3,000 kg/ha.
He described the
main production constraints in each yield group in terms of technical
constraints such as: low plant population, late weeding, low fertiliser rates,
late planting, poor land preparation, etc.
The observed constraints and
suggested improvements in each yield group were quite correct.
However,
the farmer's social and economic perspectives and strategies were not
considered in the recommendations that .Mahdavi made to remove production
constraints.
Black-Michaud and Simelane (1982) included social constraints. such as
weeding labour, in their consideration of factors limiting production by
small farmers on SNL.
It is recognized that there are few constraints in
SNL agriculture that are purely technical. While not considered in detail in
this paper, it is recognized that constraints like: lack of cash. cash flow,
under developed markets. lack of farming orientation, commodity pricing
policies, and other issues are serious impediments to the adoption of
improved crop production practices.

Late Planting
Date of planting has been found to have a great effect upon maize
grain yield.
Table 5 below shows that, as planting date is delayed (i.e.
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lower percentage of fields planted before November 15), the average maize
grain yields decrease. The importance of early maize planting is clear, and
the reasons for delays should be considered during the survey process.
Earlier planting has a strong potential to improve maize grain yields.

Table 5.

Ave~age Maize G~ain Yields fo~ Six
Planting Dates in 17 RDA's in Th~ee
Seasons (1981/82, 1982/83 and 1983/84).
Ave~age G~ain

P.lg.l}.t.::i.:.1}9....Q9.t.'?
Befo~e

Octobe~

16
Novembe~ 1
Novembe~ 16
Decembe~ 1
Octobe~

to
to
to
to

Afte~ Decembe~

Sou~ce:

Adapted

L~~~~~_~~~~2~

.

f~om

.Y.::i.:'?19.$. C.kglh9.. J

15
31
15
30
15
15

2116
1594
1556
1403
1110
845

RDA Management Unit

Su~veys

(1982,

.____________________

1

Lack of Weeding Labour
Jones (1979, p. 2) noted the tendency of men to prefer wage
employment to farming "Many men therefore prefer to seek paid employment
outside the rural areas, leaving the agriculture all or largely in the hands
of their womenfolk and children ... " With this observation in mind Jones also
stated that " .. .in these circumstances farming tends to become a halfhearted
activity continued as much to retain ownership of the land as to produce
crops."
Jones used the term "sub-subsistence" to describe the orientation
of many small farmers on Swazi Nation Land.
The term "non-commercial",
which is later used by de Vletter (1983), has a similar meaning.
With regard to technology introduction and
Nation Land farms it has been stated that:

labour inputs on Swazi

On the basis of this analysis it is possible to argue that the
introduction of improved maize technology may not arrest the
movement from on-farm to off-farm employment, but may
reinforce it. ..
However, a reduction in the labour input on the farm may not
be reflected well by the area planted. Another way of reacting
to improved wage conditions is to offset the increased unit
labour charge by adopting less intensive cropping methods .
... the more hours worked per hectare, the lower the maize yield
per hour.
So the application of less labour on the same area
would raise yields per hour and, ceteris paribus, reduce the
labour charge per unit of production. (Low, 1982; p. 77)

Low concludes that it is "rational for farmers to adopt yield
increasing technologies (hybrid maize, fertiliser) and, at the same time.
employ less intensive cropping methods."
He points out this approach is
apparently irrational from a technical perspective:

I
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Of course, from the agronomic point of view, this is opposite of
what should take place and it is counter-productive in that the
yield increasing potential of most of the new technologies is
drastically reduced if correct (which invariably means more
intensive) husbandry methods are not applied. Nevertheless we
have seen how it may be perfectly rational from the point of
view of the Swazi farm-household and it could help to explain
why maize yields on Swazi Nation Land have shown no tendency
to increase despite widespread adoption of yield increasing
technologies such as hybrid seed and fertiliser.
We have argued that. in the Swazi farm-household environment,
attractive wage employment conditions may encourage the
adoption of yield increasing technologies on the one hand but.
at the same time, they are likely to reduce the numbers of
workers available for farm work and to discourage labour
intensive cropping methods.
In terms of yields per area of
land, the latter two effects will counteract the positive yield
effect of the improved technologies. (Low, 1982; pp. 77-78)

The work by Low does much to explain some of the apparent
contradictions in the farming strategies observed on Swazi Nation Land
farmers fields.
The observation of the adoption of some "modern"
technologies. supported by the data on SNL yield and production area
trends, suggests that there is much room for technical improvement in areas
where low labour input or low cash cost technologies can be utilized as
leverages to realize further yield increases from the hybrid seed and
fertiliser already being used.
There is also some evidence that homesteads may shift from having an
off-farm employment orientation to one of being fully employed on the farm.
Sibisi (1981) states that:
Surplus-crop food farming [also described as full time farming]
is typically the achievement of men who, while still in paid
employment, make a definite decision to take up such fa:rming in
earnest; and of their wives. whose cooperation and joint
dedication to the goal is essential. The decision is followed by
a process, often lengthy, of acquiring the means to put it into
effect.
These means are principally cattle, implements and sufficient capital to carry the family through the first year or two,
enabling them to survive weather and other hazards. (p. i)

A second source, de Vletter (1983), further describes
which the shift in employment orientation occurs:

the point at

... homesteads spending more than E300 (300 Emalangeni) on
agricultural expenditure (excluding Vuvulane) were found to
have very low rates of off-farm employment.
This suggests
that, in general, cropping income may complement absentee
earnings, but that at some stage the transition into viable cash
cropping necessitates substitution from off-farm employment. (p.
35)

Saunders (1982) identified labour as one of the key linking
between the social and technical perspectives. He stated that:

points
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In almost all the small farms studied by the FAO project, the
main constraint to production is the shortage of seasonal labour.
The ecological conditions of warmth and moisture during the
early part of the maize growing season produce tremendous
weed growth. which actively competes with young maize plants.
There is no doubt, however, that many small farmers fail to
attain their potential due to inefficient weed control. (P. 4)

Low Maize Plant Population
Several studies have pointed out that low maize plant populations on
SNL farmers' fields cause seriour yield reductions (Jones, 1979; Mahdavi,
1980; Black-Michaud and Simelane. 1982).
The data in table 6. which were
taken from another survey, confirm the findings of the informal survey
about maize plant populations on SNL farmers' fields.
Correlation studies
done by the RDA Management Unit (c. 1982) have shown that, for the range
of plant populations most often found in SNL farmers' fields, each additional
5000 plants per hectare increases maize yields about 250 kg/ha.

Table 6.

Pe~centages of Fields in Va~ious Plant
Population Classes (RDA a~eas only).
Pe~cent

Plant Population Classes

Fields

below 5000
5000 to 10000
10000 to 15000
15000 to 20000
20000 to 25000
25000 to 30000
30000 to 35000
35000 to 40000
40000 to 45000
above 45000
Sou~ce:

RDA Management. 1983; p.

0.7
3.5
10.2
17.4
26.8
18. 5
12.4
5.2
2.5
2.7

of

Cumulative
Pe~centages

0.7
4.2
14.4
31.8
58.6
77.1
89.5
94.7
97.2
100.0

12.

Data taken on the fields studied by Black-Michaud and Simelane (1982)
identify maize plant population at harvest as an important component of
grain yield.
The simple correlation coefficients of the production
components recorded in that study (e.g. grain yield. plant population at
harvest, date of planting. etc.) are presented in Table 7. While most of the
production component correlations in the study are low, the two highest
correlations to maize grain yield are fertiliser amount (0.62) and harvest
plant population (0.60).
On-station research at the Malkerns Research Station work has also
confirmed the importance of maize plant stand as a major yield component
(Armitage, 1974; Brook, 1975). . Brook also concluded that plant population
became more important as other factors limiting production were improved.
This not only supports the effort to investigate how to improve plant
population, but emphasizes the importance of doing so when farmers are
adopting hybrid seed. fertilisers and other production inputs.
The
interaction of plant population and basal fertiliser levels is presented later
in this paper as part of an economic analysis.
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Correlation Coefficients for Maize Grain Yield, Field Characteristics, and Management
Table 7.
Operations for Ten Small Farms in Central RDA
------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------Winter
Type of
Date of Planting Fertilizer
Cutwor. Stal ~borer lnterroll
Hand
Harvest 6rain Yield
Farl
l1ilize
Use of
Size
Vari ety Ploughing Ploughing Ploughing Method
AMount
NTopdress
Bait
Control Cui ti vati on Weeding Population lkg/hal

Farl Size
l1aize
Variety
Wi nter
Ploughing

-

-

.£.001: i

f"

Trpe of
P oughing
Date of
Ploughing
Planting
l1ethod
Fertilizer
Allount
Use of N
Topdress
Cutwor.
Bait Use
Stal kborer

-

Inter-rOll
Cultivation
Hand
Weeding
Harvest
Popul ati on
6rain
Vi el d

................................................................................................................................................................

Source: Adapted from Black-Michaud and Simelane (1982) by Grisley (Unpublished Data, 1982).
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Informal Surveys
The first three informal surveys conducted by the Swaziland Cropping
Systems Research and Extension Training Project were in Northern and
Central RDA's in December, 1982. and in Mahlangatsha in June, 1983.
Additional informal surveys were conducted in the following RDA's:
Mpolonjeni and Tikhuba (1984), and Bhekinkosi, Ngwempisi and Southern
(1985), and Sandleni/Luqolweni and Hluti (1986). The conclusions from these
surveys were used in directing much of the research in those RDA's and
the results have been reported in the Swaziland Cropping Systems Research
and Extension Training Project internal documents.
The purpose of surveys in Farming Systems Research is to provide
researchers with a better understanding of farmers.
In the Swaziland
Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project the informal
surveys consisted of informal with farmers. The teams asking the questions
consisted of a social scientist. usually an economist or sociologist, and an
agronomist. Through the informal survey process. the survey teams gained
a better understanding of the farmers' operations and overall farming
strategy.
Probing deeper into selected issues often gave insights into the
problems that farmers and how the survey team members would solve them.
The first informal surveys were conducted by the Swaziland Cropping
Systems Research and Extension Training Project in Northern and Central
RDA's in December, 1982, and in Mahlangatsha in June, 1983.
Informal discussions with front line extension workers (Extension
Officers and Field Officers) were included as part of the informal survey
process.
Their comments helped to identify farmers' problems and
strategies. Discussions with extension workers further emphasized that the
majority of farmers failed to adopt all. or even most, of the components of
the package of practices recommended by research in Advisory Bulletin No.
1. (Agricultural Research Division. 1976). Extension workers presented many
reasons for farmers' not adopting the recommendations including: laziness
on the part of farmers, lack of credit for inputs, markets for maize, failure
of farmers to understand the recommendations. lack of access to inputs, and
no interest on the part of farmers to improve their situation.
In addition to discussions with farmers, the interdisciplinary informal
survey team visited farmers' fields. When the agronomists saw the farmers'
fields they were able to better understand the farmers' production practices
and constraints.
Visiting the homestead and its adjacent fields provide
information about the family and its farming operation.
The type of
equipment found in the tool shed. number of buildings, size of the maize
storage facilities and cattle kraal, types of crops being grown, crop
production practices (row spacing. plant population, date of planting, etc.),
general condition of and types of crops being grown, land quality (slope,
soil texture and fertility, soil drainage and depth) and timing of the farming
operations all provide the agronomist with visual clues to the farmers
production goals and methods. These clues, which cannot be obtained from
written descriptions, are vital to understanding the farmer and developing
appropriate solutions for testing on their fields.
Discussion with extension workers also helped the survey team to
recognize the long term effects that extension advice can have in farmer's
choices on adopting new farming systems or major technologies.
In the
Mahlangatsha RDA the extension worker had promoted the use of the SAFIM
ox-drawn planter, while in the Northern RDA the farmers had been
discouraged from using the same planter.
The reasons for this were not
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immediately apparent to the researchers, but labour savings gained by
using the ox-drawn planter were thought to be an important reason for
using ox-drawn planters in Mahlnngatsha.
Through the informal survey process, the survey teams gained a
better understanding of the farmers' operations and overall farming
strategy. Probing deeper into selected issues often gave insights into the
problems that farmers face and the survey team members were able to
propose solutions. This was useful because it allowed researchers to screen
their preliminary solutions with farmers. The variety of circumstances and
resources facing SNL farmers, and the many possible solutions to those
problems make a "one recommendation" approach unrealistic for farmers and
extension workers to accept.
This facf emphasizes the need for on-station
researchers to actively participate in the survey process, as well as, the
on-farm testing and demonstration processes.

Tentative Production Constraints Identified in Informal Survey
Table 8 below show~. that, in all three RDA's surveyed, hand weeding
within the rows takes up from 75% to 90% of total maize weeding time. Also.
hand weeding uses from 35% to 50% of the total labour hours used in maize
production.
From this information is clear that weeding is a major issue
with farmers.

Table R

Labou~

Inputs in Maize

P~oduction

l"1ahlangatsha

in

No~the~n

h~s/ha

Hand Weeding Within the Row
Ox-d~awn Cultivation

148
44

222
20

Total

398

470

Labou~

Input

Th~ee

RDA's.

Cent~al

-----------179
51
360

An important objective of the informal survey is to
develop
hypotheses to test in the formal survey.
The informal surveys in Central,
Northern and Mahlangatsha RDA's were used to develop hypotheses to test
in the formal surveys that followed. From the Mahlangatsha informal survey
it was decided to test three hypotheses related to weed management:
1) weeding has a high labour demand, 2) late weeding reduces
yield, and 3) the need to weed early planted maize interferes
with the later plantings. (Seubert et a1., 1983; p. 4)

Visits to farmers fields indicated that plant spacing within the row
was low and it was concluded that:
... a good plant stand is an important component of yield.
Data
from the RDA Management Unit, as well as other sources,
indicates that there is a positive correlation between yield and
plant population.
This is not surprizing since the plant
populations typically encountered in Swaziland [SNL] (18,000 to
24,000 plants per hectare) are well below the recommended
populations (36,000 to 44,000)[recommended in Advisory Bulletin
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No.1, 1976]. Several reasons are suggested as the main causes:
1) poor lend preparation, 2) poor quality seed maize, 3) cutworm
attacks, 4) poor planting conditions (usually dry weather), and
5) deficiencies of the SAFIM ox [drawn] planter.
(Seubert et
sl., 1983; p. 3)

Some other reasons given by extension workers and farmers for poor
plant stands were: destruction of young seedlings and seeds by wild birds
and chickens, farmers not having enough seed available and destruction of
plants stemborers (stalkborers) later in the growing season.
The reasons for low plant population on farmer's fields were much
more straightforward than the reasons given for other farming system
constraints like: delayed planting, late weeding, low fertiliser rates, etc.
Unlike the situation with weed management, it was not necessary to use
formal surveys to find out why plant populations were low.
From the
informal surveys it was clear that most farmers knew the correct maize
plant spacings. The problems for farmers with low plant populations seems
to be one of not being able to get adequate populations in their fields,
rather than purposefully deciding to plant lower populations because of
other constraints (e.g. seed unavailable or too expensive).
The summary of the Mahlangatsha RDA informal survey by Seubert et
a1. (1983) identified five farmer constraints, they were: 1) late ploughing
and planting, 2) poor land preparation and poor planting (especially low
plant population). 3) late weeding, 4) soil acidity, and 5) exposure to risk
(especially cash loss when high amounts of fertilisers are used).
These
farmer constraints fall into two groups: systems or infra-structural
constraints and technical constraints.
Some of the infra-structure and systems delays are: a) late movement
of cattle away from the cropping lands and to the summer grazing lands,
b) delays in RDA and private tractor services, c) late rains, d) draft oxen
weakened by poor quality winter forage, e) farmers not keeping enough
oxen for ploughing, f) the choice to delay some plantings in order to spread
the weeding labour requirement more evenly, and g) lack of fencing around
the cropping fields. In general, system and infra-structural constraints are
not solved with technical solution, or sometimes, are only solved by
technical solutions that have an infra-structural component.
Late ploughing and planting (point 1) is a system constraint rather
than a technical constraint.
The planting delay to spread weeding labour
can be addressed by the use of a herbicide, a technical solution, and is
discussed in more detail in another section of this paper.
The problem of
soil acidity and exposure to risk (points 4 and 5) have financial that are
not technical. The high cost of lime and long term benefits liming make it a
capital investment rather than a seasonal input.
Thus, capital costs like
liming and risk of crop loss is best considered from an infra-structural
point of view and addressed by insurance and credit programmes, rather
than a technical perspective.

Results From Formal Surveys
The formal surveys in Central, Northern and Mahlangatsha RDA's were
conducted during August and September, 1983.
Much of the background
information presented above was collected, as well as, other information
needed by the sociologists and agricultural economists. The details of area
selection, survey methods. questions asked and results for both the informal
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and formal surveys are presented in the Swaziland Cropping Systems
Research and Extension Training Project Annual Report (1983) and in
Freund and Maphalala (1983).
Use of Modern Inputs

The formal surveys provided baseline information on household
composition, equipment resources, and agronomic practices.
The following
basic agronomic information was collected: 1) date of planting, 2) number of
plantings, 3) maize varieties planted (in which order, and why), 4) number
of fields planted, 5) method of ploughing, 6) timing and number of hand
weedings, 7) type of equipment used and owned by the homestead,
8) amount and types of fertiliser used, 9) amount of kraal manure applied
and method of application.
This baseline information was used in testing
the three hypotheses presented above.
Swazi Nation Land farm households have a high rate of use of modern
inputs.
The results of the formal survey presented in table below shows
that the use of cash inputs like: basal fertiliser, nitrogen topdress and
hybrid maize seed is prevalent among farmers in all three RDA's surveyed.
The use of labour saving equipment like ox-drawn cultivators, ox-drawn
planters and hiring tractors for ploughing is also very high.
Similar high
rates of adoption of modern cash inputs has also been found in other
surveys (RDA Management Unit, 1983 and 1985 and de Vletter, 1983).

TabJ.e 9_

Percent of Farm Households ~n Three RD~s
Labour Sav~ng Inputs ~n Ma~ze Product~on_

Technology
Basal

Mahlangatsha

Fert~l~ser

N~trogen

Topdress
Hybr~d Ma~ze Seed
Ox-drawn Cult~vator
Ox-drawn Planter
Tractor H~re

L

97
84

Central

80
55

89

84

85
95

38
18
63

62

Us~ng

96
45
89
60
73
73

Source: Freund and Maphalala, 1983 and Swaz~land Cropp~ng
Systems Research and Extens~on Tra~n~ng Project
Annual Report, 1983.
Note: The above f~gures represent percentages of
households us~ng that technology on any part of
the~r cropped land and should not be confused w~th
percentages of acreages where that technology ~s
~~=~~ ~~=_~~~~=~_~~_~~~~~~~_~~~=~~

__

Despite generally widespread adoption of modern inputs there were
some differences between the three RDA's.
Mahlangatsha RDA had a much
higher use of nitrogen topdress and the ox-drawn cultivator and planter
than the other two RDA's.
The reasons for such extensive use of these
inputs in Mahlangatsha is not known; but, the trend is very consistent with
the overall high use of other modern inputs.
Northern RDA had a much
lower rate of use of the ox-drawn planter and cultivator than Mahlangatsha
and Central RDA's.
Extension workers thought that the low rate of oxdra~n
equipment use in Northern RDA was because their use was
discouraged by extension many years ago.

1
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Weeding Delay
With regard to weeding several important points were brought out m
the surveys:
Numerous
strategies
to
attack
the
weed
problem
were
encountered in the Mahlangatsha RDA.
For example. farmers
with a labour constraint for hand weeding operations can get
around the problem in a variety of ways: 1) use off-farm wages
to supply cash to purchase maize instead of growing it. 2) trade
goods (salt). or use cash to hire labour to weed. 3) stagger
plantings to spread out the weeding labour demand. 4) plant
later so that the need for weeding coincides with the Christmas
holiday period when school children and visiting relatives are
available to help out. 5) utilize modern inputs to increase
production per hectare. such that homestead needs can be met
with less acreage and less weeding, 6) trade planter, plough
cultivator and oxen use with neighbors in return for their help
with weeding. 7) arrange for traditional "lilima" - serving beer
and food
to groups of people in return for weeding.
8) communal exchange of labour between extended family
members living in close proximity. and 9) use of intercrops.
particularly pumpkins. to suppress weeds.

Weeding is considered to be a time critical process by
agronomists and is readily recognized by Mahlangatsha farmers
as a necessary process. However. it appears that farmers place
a lower priority on the timeliness of weeding than they do on
other aspects of their farming operation. One farmer mentioned
that she would stop weeding and go to plant; she recognized
the need to weed but would prefer to hire neighbors to do the
weeding.
Delaying the weeding as late as possible allows
priority to be placed upon the planting operation. reduces the
possibility of a need for a second weeding. and shifts weeding
to a time when Christmas holiday labour is available on the
homestead. Ploughing and planting take a high priority for the
farmer with weeding being of secondary concern.
(Seubert et
al., 1983; p. 4)

Previous surveys of Swazi Nation Land farmers did not provide much
information about the frequency or timing of weeding.
In the formal
surveys of Central. Northern and Mahlangatsha RDA's cross tabulations of
different survey questions provided information about hand weeding.
By
splitting the farmer responses into different groups. such as number of
weedings performed or date of planting, we were able to get more insight
into the relationships between various management and production factors.
These insights. which were not evident when the average responses were
examined. were essential in developing the on-farm research strategy at the
start of the SCSRET Project.
The tables presented below summarize the
most important information about weeding obtained from the formal surveys.
Table 10 shows the relation between the number of adult workers on
the homestead and the number of weedings the household residents
performed on their fields. Homesteads with the highest number of residents
performed the most hand weedings. while those with the least number of
residents did the least amount of hand weeding.
This is evidence that
supports the observations made in the informal survey and elsewhere that
homesteads short of labour do less weeding,
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Table 10_

Between S~ze of Fa~ms Wo~k Fo~ce and
of Weed~ngs ~n Cent~al, No~the~n and
Mahlangatsha RDA's.
Relat~on

Numbe~

Numbe~
Numbe~

Hand of

Weed~ngs

of

Full-t~me

Fa~m Wo~ke~s

S~ngle Weed~ng (n=115)
Two Weed~ngs (n=123)
Th~ee Weed~ngs (n=31)

F=4.2
Sou~ce:

F~eund and Maphalala, 1983 and
Systems Resea~ch and Extens~on
Annual Repo~t, 1983_

p=.02

Swaz~land C~opp~ng
T~a~ning P~oject

The formal survey also showed that there was a relationship between
the height of the weeds when weeding is performed and the number of
weedings done by the household table 11).
Forty nine percent of the
households that delayed weeding until the weed height was 30 cm or more
weeded only once; whereas. seventy five percent of households that weeded
when weeds were 15 cm tall or less usually weeded more than once. This
data shows that farmers delay their weeding (evident from height of weeds
at time of weeding) so that they have to perform only one weeding.

Table 11.

Relation Between Numbe~ and Timeliness of Weedings
in Cent~al, No~the~n and Mahlangatsha RDA's.

Households Who Weed
One Time Only (n=114)
Mo~e Than Once (n=155)

Weeding When Weeding Height is
5cm
15cm
+30cm
------------ % -----------16
35
49
35
43
22
Chi2=27.3

Sou~ce:

p=O.OOl

F~eund and Maphalala,
1983 and Swaziland C~opp~ng
Systems Resea~ch and Extension T~aining P~oject
Annual Repo~t. 1983_

The formal survey also showed thf!,t farmers who plant later do fewer
weedings. Table 12 shows that 37% of households that plant before the end
of October weed only once. while 51% who plant after that date do weeding
only once.
The conclusion is that delayed planting results in fewer hand
weedings for maize.
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Table 12.

Relation Between Numbe~ of Weedings
and Time of Planting in Cent~al,
No~the~n and Mahlangatsha RDA's.
Weeding
Only Once

Pe~cent

When Planting Begins
Befo~e

Afte~

end of

Octobe~

Beginning of

(n=178)

Novembe~

37

(n=88)
Chi2=4.2

Sou~ce:

51
p=O.04

and Maphalala. 1983 and Swaziland
Systems Resea~ch and Extension T~aining
Annual Repo~t, 1983.
F~eund

C~opping
P~oject

The results of both the formal and informal surveys clearly show the
labour constraint that exists in the Swazi Nation Land farming system.
There are many ways for farmers to resolve this constraint to improve
maize production and profitability, but not all of them are appropriate for
small farmers.
Numerous authors have noted the labour constraint and
related it to the problem of timely weeding (Jones, 1979; Mahdavi, 1980 and
Saunders, 1982); but, they failed to recommend viable solutions. . Extension
w~rkers have recommended clean weeding of maize for many years, and this
view has been repeated recently (FAO, 1984).
However. in view of the
labour constraints, off-farm employment opportunities and farming strategies
being pursued by small farmers on Swazi Nation Land, it is not reasonable
to expect them to respond to new technologies or extension messages that
require more labour or more management time to be spent in maize
production.

Low Plant Population
The results of several formal surveys of SNL farmers has helped to
provide background information on many maize production techniques.
Included was information on: ox-drawn planter ownership and use, plant
populations, the use of cutworm bait and stalkborer chemicals, t.nd hybrid
maize seed.
The conclusion from the relevant parts of these studies are
presented below. Some of this information is presented in Table 13 below.
The high rate of adoption of modern inputs like hired ploughing, basal
fertiliser and hybrid maize seed are o1Jvious from table 13.
It is also
obvious that there are regional differences in the adoption of some modern
inputs.
The ox-drawn planter, for example, is used by less than 20% of
farmer in Northern RDA. but by more than 95% in Mahlangatsha.
For this
reason on-farm research and the recommendations coming from it need to be
aware of the resources, farming practices and circumstances of the area.
Some field observation of the furrow planting method were made in
Northern RDA. There are few improvements that can be made to the furrow
planting method.
Uneven planting depth is the main reason for poorer
germination and emergence with this method.
On-farm observations show
that the seeding rate should be increased by about 25% to make up for
poorer seedling emergence with furrow planting.
In the event that
conditions for germination are exceptionally good, the resulting high plant
population (40,000 - 50,000 plants/ha) would not be excessive in the case of
the hybrids being used in that area.
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Table 13.

oT Fa~m Households in Fou~ A~eas
Using Selected Inputs o~ Doing Selected
Ope~ations in Maize P~oduction_
Pe~cent

Technology

Mahlangatsha

T~acto~ Hi~ed Ploughing
Use Basal Fe~tilise~
Use Hyb~id Maize Seed

Planting Methods:
Use Ox-d~awn Plante~
Ha~~ow to Cove~ Seed
Placed in the Fu~~ow
Use Second Pass of Plough
to Cove~ Seed in Fu~~ow

Cent~al

62
97
89

63

73

80
84

96
89

95

18

73

o

50

6

2

27

o

Sou~ce: -F~eund and Maphalala.
1983 and Swaziland C~opping
Systems Resea~ch and Extension T~aining P~oject Annual Repo~t.
1983.
Note: The above Tigu~es ~ep~esent pe~cent-ages of
households using that technology on any pa~t of thei~ c~opped
land and should not be confused with pe~centages of ac~eages

__

L~~=~=_~~~~_~==~~~~~~~_~~_~~=~~ !~=_~~~~=~_~~_~~~~~~~_~~~=~~
The SAFIM ox-drawn planter is used extensively for maize planting in
the major maize producing areas of Swaziland (Highveld and Midveld). It is
much faster than hand planting and produces better results than either
seeding behind the plough or placing the seed in the furrow followed by
harrowing to cover the seed.
Problems with the SAFIM ox-drawn planter
commonly mentioned by farmers and extension workers or observed by
researchers are: 1) the fertiliser is placed on top of rather than to the side
of the seed, thus exposing it to scorching, 2) damage to the seed by the
planter plate and knocker mechanism. 3) uneven depth of seeding caused by
poor runner depth control, and 4) missing plants within the row caused by
the planter wheel sticking and not driving the seed drop mechanism,
5) poor calibration of the amount of fertiliser dispensed, 6) leaking of
fertiliser from underneath the fertiliser bin, 7) crushing of the seed
between the planter plate and side of the seed hopper.
Scorching or burning pf both maize and cotton seeds planted with the
SAFIM ox-drawn has been noted in previous research (Hodgson. 1974. and
Cumberland, 1978) and in discussions with farmers.
The SAFIM ox-drawn
planter is designed to place the seed and fertiliser together in the same
furrow. Seed burning is not a serious problem when low levels of fertiliser
are used.
Farmers using 100 kg to -200 kg per ha of 2:3:2 (22), the
fertiliser rates most often used by SNL farmers, generally do not encounter
seed burning.
When farmers use higher amounts of 2:3:2 (22), or another
fertiliser, such as 2:3:2 (38), they may have some seed scorch.
Some
farmers compensate for this problem by using a higher seed rate.
Frequently they use a lower rate of fertiliser or mix kraal manure with the
fertiliser (effectively producing a lower rate).

Summary of Constraints
A summary of the farmer's production constraints found in the formal
and. informal surveys is shown in table 14.
The table divides the
constraints into three groups: technical, economic and social. It should be
pointed out that few problems fall into only one constraint group. However,

J
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the.se constraint groups give the reader a better idea of the
approaches needed to solve the farmer's problem.

Table 14. Summary of Constraints Identified
in Farmer Diagnostic Surveys.

principle

I
I
I
I

I
I

TECHNICAL:

I
I

I
I

late weeding
late planting
low soil fertility
low plant populations
site specific problems

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I'

I

I

I
I

ECONOMIC:
no money for inputs
credit hard to get
inputs not available
seeds unavailable

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

SOCIAL:

I
I

I
I

not enough weeding labour
- lack of farming orientation
- lack of land for grain legumes

I

I
I
I

...... 1

The economic, social and technical constraints related late weeding,
late planting, low soil fertility, and low plant population is shown in tables
15, 16, 17 and 18 respectively.
For most of the constraints, a potential
improved practice is presented.
Specific technical constraints often point back to a poor, or less than
optimum, overall management strategy.
Poor plant stand, poor weed
management, late nitrogen topdress, low basal fertiliser rate and late
stalkborer application are oftentimes symptoms of less than optimal
strategies. The underlying reasons for such an approach to farming need
to be understood when choosing which improved practices to recommend to
the farmer.
Technology can only do so much.
Farmer strategies towards higher
production need to be supported and encouraged by economic incentives, as
well as a strong technical base.
The technical recommendations cannot be
made independent from an understanding of the social circumstances of the
farmers.
It is a mistake for extension workers to continue to recommend to
small farmers a set of practices that require both increased cash costs and
a more intensive level of management requiring more labour.
This clearly
goes against the trends of the last ten years and will most likely erode the
credibility of the extension workers in the eyes of farmers.
The informal
and formal surveys, when combined with data collected previously, show
that the SNL farmer will respond to less intensive management approaches
that increase, or at least maintain, their current production levels.
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Table 15.

P~oduction Const~aints and Potential
Related to Weed Management_

Inf~ast~uctu~e

Economic and

Sg.c;:;i.9:.1....GgD...?:.t.r..?l:.tD..t.§
a. Labour shortage at critical
weeding times.

Potential

Technical

Imp~oved

Pr.:?l:.c;:;.t.i.9..~?:

GgD.§..t.r.:.<:.li.D...t.§
a. Weeding delayed resulting in
yield reduction from weed
competition.

Imp~ovements

a. Pre- and/or post-emergence
herbicides.

Delayed weeding results in
delayed Ntopdress.

b. Insufficient money to hire
weeding labour or buy a
herbicide.

Incomplete or rushed weeding
damages plants.
b. Poor weed management and
delayed weeding.

b. Early cultivation followed by
a second cultivation and a
light hand weeding.
Early planting of first
fields followed by staggered
plantings of other fields to
spread weeding labour demand.

c. Poor ploughing by RDA tractor
pool.
d. Weakened condition of oxen.

c. Poor ploughing and incomplete
seedbed preparation (no
harrowing) results in poor
weed control.
d. Same as point c above.

e. Noxious weeds like Witchweed
and Nutgrass.

Table 16.

c. Betler adjustment of ploughs
and training of tractor
drivers.
d. Infra-structure changes to
help oxen over winter in
better condition.
e. Special management techniques
when ploughing and planting.

P~oduction Const~aints and Potential
Related to Date of Planting.

Inf~ast~uctu~e

Economic and

Imp~ovements

Potential
Technical

Imp~oved

Sg9..i...?l:l.....G.gD...?::t..r.:9.tD...t..§.

G9D...§.t..r.:.<:.l. tD...t.?:

p.r.?l:.c;:;.t.t9.~§

a. Cattle are sent to summer
grazing land late. after best
planting date is past.
b. Insufficient numbers of oxen.

a. Late planting results in yield
reductions.

a. Earlier date for moving
cattle to grazing areas.

c. Delays in private and RDA
tractor services.

b. Programmes to improve the
winter feed for oxen and
numbers of oxen.
c. Improvements in RDA tractor
pool pricing and scheduling.
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Table 17.

P~oduction Const~aints and Potential
Related to Low Soil Fe~tility.

Inf~ast~uctu~e

Economic and

$9..c;::.:.i.,q.l.....CQIJ..;?.t..r.:.q:.i.,IJ.t..§'

a. High cost of fertiliser and
lime.
b. Lack of success in the use of
expensive inputs.
c. Delays or difficulties in
obtaining lime and fertilisers.

Imp~ovements

Potential

Technical

Irnp~oved

Pr::q.c;::t..:.i.,C;::t::;!;?

CQIJ.;?t..r::qtlJ.t.;?

a. High costs result in little
use of lime and decreased
fertiliser rates.

a. Credit programmes redesigned
to improve lime and
fertiliser use by small
farmers.
b. Optimal levels of other
b. Improve other aspects of crop
management practices"'.
management.
c. Less fertiliser is used or
c. Improve the timeliness of
lime is not used or topdress N
input distribution and
is applied late.
availabili ty.

*Increased fertiliser use is not a complete solution by itself. It will not pay for farmers to add more
fertiliser if they are not optimizing or improving other practices, such as: date of planting, weed
management, plant population, etc.

Table 18.

and Potential
Related to Low Plant Population.

P~oduction Const~aints

Inf~ast~uctu~e

Economic and

.$9..c;::.:.i.,q.l C9.f!..;?t..r.:.qilJ..t..§'

a. Poor land preparation.

c. Farmers are uninformed about
better ox-planter use or the
need for planting higher seed
rates for furrow planting.
d. Farmers don't want to change
their row or plant spacings.
e. Farmers do not want to use
cutworm bait or gapfill.

Technical

.G.qf!..;?t.r::.qt.IJ..t..~

a. Poor seedbed preparation and
results in low plant stands.
b. Technical limitations of the
ox-drawn planter result in low
plant stand.

Imp~overnents

Potential
Irnp....oved
Pr::qgt.:.i.,.c;::g;?

a. Improve ploughing and
increase harrow use.
b. Use of split shoe and
matching seed size to planter
plate type.
c. Improve extension services to
farmers.

VI. Outline of the On-farm and Related On-station
R.~.?~:r..9.b. . fQ.:r... . .f..Q.~r. ....§.~?.Q.P,?. .....f.:r.Q~ ....l.~e.~ ..J9.1~.e.7

The on-farm and related on-station agronomy trials with dry beans,
maize and cotton were conducted in five seasons from 1983 to 1988. Details
about the methods used and results obtained from these trials in the first
four seasons is presented in four other papers at this workshop: 1) Plant
Population Improvement Research in Swaziland,
2) Swaziland Farming
Systems Research in Weed Management, 3) On-Farm and On-Station Dry Bean
Research in Swaziland, and 4} Cotton Insect Control and the Small Farmer in
Swaziland:
Case of the Electrodyne Sprayer.
The modifications to the
trials, farmer assessments and extension recommendations from those trials
are also contained in these papers.
Table 19 lists the types of on-farm
trials conducted each cropping season. Next to the title of each trial is a
brief description of the objective.
The 1987/88 season trials are also
described in this table and the results will be reported when the trials are
completed.
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Table 19_

On-fa~m and Related On-station Ag~onomic T~ials
Conducted in Five Seasons F~om 1983 to 1988.

1983/84 Season
.Qn.:::::f9..t.:::.JIl......It.::::!3:l.J§ :

Herbicide vs. Hand
Weeding Maize

Compare pre-emergence granular and liquid maize herbicides to traditional
hand weeding under farmer's conditions. Reduce the weeding labour required
for maize production.

Ox-drawn Planter Split
Runner vs. Regular Runner

Compare maize seedling emergence of the standard ox-drawn planter runner
(shoe) to the modified split runner that separates the fertiliser from the
seed. Improve the farmer's maize plant population under higher fertiliser
rates.

Cutworm Bait Use

Assess the effects of cutworm damage on maize seedlings for rows banded with
cutworm bait as compared to untreated rows.

Hand Jab vs. Hand
Hoe Furrow Planting

Assess the improvements in planting speed and maize seedling emergence by
comparing the jab planter to traditional hand planting with a hoe.

1984/85 Season

.Q.o..:::::.f~.r.::.JIl .......It.:::.;i.,.9..l§ :

.Q.p..J..~.~.t..;i.,Y.~.§

.......9..0.g.......G.g.9..l§

Herbicide vs. Hand
Weeding on Maize

Compare pre-emergence granular and liquid maize herbicides to traditional
hand weeding under farmer's conditions. Reduce the weeding labour required
for maize production.

Ox-drawn Planter Split
Runner vs. Regular Runner

Compare maize seedling emergence of the standard ox-drawn planter runner
(shoe) to the modified split runner that separates the fertiliser from the
seed. Improve the farmer's maize plant population under higher fertiliser
rates.

Cross Field Harrowing
for Weed Control

Assess the effectiveness of a mechanical weed control technique, cross field
harrowing, as compared to traditional hand weeding of maize. Reduce the
weeding labour requirement, while avoiding the high cost of herbicides.

Nitrogen Topdress Methods

Compare maize yields of the traditional plant-by-plant nitrogen topdress
method to those of a faster banded along the row topdress method. Reduce the
labour required for maize topdress applications.

Dry Bean Row Spacing

Compare 50 cm row spacing and higher bean plant populations to the
traditional low populations (120,000 plants/hal and 80 cm row spacing.
Increase dry bean yields.

Electrodyne Sprayer

Assess the speed and efficacy of the Electrodyne sprayer as compared to the
traditional knapsack sprayer under farmer's field conditions. Reduce the
labour requirement and the amount of water hauling needed to apply cotton
pesticides.

Maize Variety Trials

Compare, under farmer's field conditions. the new commerciallY av:ilable
maize hybrids to the better' known hybrids commonly used by farmer~
Introduce improved maize hybrids to farmers.
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Table 19 (continued)
1984/85 Season
QD..=~.t.Qt..;j".9D.. .I.r.::.;j".Ql~ :
Maize herbicide comparisons

Compare the weed control obtained with several of the commercially available
maize herbicides. Reduce the weeding labour required for maize production.

Ox-drawn Planter
Fertiliser Calibration

Develop recommendations for adjustments to the ox-drawn planter so that
farmers can apply the correct amounts of basal fertiliser. Improve the use
of the ox-drawn planter for applying fertiliser.

Ox-drawn Planter Runner
Type Comparisons

Compare the standard ox-drawn planter runner to the modified split runner
under five basal fertiliser levels and two soil moisture levels. Improve the
farmer's maize plant population under higher fertiliser rates.

Ox-drawn Planter Seed
Plate and Seed Size Testing

Develop recommendations for matching the ox-drawn planter plates to maize
seed size grades. Improve farmers plant populations through better use of
the ox-drawn planter.

Soyabean Variety Trials

Compare the performance of soyabean varieties.

1985/86 Season
Qn=.f.Qr.::.r.f.I....I.r.::.;j".Ql~ :
Herbicide vs. Hand
Weeding on Maize

Compare pre-emergence granular and pre and post-emergence liquid maize
herbicides to traditional hand weeding under farmer's conditions. Reduce the
weeding labour required for maize production and reduce the costs of
expensive pre-emergence herbicides.

Post-emergence Herbicides
and Early Topdress of Maize

Compare traditional hand weeding of maize to post-emergence 2,4D applications
and early and late nitrogen topdress with respect to weed control and grain
yield. Reduce the weeding labour required for maize production, preserve
save edible weeds by spraying herbicide after they have been harvested and
reduce the cost of herbicide applications by using a cheaper chemical.

Cross Field Harrowing
for Weed Control

Assess the effectiveness of a mechanical weed control technique, cross field
harrowing as compared to traditional hand weeding of maize.
Reduce the
weeding labour required for maize production without the use of expensive
herbicides.

Field Observations on
Furrow Planting

Develop maize seeding rate recommendations for farmers using hand planting In
the furrow methods. improve farmers maize plant populations.

Basal Fertiliser Levels
and Haize Plant Populations

Assess the interaction effects of three maize plant populations levels
(25,000, 35.000 and 45,000 ~lants/hal and two basal fertiliser rates (13-2013 and 26-40-26 kg N-P-K/ha) on grain yield production under a wide range of
farmer's field conditions. Develop improved plant population and basal
fertiliser recommendations.

Lime Levels Trials

Compare the effects of four levels of lime application (0, 50, 100 and 150%
of exchangeable acidity) on maize grain yield and soil acidity under farmer's
field conditions: Reduce the high cost of liming by reducing the amount of
lime applied.

Dry Bean Row Spacing
and Plant Population

Compare 50 cm row spacing and higher bean plant populations to the
traditional low populations (120,000 plants/hal and 80 cm row spacing.
Increase dry bean Yields.

Observations on Soyabean
Cultural Practices

Observe the cultural practices needed for soyabean production by small
farmers and assess the yield potential of soyabeans under farmer's field
conditions. Provide farmers with a source of protein that yields more than
dry beans.

Haize Variety Trials

Compare, under farmer's field conditions, the new commercially available
maize hybrids to the better known hybrids commonly used by farmers.
Introduce improved maize hybrids to farmers.
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Table 19 (continued)
1985/86 Season

.Qf.l.=§>t.~.t:.i.:.QI}.....Ir..:::i.j:l.l.§> :

Maize herbicide comparisons

Compare the weed control obtained with several of the commercially available
maize herbicides.

Ox-drawn Planter Runner
Type Comparisons

Compare the standard ox-drawn planter runner with three modified runners at
four levels of basal fertiliser application.

Haize Seed Size and
Planting Depth Study

Compare effects on maize seedling of three different planting depths and
maize seed grade sizes.

Soyabean Trials

Observe the cultural practices needed for soyabean production by small
farmers and assess the yield potential of soyabeans under farmer's field
conditions.

Maize Variety Trials

Compare. under farmer's field conditions. the new commercially available
maize hybrids to the better known hybrids commonly used by farmers.

1986/87 Season

.Q1}.=f.~.r..:.!!L..I.r..:.:.i.:.~J.§> :

Herbicide vs. Hand
Weeding on Maize

COmpare pre-emergence and post-emergence liquid maize herbicides to
traditional hand weeding under farmer's conditions. Reduce the weeding
labour required for maize production and reduce the costs of expensive preemergence herbicides.

Basal Fertiliser Levels
and Maize Plant Populations

Assess the interaction effects of three maize plant populations levels
(25.000, 35,000 and 45,000 ~lants/ha) and two basal fertiliser rates (13-2013 and 26-40-26 kg N-P-K/haJ on grain yield production under a wide range of
farmer's field conditions. Develop improved plant population and basal
fertiliser recommendations.

Lime Levels Trials

Compare the effects of four levels of lime application (0, 50. 100 and 150%
of exchangeable acidity) on maize grain yield and soil acidity under farmer's
field conditions. Reduce the high cost of liming by reducing the amount of
lilRe applied.

Dry Bean Row Spacing
and Plant Population

Compare 50 cm row spacing and higher bean plant populations to the
traditional low populations (120,000 plants/hal and 80 cm row spacing.
Increase dry bean yields.

Grain Legume Rhizobium
Inoculation Study

Monitor natural nodulation of dry beans. groundnuts, cowpeas. mung beans and
juga beans ($tJ.kt~r...qfJ.~~ ...Y.i.9.rJ~) under farmers field condilion in the three
agro-ecological zones of Swaziland. Determine if farmers can rely upon
natural nodulation of legumes. or if they need to apply purchased inoculum.

Maize Variety Trials

Compare, under farmer's field conditions, the new commercially available
maize hybrids to the better. known hybrids commonly used by farmers.
Introduce improved maize hybrids to farmers.
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Table 19 (continued)
1986/87 Season

QD.:::.$.t..~t..;:!".Q.!J ..I.r.:.ig,J§ :

Maize

herbicid~

comparisons

Compare the weed control obtained with several of the commercially available
maize herbicides.

Maize herbicide
application methods

Compare the efficacy of granular applicators and herbicide formulations to
the liquid herbicides using wheelbarrow and knapsack applicators.

Maize herbicide
application tiling

Compare the weed control and maize grain yield of different ·herbicide
formulations and application timings.

1987/88 Season
.Q.n.:::.f.5!.r.:m......I.r.::.;:!".g,J.§ :

Herbicide vs. Hand
Weeding on Maize

Compare pre-and post- emergence liquid maize herbicides to traditional hand
weeding under farler's conditions and reduce the costs of expensive pre-·
elergence herbicides.

Basal Fertiliser levels
and Maize Plant Populations

Assess the interaction effects of three maize plant populations levels
(25,000, 35,OOO.and 45,000 plants/hal and two basal fertiliser rates (13-2013 and 26-40-26 kg N-P-K/ha) on grain yield production under a wide range of
farmer's field conditions. Develop improved plant population and basal
fertiliser recommendations.

lime levels Trials

Compare the effects of four levels of lime application (0. 50, 100 and 150%
of exchangeable acidity) on maize grain yield and soil acidity under farmer's
field conditions. Reduce the high cost of liming by reducing the amount of
lime applied.

leucaena Hedgerows
for Forage Production

Observe the potential of the Hoody species.....te..'!.f~.e..(!!!..J£!.I:!.f.Q.9..ft.p.MJ.~ as a
supplemental forage for under small holder dairy farmer's conditions.

Maize Variety Trials

Compare, under farmer's field conditions, the new commercially available
maize hybrids to the better known hybrids commonly used by farmers.
Introduce improved maize hybrids to farmers.

1987/88 Season
Q.!J_:::.§.t..g,.t..;:!".Q.!J .I.r.::;:!".g,J.§ :

lime Incorporation Methods

Compare the effect different lime incorporation methods on neutralizing soil
acidity,

Weed Management x Basal
Fertiliser x Maize Plant
Population Trial

Assess the interaction effects of three maize plant populations levels
(25,000, 85.000 and 45,000 ~lants/ha) and two basal fertiliser rates (13-2018 and 26-40-26 kg N-P-K/ha) and one and two hand weedings on grain yield
production.
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The informal and formal
surveys revealed
new directions for
agricultural research for SNL farmers. Research needs to focus on practical
improvements that can be easily adopted by SNL small farmers. This often
means small improvements in the management levels and techniques that the
farmer is currently using (incremental improvements).
The concept of recommending small improvements has important
implications that researchers need to consider. Most agricultural research
information in Swaziland. prior to the start of the farming systems research
programme in 1982. emphasized optimum economic production levels.
The
resulting recommendations ignored their current production levels.
The
implementation of these optimum recommendations gave little or no advice on
how to overcome constraints and go from low to high production levels.
The optimum research recommendations should be viewed. not as
recommendations to implement. but as ["oals for farmers to work towards.
This means that. if a farmer makes a small improvement in production and
management and moves towards the optimum recommendation, he has not
"failed to achieve the goal". but has met his objective of "making progress
towards the goal".
With these concepts in mind the farming systems research programme
has identified different kinds of production constraints - technical, social
and economic. The FSR programme has, through the on-farm and on-station
research programmes, developed many improvements related to weed
management practices, plant population, soil fertility and other management
practices. These improved practices are being communicated to agricultural
extension workers through in-service training programmes and extension
publications.
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During his presentation, Seubert reacted to comments and queries
about the on-farm agronomy programme.
A subject matter specialist asked
several questions: what was the focus of the on-farm research on
herbicides; what crops did it include; was this research targeted to smallscale farmers on Swazi Nation Land (SNL); what was the object of the
research on basal fertilisers in light of previous on-station research?
Seubert replied that the herbicide work was conducted on-farm with
SNL farmers primarily on maize. and. to a more limited extent. cotton. The
objective of the basal fertiliser research on farmers' fields was to match the
basal rate to the plant population the farmer was attempting to achieve,
given current management practices.
For example. farmers attempting to
achieve higher plant populations through early planting, narrow row
spacing, use of cutworm bait. etc., should also use high rates of basal
fertiliser.
Conversely. those farmers achieving lower populations through
late plantings, wider row spacing, etc. should utilize a lower rate of basal
fertiliser, since they will not be realizing the full benefits of the higher
rate.
A subject matter specialist commented during the presentation that
farmers often do not use technologies being researched, in this case ox
planters. because they do not perform.
Seubert stated that the earlier
work by the project on the ox planter shows this to be the case. Now that
a modification to the ox planter has been developed to solve this problem,
he
said, "we
need
to
develop
recommendations
for
other
farmers'
circumstances," (in the area of plant population establishment).
At the conclusion of the presentation, Low noted that the scope of the
rainfed agronomy programme indicates that the range of potential problems
to be solved by agronomists can be very wide.
However, the agronomist
can work on only a limited number of problems/solutions at a time.
This
suggests the need to be selective in designing an on-farm research
programme.
He then asked Seubert to what extent he (Seubert) felt
comfortable that he was working on the "right" problems. ie. priority
issues.
Seu bert responded that he felt that some issues that the programme
has research in recent years have been on-target while others have noL
For example,. Seubert felt that the bean programme was at times too large.
given staffing limitations.
Some research topics (eg., herbicide use) were
very complex, and required several years of agronomic and socioeconomic
research in order to arrive at recommendations. Those issues not on target
were dropped.
This practice is consistent with Seubert's observation that
on-farm trials programmes should evolve in order to respond to new
constraints identified through observation and farmers' reactions to the
research.
Low then noted that the case of herbicides again raised the issue of
the role of extension feedback in the design of on-farm research. How did
the programme justify research on herbicides. since few farmers on Swazi
Nation Land currently use them in their production systems?
Seubert responded that, although use is limited, herbicides are readily
available to small-scale farmers through suppliers of agricultural products
in Swaziland. The use of herbicides by small-scale farmers can be expected
to increase in the near future.
Consequently. research staff felt it
necessary to begin research on herbicide use--and the consequences of
such use--prior to large-scale adoption by Swazi Nation Land farmers.
In commenting on the socioeconomic aspects of the herbicide research,
he concluded by observing that, "Part of technology is not how the
technology responds, but how the people do."
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An Overview of Horticulture in Swaziland l
by Doyle Grenoble! and Doug Gamaa

The project document prepared at the start of the Cropping Systems
and Extension Training Project (CSRETP) states that "one of the Government
of Swaziland's (GOS) highest priorities is the transition of farming on Swazi
Nation Land (SNL) from a subsistence to a commercial basis". It is logical
then, that in the same document we also read that "to increase the economic
viability of farming on SNL is the appropriate project goal".
The original Project team consisted of three technical scientists whose
charge was largely to do crop production research on-farm, and on-station
if necessary.
Two of these three positions were a horticulturist and a
irrigation specialist.
Since it is mostly the horticultural crops that are
irrigated, both of these positions were directed towards fruit and vegetable
production.
It is clear that the Project design team recognized the great
potential of horticultural crops for fulfilling the goal of increasing the
economic viability of the SNL farmer by moving them to a level of
commercial production.
I would certainly agree with this wisdom. after
nearly six years association with the Project, not only because the
horticultural crops fit commercial production so well but also because of the
favorable climate that exists in Swaziland for growing these crops.
It is
my belief that Swaziland can now rapidly become self-sufficient in most
fruit and vegetables, since we now have answers to most of the more
important production problems and we are only waiting for improved
marketing conditions for the SNL farmer to stimulate production.
In 1982, when the Project began, no on-going research program for
fruits and vegetables was in existence.
Both the counterpart and the
contract horticulturist were assigned at essentially the same time. Further,
much of the research done with these crops prior to 1979, while of high
quality, was not applicable to the situation faced by the SNL farmer.
One
needs only to look in the old Bulletin No.1, for example at fertilizer
recommendations, to see that the small scale farmer could not be expected to
follow the recommendations arising from the research. It did not address
the situation of the SNL farmer and she or he simply could not afford or
justify the level of inputs suggested.
The object of this paper is to describe the procedure followed by the
horticulture section in establishing a research program for fruits and
vegetables.
Horticulture crops presented a somewhat special challenge for
implementing a FSR program. Several reasons for this are: 1.) the botanical
nature of the crops and their related production requirements; 2.) the
number and diversity of crops involved; 3.) the status of the previous
research program in Swaziland; 4.) and the fact that little work with the
horticultural crops in the realm of FSR has been done.

ip"ij"p-er""pre"senledarihe-""Sw"azlIand""l arming

Systems Research and Extension Workshop. March 1-4. 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland.
The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International Development.
2Doyle Grenoble, Horticulturalist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project. The
Pennsylvania State University.
3Douglas SaRla, Horticulturalist, Research Officer, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland.
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One of the first steps was to begin reviewing the work which had
been done in country between the establishment of the research station in
1958 and the when the research program was temporarily stopped in 1979.
Research reports for this period as well as unpublished data found in files
were helpful in this endeavor. As stated earlier, the research was largely
directed towards large estate type farming but the information was helpful
in developing an understanding of the problems and status of production in
the country.
And, certainly, in some cases results provided information
that could be directly used.
One publication that proved very helpful was "An Analysis of Fruit
and Vegetable Marketing in Manzini" (Hansen, 1978). This was written from
the perspective of extension rather than research and stressed the
limitations placed on fruit and vegetable production due to the lack of good
marketing procedures. Another report published in 1978, "The Production
and Marketing of Vegetables in Swaziland" (Sterkenburg, et al) stated that
"problems in the field of vegetable production chiefly refer to inadequate
input supply, to the non-availability of credit, and to defective irrigation
facilities" .
Conversations with persons having considerable experience were
equally important.
Extension personnel are obvious sources of information
and C. T. Nkwanyana and Alfred Kunene, with their considerable experiences
in this area were very helpful.
Persons in the private sector, such as
those providing services and inputs for the farmer,
also provided
information. Again the constraints related to marketing, confounded by the
small farmers tendency to grow only one or two vegetables, and these only
in the winter season, overshadowed production problems.
Parallel to this. informal surveys were begun by the CSRETP team in
three areas of the country. Surveys by a multi-disciplinary team were first
done in Northern and Central Rda's and later in Mahlangatsha. Interviews
of randomly chosen homesteads were done in selected areas by teams
consisting of both
social and technical scientists.
Results form these
informal surveys identified the following as the most serious problems faced
by farmers attempting to grow fruits and vegetables on a commercial basis:

- farmers have difficulty in locating and reaching markets,
- few vegetables are produced in the summer season,
- most farmers grow only one or two vegetables and do not
follow a rotational plan.
- insects and disease related problems are serious in summer
and knowledge about effective control programs is limited,
- reliable varieties are not available for all seasons of the year,
- water shortages often exist during the dry season,
- survival of transplants is poor resulting in poor plant stands, and
- low fertilizer rates often used.

It can be seen that these problems were very similar to the ones
identified through consultations with persons who were associated with the
horticultural industry and extension service.
Equally important, it was
found that the problems were essentially the same for farmers in all areas
surveyed and indeed appeared to be much the same for all parts of the
country.
Therefore, it was decided by the team of social and technical
scientists that formal verification surveys would not be necessary to
confirm the findings.
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The next step was to identify the constraints faced by farmers who
were attempting to engage in successful commercial fruit and vegetable
production. Following is the list of constraints identified:

-

lack of reliable information on market demands and prices,
lack of transport to reach markets,
inability to store fresh produce at the homestead,
a limited variety of fresh produce available at one time to attract buyers,
lack of reliable production information (including pest control),
water shortage for irrigation in the dry season,
lack of ·suitable varieties for summer production, and
shortage of cash to purchase inputs.

One of the common strategies followed by
farmers is to grow
vegetables only in the winter season.
By doing this many of the risks
associated with disease and insect related problems encountered at this time
of the year are avoided.
At the same time competition' for labor with the
subsistence maize production is also eliminated.
Several interventions were suggested as potential solutions to some of
the major constraints. One of the first interventions suggested was the use
of a cropping pattern designed to encourage farmers to grow a greater mix
of crops.
This work was designed to improve the
marketing related
problems by encouraging crop diversification and matching production to
demand and the difficulty farmers have in purchasing inputs.
Efforts were also begun, largely on-station at first, to screen
cultivars and new crops for potential production by SNL farmers, especially
in summer.
This work included both vegetables and deciduous fruits and
was aimed at making summer production possible and to provide the farmer
with a greater array of crops with which to attract buyers.
Trickle irrigation st.udies were started in 1987 to address the water
shortage problems many farmers face each winter season.
Other studies
were initiated in on-farm trials to provide the small scale farmer with
appropriate information on basic production practices such as fertilizer
rates and transplanting methods.
Solutions to farmer's problems often cannot be found through research
trials.
Many of the problems experienced by farmer in marketing their
products are an example of this.
To a large extent these factors are
outside the control of the farmer and hence the technical researchers can
not deal with these.
Decisions on marketing policy and the provision of
improved marketing facilities are requirements for finding solutions to many
of the marketing problems.

Beginning in 1982 a very active research program for horticultural
crops has been established to address the problems of the SNL farmer. At
the same time much of the research has proven to be applicable to Title
Deed farmers as well. Introduction of new crops and varieties are examples
of this. The research program includes both trials done in farmer's fields
and those done on the research station to support and strengthen the onfarm program.
There are more than 20 vegetable crops grown commercially in
Swaziland and ten subtropical and deciduous fruits are produced to at least
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There are more than 20 vegetable crops grown commercially in
Swaziland and ten subtropical and deciduous fruits are produced to at least
some degree as cash crops. The horticulture research program includes all
of these to some extent, with emphasis on the eight or so major ones.
These major crops include tomato, potato, cabbage, onion, carrot, beetroot,
peach, and some of the subtropical fruits.
Two individuals have the
responsibility for this program.
This is nearly an impossible task, and it
certainly will become so if at the end of the CSRETP project the current
Swazi Research Officer is expected to maintain the research program single
handedly. To drop any part of the work would be a serious setback to the
program and the progress that has been made in the last six years.
Since problems faced by farmers were found to be very similar
throughout the country research trials need be conducted in only a
relatively few areas.
While on-farm trials with vegetable crops have been
conducted in 10 different Rda's at sometime during the project,
much of
the effort has been concentrated in just three areas, covering both the
high and middlevelds.
This has enabled the researchers to put the major
effort into the areas having the most fruit and vegetable production and
the results can then be extended to other areas since the problems are
similar for all regions.
Most station trials are conducted at the main
research station at Malkerns, however a selected few are done at
substations in the other regions.
Another modification made to the FSR approach with the horticultural
crops is to conduct more of the early stages in the research process on
station. Beginning last year more of the exploratory and refinement stages
are being done at the research station, with the final veriffcation trials
being done on-farm. This is feasible at least in part because of the large
numbers of crops involved and the uniformity of the problems. It has also
helped considerably to lighten the work load of the two research officers
and to reduce expenses.
The goals of the research program adopted were to 1.) encourage a
greater diversity of fruit and vegetable production; 2.) promote summer
production of vegetables; 3.) increase water use efficiency; and 4.) find
solutions to important production problems (eg. fertilizer rates and
application, transplant survival, and disease control).
Firstly,
the cropping pattern or plan mentioned earlier was tested
with farmers in the Phophoyane Irrigation scheme in Northern RDA.
Irrigated vegetable production was a relatively new enterprise with these
farmers and they had no previous marketing contacts.
Farmers were
provide with a list of suggested crops to be grown along with a relative
area to be devoted to each crop.
Effort was made to match production to
expected market demand and emphasis was placed on growing crops, such
as onions, potatoes, and dry beans, that were not highly perishable and
thus could be easily stored for extended periods if buyers were not located
immediately.
Loans for seeds, fertilizer, and pesticides were provided by
the project, with farmers expected to repay these at the end of the season.
Concern was expressed by some team members that this work did not fit the
FSR mold because it attempted to make rather sweeping changes in the
farmers methods rather than look at only one or two problems at a time.
Partly because of this it was dropped after only two seasons of testing.
Farmers using the cropping plan did have a higher rate of return from
their land than those who did not and continued to follow the general mix
of recommended crops in subsequent seasons.
Species of fruits and vegetables that are not commonly grown by
farmers in Swaziland are screened at the research station for production
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potential. A high degree of interest was expressed by government officials
in producing deciduous tree fruits in Swaziland.
Considerable effort has,
gone into identifying cultivars and production practices for apple and
peach. Four cultivars of apple have been found for potential production in
the middleveld and the highveld regions.
This work is continuing and is
being moved into the on-farm testing phase. Strawberry varietal screening
was done on station and production methods are currently being tested with
farmers in Central and Northern Rda's.
New vegetable crops that can be
recommended to farmers after testing at the research station include melons
(water and musk), Chinese cabbage, and green beans.
Variety trials for many of the important vegetable crops need to be
run on a regular basis and should be done on the research station.
Cultivars to be included in the tests are selected from sources around the
world and are screened for resistance to diseases and insects as well as
yield potential and general adaptability.
This work has helped promote
summer vegetable production by identifying varieties having heat tolerance.
In 1982 only one variety of cabbage was recommended for the summer
season.
The current recommendations contain five cultivars, some having
tolerance to persistent summertime diseases.
When new varieties from
outside the region are considered for recommendation to farmers, a source
for supplying the seed must be found. This can sometimes be done through
regional seed companies or local cooperatives.
Two varieties of tomatoes having resistance to bacterial wilt, the most
serious limitation to summer tomato production, are now being recommended
after testing both on station and on-farm. This work started with a variety
trial on station which included lines and cultivars reported to have
resistance to bacterial wilt. After this, on-farm trials comparing a resistant
cultivar to a standard variety were conducted in 10 Rda's. About one third
of the test sites were shown to be infected with the soil borne diseases by
pre planting soil sampling.
Data was collected on the number of plants
surviving and farmer assessments were made after the season ended. Those
farmers who had wilt infested soils considered the resistant variety to be
acceptable but those who did not preferred the standard cultivar because
of superior fruit size and tolerance to early blight, a common foliar disease
problem that can be controlled by a regular spray program.
Additional
varietal screening is now being done on station in an attempt to find a
resistant variety that possess other desirable characteristics.
In addition.
studies investigating
preplanting soil treatments and other cultural
practices that may help control the disease are underway.
The discovery of cultivars of onions having day length requirements
for bulbing that match those found in Swaziland in the summer and the
subsequent defining of related production practices now makes summer
onion production for the first time a possibility in Swaziland. More on this
topic will be presented in discussions of problem areas.

Several problems were encountered in establishing an FSR approach
with the horticultural crops.
Some of these were considered unique to
fruits
and
vegetables and
the particular circumstances existing in
Swaziland, while others were considered to be more universal in nature.
Firstly. it was necessary to closely blend the station based and the
on-farm research programs due to the fact that no separate research
program for these crops existed outside the realm of the CSRETP project.
This did place a very heavy workload on the two horticulturists.
At the
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same time it did ensure the close coordination of both phase of the research
and meant that each supported the other.
Secondly, reliable data is difficult to collect from the on-farm trials.
While numerous reasons can be cited for this, two or three are probably
major. Research Assistants (RA) are relied on heavily to plant, monitor and
harvest trials with limited supervision form the ROs.
RAs are not
supervised daily by local management at the Rda's where there are
headquartered and ROs can not communicate with them regularly. Thus the
RA must be largely self motivated and make decision on their own at times.
Although semiannual training is held they are generally not well prepared
for this responsibility. RA also have responsibility for both agronomy and
horticulture trials and often encounter scheduling conflicts.
Some of the
horticultural crops also create special problems in collecting data on yields.
Crops, such as tomatoes, that require multiple harvests which must be
done at rather precise times present difficulties in collecting yield
information. RA are not always available to harvest when the crop is ready
and/or when the farmer has a buyer for the produce. Thus, crops often
are harvested for which no data is collected.
Thirdly, an on-farm research program is expensive and time consuming
to maintain in addition to a station based program.
Costs and time
requirements for travel to the on-farm sites are often high.
In the case
where a research station is already established, administrators are rightly
reluctant to make sacrifice to the station program in support of the on-farm
program.
For reason implied before station research is important to
support the on-farm program.

The value of on-farm research in finding appropriate solutions to the
problems faced by farmers is unquestioned. However, for the approach to
be workable and efficient it often must be modified to suit the situation.
The nature of the crops involved and the circumstances surrounding their
production must be considered.
In Swaziland the homogeneity of the
problems, the limited research staff, the number of crops involved, and the
size of the country necessitates the need for certain changes in the
approach with horticultural crops.
The approach followed promotes
efficiency by closely integrating the on-farm and on-station research into
one program.
This allows for researchers to decide which stages of a
particular research project can be carried out on-station and which is best
done on-farm.
Often it is found that reliable data whi'ch results in
appropriate recommendations for the farmer can be obtained by doing much
of the early stages of research on station and doing only the final
verification tests and demonstrations on-farm.
The collaboration of social and technical scientists at
research is more important than the number of trials that
the farmers field.
Neither station based or on-farm trials
for experienced researchers using sound judgment when
circumstances of the farmer.

all stages of the
is conducted on
are a substitute
considering the
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Plant Population Improvement Research in Swaziland l
by Chris Seubertl , Zodwa Mamba· and Neil Patrick4

This paper covers the on-farm and on-station maize plant
population improvement research that has been conducted in Swaziland
since 1982.
This research started with formal and informal farmer
surveys, and studies of background information sources to identify
farmers' problems.
Details about the informal and formal surveys are
presented in another paper presented at this workshop entitled
"Overview of Agronomy Farming Systems Research in Swaziland".
Many on-farm and on-station trials and observations were
conducted during the five year period reported in this paper.
The
work falls into five areas: 1) modifications to the ox-drawn planter,
2) recommended improvements for planter use, 3) observations and
recommendations on hand planting methods, 4) observations on the use
of cutworm bait, and 5) general recommendations regarding aspects of
land preparation that affect plant stand.

The on-farm research program in Swaziland started with farmer
diagnostic surveys conducted in three Rural Development Areas (RDA's).
Details about the techniques used to collect background data and
perform surveys are presented in another given paper at this workshop
entitled:
"Overview of Agronomy Farming Systems Research in
Swaziland". The diagnostic surveys identified low plant population as a
major constraint in maize and dry bean production for small Swazi
Nation Land farmers.
There is no single dominant characteristic of the SNL farming
system which explains why many farmers have low plant populations; the
reasons for low population varied from one farm to the next.
For this
reason,
the population improvement research programme did not
concentrate on one, or even a few improved practices.
Therefore, the
research presented herein covers a range of improved practices.

There has been quite a range in the
on-farm and on-station
research topics covered in the plant population improvement work in
Swaziland. For the most part the work has emphasized improvements to

ijfaper····preseiile"d····-.lT-fhe··-·S·wazrfanillarlling Systems Research and Extension Workshop. March 14. 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International
Development.
2Chris Seubert, Agronomist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project. The
Pennsylvania State University.
3Z odwa Malba, Agronomist, Research Officer, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland.
4Neil Patrick, Agricultural Economist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project. Tennessee State University.
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existing technologies and solutions that can be immediately adopted by
the small farmer on Swazi Nation Land.
Experiments and observations
included:
improvements
to the
SAFIM ox-drawn
planter runner,
calibration of the planter fertiliser hopper, matching seed sizes to the
planter seed plates, observations on depth of planting and wheel
slippage, local maize seed quality, mixing manure and dry bean seed, use
of cutworm bait, hand jab planters for gapfilling, and basal fertiliser
rates and maize plant populations. Most of the research work has been
with maize, but work with dry beans was also done.

Improvements to the Ox-drawn Planter
Discussion with farmers and extension workers about ox-drawn
planters drew our attention to some of its deficiencies.
The survey
data, previous on-station research, and work elsewhere in the region
had identified the need to improve the ox-drawn planter. Since the oxdrawn planter is used on about 50% of fields (RDA Management Unit,
1983) it is an important piece of equipment for small farmers on SNL. It
was decided that significant yield improvements, with little extra cost or
effort for the farmer. could be obtained from ox-drawn planter
improvement.
A World Bank project in Lesotho successfully improved the SAFIM
oxdrawn planters being used there. The SCSRET Project purchased two
oxdrawn planters modified in Lesotho and modified a third planter
belonging to the Malkerns Research Station.
The Lesotho planters had
three modifications: 1) the shoe was widened and the fertiliser was
directed slightly (about 1 cm) to the side of the seed, 2) the seed plate
was about twice as thick as the standard SAFIM seed plate. and 3) a
chain replaced the standard SAFIM Pit.man arm drive.
Rather than test all three planter modifications in the field it was
decided to concentrate on the fertiliser placement.
Since the low
fertiliser levels being used by SNL farmers is a constraint to maize
production this was judged to be the highest priority improved.
Observations in the field indicated that. if the farmers keep their
planters well oiled and in good working condition, wheel slippage with
the standard Pitman drive is about the same as with the modified chain
drive.
It was decided that the effectiveness of the thicker planter
plates could better be tested with station based research rather than
on-farm trials.

On-farm Trials With the Modified Ox-drawn Planter
The on-farm ox-drawn planter trials were planted in farmers fields
with no changes in the farmers' normal operations. The details of the
field plot layouts, treatments. and harvest procedures are presented in
SCSRETP (1984).
In brief, the farmers fields were split in half
lengthwise and half the field (usually 8 to 15 maize rows) was planted
with the modified ox-drawn planter runner, while the other half was
planted with the regular SAFIM runner.
Plant emergence counts and
maize grain yields were obtained from sub-samples taken from each
treated area in the field.
Separate analyses of variance of yield were performed for
Mahlangatsha and Central RDA's.
The data set was divided into those
farmers applying more than 300 kg/ha of 2:3:2 (22) and those applying
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less. A separate analysis of variance of maize grain yield is performed
for each of those fertiliser groupings.
The mean yields for the two
RDA's and two fertiliser groupings are presented in Table 3.
There were no significant differences in grain yield between the
modified and regular SAFIM planters when all the trials were analyzed
as one data set.
However, when the trials were separated into those
using less than and those using more than 300 kg/ha of fertiliser it was
found that there was a significant improvement in maize grain yield
where the modified SAFIM planter was used.
There were significant
increases in plant population where the modified runner was used,
regardless of the basal fertiliser level applied by the farmer.

Table 3. Haize Yields for On-farm Trials Using Modified and Regular SAFIM
Ox-drawn Planters.
No. of Regular Modified Sig.
Far.ers ---- kg/ha ----- Level
Central
Mahlangatsha

12
9

4099
2737

4454
3206

ns
5%

Regular Modified Sig.
--- plants/ha --- Level
27,963
22,222

30,291
26,9B4

5%
1%

Grain Yield: Central ROA: HSE{df! = 704B44.5(11), CY = 27.B%;
Mahlangatsha: ROA MSE{df)=126426.0{B), CY = B.3%;
Plants/2 rows x B.: Central ROA: MSE(df!=61.9B(11!, CY = 32.0%;
Mahlangatsha RDA: MSE{df)=117.0{B), CV = 44.0%
f.!r..t.H.i..!?_~.r.:Jp.p..li~.g.

(kg of 2.3.2(22)/ha)5

More than 300
Less than 300

7
11

4614
3465

4561
4227

ns
5%

26,005
27,513

29,524 . 5%
30,344 5%

More than 300: Grain Yield CY = 15.9%, Plant Population CY = 33.B%.
More than 300: Grain Yield CV = 14.3%, Plant Population CV = 24.9%.
_~~~~3~~~~_~~~

J

On-station Research in Ox-drawn Planter Improvement
The preliminary results of the field trials with the SAFIM ox-drawn
planter brought up questions about the separation of fertiliser and seed.
Also, the field trials did not answer any questions about soil moisture.
To address these questions three on-station research trials using the
SAFIM ox-drawn planter were performed at the Malkerns Research
Station to: 1) identify the levels of 2:3:2(22) fertiliser that inhibit maize
and bean seed germination, 2) test a locally made inexpensive adaptation
to improve the fertiliser placement of the SAFIM planter, and 3) test the
germination of maize seed using varying fertiliser levels, placement and
sources.
The purpose of the first on-station experiment was to test the
effect of varying levels of fertiliser, placement, and soil moisture on
maize seed germination. Four levels of 2:3:2 (22) were used: 0, 100, 200,
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and 300 kg/ha. Two levels of water were applied with sprinkling cans
after planting: 26 and 52 liters/IS m.
The two fertiliser placements
were: the standard SAFIM placement wit.h the fertiliser on top of t.he
seed. and placement of t.he fertiliser about. 1 to 2 cm to the side of the
seed using the modification kit made by the Tinkhabi Tractor Company.
The experiment.s were laid out as a factorial combination of these
treatments in a randomized complete block design with three replications.
Details about the treatments are presented in SCSRETP (1984)
The average 12 day emergence counts for the different treatment
combinations are shown in table 4. The effects of the treatment.s upon
maize seed germination at 12 days after planting were quite striking.
The Tinkhabi modified SAFIM ox-drawn planter had a significantly higher
(.01 level) emergence count as compared to the regular SAFIM planter:
60.9% vs 45.8% respectively.
The higher hand irrigation rate
significantly increased (.01 level) plant emergence.
The emergence for
the 52 liter irrigation was 75.4%, while that for the 26 liter irrigation
was 31.4%. As the fertiliser level rose from 100 kg/ha to 300 kg/ha the
germination count dropped from 70.7 to 37.0%.
Aft.er 19 days there were no significant differences in emergence
percentages between any of the treatment combinations. However, data
on plant weights at 28 days after planting (presented in detail in
SCSRETP, 1984) indicate that higher hand irrigation rates and planter
modifications both made significant improvements in plant growth. This
trial confirms the benefit of improving the fertiliser distribution for the
SAFIM ox-drawn planter and indicates that. adequate soil moisture
following planting is important. when high fert.iliser rates are used.

Table 4.

Maize at
Modified and

Ave~age Eme~gence Pe~centages fo~

12 Days

Afte~

Planting

fo~

Regula~

Plante~s

SAFIM

Fe~tilise~

at Diffe~ent Rates of Basal
and Hand I~~igation Levels

Wate~

Rate of
2:3:2 (22)
kg/ha

26

-----

100
200
300

15.3
41. 3
5.3
18.0

Means

20.0

0

Applied

Regula~ Plante~

52
% ----88-3
87.0
64.3
47.0
71. 6
45.8

cv= 23.5%.

(lite~s/15

Modified
26
----- %
53.7
65.3
33.0
18.7
42.7

m)

Plante~

52

Means

86.3
89.0
77.0
64.3

60.9
70.7
44.9
37.0

-----

79.1
60.9

Diffe~ences between wate~ application ~ates~
types and fertiliser ~ate were statistically
significant at the 1% level.
plante~

Sou~ce:

SCSRETP~

1984.
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Dry Bean Germination and Emergence.
The informal and formal surveys also indicated that many farmers
used the SAFIM ox-drawn planter for planting dry beans.
Because the
surveys showed that dry bean plant populations were low, a second onstation trial was conducted to test the effect of ox-drawn planter type
and fertiliser level on dry bean seedling emergence.
Four levels of
fertiliser were used: 0, 100. 200 and 300 kg of 2:3:2 (22)/ha.
The two
fertiliser placements were the same as those used in the experiment
described above.
The trial was a factorial combination of these two
treatments replicated four times in a randomized complete block design.
Additional details about the trial are available in SCSRETP (1984).
The results of the dry bean emergence trial comparing the two
types of SAFIM planter are similar to those for maize (see Table 5). The
modified planter had significantly higher emergence overall (31.5
plants/8 m) as compared to regular planter (28.2 plants/8 m). Also, the 0
fertiliser treatment had significantly higher emergence (38.3 plants/B m)
than did those treatments receiving 100, 200, and 300 kg/ha of fertiliser
(30.8, 25.6, and 24.8 plants/8 m respectively). The interaction of the
Planter Type and Fertiliser Level was significant at the 10% level. Due
to very heavy rains after planting and difficulties with the ox-drawn
planter fertiliser distribution mechanism the CV's in this experiment are
high (71.8%).
From the data it is apparent that the Tinkhabi Modified SAFIM
planter is better than the regular SAFIM planter at the 100 kg/ha
fertiliser level; however, as the fertiliser levels increase the Tinkhabi
Modified SAFIM planter produces about the same emergence rate as the
regular planter.
This data indicate that farmers using basal fertiliser
with the SAFIM ox-drawn planter to sow their dry bean fields would
benefit from using a modified shoe which separates the fertiliser from
the seed.

Emergence of Dry Beans Seedlings for Four Levels
of Basal Fertiliser Rate and Two Ox-drawn
Planter Types

Table 5.

Rate of
2:3:2 (22)
kg/ha

Regular
Modified
--- plants/8 m --

Means

0
100
200
300

38. 9
26.0
26.0
22.8

37.7
35.6
25.3
27.6

38.3
30.8
25.6
24.8

Means

28.2

31. 5

29.9

cv= 71.8%.

Differences between basal fertiliser application
rates and planter types were statistically significant at
the 1% and 5% levels respectively.
Source: SCSRETP.

1984.
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Another observation made on farmers' fields during the growing
season was that yellowing of maize leaves occurred at about 4 to 6
weeks after planting. This indicates that additional amounts of nitrogen
in the basal application at planting are needed.
With these facts in
mind an on-station trial was conducted to compare effects of more
concentrated fertiliser sources and higher fertiliser rates on maize seed
emergence.
An additional modification to the SAFIM ox-drawn planter
was made.
This modification, which is called the MRS modification,
placed the seed and fertiliser, unlike the Tinkhabi and Lesotho
modifications, the recommended 5 cm away from each other.
The experiment was conducted as a split plot design with three
replications. The main plots consisted of four fertiliser sources: 2:3:2
(22)
Saaifos
(ammoniated super phosphate),
MAP
(mono-ammonium
phosphate), and DAP (di-ammonium phosphate). The sub-plot treatments
were factorial combinations of fertiliser placement (ox-drawn planter
type) and fertiliser level (see Table 6).
Additional details for this
experiment are provided in SCSRETP (1984).
The differences in maize seed emergence between the MRS Modified
SAFIM ox-drawn planter and the regular SAFIM planter are quite
striking (see Table 7).
The' MRS Modified SAFIM planter had much
higher emergence (80.3%) than the regular SAFIM planter (15.2%).
Increasing the fertiliser levels from 25 to 40 and 50 kg P /ha decreased
maize seed emergence in the Regular ox-drawn planter treatments
(average across all fertiliser sources) from 27.3 to 12.2 and 6.2
respectively.
However, increasing the fertiliser levels did not
significantly change emergence percentages in the MRS modified oxdrawn planter treatments (figure 1).
When the regular SAFIM planter was used, all of the fertiliser
sources tested had lower maize seedling emergence where the fertiliser
rate was increased. It is interesting to note that Saaifos, which is the
least concentrated fertiliser source, lowered the emergence percentages
more than the other three fertilisers.
This is probably because of the
strong salt effects of the ammonium in Saaifos (ammoniated phosphate).
From this work it is clear that farmers should use the modified oxdrawn planter runner, regardless of what type of basal fertiliser they
use.
Conclusions and Recommendations:
The three on-station
emergence trials put together support four conclusions.

maize

.f.ir..?J, increasing the fertiliser concentration close to the maize
seed causes seed scorch.
fertiliser levels increase.

This problem becomes more serious as

.$~.9.9..J.:1.q,

higher moisture conditions near the seed help to
alleviate the effects of fertiliser salts around the seed. Planting
when the soil is more moist may help, but this may cause soil
structural problems and is not recommended.

I.h.i.r..g, the use of a Tinkhabi ox-drawn planter modification
improves seedling emergence, but not at the higher fertiliser
levels. Also, maize may recover from seed scorch, if moisture is
sufficient and a low grade analysis fertiliser is used.
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.f.i.:r.!f3.JJy, the MRS modification allows the use of high grade
fertiliser at very high levels (e.g. mono-ammonium phosphate at
275 kg/ha rate) without causing any adverse effects on seed
emergence.

Table 6.

Fe~tilise~ Sou~ces

Maize Planted Using
Runne~ Types..

fo~

Diffe~ent Ox-d~awn Plante~

Compound

Amount of application
In The Element Fo~m
(N, p. K %' s)
Applied
Pa
Pe
N
K
------------------ kg/ha ----------------2:3:2 (38)
150
25
25
16
16
(10. 9, 16. 2, 10. 9)
250
40
41
27
27
350
55
57
38
38
Saaifos (16)
200
25
24
7
0
(3. 8, 12. 2, o. 0)
325
40
40
12
0
450
55
55
17
0
125
25
26
14
0
MAP
(11. 0, 22. 0, O. 0)
200
40
42
22
0
275
55
58
30
0
125
25
26
21
0
DAP
(18. 0, 20. 0, O. 0)
200
40
41
34
0
275
55
56
47
0
Fe~tilise~
Sou~ce

I

and Application Rates

Fe~tilise~

+

Pa = App~oximate phospho~ous level
Pe = Actual applied phospho~ous.

fo~

g~ouping

_~~~~==~_~~~~~!~~_~~~~~

---

Figure 1. Maize Seedling Emergence Percentages for Four Rates of
Basal P Fertiliser and Two Ox-drawn Planter Runners.
100

r--------------------,

ModiFied

o

25

Level of Basol P

40

.Al:Pied (I<g/h:!)

55

1
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Table 7.

Emergence Percentages for Maize planted Using
Different Fertiliser Sources. Amounts and Oxdrawn Planter Runner Types.

Fertiliser
Type
Source

As Total
Fertiliser
kg/ha

Control
2:3:2 (38)
Saaifos (16)
MAP
DAP

Elemental

------

P

Regular Modified
Emergence % --

0

76.3

0
150
250
350
200
325
450
125
200
275
125
200
275

Ox-drawn planter

25
40
55
25
40
55
25
40
55
25
40
55

33.3
8.3
3.7
15.0
7.3
5.7
30.7
17.0
5.3
30.3
16.3
10.0

76.0
81.3
83.0
80.0
76.7
77.0
76.3
84.3
84.3
78. 0
78. 0
88.7

Planter type and planter type x fertiliser
CV% = 16.9.
interaction mean differences were statistically
The fertiliser level mean
significant at the 1% level.
differences were significant different at the 5% level.
Source:

SCSRETP~

1984.

----------------------------------------------------------The main limitation with the MRS modification to the ox-drawn
planter was that it needed to have some additional changes made to
prevent the planter from riding on top of the soil causing shallow seed
placement. An improved runner for the SAFIM planter, which has a Vshape was later developed (Pemberton-Pigott. 1985). The V-shape of the
Maswati runner separates the fertiliser from the seed and gives it the
added advantage of pulling the rlinner into the ground. This allows the
farmer to push down on the planter handles. which helps to keep the
press wheel on the ground, making fewer skips in the field.
An
evaluation of this runner is provided later in this paper (Mamba and
Seubert, 1987).

Evaluating Four Types of Ox-drawn Planter Runners
The objective of this on-station research trial was to evaluate the
effects on maize seedling emergence using four different types of oxdrawn planter shoes (runners) and five levels of basal fertiliser
application rates.
Four ox-drawn planter types were used: Old SAFIM
(SAFIM is now called Fed Mech) single runner. New SAFIM Split Runner.
Maswati V-shaped split runner and Tinkhabi bolt-on split runner.
The
basal fertiliser rates used were O. 100, 150, 200 and 250 kg/ha of
2:3:2(38). The details of how the trial was conducted are described by
Mamba (1987).
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Basal Fertiliser Rates: Good emergence (92%) was observed where
no basal fertiliser was applied at planting.
However, as the fertiliser
rate was increased from 0 to 250 Kg of 2:3:2 (38)/ha a decrease in maize
emergence from 94 to 78% was observed. The control (0 fertiliser rate)
had significantly higher maize seedling emergence as compared to the
other rates at 8 days after planting.
However, at 15 days after
planting, there was no significant difference between the control and the
100 Kg/ha rate.
However, the control had a significantly higher maize
seedling emergence as compared to the other
rates at 8 days after
planting. At 15 days after planting, there was no significant difference
between the control and the 100 Kg/ha rate. However, the control had a
significantly higher emergence when compared to the 150, 200 and 250
Kg/ha fertiliser application rates (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Maize Seedling Emergence at 8 Days After Planting for Four •
Ox-drawn Planter Runner Types and Five Levels of 2.3.2(38)
Basal Fertiliser.

100..-------------------0

E3

D:l S6fl,C

•
60 ..••••.•.•..••....•.•.....•.•.•..•.....••.•.............•••..••.......•..•.•..

...

40 .......................•..•......•.•...............••.........•....•....•......•

O~---r------r----r--..,.---r----'

o

Interaction LSD.os = 5.14%, CV = 9.2%
Source: SCSRETP, 1987

Ox-drawn Planter Runner Type: The Old SAFIM planter runner had
a significantly lower seedling emergence percentage at both 8 and 15
days after planting when compared to the other runner types. The
seedling emergence for the Maswati and Tinkhabi planters did not differ
significantly from each other at 8 days after planting. but emergence for
the Maswati planter was higher than for the New SAFIM. When measured
at 15 days after planting there were no significant differences in
seedling emergence between the three planter types: Maswati, Tinkhabi
and New SAFIM.
Seedling emergence dropped steadily as the basal fertiliser rate
was increased from 100 and 250 Kg/ha.
The cause for decreased
emergence was clearly the fertiliser burn (scorch) caused by the seeds
being dropped directly on top of the fertiliser. With respect to seedling
emergence the New SAFIM planter was about the same as the Maswati
and Tinkhabi planter.
However, we did have some problems with soil
clogging the fertiliser side of the New SAFIM split runner. The soil was
at about the same moisture content and soil texture was similar to that
of many farmers planting maize in the Middle and Highveld regions. This
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indicates that the New SAFIM planter may also present clogging problems
for farmers.
The Maswati and Tinkhabi planters, and to a lesser extent, the New
SAFIM planter, maintained about the same emergence rate even at high
fertiliser rates.
This shows that separate fertiliser placement has a
great effect on improving maize seedling emergence.
The basal fertiliser x ox-drawn planter type interaction was highly
significant.
The seedling emergence
using the old SAFIM decreased
from 92 to 7% as the fertiliser rate was increased from 0 to 250 Kg/ha
(see Figure 5). The seedling emergence for the Maswati, Tinkhabi and
New SAFIM ox-drawn planters was about the same.
All three had
significantly higher emergence when 150 kg/ha or more fertiliser was
applied.
In summary. the ox-drawn planter types had a great effect on
maize seedling emergence when high rates of basal fertiliser were used.
Ox-drawn planters fitted with any type of split runner had better
seedling emergence. The Maswati modified runner performed slightly
better than the Tinkhabi and New SAFIM modified runners.
The Old
SAFIM planter, with a single runner, had the lowest maize seedling
emergence.
Recommendations for Farmers: Overall the Maswati modified planter
runner was the best from the standpoint of seedling emergence. The Vshape of the Maswati runner also gives it the advantage of pulling the
runner in front of the planter into the ground. This allows the farmer
to push down on the planter handles which helps to keep the press
wheel on the ground, making fewer skips in the field.
The Maswati
planter has the disadvantage of not being widely available.
For farmers buying a new planter the new SAFIM split runner is
recommended. But, it should be pointed out that they may experience a
few problems with soil clogging the runner.
Farmers buying a new
runner to replace a worn out runner should try to get a Maswati Vshaped split runner, a Tinkhabi bolt-on split runner, or a New SAFIM
split runner.

There are no clear guidelines for adjusting the ox-drawn planter
so that it puts out the desired amount of fertiliser. The purpose of this
report is to provide a reference document for the preparation of an
Extension Workers Guideline on this subject.
The objective of this
study was to determine the actual fertiliser application rate for the
SAFIM ox-drawn planter for various fertiliser bin settings and fertiliser
materials. Four fertilisers were used in this study: 1) Saaifos (16).
2) 2:3:2 (22), 3) DAP. and 4) simple super phosphate. Four fertiliser bin
door openings were used: 1) 6 mm. 2) 10 mm. 3) 14 mm, and 4) 18 mm.
Three different fertiliser settings, selections. This was done to avoid the
cumbersome changing of the bin assembly after each 100 m run.
The detailed
results of this test are
(1985). There were significant differences in
distributed for the various fertiliser types. The
total. while Saaifos had the highest. The

presented in SCSRETP,
the amount of fertiliser
2:3:2 (22) had the lowest
DAP and simple super
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phosphate were intermediate between the two extremes.
The farmer
should know the total amount of fertiliser that he wants to apply and
the area of the field so that he can make sure that he adjusts the
fertiliser bin door as he goes along to assure thf.,t the proper amount of
fertiliser is used.
Table 8, shown below, is provided as a provisional
guide to calibrating the fertiliser bin of the SAFIM ox-drawn planter.
This information is being put into a Field Support Guide for extension
staL.

Table 8.
Bin
Opening

.tmmJ.
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11 '
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Fertiliser Distribution Levels for Four Types
of Basal Fertiliser for Various Bin Openings.
Fertiliser
Applied

Approximate
Number of

tk.g.Lb..~.1

.6..~.g_~

52
72
93

1

114
135
155
176
199
218
238

2

259

280
300
321
342
363

A common
Object of the
.$.~m.'?__..W_i..9..t.b

2 matchsticks

3

3 matchsticks
1 pencil
4 matchsticks

4

6 matchsticks
1 pencil + 2 matchsticks

5

1
2
1
2
1
1

6
7

pencil + 4 matchsticks
pencils
matchbox
pencils + 2 matchsticks
matchbox + 1 matchstick
Swaziland 5 cent coin

383

405

8

1 matchbox + 2 matchsticks

Source: SCSRETP. 1985.

Ox-drawn Planter Maize Seed Damage Trial
Previous research at the Malkerns Research Station and comments
from farmers and extension workers indicated that the SAFIM ox-drawn
planter had several deficiencies. Due to the fact that this planter is
used extensivelY for planting maize and beans on Swazi Nation Land
farmers fields it is important that efforts be made to improve the SAFIM
planter. One of the improvements that has been suggested is to use a
thicker planter plate (9.5 mm thick) to help avoid seed crushing.
Current recommendations are that farmers purchase seed that is
suited to the hole size and thickness of their planter plate. The use of
the 5A Flat or 7A Flat seed is usually recommended for the thin plate
normally supplied with the SAFIM ox-drawn planter (4.4 mm thick).
Because of difficulties in having the recommended seed on hand when
the seed is needed. farmers are forced to purchase seed that is either
smaller than 5A (3A) or larger than 7A (9A). or seed that is round
instead of flat. this issue has become particularly important with the
increased use of small seeded hybrids such as PNR473.
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With this background a trial was designed to provide information
on: 1) the effect of planter plate thickness on seed germination, 2) the
overall effect of various seed grades on germination, and 3) the numbers
of seeds delivered by the planter for each seed grade.
A SAFIM oxdrawn planter was fitted with a hand crank so that the seed plate could
be rotated by hand to simulate the ox-drawn planter in operation. Both
the thick (Lesotho plate) and thin (Standard SAFIM) were used in the
trial. Seeds of PNR95 of seven grades: 3AR, 3AF. 5AR. 5AF, 7AR, 7AF. and
9AF were obtained from the Seed Multiplication Unit at the Malkerns
Research Station.
Only the results of the total number of seeds passing through the
planter are presented in detail here.
Details of the trial design and
treatments are available (SCSRETP. 1985).
Table 9 shows the average
number of seeds of each grade passing through the ox-drawn planter.

Table 9.

Total

of Maize Seeds Passing
the SAFIM Ox-d~awn Plante~ Bin

Numbe~

Th~ough

Passing
the bin
Seeds/50 C~anks:L
Numbe~

th~ough

Seed
3A
3A
5A
5A
7A
7A
9A

G~ade

Flat
Round
Flat
Round
Flat
Round
Flat

Seeds/50

316
232
222
164
164
171
174

C~anks:MSE(df)=3596(26).

Resultant
Seeding Rate
plants/ha 2
78.248
57.644
55.20:l
40.707
40.915
42.569
43.151
CV=29%. n=3

~eps

to ox-d~awn plante~ wheel diamete~
and the gea~ sizes 50 hand c~ankings of
the bin plate d~ive gea~ is equal to
about 60 m of g~ound t~avel.
2Seeding ~ate assumes 90cm ~ow spacing and an 8hole plante~ seed plate.
These figu~es only
app~oximate actual field conditions.
:LAcco~ding

A field trial comparing ox-drawn planter seeing rates for six of the
seven seed grades mentioned above was performed. The results. while
not optimal because of poor soil conditions for germination, showed that
the 3AF and 3AR seed grades had a 43% higher seeding rate, as
measured by plant emergence, than the recommended 5AF, 5AR and 7AF
seed grades. The 9A grade had an 11% lower seeding rate than the 5AF,
This emphasizes the importance of matching the
5AR and 7AF grades.
planter plate type to the seed size.
From the results it is obvious that the 3A Flat grade of seed is
too small for the standard ox-drawn planter. Using small seed with the
normal six hole planter plate results in an excessively high seeding rate.
Farmers who cannot get seed other than 3A Flat should use a plate with
fewer holes (like plate number 4) to avoid high seeding rates; otherwise.
they may have to thin the fields after germination. As a result of this
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work two Field Support Guides have been produced. One is already in
print and has been used to train extension workers (van den Berg and
Seubert, 1987 and Seubert, Nxumalo and EnguroEbino, 1988 - in press).

Ox-drawn Planter Dry Bean Seed Damage Trial
A simulation of dry bean seeding, similar to that for maize seed
presented above, was performed.
The results of the hand cranking
trials are shown in table 10. The results shown that the use of a thick
bean seed plate with 12 oblong shaped holes results in a seeding rate
which is closer to the recommended population (240,000 plants/ha) than
the thin planter plate with 12 round holes.
OccasionallY. farmers remove the knocker, a mechanical lever that
pushes the seed out of the plate, because they believe that it damages
the seed. The data show that removing the knocker from the seed bin
mechanism results in large decreases in seeding rates.
Thus farmers
are advised not to remove the knocker from the planter seed bin.

:I Table 10. Total Number of D~y Bean Seeds Passing
Th~ough the Ox-d~awn Plante~ Seed Bin.
I
I
I

----------------------------------------------------

I

e..l~.t..l?._Ty..P_~ . -. L . .K.Q.Q.£!<~r:

II
II

Seeds Planted
p..f?.r.:.......!ig.c;:.t..9..r.-_~

Thick 12 Oblong Holes
With Knocke~

1275

237.521

Thin 12 Round Holes
With Knocke~

654

121.834

I Thick 12 Oblong Holes
:I
Without Knocke~

560

104.323

I

242

45.082

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

Thin 12 Round Holes
Without Knocke~
_.. _ _ _ • • _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ • • _ _ •

_ _ •

•

•

_ _ _ _ _ •

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

_ _ -

_ _ _ •

-

_ •

_

Seed visual damage was assessed and ge~mination
pe~centages we~e measu~ed. but the~e we~e no
diffe~ences between the plate types
----------------------------------------------------

L~.~~t.===. =. ~!?~~~!.~~ ~~~!.~ ~~~~~~~:>.~=9. '.?~~~~
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_
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Mixing Dried Manure With Bean Seed
In the Tikhuba RDA of eastern Swaziland we came across a farmer
who had solved the problem of dry bean seed damage by the ox-drawn
planter.
The farmer did not use the seed bin mechanism for planting.
Instead, he mixed the dry bean seed with dried kraal manure (cattle
manure) and put it in the fertiliser hopper.
He removed the hopper
door and allowed the bean seed manure mixture to pour out into the
runner as the planter moved down the row. He achieved quite a good
plant stand with this method and avoided some of the seed damage
problems often encountered with the older planters. The farmer clearly
knew the correct proportions of seed and manure for the mixture but,
because he determined the proportions visually, could not tell us the
measured amounts to use.
It is important for farmers to have alternative ways of performing
their operations.
For this reason it was decided to determine the
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correct proportion of the seed/manure mixture. An on-station trial with
seven treatments in a randomized complete block design with three reps
and seven treatments was established. Four of the treatments compared
different proportions (ratios) of Bean Seed and Kraal Manure: 1) 0.5/3.
2) 1/3. 3) 2/3. 4) 3/3; and three treatments compared different ox-drawn
planter seed plates: thick 12 oblong holes. thin 12 round holes. and
thick 12 round holes. The results are shown in table 11.

Table 11.

I

D~y

Bean Seed and

K~aal Manu~e Mixtu~es

-----------------------------------------------------------T~eatment

Numbe~

4
3
2
5
7
6
1

Seedling
Bean Seed/K~aal Manu~e
Eme~gence
Ratio o~ Plate Type
(plants/20m)

3/3
2/3
1/3
Thick Oblong
Thick Round
Thin Round
0.5/3

936.00 A2
765.33 B
417.33
C
370.33
CD
358. 67
CD
259.00
DE
235.33
E

Plant
Stand 1
(plant.s/ha)
624.000
510.222
278.222
246.867
239.111
172.667
1.56.888

1Using fa~me~'s typical spacing of 75 cm between ~ows.
2Range Sepa~ation LSD.os = 118.33.
N = 3 ~eps. CV = 13.9%.
Standard Er~o~ of the Mean Diffe~ence fo~ Bean Seedling
Emergence = 54.31.
The thin planter plate and the 0.5/3 ratio resulted in populations
which are too low. while the 2/3 and 3/3 ratios result in excessively
high bean plant populations.
The analysis of variance and means
separation tests indicate that there are no significant differences at the
5% level in dry bean seedling emergence between Treatments 2. 5 and 7.
Since these treatments give plant populations which are about equal to
those recommended to farmers (Agricultural Research Division. 1976).
they are the best choices.
Therefore. farmers should use the 1 to 3
bean to manure ratio or one of the two types of thick planter plates for
planting beans.
Local Seed Quality
During the informal and formal surveys a few farmers and
extension workers said that one of the reasons for maize
poor
emergence was due to the poor quality of open pollinated seed (known
as local maize in Swaziland).
On several of the survey visits the
agronomists inspected farmers grain tanks. They asked farmers how they
selected their local seed and how it was stored during the winter. The
field team followed up the study of the quality of local seed sources
that is reported below.
Samples of local seed maize were collected from 16 farmers in
Northern, Central and Mahlangatsha RDA's. The Seed Quality Laboratory
of the Seed Multiplication Unit performed an analyses of the seed grades
and germination percent. The results of these analyses are presented in
table 13.
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The data in table 13 indicates that the germination percentage of
the local seed used by farmers is nearly equal to that of the hybrid
seed that most farm(~rs purchase. The local seed had an average of 90%
germination, and only 25% of the samples fell below the 90% germination
level.
From this data it was concluded that the germination percentage
of local seed is good.

: Table 13. Quality of Open Pollinated Seed Maize
:
in Cent~al. No~the~n and Mahlangatsha
i
RDA' s.
I
I
I

Maize Seed

I

,

G~L..des

Seed
Germination
Percent

I

Smalle~

I

Than 5A

5A+6A

Than 6A

5.8
0.5
20.3
39.0
64.5
16.7
62.1
3.1
17.8
44.2
51. 9
52.9
18.7
54.1
0.7
3.8

45.8
13.6
72.2
55.2
34.8
62.3
36.9
46.9
46.0
51. 4
26.1
21. 4
5.0
18. 6
25.4
16.6

48.4
85.9
7.5
5.8
0.7
21. 0
1.0
50.0
36.2
4.4
22.0
25.7
76.3
27.3
73.9
79.6

93
79
92
91
94
97
91
91
92
92
94
92
88
95
84
73

Mean 28.5
Std. Dev. 23.6

36.1
19.1

35.4
30.1

90
15

I

,

G~eater

I

,
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

,
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

,
I

Sou~ce:

SCSRETP. 1984.

........................... _ __

_...1

The uneven grade of the local seed is a bigger problem for use
with the ox-drawn planter than the germination percent.
Because the
seed is ungraded, it is difficult for farmers to match the seed size with
the planter plate.
Farmers planting local seed should either plant by
hand, use the larger seed grades in the ox-drawn planter (5AF and 7AF
are recommended), or, when the seed is small (3AF), use a plate with
fewer holes.

Hand Jab Maize Planter Trials
Observations made during the formal surveys indicated that maize
planted by hand had a lower percent emergence than sowing done with
the ox-drawn planter or tractor-drawn planter.
This observation was
verified by the results of the RDA MAnagement Unit surveys (1983).
Table 14 below shows that in the 1980/81, 1981/82 and 1982/83 seasons
the maize grain yields for those farmers using planters was 39.1, 32.8,
and 17.4% higher, respectively, than farmers using hand planting.
The
reader should be cautioned that, it is possible that the differences in
yield may be due to differences between the two groups in other
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practices that affect Yield.
Nonetheless,
supported by independent observations.

Table 14.

the trend is clear

and is

Maize Yields fo~ Fields Planted
by Hand Compa~ed to Fields Planted
With Ox-d~awn o~ T~aeto~-d~awn
Plante~s (RDA and non RDA SNL).
G~ain

G~ain

Yield (kg/ha)
Planting Method
Plante~
Hand

Season

fo~

1980/81
1981/82
1982/83

1529
1271

1151
1082

Pe~eent

Ine~ease

+39.1
+32.8
+17.4

Sou~ee: RDA Management Unit. 1983.
Note: O~iginal sou~ee p~ovided only pe~eent
_~~~~~~~~~_!~~_!:~~_
. ~~~~~.~~_~~!:~:._ __..__.__.. .__ _ __._._. _.__

...1

From the above observations and data it was concluded that
significant plant population and yield improvements could be obtained by
making improvements to the hand planting in the furrow method
currently being used by farmers.
It was thought that a hand jab
planter would be both easier and faster for farmers to use and that it
would result in increased plant populations for hand planting.
Therefore an on-farm trial programme with hand jab planters was
conducted during the 1983/84 cropping season.
Six on-farm trials comparing traditional hand hoeing with a hand
Iheld jab planter for maize were conducted in the Ludezeludze area of
Central RDA.
The objective of the trial was to see if jab planter
improved seedling emergence.
The data in table 15 show that plant
emergence for farmers using the jab planter was higher than for those
planting with hoes in the furrow. The plant emergence when using the
jab planter was significantly higher (10% level) than for the traditional
hand hoe planting method.

Table 15.

Maize Seed Eme~genee
With Hand Jab and T~aditional
Hand Hoeing Planting Methods in
Cen t~ al RDA.
Compa~ing

Eme~genee

plants/4m
Jab Plante~
Hoe Planting

17.4
12.5

Row
Spacing
93 cm
102 em

_.~~~~=.:.~_. __~'?-~~~:~~. __~.~~.~:_ . __

Population
plants/ha
47.564
30.974

__.._._ _. . __. _

._

__...1

The Farmer Assessment surveys were not as encouraging as the
plant population results from the jab planter.
Farmers did not like
using the jab planter.
While they did like the better germination
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obtained with the planter, they complained that planting with a jab
planter was slower. Because the jab planter does not apply fertiliser, it
means that the farmer must apply basal fertiliser as a separate
operation, usually by digging with a hoe. When the farmers plant with
a hoe they sprinkle the fertiliser in the furrow by hand before
dropping in the seed and covering the furrow.
This method is much
easier than trying to incorporate fertiliser with a hoe, which would is
necessary when using a jab planter.
The jab planting itself is also
slower and more difficult than using a hoe.
Because of the above mentioned comments from farmers it was
concluded that the jab planter is' not suitable for hand planting maize
for most farmers.
It is suitable for those farmers who gapfill their
maize in spots where seedling emergence is poor and is recommended for
those situations.

General Observations On Land PrepartJtio"l
During the course of the five year research programme in plant
population improvement, numerous observations of farmers and their land
preparation and planting techniques were made.
These observations,
while
not
quantified,
have
provided
input into
the
research
recommendations being developed. The observations are:
1.

Wheel slip and improper depth adjustment are causes
of lower plant populations on fields planted with oxdrawn planters. The Vee-shaped Maswati shoe helps
to reduce wheel slip, while correct hitch position and
chain length help assure correct seeding depth.

2.

Good ploughing and harrowing help to make a better
seedbed which results in better seedling emergence
and improved plant stands.

3.

Straight rows make it easier to cultivate between the
rows with the ox-drawn cultivator, thus reducing the
number of plants damaged and lost while cultivating.

4.

It has been observed that farmers who hand plant in
the furrow and harrow to cover the seed have lower
plant populations. This is undoubtedly caused by
uneven covering of the seed. Farmers using this
method should plant at higher population rates to
compensate for poorer seedling emergence.

IV. .E..QQ.g,Q.!!JJ..9..._.E.y'~.~~1,j9.P, 9.:f. .F..~:r.lili~.~.r. ~.Q P9.p~},f;t,t.i9.~ L..~y..~J~
The importance of both maize plant population and the use of basal
fertilisers by SNL farmers' has been well established (RDA Management
Unit, 1982, 1983, 1984). The recommended rates for fertiliser and plant
population for the Highveld and Moist Midveld areas of Swaziland is
about 450 kg of 2:3:2(22}/ha and 44,444 plants/ha (Advisory Bulletin No.
Most SNL farmers' fields in the RDA areas are at or below
1, 1976).
25,000 plants/ha (RDA Management Unit, 1983a) and most farmers use
about 200 kg/ha of 2:3:2(22) fertiliser (RDA Management Unit, 1983b).
Clearly farmers are well below the recommended amounts.
Some middle
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level fertiliser and plant population recommendations need to be given to
farmers who cannot afford the recommended fertiliser rates or cannot
achieve the re·~ommended plant populations.
On-farm
trials
with basal
fertilisers
and
plant population
treatments were conducted during the 1985/86 growing season.
The
experiment consisted of a factorial combination of two basal fertiliser
levels (200 and 400 kg/ha; 150 and 300 kg/ha in dry areas) and three
plant populations (25,000, 35,000 and 45,000 plants/ha). The trials were
planted in six RDA's at 26 locations: Bhekinkosi - 3, Mahlangatsha - 6,
Ngwempisi - 5, Northern - 3, Southern - 7, and Tikhuba - 2. The trials
were located in three of the four agro-ecological zones of Swaziland:
Highveld - 11, Midveld - 13, and Lubombo - 2.
Details of the experimental layout, procedures, agronomic analysis
and data collected are presented by Seubert (1986; Annex 4, Volume II of
the SCSRETP 1985-86 Annual Report).
The analysis presented in this
paper is for only qne year of data and should be viewed as preliminary.
This economic analysis complements the agronomic analysis and serves as
an economic screening of the technology.
The data contain a high
degree of variability; coefficients of variation for yields within fertiliser
groupings were approximately 50%. The intended plant populations were
not achieved in the trial.
For most of this evaluation the data are grouped into two fertiliser
applications; low, representing the typical farmer practice, and high,
representing the current extension recommendation.
It was difficult to
achieve uniform plant stands at most of the trial locations. As a result
variability in the experiment was high. Because of the high variability
only a selected portion of the data set was used.
A reasonable
reduction of the data occurs if data with C.V.< 40% is retained
(table 16).
This is not considered to be an excessively high cut-off
point since on-farm trials have consistently higher variability than onstation trials. With this criteria 40% of the data are lost.

Table 16.

Data Retained and

Disca~ded

Obser-vation with
CV<40%
CV>40%
Low Fe~tiliser
High Fe~tilise~
Totals
Sou~ce:

Pat~ick.

41
52

37
26

93

63

in SCSRETP. 1987.

Analysis of Aggregated Data: The economic evaluation presented
includes three levels of analysis.
All should be considered prior to
developing conclusions regarding the data.
First, the calculation of
yield increases due to treatments is presented in terms of kg/ha and
percentage increase (or decrease).
Second, the economic returns are
compared using benefit/cost ratios. Third. a confidence interval analysis
is presented.
This analysis involves the calculation of confidence
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intervals and plotting two compared treatments on a graph";. Confidence
interval analysis is a demonstration of the degree to which a new
technology is different from (better than) that which it is intended to
replace.
It is also an illustration of the risk involved in both
technologies.
To make an unqualified recommendation one would like to
see two mutually exclusive "cones" drawn on the graph. The greater is
the "crossover area" the less is the real difference between treatments.
Also the wider the "cone" the greater is the variability of expected
results.
Overall mean yield for the low fertiliser grouping was 4318 kg/ha
and the high fertiliser grouping was 4459 kg/ha indicating an increase
of only 141 kg/ha grain yield. This represents a yield increase of only
3.3%. Valued at 35 cents per kilogram of grain this amounts to an
increase of E49.42 resulting from an increased fertiliser cost of E80.00.
This results in a benefit/cost ratio of 0.62 (49.42/80.00). Thus, for each
Lilangeni invested in additional basal fertiliser, only 62 cents is
returned.
The confidence interval for the low fertiliser group is presented in
figure 3.
It can be seen that the confidence intervals of the two
treatments are almost the same.
There is little probability that high
basal fertiliser application would produce a higher maize yield. This is
obviously due to the closeness of the means and the high standard
deviations of the data.
Observation of the data set showed that, although within the low
fertiliser group yield increases due to plant population increases are
small, the situation is quite different within the high fertiliser group.
An increase in maize grain yield of 953 kg/ha is observed when plant
populations are increased from 24,300 to 33,700 plants per hectare; this
represents a 24.7%
yield increase.
Valued at 35 cents per kg, this
amounts to E333.62 gained from an increased seed cost of E11.08 and
results in a benefit/cost ratio of 30.11 (333.62/11.08).
The evaluation appears promising at this stage; however, the
confidence interval analysis, shown in Figure 4 raises a point of caution.
The crossover area of the two confidence intervals is high.
There is
about 1/3 probability that yields will be increased due to high
population levels.
At all probability levels the low end of productivity
is about 1000 kg/ha higher than low populations.
To further test the relationship between plant populations and
yields, linear and polynomial regressions were attempted on both the low
and high fertiliser data sets. Exhibits 1 and 2 show graphs of the data
using
actual
populations on
the
horizontal
axis
(not
intended
populations).
The graphs show a tendency for yield to decrease as
population is increased on low fertiliser plots but an increasing
tendency on high fertiliser
plots. The following coefficients of
determination
(r 2 ) were calculaiod indicating little confidence in the
eq uations developed.

I:; Confidence intervals are calculated as follows:
Y=+ t (Standard
Deviation). The "t" value increases as degrees of freedom (size of
sample) decrease and decreases as probability pf a larger or smaller
value increases. Thus the confidence intervals shown are large due to
the small sample size and high variability. (Hildebrand and Poey. 1985).
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RegY"ession Type
LineaY"
Polynomial
Low FeY"t.iliseY"
High FeY"t.iliseY"

.062
.22

.0006
_ 246

Thus. either factors other than plant populations are significant
determinants of yield. or the regression functions used do not
adequatelY represent the data. One would tend to suspect both factors
in combination.
Analysis of Regional
agro-ecological regions to
in the previous analysis.
a revised grouping was
presented in table 17.

Data: The data were separated according to
see if regional differences were being hidden
Due to the resulting reduction in observations
used.
The statistics for that grouping is

Table 17. DescY"ipt.ive Statistics faY" Regional Data
Highveld
Low FeY"t.iliseY"
High FeY"tiliseY"

Mean

St.d Dev.

c. v. %

N

4528
4513

785
988

17.3
21.. 9

22
26

4155
4569

990
919

23.8
20.1

18
23

2607
3041

NA

NA

87

2.9

1
3

Midveld
Low FeY"tiliseY"
High FeY"tili.seY"
Lubombo
Low FeY"ti.li.seY"
High FeY"ti.li.seY"

SouY"ce: PatY"ick. in SCSRETP. 1986.

No further analysis was done with the data from Lubombo because
there were only four observations from that region.
In the Highveld.
increasing fertiliser over all populations resulted in a small decrease in
grain yield. The data from the Midveld shows a yield increase of 413.8
kg/ha with a value of E144.83 and a benefit/cost ratio of 1.81
(144.83/80.00). The data were grouped into low (less than 30.000 plants
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per hectare) population categories and are presented in Table 18.

Table 18.

Statistics fo~ Regional Data With Two
Population Catego~ies.
Mean

Low Population
High Population

Std. Dev.

4521
4543

802
812

H.i..9.hy..~1.q._. ..H;i.9h.. . f~r:.t..i..l;i.~.~r:

C.

v. %

17.7
17.9

N

15
7

:

Low Population
High Population

4198
5018

897
954

21.4
19.0

16
10

Low Population
High Population

4123
4175

1071
986

26.0
23.6

11

Low Population
High Populati.on

4040
4909

651
922

16.1

Sou~ce:

Pat~ick.

18. 8

7

9
14

in SCSRETP. 1986.

The conclusions drawn from tables 17 and 18 are itemized below:

1. Increased fertiliser on low plant population plots decreased
yields in both Midveld and Highveld regions.
2. Increased plant populations on high fertiliser plots increased
yields, with the greatest increase being in the Midveld.
H1Khy..~l.g:

Increased yield = 819.9 kg/ha
Percent yield increase
19.5%
Value of increase = E286.97
Increased cost = E9.14
Benefit/cost ratio :: E 31.40

=

Mi.9-y.~l.g:

Increased yield = 868.9 kg/ha
Percent yield increase =21.5%
Value of increase =E304.12
Increased cost =E10.37
Benefit/cost ratio =29.33
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3. Increased fertiliser on high plant population plots increased
yields. with the greatest increase in the Midveld.
ij.ig1tY..~J..g:

Increased yield = 474.7 kg/ha
Percent yield increase
10.4%
Value of increase = E166.15
Increased cost
E80.00
Benefit/cost· ratio = 2.08

=

=

:

Mlc;ty.~lg

Increased yield = 734.6kg/ha
Percent yield increase =17.6%
Value of increase = E257.11
Increased cost = E80.00
Benefit/cost ratio = 3.21
4. Increased plant populations on low fertiliser plots had little
effect in both regions.
5. Coefficients of variation were slightly reduced by regional
separation of the data in spite of reduced observations (N).

It is apparent from this data that there is a tendency for plant
populations and fertiliser applications to have a
complementary
relationship.
The regional data is graphed and shown in Exhibits 3-6.
Coefficients of determination were very low as can be seen by the high
degree of scatter in the graphs.
A confidence interval analysis was
done to compare low population. low fertiliser with high population. high
fertiliser in the Midveld. These two possibilities would appear from the
above to offer perhaps the greatest chance of being different. Figure 5
shows that the crossover area is again large with about a 20% chance
that the farmer will obtain higher yields from the high population. high
fertiliser treatment.
But again. the low end is about 1000kg/ha better
than the low population. low fertiliser trials
This idea was further examined by developing a stability analysis
shown in Figure 6.
The analysis indicates that the better farmers
(those who obtain better yields on the Environmental Index) can obtain
improved performance with high populations and high fertiliser.
The
poorer managers can obtain better results from low populations and low
fertiliser rates. The overall yield levels for this data set are quite high
(more than 3500 kg/ha). Further investigation into these high Yields is
necessary to assure that these farmers are representative.
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Conclusions and Recommendations: The data indicate some important
tendencies and in several instances the benefit/cost ratios are quite
large.
However, the confidence interval analysis c 'cate a degree of
uncertainty.
No clear,
unquestionable
recommendations
can be
forthcoming from the 1985/86 data. Data from additional trials has been
collected and will be added to this data set for analysis.
There is an obvious trend toward a complementary relationship
between plant population and high fertiliser application. It appears that
high populations should be accompanied by high fertiliser and that high
levels of fertiliser are wasted on low populations. These combinations, if
they prove true in future analyses. will provide a
basis for
recommendations to farmers with varying resouroe bases.

v.

§.y..m.I.J.l.~y.

The informal and formal surveys indicated quite clearly that low
maize plant populations are a major yield oonstraint on Swazi Nation
Land farmers' fields.
From the surveys, studies of background data,
and informal discussions it was concluded that improvements to plant
population was an important area for research.
The on-farm and onstation trials and observations emphasized five areas: 1) modifications to
the ox-drawn planter, 2) recommended improvements for planter use,
3) observations
and
recommendations on
hand
planting
methods,
4) observations
on
the
use
of
cutworm
bait,
and
5) general
recommendations regarding aspects of land preparation that affect plant
stand.
Three of the salient points that came from the ox-drawn planter
research were:
1.

When basal fertiliser levels are above 250 kg of
2:3:2(22)/ha, the split runner is needed to reduce
seed damage by fertiliser.

2.

The seed grade must match the planter plate size to
get the oorrect seeding rate.

3.

The fertiliser bin door should be adjusted so that the
correct rate of fertiliser is applied.

Some other studies aimed at improved
undertaken. The results of those studies are:

plant

population

1.

Local (open pollinated) maize seed is of generally good
quality and does is not a cause for concern about
seedling emergence and poor plant stands.

2.

Hand jab planters are not suitable for farmers
planting by hand because they are too slow.

were

General observations of farmers' field operations have provided
some recommendations for improvements to their land preparation and
planting techniques.
Although these observations have not been
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quantified or compared to the farmer's traditional practices, they should
form a part of recommended improvements in management practices.
A p.r.~U.!I.!!n.~..r..Y economic analysis of the on-farm trials with basal
fertiliser levels and plant populations revealed that high fertiliser rates
go along with high plant populations.
Farmers applying high rates of
fertiliser should make sure that they get high populations. Conversely.
farmers who are applying low basal fertiliser amounts will not benefit
from higher plant populations
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The presenters were asked to explain the furrow/harrow method
referred to in the presentation.
The term refers to a variety of
planting techniques in which a furrow is opened with a plough, drawn
by oxen or tractor, the seed deposited into the furrow, and the furrow
covered by means of a harrow.
In answer to a query on the sample size of the verification survey
on low plant populations, the presenters stated that the trial was
conducted in two RDA's.
Several questions and comments addressed the issue of the cause
of low plant populations in farmers' fields.
One discussant asked
whether the low plant populations were the result of purposeful action
on the part of farmers, or the result of farmers' recommendations. The
presenters responded that low populations can result from a variety of
circumstances.
Among these are: stalkborer problems, using the wrong
sized planter plate, seeds scorched, drought, or the fact that the farmer
has little seed, and must thus plant a low population in the first
instance.
A question then arose as to whether research was looking into the
least expensive method as its first priority. The presenters stated that
this had been the case with the low plant population research.
The
trials discussed in the presentation represented only a sample of the
many trials conducted in this problem area.
One of the participants asked what percentage of low plant
populations are the result of drought? The response was that drought
certainly was a factor in producing low plant populations, although
precise
estimates
of
its
importance
are
difficult
to
make,
Recommendations on plant populations are consequently dependent on
agro-climatic zones.
Another issue to emerge from the discussion was that of the
relationship between seed size and planter plate size.
One of the
participants commented that, in order to achieve a good plant population
using an ox-drawn planter, seed size must be related to both the size
and the number of holes in the plate. Some farmers cannot differentiate
between seed and plate sizes.
Someone then suggested that planter
plates be colour-coded for size and hole number, and that seed agents
conduct an educational programme to assist farmers in matching the seed
sizes they purchase to their particular planter plate.
The question of variation in seed size was raised in the course of
discussion.
The presenters commented that, in the case of mixed seed
sizes, farmers should use a !.b..JqJl. sized plate.
In concluding discussion on low plant population, one of the
participants noted that the Maswati shoe is difficult to remove or attach
to the planter. These operations are difficult for the farmer to perform
without the necessary tools.
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Introduction
Seasonality is a characteristic feature of the tropical landscape.
Indeed. in their discussion of the relationship between seasonality and rural
poverty, Chambers, Longhurst and Pacey have observed that:
...seasonal variations occur in most of the human activities and
natural processes which directly concern rural life ... It is
difficult to find any aspect of rural life in the tropical third
world which is
not touched
by seasonality.
(Chambers,
Longhurst and Pacey 1981:6.xvi).

Consequently, patterns of seasonal fluctuations have been studied by
a number of researchers and policy makers in areas such as climate, energy
availability and utilization. labour allocation, food availability, morbidity,
malnutrition, indebtedness. and poverty (4).
Much of the emphasis in
seasonality studies has been placed
on the consequences of seasonal
constraints/stresses in the local production system--a system most often
dominated by rainfed production of staple food crops.
The literature is
replete with such studies, a review of which is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Irrigation. when incorporated into most models of seasonality, seems to
be regarded more as an external element of change rather than an integral
feature of seasol'l;al processes. For example, Chambers. Longhurst and Pacey
assert that:
...agricultural seasonality does not always reflect the seasonality
of climate because of irrigation.
By using stored or nonseasonal water (whether from dams. rivers, or the ground)
cultivation may artificially (emphasis ours) spread more around
the calendar, bringing new and different flows of food and
income. labour demands and threats to health.
As irrigation
spreads ..annual patterns 6f variation along many dimensions can
be expected to change.
(Chambers. Longhurst and Pacey
1981:6) .

Irrigation is certainly an important method for extending the cropping
calendar for the staple grain in many systems (eg., Asian rice systems).
However, in other circumstances. crops under irrigation may themselves

"iP"iipe"r ""pre"sent"ed "iir"The"""S"wa"ziIii"ndFarming Systems Research and Extension Workshop. March 1-4. 1988.
Nhlangano. Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International Development.
2Doyle Grenoble. Horticulturalist. Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project. The
Pennsylvania State University.
3[)ouglas Gama. Horticulturalist, Research Officer. Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland.
·Socioeconomist. Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project. Malkerns Research
Station.
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have a pattern of seasonality imposed upon them by conditions of climate,
diseases and other pests, and labour shortages which occur during the
rainy season.
These cultivars, then, can only be accommodated into the
cropping pattern under irrigation in the dry season, iE., at a time of year
when such constraints are minimized.
Patterns of seasonal availability and scarcity, though different from
rainfed crops, are no less pronounced in irrigated crops.
So, too, are
patterns of seasonal price fluctuations that reflect conditions of supply and
demand.
Such patterns can have profound consequences in terms of
consumption and, therefore, of the health and well-being of the population.
Vegetable growing by farmers on Swazi Nation Land (SNL) is just such
case where seasonal constraints severely limit cultivation during the rainy
season. Most of the production of the main vegetables grown, ie., cabbages,
tomatoes and onions, is restricted to Winter (dry season) production under
irrigation. Such conditions of production create a seasonal pattern in terms
of availability of vegetables, prices paid and received for vegetables, and
consumption of these and other vegetables by people in both rural and
urban areas.
Efforts to assist SNL farmers overcome the seasonality of
vegetable production should have implications for the profitability of
vegetable production for producers, the availability of vegetables for
consumers, and, consequently, their health and nutritional well-being.
This paper describes the efforts of the Malkerns Research Station
(MRS) Horticultural Programme, assisted by the Cropping Systems Project, to
address the issue of seasonality of vegetable production through its Summer
vegetable programme. The programme employed a modified FSR approach to
identify problems associated with Summer vegetable production on Swazi
Nation Land, to test--both on-farm and on-station--technological solutions to
address these problems, and to disseminate results to farmers through
extension demonstrations and publications. This method emphasizes rigorous
screening of technologies on-station in the early stages of research prior to
verification testing on farmers' fields, and is described in detail elsewhere
(Grenoble and Gama 1988).
A description of the diagnostic steps taken to identify problems is
followed by a discussion of the testing stage of the research, both onstation and on-farm.
While research was conducted on several vegetables
(eg., cabbages, tomatoes, and onions), particular attention will be focused
upon the long-day onion trials as a case study to illustrate the steps in the
research process.

During the testing phase of the programme, the Cropping Systems
Project conducted a dietary survey of rural homesteads to determine, among
other things, seasonal patterns of rural diets.
Results from this study
which indicated a seasonal pattern to consumption of vegetables by rural
people, and which lent support to the Summer vegetable programme will be
discussed.
Efforts to extend the results of the trial through collaboration
with the Extension Service will be described.
The paper concludes with a
summary of findings, recommendations for future research and observations
on the implications of the research method for FSR and horticultural
research in Swaziland.

Diagnostic Stage: Identification of Problems and Solutions
At the start of the Cropping Systems Project in 1982, the MRS
Horticulturalist and the project Horticulturalist consulted a variety of
sources to determine general production practices and constraints to
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vegetable production for SNL farmers.
These source included not only
printed sources, but direct contact with farmers, extension workers, and
other horticultural researchers (5).
During this intial information-gathering phase, the seasonality of
vegetable production and marketing became apparent.
Grenoble has noted
that:
Hansen in 1978 wrote, "most of the vegetables in Swaziland are
grown during the winter which always results in overproduction between August and November."
He further stated
that emphasis should be placed on shifting some of the
production to summer. This same statement is still true in 1984.
It has long been recognized that fresh vegetables are in short
supply during summer and fall and that this period provides
the best markets and prices.
However, farmers continue to
have great reluctance to grow vegetable crops for this time.
(Grenoble 1984:4).

This reluctance to devote much time to summer vegetables was also
noted in 1983 by the Hunting Technical Services in their evaluation of the
RDA programme.
They attributed this reluctance to a conflict with maize
production that would result if vegetable growing were attempted at that
time of year (Hunting technical Services Vol. II 1983: C35).
This seasonality to production noted by Hansen is also reflected in the
market share to which vegetable producers in Swaziland have access in
local markets. In their study of vegetable marketing in the Central Area of
Swaziland (Mbabane, Matsapha, ManzinO, Sterkenburg et. al. noted that,
"The vegetables produced in Swaziland take their share of the Central
Areas sales during the winter months," (Sterkenberg, Diphoorn, and
Spaarman 1982:46). This would imply that what vegetables are consumed in
Swaziland in Summer are imported from outside the country during that
season.
This seasonal fluctuation in market prices is illustrated in Figure 1 by
NAMB data on average prices for onions, tomatoes and cabbages for MayDecember, 1987.
Peak prices for onions occur in early May, when last
season's onions have long since been sold, and in early September just
before the Winter season's crop is harvested.
Tomatoes command their
highest prices in early June before Winter tomatoes are available and late
November-early December after the Summer season with its higher humidity
(and disease load) has begun.
Cabbages reach their peak slightly later in
July and continue to drop steadily during the Winter, reaching its nadir in
the early Spring (Oct.-Dec.).
Early impressions concerning the seasonality of vegetable production
on SNL were confirmed by a series of diagnostic surveys conducted by the
Cropping Systems Project during 1982-84. These included informal surveys
conducted in the Northern, Central and Mahlangatsha RDA's, and a survey
of the Phophonyane irrigation. Initial formulation of project recommendation
domains was based upon the presence or absence of irrigation in the
homestead's cropping system (Watson 1983)(6).
Also, these surveys provided clues to possible reasons why, as
Grenoble noted, farmers were reluctant to grow vegetables in the summer.
The surveys revealed that, in addition to an increase in disease and pest
problems, Summer vegetable production faced the problem of labour
shortages due to competition with homestead maize production. Watson and
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production and sale of vegetables at the Scheme during the Summer season
(Watson and Malaza 1984:15). The Summer vegetable production activities of
14 farmers monitored at the scheme are summarized in Table 1.. which is
taken from their report (Table 4).
Table 1. Production Outcomes of Summer Vegetable Crops by
14 Phophonyane Irrigation Scheme Homesteads

Production Outcome

Number of Homesteads

No Crops Attempted
Crops Destroyed in Seedbed
Crops Planted to Field
,
Tomatoes
Cabbages
Beans
Onions
Spinach
Crops Sold
Tomatoes
Cabbages
Beans

4

3
(7)

7
6

3
1
1
(6)

5
4

1

Source: Watson and Malaza 1984: Table 4.
They reported that
Five factors were principally responsible (for low Summer
production):
simultaneous
production
of
dryland
crops,
especially maize; general obstacles to summer vegetable growing
in Swaziland related to high temperatures and crop pests;
shortage of tractors for land preparation; occurrence of
torrential rains; and absence of extension services to farmers.

According to respondents, the dominant and most important crop
produced during summer was maize.. H's (sic) production took
precedence over vegetables in 11 of the 14 homesteads.
Emphasis, on maize production .. placed limitations on land. labour
and capital resources available for vegetable crops.
(Watson
and Malaza 1984:16).

As a result of these diagnostic and on-farm monitoring surveys.
the Horticultural Section identified the following constraints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
. 7.
8.

lack of reliable information on market demands and prices;
lack of transport to reach markets;
inability to store fresh produce at the homestead;
a limited variety of fresh produce available at one time to
attract buyers;
lack of reliable production information (including pest control);
water shortage for irrigation in the dry season;
lack of suitable varieties for summer production , and;
shortage of cash to purchase inputs.
(Grenoble and Gama 1988: 4-5).
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Testing Stage: On-Station and On-farm
Given the "general obstacles" to summer production related to pests
and high temperatures noted by Watson and Malaza, the section first began
screening varieties suitable for summer production at the Malkerns Research
Station.
The Horticulture section has instituted a programme of variety
screening for both cabbages and tomatoes to determine varieties which are
suitable for Summer production.
In cabbages. the number of varieties
having heat tolerance which are recommended for SNL farmers has increased
from one in 1982 to five by 1988 (Grenoble and Gama 1988: 8).
For
tomatoes, the section included in their on-station screening of varieties,
lines and cultivars which were reported to be resistant to bacterial wilt,
"the most serious limitation to summer tomato production,"(Grenoble and
Gama 1988: 9).
On-farm trials were conducted in the 1985-86 season in 10 RDA's
comparing a wilt-resistant variety, Rodade, to a farmers' variety, Karino.
The resistant variety was acceptable to farmers who had bacterial-infested
soils: however, it was considered inferior to the farmers' variety in terms of
fruit size and tolerance to early blight. Grenoble and Gama conclude that:
Additional varietal screening
attempt to find a resistant
desirable characteristics.
preplanting soil treatments
help control diseases are
1988:9) .

is now being done on station in an
variety that also possesses other
In addition, studies investigating
and other cultural practices that
underway.
(Grenoble and Gama

Throughout its work on summer vegetable production, the Horticulture
Section has utilized a modified version of the FSR methodology used by
other scientists on the project.
Horticulture presents a unique set of
problems which cannot be easily addressed by conventional FSR methods.
Once farmers' problems have been identified through diagnostic surveys,
horticulturalists are faced with formidable problems in selecting technologies
to test.
For Swaziland. most of the technology available to solve
horticultural problems (eg. varietal resistance, chemical control of pests) is
untried
by
researchers
and
unfamiliar
to
farmers.
Consequently,
horticulturalists argue that technological payoffs are more efficiently
obtained by devoting a greater proportion of time to on-station screening in
the earlier phases of the testing stage and reserving on-farm work for
verification and demonstration (Grenoble and Gama 1988).

Diagnostic Stage: Research in Long-Day Onions
A clear example of a variant of FSR in the Summer vegetable
programme can be seen in the research into long-day onions conducted by
the Horticultural Section.
"Various factors influence bulb formation in onions, the most important
being photoperiod (or daylength)," (Grenoble and Gama nd: 1). Onions are
classified as short-day types, whose required photoperiod is between 12-14
hours, and long-day types which require photoperiods in excess of 14
hours.
In Swaziland, short-day varieties are commonly grown in Winter.
and are harvested from June to September. Consequently. onions must be
imported during other times of the year.
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The section felt that if a variety of long-day onion that would bulb
within the rather narrow tolerance limits of Summer daylength in Swaziland
(7) could be found, Summer production would be possible.
This would
benefit not only the producer, who could take advantage of favorable prices
in Summer (see Figure 1), but also consumers who would have greater
access to t.his veget.able.
The long-day onion research programme began in 1983 at t.he Malkerns
Research Station with on-station screening of long-day varieties.
The
purpose of the programme was threefold:
1. to identify varieties that would form bulbs under Swaziland Summer
conditions;
2. to investigate cultural practices and other methods to enhance bulb
formation in selected cultivars;
3. to demonstrate to farmers that Summer onion production was
possible
(Grenoble and Gama).

During the 1983-84 season, the section tested seven long day onion
varieties imported from the United States plus two short-day varieties as a
check, using two seeding dates and two levels of fertilizer. The results of
this trial are reported in Table 2:

Table 2. Results from Long-Day Onion Variety Trial-1983-84

Variety
Granada
Inca
Ruby
Who Sw. Spanish
Yel. Sw. Spanish
Pronto S
Rocket
Granex33
Excel

Yield Dry Bulb
Thicknecks (8)
(Tonnes/Ha)
(ex Total) Remarks
24.4
12.6

28
53
77
63

7.0
10.4

0.0
19.3
16.7
0.0

0.0

100
14
35

o
o

Excel. Storage
Not Adapted
Not adapted
Not Adapted
Not Adapted
V.G. Potential
Excel. Storage
Short-Day Check
Short-Day Check

Source: Grenoble and Gama.

Additional tests were conducted with Pronto S and Rocket, the most
promising varieties, during the 1984-85 and 1985-86 seasons.
Results
obtained in these trials were similar to those from the 1983-84 trials.
To
these were added six other long-day varieties in an expanded trial in 198687. The results of this trial are reported in Table 3:
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Table 3.

Yields from Long-Day Onion Variety Trial - 1986-87.

Variety Mkt Wgt.
Bulb
Non-Mkt
(Kg. )
Pronto S
Granet

.20

.33

2.75

6.83

a

b

a

.17

1.67
b.c

a

1.27

.50

.33

b
.84
c

a
.25
a

.28
a.b
.06

1.74
1.96

Brown

Caledon C
Copper King

a

b. c. d

a. b

A.

(No. )

a. b
.35
a. b

a. b. c

Topaz

(No. )

(No. )

Non-

1. 60
a

Taurus

(No. )

Split Bulbs

a. b. c

2.12

Rocket

Thickneck

.08

2.0
a.b
2.67

5.58

a. b

a

b

a

3.00
a

.49

b
.25

3.00

10.42
c
11.58

b

a

b

c

.13

.17

7.00

a

a

c

7.5
a.b

a

c. d. e

e

4.33
a
7.42

.25

0.6
d.e
1. 01

.29

3.25
b

6.50

Values above the same letter within a column are not significantly different
at the 5% level.
Source: Grenoble and Gama

In this trial. the varieties which performed best were Pronto S,
Garnet, Rocket. and Taurus. Australian Brown, Caledon Globe. and Copper
King, although varieties currently available in South Africa, were not
considered adapted to conditions in Swaziland.
Concurrent with the expanded screening trial, the section conducted
an, on-farm assessment of six of the long-day varieties.
the trials were
conducted at 15 sites: however, data were collected at eight trials due to
loss from shortage of moisture or hail damage. The results of the trials are
reported in Table 4:

Table 4.

Results from the On-farm Summer Onion Production
Trials - 1986-87

Variety

Plants Bulbing

Mktable Bulbs

Thicknecks

(%)

. (%)
(% Tot. )

Garnet
Pronto S
Rocket
Taurus
Texas Grano
(Check)

86.7
85.2
87.6
72.2
<10

Source: Grenoble and Gama nd

70.8
74.2
72.7
69.4
<10

22.5
15.0
20.5

38.9
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In this trial, the varieties Pronto S, Garnet. and Rocket all produced
more than 85% marketable bulbs.
At the conclusion of the trial, farmers' assessments were conducted.
Since this was a new crop (Summer onions) for farmers, it is not surprising
that all farmers were satisfied with all three varieties that produced in
excess of 85% marketable bulbs.
In gener-al. these farmers were pleased
with Summer onion production.
On the basis of the four years' varietal evaluations. and the on-farm
trials, the section selected three varieties--Pronto S, Garnet, and Rocket-for recommendation to SNL farmers for Summer onion production.

Dissemination Stage: Publications and On-Farm Demonstrations
These recommendations are being disseminated to farmers through the
extension service in two ways.
First, extension publications, such as field
support guides, production guides, and fact sheets. are currently being
revised to include the results of the trials, and information on the long-day
onion varieties recommended for Summer production.
Second,
the
Horticulture
Section
is
conducting
a
verification/ demonstration "trial" of these onion varieties on farmers' fields
this season, 1987-88, with the help of the Cropping Systems Project's
Research Assistants, and extension Worker via the National Subject Matter
Specialist for Horticulture.
Collaboration has been strong throughout the
programme with the NSMS. Although the on-farm demonstrations under the
supervision of the RA's have experienced difficulties in installation and
propagation, many of the plots under the direction of the NSMS have
thrived, and will, the horticulturalists predict, provide useful data on
varietal performance under an expanded set of agroclimatic conditions.

Other Activities In Support of the Summer Vegetable
Programme

The importance of vegetable production for coping with seasonal
shortages received additional reinforcement from an analysis of rural diets
by the Cropping Systems Project. From February, 1986 to March, 1987, the
project conducted field interviews on dietary intake with a sample of
approximately 100 women and 50 children under five years of age drawn
from cooperator homesteads. Women were asked monthly to recall what the
household prepared, how many persons ate at the homestead, what they
themselves and the child ate during the 24 hcurs prior to the visit.
In
addition, anthropometric measurements on the women and children were
taken at two points during the study to determine nutritional status.
In her analysis of the anthropometric data, the Nutritional Consultant,
Huss-Ashmore, found several indicators of nutritional stress in both women
and children in the sample. She concluded:
In summary, data from the anthropometric survey show signs of
su boptimal nutrition in a significant proportion of our sample
households.
Chronic low-grade undernutrition leading to low
reserves of energy and protein appear to be the most common
problems ...Given the frequency with which signs of nutritional
stress are seen in the population, it becomes especially
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important to examine patterns of diet and food usage.
Ashmore 1987:16).

(Huss-

An examination of patterns of diet and food usage form the major part
of the analysis.
Particular attention was paid to the seasonal patterns of
consumption of particular food items and food groups.
Data for the dark green vegetable food group, an important source of
Vitamin A, are presented in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows the relative
contribution by weight to total consumption of green vegetables for the
entire sample of women.
.L.h~.y?h.~ (principally .QQ;r.9AQ;r.y!? species) is the
principal item consumed (36%).
Other traditional vegetables (which are not
cultivated per se, but are gathered, often when performing agricultural
tasks) consumed include pumpkin leaves, various species of A~!':J,;r.!':J,l1,t.hy!?, and
variety of wild vegetables known collectively as .Y.mPAiQ,YQ (9). Taken as a
group, the "wild" green vegetables comprise about 74% of the total
consumed by weight.
The domesticated green vegetables. mostly cabbage
and "spinach" (ie., Swiss Chard) make up only about one-quarter of the
total (Huss-Ashmore 1987:64).
Consumption of this food group exhibits a marked seasonal pattern, as
shown in Figure 3. Seasonal peaks on overall consumption during the 198687 study year occurred in the months December to March. when the "wild"
vegetables (ie., .L.i.KY.!?h!':J, and .Y.mph.i.Q,YQ) are in abundance.
Use of wild
vegetal sources is sustained throughout this period through collection of
early growth of species such as .QQ.9.!l.QX.Y.e, A~.~T.~.D..t..A.Y.e, and .I3.iQ,~:r:u:; ... p.i.19.ef.'l. in
early Spring, and harvesting of small leaves and runners of the cucurbitss
later in the season.
Consumption of wild sources of green vegetables declines rapidly from
March onwards. reaching its lowest point during July-September.
At this
stage of the annual cycle, cabbage and chard become available, and replace
wild vegetables as ingredients in relishes. From the data in Figure 3, the
period of declining consumption of all green vegetables occurs in the MayJuly period. when "wild" sources have been largely exhausted. and the
domestic sources, grown under irrigation in Winter, have yet to appear.
The decline in green vegetable consumption during these months could
be overcome through cultivation of some form of green vegetable during the
Summer.
The introduction of a variety of domestic vegetable that could be
grown in the Summer would certainly be one solution to this seasonal
dilemma.
However. there are additional nutritional concerns to this
strategy. As Huss-Ashmore points out:
It is clear that domesticated greens are produced seasonally to
compensate for the lack of wild greens. However, they are not
(emphasis ours) equivalent either in amount or in protein and
amino acid composition.
therefore. while total supply of green
vegetables is lowest in July, the entire period from June
through October can be thought of as a period of shortagE.
(Huss Ashmore 1987:64-66).

Upon completion of the analysis, the Nutritional Consultant met with
research scientists to discuss the implications of the findings for their
1987-88 research programmes.
The research results stimulated a renewed
interest among researchers in both grain legume and vegetable production.
In order to continue to address the problem of seasonality of vegetable

I
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production, the Horticulture Section is continuing its
screening, particularly in the area of green vegetables.

work

10

variety

For
Malkerns

the current season, moreover, the section has installed at
Research Station a trial to evaluate several varieties of
A'llJ,l::l:r.:l::l:t}th~.§--seed for which is commerciallY available.
Both farmers and
extension workers have expressed interest in obtaining seed for traditional
vegetables to include in homestead Summer and Winter gardens (C. Motsapersonal communication).
Inclusion of a "wild" green vegetable in horticultural recommendations
would greatly increase the cropping flexibility of farmers. For example, an
.~.'llJ,.QhJ9Y.Qthat could be cultivated in homestead gardens in Summer could be
attractive to farmers who rely on herbicides to reduce their weeding
requirements, and risk decreasing the amount of .1d'llJ,ph.i..9.Y.Q consumed in the
diet (10).
Furthermore, it is not outside the realm of possibility that
A'llJ,l::l:r.:l::lp.:th~§ would have a modest commercial potential during the Winter by
supplying urban markets at a time when this item is difficult to obtain.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the efforts of the Horticultural
Section to address the problems of seasonality of vegetable production
among SNL farmers. Vegetable growing, limited almost exclusively to Winter
production under irrigation. exhibits a distinct seasonal pattern of market
price and availability. Efforts to alter this seasonal pattern can be seen as
offering benefits to producers and consumers alike.
The section followed a modified form of FSR in order to address the
problem.
Constraints which farmers faced were identified through use of
secondary sources of information, and through diagnostic surveys conducted
by the Cropping Systems Project.
The low level of Summer vegetable
production was identified as a major problem.
Constraints to expanding
horticulture into the Summer included heat stress, diseases and other pests.
and competition with rainfed crops for Summer labour.
The programme began with a series of on-station trials which were
designed to screen vegetable varieties suitable for Summer production.
These included cabbage, tomato and onion varieties.
In cabbage, the
researchers selected for tolerance to heat stress and diseases.
Tomato
varieties were screened particularly for resistance to bacterial wilt, a major
disease.
For onions, the major constraint centered on bulbing ability, which is
controlled by photoperiod (daylength).
Varieties grown in Swaziland are
most often of the short day variety: a long day variety was needed for
Summer production.
The research programme in long day onions consisted of four seasons
of on-station screening and one season of on-farm assessment.
Three
varieties tested displayed a high bulbing percentage, and were acceptable
to the farmers who grew them.
Farmers reacted positively to the concept
of Summer onion production.
As a result of the testing programme, five varieties of cabbage, one
bacterial wilt resistant variety of tomato, and three long day onion varieties
have been recommended for Summer production by the Horticulture Section.
The recommendations found in extension publications are currently being
revised
to
include
these
new
varieties.
In
addition,
extension
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demonstrations are being conducted on-farm with
section and the NSMS for Horticulture.

the cooperation of the

The importance of the programme in Summer vegetables has received
additional support from the results of the dietary survey undertaken by
the Cropping Systems Project in 1986-87. Chronic low-grade undernutrition
was found in a significant proportion of the sample.
In addition, many of
the foods consumed exhibited a highly seasonal pattern. Among these were
green vegetables, which are in short supply, particularly in the period July
to October.
In light of these findings, the Summer vegetable programme can be
seen as a potentially useful research strategy for addressing a dietary
inadequacy for many rural residents.
The programme to identify Summer
varieties of cabbage and other vegetables appropriate to SNL farmers'
circumstances is an important contribution to that effort, since Summer
production would supply vegetables to homestead and market at a time when
not only market prices are most advantageous, but also the nutrients such
vegetables supply are in short supply.
Huss-Ashmore's analyses of rural diets and nutritional status have
served to remind researchers of the importance of including nutritional
considerations into research strategies. Indeed, a nutritional perspective on
agricultural production can provide a common framework of analysis through
which the relative contributions of both rainfed agronomic and irrigated
horticultural production make to the overall quality of rural life in
Swaziland can be evaluated.
The work in Summer vegetable production conducted by the
Horticulture Section has provided us with an example of how an FSR
approach, which takes as its point of departure farmers' circumstance and
constraints, can serve as the basis for a programme to address such
unorthodox (for FSR, at least) topics as seasonality.
With horticulture as
the commodity focus, however, the standard FSR methodology requires
modifications and additions in order for it to be relevant.
Our example
suggests that two of these modifications appear to be: a) a greater emphasis
on station-based testing in the early phases of screening and testing, while
reserving on-farm work for verification and dissemination; and b) inclusion
of nutritional concerns in both the diagnostic and testing phases of the FSR
process.

Footnotes
4.

For a review of this literature, see Chambers, Longhurst and
Pacey (1981).

5.

A list of persons and institutions with expertise in horticulture
consulted during the diagnostic phase of the programme can
be found in Grenoble (1984: 40-43).

6.

The initial recommendation domains formulated on the basis of
presence or absence of irrigation are contained in Watson's
(1983) report on the agricultural zoning exercise conducted
with extension workers. For a discussion of later formulations
of recommendation domains by the project see Low (1986) or
Curry (1988)
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7.

The problem of daylength and photoperiod for Swaziland is
somewhat complicated. Winter varieties have, of course, a day
length that is too short. On the other hand, many of the long
day varieties available for screening were developed in
Northern latitudes and consequently had day lengths that
were too long for the conditions in Swaziland.

8.

"Thicknecks" refers to a problem associated with difficulties in
bulbing. If bulb.s are not properly formed, the stem above
the bulb becomes thick and watery. This affects the ability to
dry down and be stored.

9.

A potential confusion among varieties of "wild" greens can
result from the separation of ".!JJJ).l?.hlgy9." from amaranth and
pumpkin leaves. .y.m.l?.h.!Qy9., a generic term for wild greens,
most certainly refers to both of the other types of greens
included in the pie chart. The separation is more an artifact
of reporting by survey respondents than any meaningful
division. Some respondents were rather specific in reporting
which green they had prepared. Others merely referred to all
greens as either ".qm.p.J~iq.y.9." or "1Jgq?.h.~". For a discussion of
this point, see Huss-Ashmore 1987: 64).

10. For a discussion of the weed control programme, and the its
nutritional implications, see Huss-Ashmore 1987:1-2).
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One of the participants questioned the utility of conducting surveys.
Rather than surveys, should not researchers
be providing specific
information for vegetable production for specific areas for specific seasons?
In response, one of the presenters observed that the dietary study
undertaken by the Socioeconomic Section had underscored the importance of
traditional vegetables for the rural diet. Some farmers are fully interested
in vegetables and are concerned about certain times when some vegetables
are not available.
This has been verified by both the informal and the
formal surveys undertaken by the project.
The session then engaged in a discussion of the problem of
availability of vegetable seed.
Participants expressed concern about the
availability of seed. and wondered whether Malkerns Research Station could
multiply sufficient quantities of seed to meet the demand.
Researchers
responded that the role of research is to screen varieties, then give
recommendations to seed companies. If government wants to produce seed,
then government will formulate policy to accommodate seed production.
Researchers noted that varieties recommended by Malkerns Research
are available locally through SAS, ADAS. Farm Chemicals, and other
suppliers.
While there are no laws governing the importation of seed
supplies at present, efforts are currently being made to formulate a seed
act to protect buyers from being misled.
A participant inquired as to why research concentrated on onions,
cab bages and tomatoes to the exclusion of other vegetables. Also, credit is
one of the important constraints to vegetable production.
This is
particularly the case with potatoes. What was being done to see if credit is
really a problem?
The presenters responded by stating that SNL farmers grow a limited
number of vegetables for commercial purposes.
Although many other
varieties of vegetables are currently being screened at Malkerns, the
problems associated with the three most commonly-produced vegetables (ie .•
tomatoes, cabbages. and onions) should be addressed first before attempts
are made to extend other. more exotic, vegetables on a large scale.
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by Chris Seubertl , Zodwa Mamba· and Neil Patrick4

This paper reports on the Farming Systems Research in weed
management that has taken place in Swaziland from 1982 to 1988.
The
research programme included informal and formal diagnostic surveys to
define farmers problems, on-station and on-farm trials to test new weed
management technologies, and socio-economic evaluations of these new
technologies and recommendations.
A detailed background for the informal and formal farmer diagnostic
surveys, as well as a review of previous agricultural research in weed
management is provided in another paper given at this workshop.
The
paper is entitled: "Background and Overview of Agronomy Farming Systems
Research in Swaziland".
This paper contains a brief description of the approaches taken in
problem identification and on-farm trial design. Detailed descriptions of the
planning and results obtained from the on-farm weed management trials for
four seasons from 1983 to 1987 make up the remainder of this paper.

The Basis for Research
The basis for the on-farm trial programme in weed management started
with the identification of farmer's problems.
Problems were identified
through informal and formal farmer diagnostic surveys.
These surveys
were supplemented with literature reviews and discussions with extension
workers, agricultural researchers and people in agribusiness. The process
of problem diagnosis played a vital role in directing the on-farm weed
management programme and influenced the on-station programme as well.
After the diagnostic stage was used to identify farmer's problems,
improved technologies were selected as potential solutions to these problems.
Several on-station experiments indicated that weeding was a critical factor
in maize production.
Brook (1975) and Armitage (1974) conducted maize
husbandry trials involving several important agronomic factors; they
concluded that weed control was the most important production factor.
Preliminary on-station research (Mkhonta, 1983) provided the technical
background needed to start an on-farm herbicide research programme.
The on-station research with pre-emergence herbicides for maize
showed good potential for controlling weeds and increasing yields.
With
these facts in mind, it was decided to test herbicides with small farmers on

rpiiper····pre·sen[ed·-ii"Cfhe·-SNain:iinrF arling Systels Research and Extension Workshop, March 1-4, 1988.

Nhlangano, Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
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2Chris Seubert, Agronomist. Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project, The
Pennsylvania State University.
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Swazi Nation Land.
The overall goal of the programme was to improve the
viability of farming by increasing productivity of SNL farmers.
The
objective in the herbicide research was to provide a way for farmers to
decrease the amount of time spent weeding, the most labour intensive
activity in maize production.
Some of the details of the on-farm research trials conducted in the
1983/84 season are presented here.
The remainder are available in other
reports (SCSRETP, 1984; ARD, 1984 and Seubert et 81.. 1985).
The
background and steps taken in the first season is presented in detail;
subsequent seasons background is only referenced.
The initial steps for
the 1983/84 season were reported by Seubert et 81. (1985):
Prior to the start of the cropping season. discussions with
extension workers helped to locate some potential cooperating
farm" "s
for
herbicide
trials
in
Central,
Northern
and
Mahlangatsha RDA's.
The initial approach was to find farmers
who 1) wanted to produce more maize, 2) had some off-farm
income. and thus could afford the herbicide, and 3) did not
have sufficient labour available to handle the maize intra-row
weedings.
We soon discovered that these criteria, while
conceptually simple, were not easy to define in the field.
Assessing the desire to produce more maize was not possible, as
everyone says that they want to produce more maize, but
clearly many farmers are not always prepared to put time or
money into their maize cropping.
Most homesteads do have some off-farm income, and thus the
ability to purchase herbicides is within the realm of most
farming homesteads.
Assessing the homestead as to labour
availability is also not easy.
Because of differences in work
roles for various family members, field ownership by households
within homesteads, and access to other income earning non-wage
sources (handicrafts, artisanship, cattle herding) it was not
feasible to assess the labour availability for weeding from simple
household population data. As the season progressed we relied
more upon establishing trials with whichever farmer expressed
an interest in cooperating rather than on a formal set of
criteria. (P. 7)

Thus, it proved to be difficult to clearly identify the target group
farmers for whom herbicides would be most appropriate.
With these
difficulties in mind. the approach taken in the on-farm trials programme in
the first year was to test herbicides under a wide range of farmer's field
conditions.
This approach was more realistic and practical to implement
than one of trying to locate trials with to specific target groups of farmers.
Seubert et 81. (1985) also reported on the many factors that had to be
considered in relation to weed management and herbicide use:
Several factors were used to determine the type of herbicide
treatments that were selected for use in the on-farm trials:
1) the herbicide had to be one that would allow cropping with
grain legumes or cucurbits (primarily beans. groundnuts,
pumpkins and melons) in the following season, 2) reasonably
safe for the farmers to apply, (we have considerable concern
about the ligusha or edible weeds eaten by farmers; these are
an important part of the diet), 3) one that required equipment
available in Swaziland, 4) because we did not have previous on-
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farm experience [with], a herbicide that had been tested in
small farmers fields by commercial companies. and 5) because it
was felt that hauling water may be a potential limitation. a
herbicide which could be obtained in granular form [was viewed
as an advantage].
With these criteria in mind it was decided that our trials should
compare post-plant pre-emergence band applications of atrazine
+ metolachlor [herbicides] both liquid and... granular ... to
traditional hand hoeing. The application rates were adjusted to
the clay content of the soil. in keeping with the manufacturers
recommendations. but ranged 5 to 6 1/ha (or the equivalent in
granular form). Farmers were asked to perform their usual oxdrawn inter-row cultivation
on both
the herbicide
and
traditionally treated sections of the field.
However, they were
asked not to weed in the herbicide treated areas.
Despite
instructions to the contrary, almost all farmers hand weeded
both in the traditional and herbicide treated plots. At first this
provided the field staff with some frustration, but the practice
was so widespread that we accepted the fact that farmers would
probably be prepared to do some hand weeding on herbicide
treated fields as a part of their normal management practices.
(p 7-8)

An overview of the on-farm weed management research trials
conducted during the four cropping seasons from 1983 to 1987 is presented
in table 1.
This table summarizes the types of trials conducted, factors
evaluated, treatments applied and the number of on-farm trials for each
season.
The research approaches taken in the first year formed the basic
pattern followed in subsequent years. The details of the reasoning behind
the trial design decisions in later seasons is not presented in detail, nor
are the actual on-farm trial designs. These details are available in separate
reports referenced within this paper.
Brief descriptions of the changes
made to the on-farm trials' and the major results obtained in each season
are presented in sections A through D that follow.

A.l Plans for the On-Farm Trials for the 1983/84 Season
The objective of the on-farm trials in the first season was to compare
traditional hand weeding to granular and liquid pre-emergence herbicide
banded over the row.
Because weeding labour constraints were recognized
as limiting factors in maize production. it was decided that ease of use in
herbicide application was important to consider.
Testing under a wide
range of weed management situations was an important part of the testing
programme.
The description above differs from some approaches used in on-farm
research in that almost all of the non-treatment variables, and to some
extent even the herbicide treatments, are managed by the farmers.
This
approach had the advantage in that it allowed us to observe the treatment
effects under farmer conditions.
The main disadvantage was that
experimental precision was lost due to high variability.

Informal labour
assessments

4. Preliminary economic
study

2. Weed species and
degree of control
3. Maize grain yield

1.

1983/84

5. Potential for
mechanical weed
control
6. Nutritional
importance of
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control
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importance of
weeds
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Two types of preemergence
herbIcides
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herbicides
(granular and
llquid) vs. hand
weeding (21/20)

1. Pre-emergence

J.ft~ an..!;.§Lc!! an~~~_Ql.

Trials

Table 1 (continued)

I
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~

I

H
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The treatment plots were eight rows (usually 90 cm) by 20 to 30
meters long.
Granular and liquid formulations of the herbicide Gesagram
(atrazine + metolachlor) were applied in a 40 cm band application over the
row at planting at the rates recommended by the manufacturer. Details on
the amount of active ingredient applied are presented in table 2.
There
were two reps of each treatment. These were applied at the top or to one
side of one (or sometimes two) field(s) for each cooperating farmer.
The
hand weeded portion of the farmer's field was used as a check plot. Details
about the treatments, trial plots and harvest procedures are available in
SCSRETP (1984).

Table 2.

Herbicide Application Rates for On-farm Trials
Conducted from 1983 to 1988.

Trade Name,

Chemical Name,

Rates per Hectare,

and Active

.lng.r:.~J;;I_i..gn.t.:.~._. .L9..,".. i."__1... . f.Q..r.=.... _t.:hg,._...Hg.r.:..p..i.9..i.gg.. _.E.Q.r.::m!J.:;t~.t.:.i..Q.D. . ~

Gesagram 500 FW:

Atrazine: 235 gIl a.i.
Metolachlor: 250 gIl a.i.

+

Rate for Clay and Sandy clay soils: 6.0 l/ha
Rate'for Loam, and Sandy clay loam soils: 5.5 l/ha
Rate for Loamy sand and sandy loam soils: 5.0 l/ha
Gesagram 12,5 G:

Atrazine: 57 g/kg a.i.
Metolachlor: 63 g/kg a.i.

+

Rate for Clay and Sandy clay soils: 24 kg/ha
Rate for Loam, and Sandy clay loam soils: 18 kg/ha
Rate for Loamy sand and sandy loam soils: 15 kg/ha
Bladex Plus:

Atrazine: 167 gIl a.i.
Cyanazine: 333 gIl a.i.

+

Rate for Clay and Sandy clay soils: 3.5 l/ha
Rate for Loam, and Sandy clay loam soils: 3.0 l/ha
Not recommended for Loamy sand and sandy loam soils.
Alkamin:

2,4-0 (diethylamine salts): 240 gIl a.i.

Applied post-emergence at 2.0 l/ha rate.

About mluway through the growing season, after farmers had a chance
to see the effects of the herbicide on weed growth, they were asked to
evaluate its performance by answering a few questions. A summary of their
responses, called Farmer Assessments. are presented in table 3. The Farmer
Assessments helped the researchers to: 1) see if the farmers were
interested in using a herbicide to control weeds, 2) estimate the amount of
weeding time saved by farmers, 3) suggest changes to the trials programme,
and 4) better understand how farmers would use herbicide technology.

3.

J98~jJ?!!.

25'l.
38'l.
25'l.
12'l.

=

34% Granular

=
667.

=

93'l.
O'l.
.•77.

=

93'l.

No

=

7'l.

7. Would you use a herbicide
on all fields?
Yes = O'l.
No = 100'l.

Yes

6. Would you pay E 20/ha to
use a herbic~de?

Other fields
Herbicide fields
Ear.den

Table adapted from Malaza, Horton and Curry (1987)

Liquid

6. Do you prefer liquid or
granular herbicide?

Is labour available at
planting to apply a
herbicide? Yes = 100'l.

5. With herbicide, where
would ~ou get edible
greens,

=
=
=

=

5.

Handicrafts
Farm work
Off-Farm Work
Relax

72'l.
14'l.
77.
O'l.
7'l.

4. Did herbicide reduce the
edible greens from the
field? Yes = 79'l. No = 21'l.

27'l.
18'l.

3. What would you do with
time saved by using a
herbicide?

Little or none
1/4 of hand weeded
1/2 of hand weeded
3/4 of hand weeded
Same as hand weeded

2. How much weeding was in
herbicide treated part .of
field as compared to hand
weeded?

No - 77.

4. Could you cooperate with a
neighbor to purchase a
sprayer? Yes = 46'l.
No = 27'l.
Not Sure = 27'l.

=
=

= 55'l.

What would you do with time
saved by us~ng a herbicide?

~.

Handicrafts
Farm work
Off-Farm Work

Interested in herbicide if
not provided free? Yes = 89'l.
No = 11'l.

2.

Yes = 9.:.'l.

reduced_~and wee~ing?

1. Do you think herbicide

.t984/l?~

=

=
=

31'l.
2516'l.

= 38'l.

20'l.
36'l.
32'l.
4'l.
8'l.

=

92'l.
4'l.
4'l.

No

=

8'l.
7. Would you use a herbicide
on all fields?
Yes = 12'l.
No= 88'l.

Yes = 92'l.

6. Would you pay E 20/ha to
use a herbic~de?

..···.;£~dr::den
·.;£~dr::den

Other fields
Herbicide fields

5. With herbicide, where
would you get edible
greens?

4. Did herbicide reduce the
edible greens from the
field? Yes = 94'l. No = 6'l.

Handicrafts
Farm work
Off-Farm Work
Housework

3. What would you do with
time saved by using a
herbicide?

Little or none
1/4 of hand weeded
1/2 of hand weeded
3/4 of hand weeded
Same as hand weeded

2. How much weeding was in
herbicide treated part of
field as compared to hand
weeded?

1. Do you think herbicide
reduced_~and weeding?
Yes = 9~'l.
No = 87.

19E!;i/86

Summary of Responses to Questions Asked in Farmer Assessments of On-Farm Herbicide
Trial.s Conducted for Three Seasons From 1983/84 to 1985/86 •

1. Difference in time of weeding
when herbicide used.
Less
time when herbicide used =
89'l..
Less time when hand
weeded = O'l.

Table

H

~

I

0)

I

H
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A.2 Results From the On-Farm Trials for the 1983/84 Season

The maize grain yield means for each treatment are summarized in
table 4.
Information from the weed species surveys made on thirteen
cooperators fields are shown in table 5.
The farmer assessments provided a clear indication that farmers
thought
that
the
herbicide
saved
them
time
in
weeding.
Furthermore, most farmers did not see the cost of the chemicals or
applicator as excessively high.
There were no statistically significant differences in grain yield
between the three treatments.
A preliminary partial budget analysis, using estimated labour values
from. Farmer Assessments, indicated that the value of the labour
saved by using a herbicide as compared to hand weeding exceeded
the cost of the herbicide.
The weed identification surveys indicated that the broadleaf weeds
were the most common problem for farmers. The triazine herbicides
(atrazine and cyanazine) control most of the broadleaf species
found, and a few of the grasses.

Table 4.

Mean Maize Grain Yields for Herbicide
Trials in Mahlangatsha. Central and
Northern RDA's in the 1983/84 Cropping
Season
Grain Yield
-- T/ha

Traditional Hand Weeding
Gesagram 500 FW Liquid
Gesagram 12.5 G Granular
Overall Mean

3.134
3.392
3.197
3.241

Standard Error of Mean Difference = 0.191, Number of
sites (reps) = 18; CV = 17.7%, No differences between
treatments at 10% significance level.
I... ::;~~~~=_:

~~~~.~.!.~ !.~~~~L

___ _

.

B.1 Plans for the On-Farm Trials for the 1984/85 Season

After the results of the first season of on-farm trials six major
changes were made in the focus of the research programme and the design
of the on-farm trials. A brief description of the changes made, along with
the reasons behind these changes are explained below.

.f.Jr.~.t..

a labour survey was started in the second season.
The
survey was designed to gather information about the farmers
cooperating in herbicide trials, as well as other types of trials in
the on-farm programme.
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Weed Species Identification and Ratings fo~ the
1984/85 C~opping Season.
--------------------------------------------------------------Table 5.

Cooperator
CRDA

MRDA

Common Name
Wandering Jew

t~mber

NRDA

%

07

06

05

04

80

p

P

30

01

11

22

2~

16

20

80

P

18

27

26

24

10

60

5

------------~-------------------------------~--------- -----------

Amaranthus

5

P

60

Blackjack

5

90

P

Ground Cherry

5

Mexican

Ma~igold

70

P

10

P

10

p

p

1

P

P

5

P

Cocklebur

5

20

P

1

5

P

P

20
5

--------------------------------------------~--------- -----------

Tho~napple

P

P

Cleome

5

10

5

p

-----~--------------------------------------~--------- -----------

Mo~ning

Glory

55

5

Up~ight

Sta~bur

10

80

Goose Grass

5

P

P

P

20

P

p

Digita~ia
Be~mudagrass

IS

95

p

P

Cype ... us grass

5

1

P = a few weeds of that species present.
Wandering Jew - Commel ina benghalensis, Amaranthus Amaranthus 2I~, Blackjack - Bidens pi losa, Glound Cherry Physal is anqulata, Mexican Marigold - Taqetes minuta L.,
Cocklebur - Xanthium occidentale, Thornapple.- ,Datura
stramonium, Cleome - Cleome ~, Morning Glory - Ipomoea
til iacea, Upright Starbur - Acanthospermum hispidum,
Goose Grass - Eleusine indica, Digitaria - Diqitaria ~
Bermudagrass - Cynadon dactylon, Watergrass - Cyperus ~

Sou~ce:

Data collected by V. Mkhonta and C.
~epo~ted in SCSRETP (1984).

Seube~t

and
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's.~.9..Q.n.Q,

about ten "whole field trials" were designed to help
estimate the labour saved using
herbicides.
The farmer had
considerable responsibility
in helping
the on-farm
Research
Assistants to apply the herbicide.
In addition to labour data on
weeding, information on sprayer use was to be obtain-.:d .

.I.hJr..Q, Bladex-Plus, because of its local popularity and lower soil
residual effect, was added as a pre-emergence liquid herbicide.
Broadleaf weeds were the major weed problem, so the Gesagram
liquid and granular herbicides were kept in the trial programme.

f.9.JJ.:r..!.b., due to the concern about the loss of edible weeds - an
important part of the Swazi diet - a few on-farm observations with
2,4-D applied post-emergence were started.
It was felt that, if
farmers were worried about the loss of edible weeds. 2,4-D postemergence sprays (after the weeds had passed the edible stage)
could be used by farmers .
t$.J.r.ig~. .J~.!il.i~.ti9..~), a parasitic weed of maize, caused
severe yield reductions for some farmers, especially those who
planted late. Post-emergence applications of 2.4-D were tested on a
selected fields where witchweed was a problem.

.f..i.f..\.h, witchweed

's.i.;?r;.\.h, weed ratings should be made to better assess the effect of
the herbicide and hand weeding treatments on weed populations.
Fln~J..Y.,

it was felt that pre-emergence herbicides were for farmers
with fairlY high amounts of available cash, and that a lower cost
option was needed for other farmers. A mechanical method of weed
control - cross field harrowing - was introduced as an alternative
to compare to herbicides and hand weeding.
The cross field
harrowing method is an older method that was used in Swaziland
by some maize farmers in the past.

The field plot techniques used in the on-farm trials in the 1984/85
season were similar to those for the previous season; they were reported in
more detail in Seubert et ai. (1985) and SCSRETP (1985). At some locations
additional treatments (like harrowing) were added to the trials, but the
treatments for the on-farm trials at most sites were the same as the
previous season. The Hand Weeding vs. pre-emergence Gesagram treatment
was retained at all sites.
Whole field herbicide applications. and postemergence spray observations were done on separate fields with the same
herbicide cooperators.

B.2 Results From the On-Farm Trials for the 1984/85 Season
A farmer assessment survey was conducted during the growing
season; a summary of the results are presented in table 3 and figure 1.
Usable mean grain yield data was obtained from only two RDA's, Central and
Northern, and is presented in table 6.
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Table 6.

Mean Maize Grain Yields for Herbicide
Trials in Central and Northern RDA's in
the 1984/85 Cropping Season
Grain Yield
T/ha --

Traditional Hand Weeding
Gesagram 500 FW and 12,5 G1

3.462
3.243

Overall Mean

3.353

1Results for liquid and granular Gesagram combined
Standard Error of Mean Difference
0.148, Number of
sites = 10, CV = 9.8%, No differences between
treatments at 10% significance level.

=

Source: SCSRETP (1985).
Figure 1. Farmer's Estimates of the Labour Required for
Traditional Hand Weeding As Compared to Hand Weeding
Where a Herbicide is Used (1984/85 and 1985/86
Seasons).
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Source: SCSRETP. 1986.
The results from each type of on-farm trial and observation conducted
in the 1984/85 season is discussed below:
The "whole field" herbicide trials did give an indication of how the
new technology would be received by farmers. Because the farmer
was involved in helping the on-farm Research Assistants to apply
the herbicide ·he got first hand experience in using the
wheelbarrow sprayer.
The farmers and Research Assistants
complained that the wheelbarrow sprayer was hard to push.
No visual difference in weed control was observed between the preemergence application of Bladex-Plus, Gesagram 500 FW and
Gesagram 12,5 G and no significant yield differences were measured.
There were slight, but not significant, decreases in grain yield in
the herbicide treated plots as compared to the hand weeded plots.
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The on-farm observations using 2,4-D as a post-emergence spray
showed that it has potential for broadleaf weed control and should
be included in future trials.
The control of witchweed by 2,4-D
was good.
When combined with results from research in other
countries, recommendations for using 2,4-D on witchweed can be
developed.
The Farmer Assessments indicated that herbicides are popular and
most farmers had favourable comments.
Additional economic
analysis, using partial budgets and sensitivity analysis (Seubert,
et. al, 1985) indicated that farmers with high alternative returns to
labour would find the labour savings obtained from using
herbicides attractive.
The cross field harrowing method for weed control was poor and
the harrowing damaged many young plants.
Only moderate weed
control was obtained and the loss of young plants resulted in
significant yield reductions. Also, the harrowing method seemed to
require a good bit of skill and is probably suited only to
experienced farmers who can time and perform the operation
correctly. IS

The 1984/85 on-farm weed
management trials provided
useful
information for improving the research programme and developing extension
recommendations.
Treatment comparisons or preliminary observations for
several weed control technologies were obtained: 1) pre-emergence atrazine
+ metolachlor (Gesagram) for broadleaf and some grass weeds, 2) postemergence 2,4D and Bladex Plus for broadleaf weeds, and 3) 2,4D for
witchweed control., and cross field harrowing.
Cross field harrowing did
not look as promising and was given lower priority for the coming season.

C.l Plans for the On-Farm Trials for the 1985/86 Season
The results of the 1984/85 seasons' on-farm trials and observations
were used to refine the weed management techniques being tested on Swazi
Nation Land farmers' fields. Four changes were made to the on-farm trials
designs for the 1985/86 season:

.f.Jf.§.t,

because of complaints about the difficulty in pushing
wheelbarrow sprayers, knapsack sprayers were tested for applying
both pre- and post-emergence sprays at many locations .

.~l;!.Q.9..J.:!_g, both pre-emergence Bladex Plus and Gesagram 500 FW were

tested.
The shorter soil residual life and possibility for use as a
post-emergence spray gave Bladex Plus some advantages over
Gesagram 500 FW.

Ih.i.f._g, Because of poor results, the number of cross field harrowing
trials was reduced from the seven planned in the previous season
to five for the upcoming season.
fg.~.f..t.h,

because herbicides were thought to have good potential to
improve the timing of several farming operations, especially
planting date and nitrogen topdress applications, an on-farm trial

5TCwas'"Tater'"le'aro"ed"Th;iCfhe--cili-::"farl research prograllle in the Central Province of Zalbia has had
favourable results with harrowing to control weeds (Farrel Olson, 1988. Personal Communication). In
,Zambia they harrowed the field three to six days after planting, before the Blaize plants elerge. Such a
management approach avoids most of the damage to young maize plants caused by harrowing ten days after
elergence, and it is reco••ended that this method be tested in Swaziland.
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with post-emergence 2.4-D applications combined with the timing of
nitrogen topdress applications was initiated on eight farmers fields.
An additional treatment comparison of banded vs. pla:1t-by-plant
topdress application was added to the trial. The banded topdress
method is considerably faster than the traditional plant-by-plant
method.
Ei.r:t~.Uy-.

it was observed that the wheelbarrow sprayers were hard
to push and on-station testing showed that they were difficult to
calibrate. Therefore. sprayers were given to farmers to evaluate.
and for researchers to measure their calibrations before and after
being used by farmers.

The field plot techniques used j.n the on-farI;D. trials in the 1985/86
season did not change significantly from the previous season. Details about
the number of each type of trial in each RDA and instructions for their
installation. maintenance and harvest were reported by Horton and Seubert
(in SCSRETP. 1986).
The results of the farmer assessments are shown in
table 3 and figure 1. The results of the sprayer calibration comparisons is
shown in table 7. The maize grain yield data for the herbicide vs. hand
weeded trials are shown in table 8 (SCSRETP. 1986; Volume II. Annex 7).

Table 7.

Compa~ison

of

Wheelba~~ow

Type

He~bicide Sp~aye~ Calib~ations BeTo~e

and

Being Used by Fa~me~s
the 1985/86 C~opping Season.

Afte~

Du~ing

Lite~s/ha
Wate~

by the

of
Applied
Sp~aye~

.e...!?T_Q.!::..~

A
B
C

D
E
F

SCSRETP. 1986.

210
155
135
170
165
230

.A.ft~r.:

Change Du~ing
the Season
-- %

349
250
130
201
285
209

+66
+61
-4
+18
+73

Mean

+34

Unpublished Data.

-9
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Table 8.

Mean Maize G~ain Yields fo~ He~bicide
in Cent~al, Bhekinkosi, Ngwempisi and
No~the~n RDA's in the 1985/86 C~opping Season
T~ials

Yield
-- T/ha

G~ain

Hand Weeding
500 FW and 12,5 G1

3.607
5.057

T~aditional
Gesag~am

Mean

Ove~all

1Results

4.332

liquid and g~anula~ Gesag~am combined
of the Mean Diffe~ence = 0.506
Numbe~ of sites = 9; CV = 24.8%, Diffe~ences between
t~eatments a~e significant at the 2% level.
fo~

Standa~d E~~o~

Yield
T/ha --

G~ain

T~aditional

Hand Weeding

3.581
3.950

Bladex-Plus
Ove~all

Mean

3.766

Standa~d E~~o~ of the Mean Diffe~ence = 0.238, Numbe~
of sites = 7, CV = 11.8%, No significant diffe~ences
between t~eatments at the 10% level.

Figu~e

2.

Weed Ratings fo~ On-fa~m
Locations in 1985/86.

He~bicide T~ials fo~

f2r-----------------,

Herbboe

B······

6······

.E'

;£

J

4- ••••••

2

2

Sou~ce:

V.

Mkhonta, 1986.

~
Hard Weed

10 ...........•........................•...•......

:3

4-

5

Unpublished Data.
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C.2 Results From the On-Farm Trials for the 1985/86 Season

There were very good rains during the 1985/86, and it was a good
year for Swazi Nation Land farmers.
More than 20 on-farm weed
management trials were completed. The six most important findings were:

Ei!:!?J, the Gesagram pre-emergence herbicide treated plots had
yields 1.45 T /ha higher than the hand weeded plots. This was the
first time in three seasons that the herbicide treatment showed a
significant yield improvement compared to the hand weeded
treatment.
.~~.£QP'.g,

the visual weed ratings for the herbicide treated plots was
2.4, while that of the hand weeded plots was 8.48 •
These ratings
gave an indication that the weed control with herbicides is not
consistent across farmer locations.
Some farmers had very good
weed control with herbicides, while others, little difference in weed
control between hand weeded and herbicide treated plots was
observed .

.Ih.ird" from the Farmer Assessment surveys (Table 3) we found that
farmers felt that they spent less time weeding when a herbicide
was used.

-EQ.Y.:.r..lh, farmers suggested that spraying only some fields or some
rows of fields would be a good way to make sure that they can
still grow pumpkins and edible weeds with their maize.
fifth. field
observations indicate
that the
effectiveness of
herbicides for weed
control does
not interact with other
technologies. In other words, the herbicides improved weed control
on farmers' fields irrespective of the date of planting, basal
fertilizer rate. plant population, etc.
This is quite different from
the situation with component technologies such as basal fertilizer.
plant population and nitrogen topdress which depend upon high
levels of adoption of the other components in order to see a
significant response to the single practice being adopted .

.~i..?l;.t.h, the wheelbarrow sprayers were hard to push.

Half of the
six sprayers had significantly different calibrations after being
used in only a few farmers' fields.
The calibration problem
combined with the difficulties in pushing the wheelbarrow sprayer
lead us to choose the easier to use knapsack sprayers.

.f..i..p..!i!:J.1;y, the pre-emergence herbicide Bladex Plus damaged maize on
several fields.
It is believed that damage to maize from slightly
higher than recommended application rates is more likely to occur
with Bladex Plus than the other pre-emergence herbicides tested?
The on-station research programme benefited from the work being
done on-farm because it helped expose the researcher to weed management
problems being faced by SNL farmers.
The on-farm programme also
benefited from the relationship. The on-station research trials were used to
test different herbicides. sprayers, and application timing and methods

6We·e'd'-·R·atlngs..:. ·..P·re-.::eme·rgen·ce-·Gesag·ralll = 2.4, Hand Weeded = 8.4; CV = 32%, NUlber of Observations (farlers) =
5, HSE(df) = 3. OO( 41.
7Bladex Plus sometimes has phytotoxicity problels for maize grown on sandy soil (Joe McGahan, 1985.
Personal Com.unication).
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before using them on farmers fields. The results of some of the on-station
trials were used to design the 1986/87 on-farm· trials (Mkhonta, 1986)

D.l Plans for the On-Farm Trials for the 1986/87 Season
The results of the 1985/86 season provided a basis for refining the
on-farm trials for the 1986/87 season. Many of the observations and trials
conducted in previous seasons were not continued in 1986/87 and only one
type of weed management trial was conducted on farmers fields:
Four treatments were included in the on-farm trials: Bladex Plus
and Gesagram 500 FW (both pre-emergence banded over the row),
2,4-D post-emergence and traditional hand weeding in the row.
Details about the layout, installation, harvest etc. for these trials
are contained in Horton et. al (1987).

D.2 Results From the On-Farm Trials for the 1986/87 Season
The yield data for the 1986/87 season are presented in table 9.
Farmer assessments of each trial were planned, but unfortunately, were not
conducted. Weed counts were taken in each treatment at 30 and 60 days
after planting and
provided a quantitative indicator of weed control for
each treatment.
The mean weed counts for the three weed control
treatments are presented in table 10, and the location x weed control
interactions graphs are presented in Figure 4.

Table 9.

Mean Maize Grain Yields for Herbicide
Trials in Mahlangatsha. Central.
and Bhekinkosi RDA's in the 1986/87
Cropping Season
Grain Yield
T/ha

Traditional Hand Weeding
Gesagram 500 FW Liquid (Pre-emergence)
Bladex Plus (Post-emergence)
Overall Mean

3.100 a'
2.780 ab
2.572 b
2.818

Number of sites = 7; CV = 13.3%. MSE(df) = 0.141(12).
LSD.1o = 0.358. There are significant differences
between treatments at the 10% level. ·Yields followed
by different letters are significantly different from
each other at the 10% level.
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Tab1e 10. Mean Weed Counts OT Sho~t B~oad1eaT « 3 em)
and Tal1 B~oadleaT (> 3 em) Weeds at 30 Days
ATte~ Planting (DAP) TO~ Eight Locations
in the 1986/87 Season.
B~oad1eaT

Hand Weeding
500 FW Liquid (P~e-eme~gence)
B1adex Plus (Post-eme~gence)
T~aditiona1

Gesag~am

LSD,os
CV%

._~~~:-~=.:_~~~~~~,~._~~~?~

__

Weed Counts
< 3cm > 3 em
--- Weeds/m2 - 45.4 a
28.3 a
21. 3 b
10.7 b
56.8 a
21. 3 a
25.6
57.9

.._ _ _ _._

_ _

...1

The data from the 1986/87 cropping season show several things:
firs~,

there were no significant differences in maize grain yields
when traditional hand weeding is compared to pre-emergence band
applications of Gesagram 500 FW.
$econd, hand weeding did result in significantly higher yields
(0.5 T/ha)
when
compared
to
post-emergence
Bladex
Plus
applications. The Bladex Plus did not provide good post-emergence
weed control; control for grass weeds was especially poor.
Tl!rr..9, pre-emergence Gesagram herbicide significantly reduces weed
counts in farmer's fields when compared to Bladex Plus postemergence and hand weeding.
finf!Uy, there is a strong location x treatment interaction with
respect to weed counts.
In some locations the herbicide
significantly reduced weed counts as compared to hand weeding,
while at other locations there was no significant difference.

As can be seen from the previous data and discussion, the agronomic
results of the herbicide trials do not show a consistent yield response to
the use of herbicides.
In only one of the four years was the yield
difference found to be statistically different.
This occurred in 1985/86
when the herbicide treated plots averaged one ton/Ha higher yield than the
hand weeded plots. Therefore, if all other factors are equal, justifying the
use of herbicides on the basis of increased maize yields is not
recommended.
However, if previous sections of this paper are recalled,
achieving yield increases was not the purpose of conducting the research
The weed management research programme goal was to develop a technology
that would reduce labour requirements in Swazi Nation Land maize
production.
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Figuye 4.

Broadleaf and Grass Weed Counts Taken at
30 and 60 Days After Planting (DAP) for
On-farm Trial Locations (1986/87)
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The estimated cost of herbicides is E 20 per hectares.
However, the
cost of the chemical is only a part of the total cost. To apply a herbicide
properly a knapsack sprayer costing E 120 must be purchased.
With a
useful machine life of 5 years and annual use on 3/4 hectare, the
depreciation cost is E 32 per hectare.
Thus, the total cost of herbicide
application is E 52 (20 + 32) per hectare per year.
The data obtained in the farmer assessments in 1984/85 and 1985/86
was used to estimate the weeding labour saved with the use of herbicides.
(presented in table 3 and figure 1) On average the farmers estimated that,
over the two years, the labour requirement for weeding, when a herbicide
was used, was about 25% of that normally needed for traditional hand
weeding. Thus, by using herbicides, 75% of the labour needed for the most
intensive operation in growing maize could be saved.
Surveys show that farmers spend 150 to 200 hours per hectare
weeding (SCSRETP, 1986).
If 75% of this time can be saved by using
herbicides this means that 113 to 150 hours of labour per hectare can be
freed to do other work.
At E 5 per 8 hour day, the value of this saved
labour is E 70 to E 93.
Compared with the E 52 per hectare cost of using
herbicides this is a sizeable return.
However, the Farmer Assessment surveys show that only about 67% of
the labour saved from weeding would be used in direct money making
activities. Thus, the value of labour saved falls to E 47 to 62 per hectare.
A further complication is that the type of labour being freed may not find a
ready market. Thus we can, at best, assume that the value of labour will
cover only slightly more than the cost of the herbicides. This by itself is
probably not sufficient to encourage farmers to try this new technology.
A simple linear regression of the maize yield statistics developed by
the RDA Management Unit (1982, 1983 and 1984) indicates that each week
delay in planting results in a 5% maize grain yield decrease. If the use of
herbicides results in earlier maize planting the benefit would be substantial.
For example, if the time required for weeding is reduced by 75% and this
allows maize to be planted four weeks earlier, the expected yield can be
increased by 20%. Assuming an average current yield of 2 tons per hectare
the yield increase amounts to 0.4 tons per hectare.
Since maize was
gazetted at E 335 per ton (start of 1987/88 season), the increased value of
yield is E 134 (0.4 x E 335).
This provides a net return to the use of
herbicides of E 82 per hectare (E 134 - E 52).
Recently published maize enterprise budgets (SCSRETP, 1986) indicate
an average net profit of E 227 per hectare for traditionally managed maize.
Thus, planting four weeks early can increase profit by as much as 35%
(82/227). This is a significant increase and one that should be of interest
to many farmers.
Of even greater interest is the productivity of labour.
Using
traditional hand weeding methods a total of 5.9 kg of maize is produced per
hour of labour (2000/339).
However, by using herbicides to allow earlier
planting, a total of 10.5 kg of maize per hour of labour can be produced
(2400/227).
This amounts to an increase of 88% in the productivity of the
most limited resource, labour.
In the 1985/86 season the yields obtained on plots where herbicides
were used was significantly higher than plots weeded by hand.
The
farmers faced very adverse conditions for weeding in that year because
rainfall was greater than normal, and they found it difficult to control the
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weeds. There is potential for herbicides to be used to reduce the risk of
weeds getting ahead of the farmers because of heavy rains.

Reviews of the available labour studies show that Swazi Nation Land
farmers are adopting modern technology. An important reason for adoption
is to reduce the labour required for homestead maize production. There are
indications that this labour reduction trend will continue.
The increased
use of the ox-drawn planter and tractor hire for ploughing supports this
view.

force
from
Such
maize

The informal and formal surveys show that weeding labour constraints
many farmers to delay planting and reduce the number of wee dings
the recommended two hand weedings to only one late hand weeding.
delays and decreases in weeding intensity result in the reduction of
production and the inefficient use of expensive fertiliser inputs.

Pre-emergence band applications of herbicides reduce the hand
weeding to about 25% of the normal amount. In one year out of four maize
grain yields for on-farm trial plots treated with a pre-emergence herbicide
were significantly higher than hand weeded plots.
In the other years the
yields of herbicide treated and traditionally hand weeded plots were about
the same.
Contact with farmers and observations and measurements made on
their fields have provided relevant information to improve the weed
management recommendations for small farmers in Swaziland.
This
information is presently being documented in extension publications and,
when included along with recently updated recommendations, will provide
farmers with many options for improving their agricultural production.
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The presenters were asked what other activities do farmers engage in
at weeding time that might compete for scarce labour. One of these is offfarm wage employment.
Surveys show that 68% of the adult rural
population is in wage employment. Another factor delaying weeding is that
farmers are sometimes engaged in other agricultural activities at weeding
time.
A participant asked how the weed heights were estimated. and whether
farmers appreciated the measures. The presenters stated that visuals were
used to elicit weed heights from farmers in the survey. The data collectors
avoided using weeks as reference points.
Local variation in agroclimatic
conditions might affect weed heights, thus creating variation in weed
heights across sites in any given week. This would result in the survey's
obtaining inaccurate estimates of weed heights in some areas. The research
results have demonstrated the value of herbicides in promoting timeliness of
weeding.
The research on weed management has also looked at the effects of
herbicides on edible weeds, and at traditional methods of farming.
Researchers found that if weeds are already developed, the effect of
subsequent sprays on edible weeds will negligible
Edible weeds would
already have been harvested for relishes by the time these later sprays
were applied. Moreover, residual effects of herbicides on subsequent crops
are minimal: Gesagram. for example. has little residual effect when applied at
half the standard rate in a banded application.
The dietary/nutritional survey has underscored the significance of
preserving traditional farming practices in order to insure maintenance of
traditional nutrient sources, such as l~.p.pJq'y9. in rural diets.
Several
recommendations have resulted from the findings of the study.
Some of the participants were uncomfortable with the presentations
characterization of every homestead as being designated a "farmer". Was it
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possible, some asked, to identify a "farmer" for the purpose of extending
technologies such as herbicides?
The consensus was that this would be
difficult unless extension could identify interested farmers through a
programme of demonstrations in which interested farmers could participate.
The presenters were asked what were their experiences in conducting
on-farm trials and having the farmers consequently adopt the technology-particularly herbicides--before final recommendations are made. In addition,
they were asked about their efforts to obtain feedback from farmers on the
effects of herbicides. When the programme began, herbicides were already
being used by farmers. During trials, the cost of some of the technologies
under examination prevented cooperator farmers from adopting them before
recommendations were made.
Researchers cited two examples of farmer feedback during the
herbicide on-farm trial programme. First. farmers rejected sprayer methods
due to the weight of the sprayer. This was particularly true among women
farmers.
Second, poor availability of granular herbicide prompted
researchers to consider using a wheelbarrow applicator for liquid
herbicides. This is an example of developing technologies based on farmers'
needs.
Other issues concerning technology adoption discussed were the cost
of seed, and
the frequency with which new seed is introduced.
It was
noted that, in order to reduce risk, resource-limited farmers often prefer to
stay with a variety that has been proven effective, rather than
experimenting with new varieties.
The group also acknowledged that a
similar phenomenon of frequent change occurs with regard to both the type
of farm implements available to small-scale farmers and the prices of these
implements.
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Dry beans is one of the most important grain legumes grown in
Swaziland. However, the area under production varies greatly from year to
year. For example, dry bean area on Swazi Nation Land were estimated at
2,167 ha in 1975/76 and 1,138 ha in 1979/80 (CSa, 1976 and 1980). During
the early 1980's, there was a steady increase in area of dry beans grown:
the 1979/80 figure increased to 1768 ha in 1980/81, and to 2071 ha in
1981/82 (csa, 1980, 1981 and 1982).
Total production of dry beans has shown no such clear trend,
however.
In 1975/76, total production was 1018 metric tonnes, with an
average yield of 468 kg. per hectare. Average yields of 248, 500, and 190
kilograms per hectare were obtained by SNL farmers in 1979/80, 1980/81,
and 1981/82, respectively.
Grain bean yields are generally low per unit
area, being about 25% of maximum potential yield.
Nutritionally, legumes are rich in vegetable proteins.
Vegetable
protein foods can be used to alleviate protein malnutrition in developing
, countries like Swaziland. Legumes can also be an economical protein source:
protein from animal sources is more expensive when compared to the
proteins obtained· from legume consumption. Another major advantage of
legume sources of protein is the high content of two essential amino acids,
lysine and tryptophane--nutrients which are deficient in cereals.
Beans
supplement such deficiencies in situations where cereals are the main
energy food.
An increase in bean production would improve the human diet and also
would provide a source of income for farmers.
The demand for beans is
high while the supply is low.
There are production and socio-economic
constraints which are limiting the supply of beans. This paper will cover
some aspects of these constraints. It will also describe the bean research
programme conducted under farmers' conditions by the Cropping Systems
Research and Extension Training Project using the CIMMYT Farming Systems
Research approach.

Informal and formal surveys. were conducted in three Rural
Development Areas (RDA's): Central, Mahlangatsha, and Northern RDA's in
1982/83.
Informal Survey Findings: During farmer interviews it was commonly
observed by the research team that farmers mainly grow dry beans for
home consumption. Farmers consider marketing only when there is a

:rpi3-p·er·pre·s·e·nfe"d""··iiC·lfi·e···s·wii·zJIiincj" Farming Systems Research and Extension Workshop, March 1-4. 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International DeveloPllent.
2Z odwa Mamba, Agronomist, John Pali Shikhulu, Agronomist, Millicent Halaza, Sociologist. Research Officers.
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland.
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surplus in production. However, beans show a great potential for cash
cropping, since the price per kilogram is about five times that for maize.
Small fields are allocated to bean production. The team observed that
bean fields were often allocated to marginal areas with low productivity.
This practice of alocating small fields to bean production might be related
to the general cropping pattern, since dry beans is the last crop planted
during the cropping season.
Early planted crops are intercropped with the maize. Farmers are not
in favor of planting dry beans in monoculture early in the season.
The
reasons given were the problems encountered at harvesting.
The harvest
period ofr early planted dry beans coincides with wet weather conditions.
This adversely affects bean quality, especially colour. Competition with the
maize harvest for labour at this time creates another problem for farmers,
even if wet weather conditions did not prevail.
Thus, planting is mainly
done in mid-Summer to allow harvesting ot the beans to take place during
the end of the rainy season.
The major

insect pest of concern to farmers is the CMR beetle
that feeds on flowers and damages young fruit.
Farmers
say that the damage is severe on Spring-planted bean crops.
(My.m.p';ri.~ ~P.P.,)

Farmers do not have a specific disease which was limits production.
Few farmers mentioned poor pod formation, which occurs when the leaves
turned yellow at flowering.
Plants commonly wilt and die or the flowers
and pods abort.
Root and stem rots are the main factors causing such
symptoms.
Bean seed availability at the time of planting is a problem facing the
farmers interviewed. A good seed source was a limiting factor in dry bean
production. As a result, most farmers kept their own bean seeds in order
to overcome this problem.
The agronomists who conducted the informal surveys made field
observations. Plant stand was low for optimum grain yield. The spacings
between and within rows were too wide.
most farmers used ox-drawn
planters for planting beans.
Fertilizer use was minimal on bean production. Farmers normally used
what was left after planting maize. Bean seed, which is quite expensive, is
the main input of concern.
Kraal manure is often mixed with chemical
fertilizers, especially 2:3:2(22), and used in the fertilizer hopper along with
the bean seed ..
Formal Survey Findings: The formal survey, which followed the informal
survey. confirmed the latter's findings.
Table 1 gives a summary of the formal survey findings.
The number
of farmers interviewed during the surveys were: Mahlangatsha RDA, 75;
Central RDA, 105; and Northern RDA, 90.
In Mahlangatsha, 33% of the
farmers interviewed grew beans.
In Central and Northern, the percent
growers were 56% and 67%, respectively. The team interviewed farmers in
two different areas of Central RDA: Ludzeludze close to the RDA project
centre and the industrial areas at Matsapha, and Sigombeni. which was far
away from these areas.
Percent farmers cultivating beans were 20% for
Ludzeludze, and 36% for Sigombeni, respectively.
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Table 1.

Some Responses to Questions Asked About Dry Bean Production
During the 1983 Formal Survey.
Central
L.4..9:z.;~J4.9.:z.;~

1. Farmers Growing Beans (%)
2. Farmers Selling Beans (%)
3. New Crop Preference (%)
Beans
JugO Beans
Groundnuts
Cowpeas
Number of Farmers
Interviewed

33

67

20

12

2.7

6.7

60

31

60

17

29

17

28
13

39
9

42

90

75

$jgQ~Q~I.:l.~

36

31

53
15.5

29
11

60

45

=

Total Surveyed in all three RDA's
270
Source: Swaziland Cropping systems Research and Extension Training
Project Verification Surveys - 1983

The formal survey data were analyzed by an interdisciplinary team
consisting of members of the Agronomy, Horticulture, Irrigation, Rural
Sociology, and Agricultural Economics Sections of the Malkerns Research
Station. Farmers' constraints were listed and discussed. These constraints
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low plant stand;
Low levels of fertilizer use;
Lack of bean seed sources
Pest and disease problems.

Agronomists
then
suggested
interventions
technology to attempt to solve these constraints .

based

on

available

.Q~.=f~.m. . .R~~.~~.b. . . .~~g~:
The Cropping S~~stems research and Extension training Project
completed the first phase of the Farming Systems Approach in 1983 for the
3 RDA's previously mentioned.
The research stage was next phase.
A
series of on-farm trials were implemented which addressed the farmers'
constraints identified by the research team during the diagnostic phase.
the research conducted covered the first two constraints: Le. low
plant stanc·. and low levels of fertilizer use.
the main objective was to
increase the bean grain yield for small-scale farmers on Swazi Nation Land
(SNL). This objective was further broken down into two sub-objectives:
1. To obtain optimum bean plant density per hectare;
2. To promote better plant nitrogen status through better
nitrogen fixation by using rhizobium inoculants and
applying supplemental nitrogen fertilizers.
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On-Farm Trials: At the begining of the trial programme, Research
Assistants located cooperator farmers in their areas with the help of local
extension workers. Selection was based on criteria for target groups of
farmers outlined by the researchers. The target group for the trials
consisted of farmers who grew beans, and who hould be aware of most of
the problems of bean production. The table on the following page provides
information about the on-farm dry bean trials (M. Horton, 1987.
Unpublished Data).
The bean research programme began during the 1982/83 cropping
season.
The most commonly cultivated bean variety, Red Speckled Sugar
Bean, was used.
The treatments were rhizobium inoculants (with and
without) and row spacing (wide and narrow). The rhizobium strain needed
for the trial' was not available locally, and was obtained from a source in
the Republic of South Africa.
Another problem was that the rhizobium
required constatnt refridgeration until used.
Cost, both of the inoculant
itself and of transport and handling charges, became of concern to
researchers. While practical for researchers, importation of the rhizobium
inoculant was thought to be too expensive for farmers to use.
Variations in altitude, climate, and soil conditions
in the country
posed problems for research.
The Highveld and Midveld are areas of
relatively high rainfall, receiving on average about 1200 mm and 900 mm per
year, respectively. Soil pH is generally low. Natural rhizobium strains are
inactive in acid soils.
Therefore, the artificial inoculation treatment was
designed to encourage nodulation on beans to impro'\7'e soil fertility.
A
top dress application of Lime Ammonium Nitrate - LAN (28% N) was the second
treatment in the experiment. Handling of a topdress was hypothesized to be
an easier and cheaper method than use' of rhizobium inoculants.
In
addition, since LAN is used by many farmers as a topdress, this treatment
would utilize a technology familiar to SNL farmers in order to solve their
problem.
Row spacing was another element of the trial programme. Initially, the
researchers looked at interrow spacing only. Narrow (50 cm) and wide (90
cm) row spacings were tried under farmers' conditions.
These spacings
were easy to implement on hand-planted trials.
It become a problem,
however, when farmers used on-drawn planters to install the trials.
Readjustment of the ox-yoke had to be done to achieve the 50 cm row
spacing. Farmers mormally use the planter yoke for the 90 cm row and the
shorter ploughing yoke for the 50 cm row spacing.
In the trials,
plant density per
utilization of solar
50 cm because less
row spacing.

a narrower row spacing was a way of achieving higher
unit area whole at the same time achieving maximum
energy. High photosynthesis efficiency was acheived at
solar energy fell on the soil as compared to the 90 cm

The dry bean research programme had treatment modifications each
year during the five-year period of research.
These modifications were a
response to new constraints encountered on farmers fields.
For example,
partial budget analyses of the 1983/84 season trial data indicated that
marginal rates of return were highly sensitive to changes in price of seed the most costly input in dry bean production. Treatments did not become
profitable until the price of seed approached zero Le. the farmer saved
seed from the previous year.
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Consequently, another treatment, farmers' seed, was added to the
trials in 1984/85. This treatment proved unsucessful due to the difficulty
in obtaining farmers' good viable seed to give to the on-farm trial
cooperators.
Because of poor germination of the seed used, the treatment
was dropped in subsequent years.
The final set of trials were a combination of factors: row spacing x
within the row plant spacing x nitrogen application. Row spacings of 90 cm
and 50 cm gave 111 and 200 rows per hectare, respectively. Plant spacings
ranged from 120,000 to 240,000 plants/hectare.
Nitrogen fertilizer
application was .1 gm N/plant. This resulted in application rates of 12 kg
of N for 120,000 plants/ha, and 24 kg of N for 240,000 plants/hat However,
nitrogen topdress was not applied to the trial plots in Central RDA.
Concurrent with the on-farm trials in the three RDA's previously
mentioned were diagnostic surveys which included questions on legumes. In
her informal survey in dietary intake, Huss-Ashmore (1985) noted that
farmers complained that protein sources, including dry beans, were in short
supply in the late Winter.
Increased efforts by the project to increase
bean supply on homesteads at risk of nutritional stress was included among
her recommendations.
Informal surveys conducted in 1985 in Ngwempisi and Bhekinkhosi
RDA's and in Hluti and Sandleni/Luqolweni RDA's in 1986 included questions
on bean production and consumption. Legumes were important components
of the cropping system in Hluti and Sandleni/Luqolweni.
As a result of
these survey, the bean research programmme was expanded to included
these RDA's during the 1986/87 cropping season. In addition to the on-farm
trials, researchers and Research Assistants collected seed samples of local
varieties of beans, jugo beans, 'and cowpeas, and conducted an assessment
of rhizobium natural nodulation on farmers' fields.
Results: There was considerable variation on initial soil fertility status from
location to location Le. individual farms, rather than individual RDA's. The
data were grouped and analyzed according to fertility status. However, due
to inconsistancies, some data were eliminated from the analysis.
Rhizobium strain inoculantion had no significant effect on grain yield.
The bacteria might have been deactivated by the low soil pH.
Rhizobium
bacteria are very active at soil pH's ranging from 5.0 to 6.5.
Nitrogen fertilizers would be the other nitrogen source when applied
as basal and topdress.
When LAN was applied as a topdress, bean grain
yields did not increase significantly. However, high fertility sites did show
a trend towards higher grain yield when the topdress was applied.
Low
fertility sites showed no response to topdress nitrogen applications.
Plant population was one of the factors which was difficult to control
under farmers' conditions.
Row spacing was not exactly 90 cm or 50 cm
where ox-drawn
planters were used.
It was difficult to control oxen
during planting.
However, consistent row spacings could be achieved
through better training of oxen by farmers.
Grain yield was increased as the row spacing was decreased to 50 cm.
However, grain yield per plant (gms/plant) decreased while the number of
plants increased.
The high fertility sites showed lower grain yield increase as compared
to the low fertility sites with narrow row spacings. However, there was a
nitrogen fertilizer response when the nitrogen was applied as a topdress.
The nitrogen response at high fertility sites suggested that crop
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management conditions, and their outcomes, were quite different in beans
than in maize--the dominant cultivar in the cropping system. Researchers
thus felt the need to investigate beans in greater detail, and under more
controlled conditions.
Problems
were
encountered
during
the
implementation
stage.
Experimental designs and number of treatments were planned in a way to
accomodate farmers'
practices.
Some
treatments needed
controlled
environments
which
were
not
available
under farmers'
conditions.
Difficulties were
experienced in
not achieving
the required
plant
populations, especially the 240,000 plants/ha level.
As mentioned earlier,
row spacing was a problem when ox-drawn planters were used.
A serious problem with the research was that a bean variety suitable
for conditions in Swaziland could not be found. The Bonus Speckled Sugar
Bean performed poorly under farmers' conditions.
On-farm dry bean
research has been suspended until a good variety (ies) is developed by the
on-station reserach programme.
In addition to the agronomic research conducted in the dry bean
trials programme, the Socioeconomic Section and Research Assistants
conducted survey (farmer assessments) to understand what farmers thought
of the trials. From these assessments, the research team drew the following
conclusions:
1. The bean variety used was not acceptable to the farmers. The
Bonus Speckled Sugar Bean variety was easily affected by
diseases. As a long-season variety, it matured at a time
when cattle had started grazing in the fields. The variety
was a lower yielder compared to the local bush-type bean
commonly used by farmers. The trailing and twining
characteristics of the variety rendered interrow cultivation
difficult. This twining feature of the bean made
intercropping impossible, adversely affecting the maize crop.
2. Farmers recognised the advantages of narrow row spacing.
The difficulty was how to achieve narrower spacing.
Researchers needed to investigate further improvements on
ox-drawn equipment.
3. Farmers percieved that the bean seeding rate would double at
the narrow spacing.

From the trial analysis and evaluation. the researchers made the following
recommendations:
1. Narrow row spacing increased bean grain yield. But other
factors of management should be considered: e.g. quantity of
seed and its price, weed control Onterrow cultivation might
be a problem).
2. Poor dry bean natural nodulation is a problem in Swaziland due
to the low soil pH. The nitrogen fertilizer application is the
best method. Artificial inoculants are expensive and difficult
to handle, especially for small farmers.
3. On-station bean research is needed to develop a suitable
variety that can be tested on-farm, and recommended to the
Seed Multiplication Unit for production. This would alleviate
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the current situation of seed scarcity and lack of suitable
varieties.
4. Local bean varieties must always be included in both on-station
and on-farm trials.
5. Compatibility with the local farming system is very important in
facilitating acceptability of a technology. If a piece of
technology does not fit well with the rest of the farming
activities, farmers will tend to reject it.

1. Narrower row spacings were found to increase grain yield per
unit area due to increased plant populations. However, the
increase was not constant throughout the five-year period.
2. Poor natural nodulation shows the need for nitrogen fertilizer
application. A yield increase was observed in some years.
3. The indeterminate long season variety used in the research
programme resulted in the variety's being unacceptable to
farmers. A new short-season determinate variety needed to
be found to replace it. The on-farm bean programme cannot
proceed until a good variety becomes available.

I.r.!.k9.~.~.q1!Q!!

to the On-station Research

Yields of the common bean ( Phaseolus vulgaris ) under Swazi Nation
Land ( S.N.L. ) production conditions are low and range between 40kg in
the lowveld and 500 kg per ha in the wetter parts of the Kingdom. For
obvious reasons the large scale commercial farmers achieve
much better
yields. The main reason for this anomally is that the available cultivars are
poorly adapted to the production conditions found on Swazi Nation Land
(S.N.L ) mainly because they are prone to a host of diseases, their growth
cycle tends to be long and as a result planted as they are in January
/February tend to be prone to water stress as the soil moisture dries out
in the course of the season. Another basic constraint to production is that
basic agronomic practices are not properly effected on S.N.L.

When the Goverment established a Seed Project during 1978/79, it was
envisaged that this unit would be responsible for, among other things, the
production of high quality bean seed.
Because there was no breeding
programme involving this crop, the· project approached several countries for
a supply of basic seed of this crop. In 1982 seed of a cultivar ' Bonus'
released in South Africa was obtained for in-country multiplication.
Commercial seed was made available for
use by both large scale farmers
and S.N.L farmers. It soon became evident that this cultivar was adequate
for the high input farmers but was not so well adapted to conditions
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obtaining on Swazi Nation Land.
Its main shortcomings were that it was
highly susceptible to diseases and that its growth cycle was too long.
Using chemical control measures pests and diseases were effectively
eliminated from the growing crop. These measures while being effective in
bean production under large scale commercial bean production are too
expensive and often impracticable to the small scale farmers.
The second
limitation of Bonus cannot be so simply solved as it would involve farmers
having to adjust their cropping calendars.
With these problems in mind it was decided that the most valuable and
practical route was that of providing disease resistant varieties. which is
not only cheap to the farmer. but it is simple and effective in meeting the
requirements of broad applicability over a wide range of environments as
well as socio-economic conditions. To this end the International Center for
Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) was approached for a supply of germ plasm for
in country testing. The results of these efforts are briefly discussed.

Cultivars entered in this trial were mostly light /cream coloured with brown
stripes or specks; seed were mostly small - medium sized and their growth
habit was semi-determinate.
Three trials in these series were evaluated in three environments:
a)
b)
c)

Malkerns Research Station. Summer. 1984.
Nhlangano Experiment Farm. Summer. 1984.
Malkerns Research Station. Summer. 1985.

The results for yield appear in Tablel

of

Compa~ison

Cultiva~

Name

A 445
A 321

PVMX 1589
PVMX 1597
A 439
PVMX 1590
A 417
PVMX 1529
A 429
A 411
PVMX 1591
BONUS

Nhl
Rank
1985/86
2361
2109
1782
J.545
1532
J.459
1425
1396
1376
1287
1090
728

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Table # 1
of the Bean
lBYAN Se~ies : 4584

Pe~fo~mance

Nhl
Rank
1984/85
1583
1875
1677
1537
2042
1221
1145
1170
1239
1313
1116
191

4
2
3
5
1
8
11
9
7
6
10
12

Cultiva~s

MRS
Rank
1984/85
2404
2525
1697
921
2175
1104
1586
1273
1506
1303
2202
958

2
1
5

12
4

10
6
9
7
8
3
11

Ove~all

Mean Yield
2116
2170
1719
1334
1916
1261
1385
1280
1380
1301
1469
626

The following observations can be made from these trials:
i)
High yields were obtained from the introductions and most of these
lines were significantly better than the local check used. The most
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prOmiSing lines in terms of yield across the three environments were A 445,
A 321, A 439 and PVMX 1589.
ii)
Disease ratings show that of these four cultivars only A 321 and PVMX
1589 were resistant to Bean Common Mosaic Virus. All the four lines showed
moderate tolerance to Common Bean Blight and Bean Rust.

Cultivars entered in this series were mostly medium size seeded and red
mottled. Their growth habit was determinate.
Three trials were also evaluated in three environments as follows:
a)
b)
c)

Malkerns Research Station, Summer, 1984.
Nhlangano Experiment Farm, Summer, 1984.
Nhlangano Experiment Farm, Summer, 1985

The results of these trials appear in Tables 2

Table # 2
Compat""ison OT Pet""Tot""mance OT the Bean Cultivat""s
IBYAN Set""ies: 2384

-----------------------------------------------------------Cultivat""
Name

Nhl Rank
1985/86

Nhl Rank
1984/84

MRS Rank
1984/85

Ovet""all
Mean Yield

-----------------------------------------------------------BAT 1297
PV 1360
PV 1360
PV 901
PV 880
MCD 230
PV 875
PV 555
A 476
A 471
PV 1258
BONUS

2532
2058
1962
1795
1744
1577
1647
1377
1123
1017

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

790

11

1519
1830
2061
1353
2219
1471
1603
2194
1817
1465
1156
1238

6
3
2
9
1
7
5
4
12
8
11
10

2283
1259
1015
755
1610
707
860
981
951
910
409
244

1
3
4
9
2
10
8
5
6
7
11
12

2145
1716
1679
1301
1852
1252
1370
1517
1142
1131
783
757

The following is summary of these results.
Yield differences were not only highly significant but the test cultivars
out performed the local Bonus cultivar.

i)

ii) Overall the best line in this series were BAT 1297, PV1360 A,
PV 1360 B. PV880 and PV 555. All these lines attained yields in excess of
1.5 tonnes per ha.
iii) Tolerance to Bean Rust was observed in BAT 1297. PV 880 and PV 555.
The other cultivars were susceptible.

iv) All the five cultivars were resistant to Bean Common Mosaic Virus.
Resistance to Common Bean Blight was evident in PV 880, PV 1360A and in
PV 555.
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Test lines entered in this series of trials were mostly large seeded and
with red/purple mottling. Their growth habit was determinate.
Three trials in these series were also evaluated in three environments:
a)
b)
c)

Malkerns Research Station, Summer, 1984.
Nhlangano Experiment Farm, Summer, 1984.
Lowveld Experiment Station Summer. 1985

Trial results appear in Tables 3

Table :I 3
Comparison oT PerTormance oT the Bean Cultivars
IBYAN
Series: 2584
Cultivar
Name
Yield
MCD 257
MCD 253
BONUS
MCD 252
PVAD 1180
MCD 251
PVAD 702
PVAD 781
PVAD 791
MCD 254
PVAD 359
MCD 256

LES
Rank
1985/86

1041
969
918
880
847
793
710
668
590
582
571
461

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Nhl
Rank
1984/84

1405
1187
1352
685
1529
1085
1923
1518
1685
1733
1285
1289

6
10
7
12
4
11
1
5
3
2
9
8

MRS
Rank
1984/85

1741
1174
693
984
825
1007
1569
621
1144
1307
913
827

1
4
10
11
9
6
2
12
5
3
7
8

Overall
Mean

1396
1116
988
750
1067
962
1401
936
1140
1208
923
859

--------------------------------------------------------------The yields obtained in these trials were not impressive though data
obtained from elsewhere indicate that the three best selections from these
trials viz MCD 257 and 254 and PVAD 702 have a very high potential
estimated to be 3-4 tonnes per ha and are long season.
Disease reaction was variable. MCD 257 was susceptible to Bean Rust but
resistant to BCMV; its tolerance to Common Bean Blight was only moderate.
MCD 254 was also resistant to BCMV but only moderately tolerant to the
blight and rust. PVAD 702 on the other hand was susceptible to BCMV but
moderately tolerant to the rust and blight.

.~.Ym.~.y.

From the multi-environment trials discussed above and further trials
conducted at Malkerns Research Station during 1986 and 1987 certain lines
appear to be the best candidate lines for release. From an agronomic point
of view these lines have a high yield potential, are earlier than local
cultivars and have the necessary disease resistance to some of the common
diseases. They appear therefore to be well adapted to our production
conditions. Some characteristics of these line are:
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-----------------------------------------------------------Days to
Flowe....

Line
Name

PVAD 702
MCD 254
MCD 257
BAT 1297
PV 1360a
PV 1360b
PV 880
PV 555
A 321
A 445
A 439
PVMX 1589
BONUS

50
53
53
55
50
45
45
55
50
LATE
45
55
50

Days to Disease Reaction
Matu....ity
CBB
CBR BCMV
80
80
83
80
80
80
90
90
87
>90
85
82
>90

S
R
R
R
R
S
R
R

R
R

R

R
R
R

R

R
R
R

R

S

S

S

I
I

S
R
S
S
I

R
R
R
R

G....owth
Habit

I
I
I

R
R
R

d
sd
d
sd
d
d
d
d
sd
i
i
i
i

----------------------------------------------------------Efforts are at hand to seed increase some these lines and it is hoped by
the beginning of next season some seed. samples will be made available to
the On-Farm and the Socio-Economics programmes for further evaluations as
we believe that their assessments are the most reliable approach to
identifying the best lines not only in terms of adaptability but also in terms
of acceptability.

Anon.

1986.
Report on Bean Variety Trials. Research Division Annual
Report for 1984/85.
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives.
Mbabane.

Anon. 1987.
Report on Bean Variety Trials.
Research Division Annual
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives.
Report for 1985/86.
Mbabane.
Anon. 1986. CIAT Annual Report for 1985.
Agrictulure. Cali. Colombia.
Central

International Center of Tropical

Statistics Office.
1976.
Annual statistical
Government of Swaziland. Mbabane, Swaziland.

bulletin:

1975-76.

Central Statistics Office.
1980.
Annual survey of Swazi National Land:
1979-80. Government of Swaziland. Mbabane, Swaziland.
Central Statistics Office.
1981.
Annual survey of Swazi National Land:
1980-81. Government of Swaziland. Mbabane. Swaziland.
Central Statistics Office.
1982.
Annual' survey of Swazi National Land:
1981-82. Government of Swaziland.' Mbabane, Swaziland.
Freund. R. P. and B. P. Maphalala.
1983.
Factors which influence farm
productivity on Swazi Nation Land homesteads as identified in
surveys of communities in three RDA's.
Agricultural Research
Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Mbabane.
Swaziland.
Huss-Ashmore. R. 1985. End of Tour Report of the nutritional consultant to
the Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project.
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. Mbabane.
Swaziland.
Malaza, M., M. W. Horton and J. J. Curry.
1987. Household dynamics and
on-farm research on the Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and
Extension Training Project. Paper presented at the Workshop on
Inter- and Intra- Household Dynamics.
April. 1987.
Lusaka.
Zambia.
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Annual Report for 1982/83 cropping season, USAID Project Number
645-0212, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Mbabane,
Swaziland.
Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project. 1984.
Annual Report for 1983/84 cropping season, USAID Project Number
645-0212, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Mbabane,
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Discussion of the dry bean research programme focused upon the
issues of fertilizer application, row spacing and varieties.
Extension
workers in Swaziland have for a long time recommended that farmers not
apply fertilizer to their bean crop. In commenting on this recommendation,
the presenters noted that naturally occurring rhizobia needed for bean
nodulation
will
react
with
N,P,
and
K--the
major
elements--and
molybedenum--a trace element--only at a particular level of soil pH.
However, soils in Swaziland generally have a low pH. Rhizobia therefore do
not react, and yields are poor.
The presenters were asked
application in bean production.
circumstances, fertilizer application
rates in beans mean that farmers
plant populations (and therefore not
cost of the seed.

what was the economics of fertilizer
They replied that, under current
is not economical.
Low germination
are not establishing sufficiently high
getting enough of a yield) to cover the

Several of the discussants noted the problem of a shortage of bean
seed.
A question arising from this issue was: what was research doing
about local varieties?
The presenters noted that the Seed Multiplication
Project had done some research on beans in the past, but this had been
suspended. They noted that maturity lengths of local varieties tested by
fermers in the on-farm trials were shorter (2 month) than those of the
recommended variety, Bonus (3-3.5 months).
There were problems, however, in developing an adequate supply of
seed from local materials.
Local seed will require screening in order to
identify and isolate promising lines. In addition, because of the possibility
of contamination, local seed will need some treatment before it could be
multiplied for seed.
At present, local varieties are better suited for
breeding purposes, than they are for multiplying out for seed.
Until
problems such as these are solved, local materials can not be relied upon to
meet the demand for bean seed.
One of the participants raised the question of how did the researchers
achieved the desired narrow row spacing. In cases where the farmer used
furrow methods of planting, the researchers experienced no problems with
row spacing. However, those trials placed with farmt.rs using ox planters
had difficulty in achieving the correct row spacing.
Using a yoke to
control the animals provided a partial solution.
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Water Shortages for Horticultural Crops: Trickle Irrigation 1
by D. Gamaz, D. Grenoble' and S. Dlamini4

Irrigation is a requirement for producing vegetables and fruits in
Swaziland during the dry winter season and is often needed to supplement
rainfall in certain periods of the summer season.
Nearly all SNL farmers
use furrow irrigation. however. a few Title Deed farmers have adopted
sprinkler irrigation.
A sprinkler system requires high water pressure for
operation and is expensive to install and maintain. In the early years of
the project. irrigation research focused on the use of the ridge/furrow
system. Furrow irrigation has a high labour demand and is poor in water
use efficiency.
Many farmers experience water shortages at some time during the
year. Most of the holding dams at irrigation schemes run dry during the
winter and shortages occur in summers having extended drought periods.
This paper will discuss the development of irrigation technologies for both
small and large scale horticultural crop production that can be used to
solve the problem of water shortage by increasing irrigation efficiency.

Consultations with extension personnel and industry representatives
was a first step in identifying the constraints faced by. the farmers
engaged in vegetable and fruit production. This was done in 1982-83 at the
beginning of the Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
(CSRET) project.
Shortly after. a multidisciplinary team consisting of
horticulturists, sociologists. economists. and agronomists launched an
informal survey in three Rural Development Areas (RDAs) in which
vegetables are grown abundantly. Contacts with farmers over the first four
years of the project through visits while conducting on-farm trials was
another valuable way to understanding the problems faced by farmers using
irrigation. Numerous on-farm tests attempted during the dry season failed
because at some stage due to farmers running short of water. In addition
problems with erosion. poor plants stands. and disease problems were
related to irrigation practices.

Ipaper presented ··iitfh·e--Swan1'aiid·l ar.ing Syst.ems Research and Extension Workshop. March 1-4. 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland.
The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International Oeveloplent.
2Douglas Galla, Horticulturalist., Research Officer. Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperat.ives of Swaziland.
30 0yle Grenoble. Horticulturalist, Swaziland Cropping Syst.ems Research and Extension Training Project. The
Pennsylvania St.ate University.
4Sal Olamini. Agricultural Economist. Research Officer. Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of
Swaziland.
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As a result of the surveys, interviews, and farmer contacts, irrigation
practices of SNL farmers growing vegetables was characterized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

farmers practice furrow irrigation,
water conveyance to fields losses are high.
farmers tend to use short furrows which may result in
under irrigation of the crop,
farmers usually run water down one furrow at a time due
to the low volume of water available,
the crop is planted at the bottom of the ridge as opposed
to near the top of the ridge,
many farmers run short of water each year, and
water is rationed when the stored amount is low.

After the initial surveys the project team decided to make two initial
recommendation domains based on the use on non-use of irrigation. Thus,
on-farm research programs were run separately for those farmers who use
irrigation from the dry land program.
Several problems were identified with the furrow irrigation methods as
followed by farmers growing vegetables. First, the large amount of water
required was due to a great extent to the seepage and conveyance losses in
the canals delivering the water to the field. Most water delivery ditch are
not lined with a impervious material.
In addition, the un-level-level field
conditions create irregular furrows which impede smooth water flow and
thus compound the problem.
Certain production problems experienced by farmers have also been
linked to furrow irrigation. These include fertiliser losses due to leaching
and washing away from other plant root zone of the fertiliser material. Soil
borne diseases, such as bacterial wilt, are often spread by the water
moving infested soil down the furrow length. Fruit rots and certain foliar
disease are sometimes aggravated by the wet conditions created around the
plant by furrow irrigation.
The ridge/furrow system makes it difficult to use moisture conserving
practices such as the use of organic or synthetic mulches.. This is because
the plants are placed in the furrow and any mulch material used would
impede the flow of water.
It is unlike border irrigation which can be
mulched since the planting is done on the ridge tops.
Furrow irrigation when compared with other systems of irrigation
(sprinkler and trickle) has a high labour requirement. The farmer has to
constantly watch over the irrigation process, guiding the water into each
furrow until the whole field is irrigated. With trickle irrigation all that is
required is the opening and closing of the shut-off valve and an occasional
checking of the system and cleaning of clogged emitters.
Sprinkler
irrigation can also require considerable labour to move and set-up pipes,
but once this is done requires little time to operate.
However, capital
necessary to purchase the latter two systems is considerably greater than
for furrow irrigation.

The irrigation specialist with the Project from 1982 to 1986 identified
under-irrigation of vegetables as a cause of low yields. He attributed this
to the use of short furrow lengths by farmers which resulted in too little
water available to infiltrate into the root zone of the plants.
Furrow
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irrigation trials were conducted on-station and on-farm in 1983 through
1986.
Before installing trials the field panels were leveled to eliminate
uneven areas and promote uniform water flow.
The practice of irrigating
two furrows at one time was tested as was the use of longer furrow length.
These were designed to increase the volume of water applied to the crop by
allowing
a greater volume of water to be in contact with soil around the
roots for a longer period. Results of the trials indicated that irrigation of
multiple furrows along with increasing length of furrow improved water use
efficiency as indicated by higher yields. This sclution. however. aggravated
the problem of water shortages as more water was applied in each
irrigation.
Trickle irrigation. or drip as it is sometimes referred to. was consider
as a possible intervention to alleviate the water shortage problem. Trickle
irrigation is widely used in many areas of the world with high valued crops
and research studies have shown that water consumption can be reduced by
as much as 50% or more of that required for sprinkler or surface irrigation.
Many other advantage are associated with drip irrigation: including yield
increases. reduced labour needs. more efficient use of plant nutrients, less
erosion. and improved access to the crop plants for cultural operations
during periods of irrigation.
However. initial costs for equipment are
usually high. clean water must be maintained to prevent clogging of the
system. and many commercial system designs require high levels of
management to operate efficiently.
A preliminary study to estimate the benefit/cost of trickle irrigation
for horticultural crops in Swaziland was done by the production economists
and the horticulturists. Three vegetable crops. cabbage, tomato and potato.
were considered in a situation considered applicable to that of a SNL
farmer.
It was estimated that a yield increase of less than 5%, assuming
that three crop cycles would be grown per year, would be sufficient to
cover the full annual cost of trickle irrigation.
Considering that the
reported yield increases in the literature range from 25 to 192%, it was
decided to begin research into the feasibility of trickle irrigation for SNL
farmers.
The first trials were conducted on the research station and compared
furrow irrigation to trickle using two systems of planting beds.
Green
beans and tomatoes were planted using the ridge/furrow bed method and a
wide (1 meter) flat topped bed.
No water filtration was done resulting in
some problems with clogged emitters.
Yields results were favourable,
showing in general highest yields per unit area with trickle irrigation on
wide top beds.
A second series of replicated station trials followed in which trickle
irrigation with both raised beds (50cm tops) and flat beds are being
compared to furrow irrigation. Test crops include cabbage, carrot, beetroot.
spinach and lettuce.
Yields tended to average about 25% greater with
trickle irrigation as compared to furrows.
Yields on the flat beds were
generally as good or better than with the raised beds. Carrot was the only
exception to this. In this study a disc filter is used to clean the water.
No problems with emitter plugging have been experienced.
In the second
phase· of this work water meters are being used to measure the actual water
used with each system and irrigation needs are determined by the use of
tensiometers.
Following this. an on-farm trial were initiated with one farmer in
Central RDA in which trickle irrigation. again with raised beds and flat
beds, was compared to the farmers practice of furrow irrigation.
This
systems employed the use of low cost in-line filters and moulded pressured
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compensated emitters. Table 1 contains some of the results for this study
and shows the tendency towards greater yields with trickle irrigation.
Table 1. Yields per plot for three vegetable crops in irrigation study at
Central RDA, Winter 1987.
Cabbage
Beets
Carrot
Treatment
No.
kg.
No.
kg.
No.
kg.
_______________________________________________Drip - Flat
Bed
31
69.7
121
56.3
336
39.2
Drip - Raised Bed

28

51.8

76

30.4

321

35.5

Furrow/Ridge

31

55.4

69

49.2

164

18.5

Flat beds in combination with trickle irrigation proved to be superior
to raised beds and produced higher yields than the furrow irrigation
treatment. Flat beds have the additional advantage of not requiring extra
labour after seedbed preparation for forming beds. It must be emphasized
that this trial was only conducted at one location in one season, but the
data does shown a trend consistent with result obtained in other similar
studies conducted on-station.
The socioeconomics section collected data on the labour requirements
for the different irrigation methods and made a farmer assessment of the
practices. Farmer reaction to trickle irrigation from this one test was very
positive.
Farmers, during a demonstration held for local resident, were
quick to point out advantage they saw with trickle irrigation.
These
include: 1.) less erosion; 2.) no washing away of fertiliser; 3.) less time
required to irrigate; and 4.) improved working conditions (no need to wear
boots).
The cooperating farmer is also very interested in trickle and has
expressed interest in purchasing a system. Labour expended for irrigation
was considerably less with trickle than with furrow but time required to
weed carrots and beetroots was greater for trickle irrigated plots than with
the ridge/furrow system.
This was not caused, however, by the trickle
technology but rather the use of double rows, spaced 20 cm on either side
of the pipe.
This created an area which was difficult to weed with the
conventional hoe and, thus, required considerable hand labour.
Over-watering with trickle also contributed to excess weed growth.
This was related to the farmer's
perception that not enough water was
being applied because the amount per unit time is very small (2 liters per
hour) and high water infiltration results in moist condition underneath the
soil surface while the surface remains dry.
Emitters were spaced 60 cm
apart and this also contributed to over application since it was difficult to
obtain a continuously wetted area fo.r closely spaced crops (eg. carrots).
The on-farm studies are currently being expanded to additional
farmers in two irrigation schemes.
Different types of water filters and
emitters are being tested to determine those which are most appropriate and
cost effective. Disc filters appear to be the most feasible for very dirty
water and relatively large irrigated areas.
Screen filters, adapted from
spraying systems, are lower cost and may work for smaller area under
irrigation.
Low cost emitters which can be easily removed for cleaning
appear to have excellent potential for small scale farmers. Their advantages
offset loss in application rate uniformity. Spacing between emitters is also
under study for different crops and field conditions.
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Formal trickle irrigation recommendations are not ready at this date.
However, trickle irrigation will probably be recommended to farmers in
cooperative scheme that often run short of water or those having private
system with limited water supply.
Furrow irrigation will continued to be
recommended for
those farmers with adequate water through the season
and
with
very
limited
capital
and/or
management
capabilities.
Recommendation for furrow irrigation are: 1.) irrigation of multiple furrows;
and 2.) increased furrow length (40 meters or greater).
Several trickle irrigation systems have been put together for farmers,
each using differing levels of technology (filters, emitters, etc.) and vary
accordingly in costs. It is hoped that after an additional year of testing a
field support guide can be prepared and formal recommendation made.

The results of six years of irrigation related studies for vegetable
production by SNL farmers have led to different recommendation domains
based largely on water supply and the level of management demonstrated by
the farmer. Farmers having a reliable and continuous supply of water and
who are not engaged in commercial vegetable or fruit production as there
major source of income should perhaps continue using furrow irrigation. If
under irrigation is a problem, increasing furrow length and/or the
irrigation of two or more furrow at the same time is recommended.
Farmers who should consider
limited water supply and engage in
In addition. trickle irrigation offers
help maximize profits if relatively
employed.

trickle would include those who have
year around production of vegetables.
other important advantages which can
sound crop management practices are
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One discussant observed that the data appear to show that the trickle
system requires large amounts of weeding labour.
The presenters replied
that the results presented were influenced by over-watering which farmers
did during the trial.
They would not expect such a high weeding labour
requirement under recommended watering practices.
A lively discussion ensued concerning the selection of trickle
irrigation over sprinkler methods as a research topic. Many extension staff
felt that sprinkler systems should not be ignored. The presenters repeated
their rationale for testing trickle systems, in light of water shortages which
exist at some irrigation schemes at critical times during --the winter months.
They also claimed that some trickle systems are cheaper than sprinkler
systems, and will operate at lower power through use of an elevated tank.
Extension staff countered by stating that they understood sprinkler to
be cheaper than
trickle systems.
They further suggested
that
concentration upon trickle methods automaticallY assumes the condition of
water shortage, when this is not the case for all irrigators.
Such a
decision precludes testing of technologies which might benefit this other
important group of farmers.
Discussants raised a final question about method of fertilization under
trickle irrigation.
The presenters replied that, with trickle systems,
cultural practices remain under farmers' control, and therefore, can be
identical to those practices which the farmer currently uses.
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by John Curryz and Benedict Bhembe3

Introduction
A central feature of the design of the cropping systems project in
Swaziland has been a broad geographic coverage of the country.
To this
end, the project selected 10 Rural Development Areas (RDA's) for the
placement of Research Assistants and the on-farm trials programme.
These
RDA's include research sites in each of the major agroclimatic zones of the
country: Highveld, Moist and Dry Midvelds, Lowveld, and Lubombo.
However, circumstances at the beginning of the project, prevented the
project's commencing FSR activities in all ten RDA's simultaneously. There
was insufficient local staff to support research since many Research Officers
were away on long-term training.
There was also a lack of housing for
Research
Assistants
and
Peace
Corps
Volunteers
in
the
RDA's.
Consequently, the team chose to concentrate its initial efforts on three
maize-producing RDA's in the Midveld: Mahlangatsha, Central and Northern.
It was in these RDA's that the initial diagnostic surveys, both informal and
formal, were conducted, and on-farm trials were installed during the
1982/83, and 1983/84 cropping seasons.
In 1984, the project expanded its programme into two new RDA's
outside the Midveld--Lubombo RDA at Tikhuba on the Plateau, and
Mpolonjeni RDA in the Lowveld.
Diagnostic surveys conducted in these
RDA's revealed both similarities and differences between these RDA's and
the then-current research sites in the Midveld.
An important difference was the emphasis on cotton production by
farmers in Mpolonjeni. where the dryer conditions of the Lowveld make
rainfed cropping of maize a risky production strategy.
Cotton production
also requires a more elaborate programme of pest control utilizing chemical
sprays than does maize. Consequently, the project began its programme of
on-farm research in Mpolonjeni by collaborating with the Lowveld
Experiment Station (LES) Cotton Entomologist to test farmer acceptance of a
type of ultra-low volume sprayer--the electrodyne.
This paper describes the project's use of an FSR methodology to
initiate its on-farm research programme among cotton farmers in the
Mpolonjeni RDA. Diagnostic surveys--both informal and formal--that focused
on the salient features of cotton production were conducted prior to the
commencement of the on-farm trials. The results of a labour and input use
survey administered to cooperator farmers in the electrodyne trial confirmed
the findings of these diagnostic surveys--findings
which indicated that
many farmers faced severe labour constraints at weeding and harvesting.
Consequently, the project, drawing upon its experiences in maize agronomy

ipape'r"pr'e's';;'riEed'afth-e'Swazilana" Farming Systems Research

and Extension Workshop, March 1-4, 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for International Development.
2John J. Curry, Sociologist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project, Tennessee
State University.
3Benedict Bhembe, Cotton Entomologist, Research Officer, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of
Swaziland.
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research, shifted its efforts in cotton research from insect control to weed
management in order to respond to these labour bottlenecks.
The discussion begins with a description of the activities undertaken
by the project in the various stages of the FSR methodology employed: ie.,
diagnosis, problem selection and testing, and technology dissemination.
These activities include: gathering of background information on cotton
production from existing secondary sources; conducting diagnostic surveys;
selecting problems to be investigated, and their potential technological
solutions; testing of the technologies on-station and on-farm; and the
attempt to extend the technology. The paper also notes the work in weed
management in cotton which resulted from the project's experiences on-farm.
The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications of the case study
for future FSR/E work both in Swaziland and in the region.

Diagnostic Stage: Screening of Background Information
The project began the diagnostic phase of its cotton research
programme with an investigation of the existing literature on cotton
production among Swazi Nation Land (SNL) farmers.
This initial screening
exercise provided the team with information on long-term trends in cotton
production, descriptions of current cultural practices, and insights into
potential constraints for cotton farmers in the Lowveld.
Cotton production data shows a trend of the crop's increasing
importance of cotton production for Swaziland in general, and for Swazi
Nation Land farmers in particular since the end of the First World War.
Sterkenberg and Testerink (1982:16), drawing upon a variety of sources,
present data on cotton production for the period 1920-1980. These data are
represented graphically in Figure 1. As the figure indicates, cotton
production prior to 1955 was almost exclusively the domain of the
independent Title Deed Land (TDL) Farmers.
However, production on Swazi
Nation Land (SNL) has increased steadily since about 1970, equalling or
surpassing TDL production since the mid-1970's. The increasing prQ.p.QrJJ9..p.:
of the total cotton crop contributed by SNL farmers during this period is
depicted in Figure 2.
In an effort to account for this steady growth of the small-holder
cotton sector, Sterkenberg and Testerink cite the 1981 F.A.O. report.
The
latter report attempted to link the price of seed cotton to the volume of
production. This trend is perceivable from data on certified seed price and
production for the years 1967-81. These data, taken from Kliest(1982) are
reported in Table 1.
The F.A.O. team reached the following conclusions:
1. the growth of seed cotton production is chiefly the result of
the increasing use of certified seed;
2. apart from this, .. climatic and biological factors have a strong
effect on production;
3. cotton growers responded well to price increases by expanding
the acreage under cotton;
4. the area planted rather than yield levels affected the increase
in output (F.A.O. 1981:33-35)
(Sterkenberg and Testerink 1982:17).
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Cotton Production: Swaziland (1921-81)

Figure 1.
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Table L

Cotton Seed
Price

Y..~~r

1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81

...cClkg)
13.88
13.32
13.32
13.64
15.05
18.90
20.15
36.00
25.00
35.00
48.60
41.00
44.25
52.00

L.~?~.:.ce: Klie.~.~.~ ~. ~~~'

T~ends

in Swaziland

1968 to 1981

Metric Tonnes of Certified Seed
.SQlg
PrQq~9..~g
458.20
500.30
373.20
328.80
413.20
471.00
617.00
857.00
782.00
746.00
670.00
854.00
854.40
879.60

7610
5904
7265
9834
12397
12535
17644
22618
12158
14655
22280
16097
23236
24883
.

...1

In addition, the F .A.O. team found a correlation between the price of
certified cotton seed and cotton production.
The F .A.O. mission has
estimated that 60 per cent of the increase of the volume is due to greater
use of certified seed (F.A.O. 1981).
However, Kliest argues that such a
correlation may be overstated, since it did not take into account the effects
of soil, climate and management practices. The effects of climate, he notes,
were particularly in evidence during the drought period of 1981/82, when
approximately 50 per cent of the crop was lost (Kliest 1982:15).
In general, SNL farmers cultivating cotton in the Lowveld employ the
same range of technologies and management practices used by their
counterparts in the maize-producing areas of the Midveld.
Land is
prepared using either oxen or tractor, both of which may be either owned
or hired.
A major difference between cotton and maize farmers is that
cotton farmers usually plow twice: once in Winter to clear the land of the
previous year's plants for pest control, and again in Spring just prior to
planting. Farmers sow their seed by hand using furrow methods, or by
mechanical means using oxen- or tractor-drawn planters.
Row spacings of
90cm in cotton are similar to those used by maize farmers.
Weeding,
thinning, and gapfilling are accomplished by hand.
However, cotton
producers more frequently use hired labour for these tasks than do maize
farmers.
Insect pests, including bollworms, aphids, red spider mites,
jassids and stainers, are a significant problem for cotton farmers.
They
control for these pests using a variety of insecticide sprays applied most
often with a backpack sprayer after pests have been identified through a
system of regular scouting.
Harvest of cotton is a lengthy, hand-labourintensive task. Consequently, hired labour is often employed for picking.
The major problems for cotton producers on Swazi Nation Land which
Sterkinberg and Testerink have identified are:
.LEl,:r,lg ...:Pr~p.El,r.El,.t.i..9.r.::t:
Soils are only superficially tilled, especially
where farmers have no tractor at their disposal: ridging is
virtually unknown;
S.9.~i.ng: Many cotton growers delay planting until after the first
half of October due to delays in land preparation; Such Delays
are caused by unavailability of equipment; lower than
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recommended seed rates are used allegedly due to high seed
costs; plant populations are consequently low;
:w.~~glp,K.~p:g.Th.i.p:p,i.p:g:

hand weeding is most common; high labour
requirements for these tasks create labour shortages; many
homesteads rely on hired labour and/or neglect tasks; weeding
effectiveness is affected;

.f~rtUi.;?'.~T. . AppU9..~.tJ(;?.p::

chemical fertilizers are used, sometimes
combined with organic manure from the kraal; however, the
effectiveness of this practice in rainfed systems appears to be
offset by the ineffectiveness of other management practices (eg.,
land preparation, weeding, etc.);

.....
...Q9.P:.tT9.J: level of use of insecticides in rainfed
productions is, according to Sterkenberg and Testerink, generally
low; farmers use a system of scouting, ie., regular checks for pest
infestations, to determine when to spray; given the low levels of
management and performance in other parts of the system,
scouting appears to be advantageous since the use of insecticides
is adapted to actual needs in terms of frequency and type of
insecticide needed.
(Sterkenberg and Testerink 1982:13-15)
p.~§.t..... ~'p:'g p..i..~.~.~.~.~

Recent studies of cotton production levels on Swazi Nation Land
conducted by the Ministry's Monitoring and Evaluation Unit (MEU) lend
credence to many of Sterkenberg and Testerink's observations.
Data on
planting and yields collected by the MEU during the 1983-84 cropping
season are presented in Table 2. The percent of fields sown each fortnight
of the 1983-84 planting season by farmers in both RDA and non-RDA areas
is shown graphically in Figure 3.
The farmers sampled appear to have
planted only 20% of their prior to early November. Although the very early
planted cotton appears not to have done well, cotton planted in mid-to-Iate
October shows the highest average yields (Table 2). In general, farmers in
the RDA's seem to enjoy considerably higher yields than those in non-RDA
areas, as shown in Figure 4.
Among SNL cotton farmers, the relationship between yields and system
of fertilization is complex.
By exammmg three different sources of
fertilization--Kraal Manure (K), chemical basal fertilizer (B), and nitrogen
topdress(T)--Gaudin (1984) identified 8 separate systems of fertilization(l).
The percent fields planted using these systems, and the average yields
obtained are summarized in Table 3.
Slightly over half of the fields
surveyed were reported as using basal fertilizer only.
It is interesting to
note that nearly one-quarter of the fields were fertilized using both a basal
and a topdress application.
Yields for these fertilization systems are depicted in Figure 5. Yields
well above the combined average of 800 Kg/ha are obtained on fields using
the basal only system.
The high average yields obtained by the
Kraal/Topdress system must be interpreted with caution:
the low
percentage of fields planted to this system would indicate that this mean is
perhaps the result of a single observation in that category.
The constraints or problem areas that can be identified in the rainfed
cotton production system are, in general, similar to those encountered by
the project in their surveys of maize producers in the Midveld: poor and
delayed land preparation and planting, poor plant populations achieved, and
labour shortages (or "bottlenecks") at weeding/thinning, and--in the case of
cotton--harvest.
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Figurl! 3.

Cotton Production: Swaziland 1983/84
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Tabll! 2. Cotton: AVl!ragl! Production By Planting DatI! - 1993/84
DatI! of Planting
<16/10 16-31/10 I-IS/II 16-30/11 1-15/12 }15/12
-------------------------------------------------------

----~--

Pl!rcl!nt Fil!lds Plantl!d
RDA
Non-RDA
COlbinl!d

I
0
I

IS
33
19

36
37
36

29
26
29

' 13
4
12

3
0
3

B37
484
B06

841
619
B34

847

Yil!lds (Kg./Ha.)
RDA
Non-RDA
COlbinl!d

712

955
63B

712

902

Sourcl!: Bodin 1984

8B6
439
B40

B47
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Table 4. Electrodyn Sprayer
Albacala 72, SOMn
19B4. RaingroMn.
Sown 12 Novelber, 1984.
Raingrown.
Randolized Block Mith
with four replications. Plot size 51Bsq.l. harvesting 17Bsq••
Type of
Rate a. i.
Sprayer
g per ha.
Spray Chelical Used intended actual
Used
),
~.

SMath
Width
ROMS

Fl ared
Yld.Seed American
A.erican Red
Dollworl BollMorl
DollMorl Squares
Cotton BollMorl
kg/ ha larvae larvae

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ED

Cyperlethrin 6%
61

33

(261

3-2

2738

10.0

6.8

1.66

ED

Cyperlethrin 61
6%

33

1261

2

2617

10.6

4.7

0.83

ED

Cyperlethrin 6%
61

33

1271

2594

10.6

5.6

0.7B
0.78

ED

Cyperlethrin 3%
31

17

(141
1141

2353

9.1

6.2

1.92

ED

Cyperlethrin 31
3%

17

(14)

2781

10.3

6.2

1.01

30

1201

2430

10.0

6.8

1.20

201
Knapsack Cyperlethrin 20%

2

+/- 157.7 +/- 1.29 +/- 1.46 +/-0.25B
+/-0.258

S.E.
Source: Treen 1984 - Table 9

Figure 4.

Cotton Production: Swaziland 1983/84
Yields by Date of Plonlir'/9
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Cotton Production: Swaziland 1983/84

Figure 5.

Yield. by

~em
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Table 3. Cotton: Average
~verage Production by Systel of Fertilization - 1983/84
Systelof
Systel
of Fertilization
6b
5
-kraal
+kraal +Kraal -Kraal -Kraal
-Kraal +Kraal +Kraal
+Basal +B.sal
+Basal +Basal +B.sal
+8asal
-Basal -Basal +B.sal
-Tpdress +Tpdress
-Tpdress -Tpdress -Tpdress +Tpdress -Tpdre55
1

2

3

4

7
+Kraal
-Basal
+Tpdress

8B

-Krul
-Kraal
-Basal
-Bas.1
+Tpdress

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Percent Fields Planted
RDA
Non-RDA
COlbined

12
4
11
II

6

4
6b

2
0
2

2
0
2

49
74
51

24
19
23

0.4
0
0.46
0.4b

4
0
4

1006
100b

789
7B9

1006
100b

789

(Kg.fHa.)
Yields (Kg./Ha.)
RDA
Non-RDA
COlbined

111
711
711
771

723

Source: Godin 1984

806
BOb
619
bl9
794

629
b29

753

629
m

753

9B3
983
437
904

BOI
801
843
B43
804
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Major differences between cotton and maize occur. however. in two
areas.
First. cotton requires a more elaborate, and expensive system of
pest control based on chemical spraying scheduled through a system of
scouting for insect pests.
Second, cotton farmers hire substantial amounts
labour in order to cope with labour bottlenecks during weeding and
harvest.
These differences provided a changed focus for the· informal and
formal surveys conducted by the project in Mpolonjeni prior to the start of
on-farm research.

Diagnostic Stage: Informal and Formal Surveys
In 1984, th~ team undertook an informal survey of farmers in the
Ngcina area of the Mpolonjeni RDA.
The purpose of the survey was to
document the principal crops and cropping practices used by farmers in the
area, and to determine farmer-identified problems that were capable of
being addressed through applied research.
The survey team consisted of members of the agronomy, irrigation,
horticulture. rural sociology and agricultural economics sections of the
project(2).
Farmers were interviewed in two areas of Ngcina--n~ar the
cooperative shed. and south of the shed. From the summary of the results
(SCSRETP 1984), it is difficult to determine the actual number of
farmers/homesteads interviewed.
The survey found that the major crops grown in Ngcina were maize,
cotton. and groundnuts. The food crops were grown both for consumption
and for sale.
All farmers interviewed grew maize, while 40% grew
groundnuts.
Cotton was grown by 90% of the homesteads interviewed. and
provided the major portion of farm incomes.
Some farmers. however,
admitted to producing surpluses in maize and groundnuts as cash
supplements to their colton revenues.
Secondary crops included sweet
potatoes. sorghum, pumpkins. and melons.
Sorghum, the survey noted. is
declining in popularity, due to the problem of its susceptibility to attack by
birds(3).
The survey found variation in production practices between those
homesteads close to the cooperative shed, and those to the south.
particularly with regard to draught power access. Ploughing is done twice:
in Winter to destroy old plants, and in August/September prior to planting.
The majority of farmers rely on tractors (usually hired from neighbors or
from the Mpolonjeni project centre):
only 10% utilize oxen for ploughing.
About 10% of the farmers near the coop shed own their own tractors.
To
the south. the proportion of tractor owners in that sub-sample increases to
40%.
Planting is most commonly done by hand: few farmers reported using
ox-drawn equipment. Given the large acreages (some >5 ha.), some farmers
are occasionally forced to hire la.bour for hand planting--a situation
uncommon in Midveld maize production.
About 50% of the homesteads
reported planting maize prior to cotton. Plant stands are poor, and are the
result of poor soil fertility, cutworms (according to some farmers), and lack
of moisture.
Fertilizer and topdress are applied to cotton by some farmers. About
70% percent report not using fertilizer, while a "high proportion" do not
use topdress (SCSRETP 1984:2).
Weed
production.

management is the most time-consuming task in cotton
Many farmers claim to do one or two inter-row cultivations and
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as many as 3-5 hand weedings.
The large amount of hand labour required
for weeding cotton, farmers relate, occasionally forces producers to abandon
other crops (eg., maize. groundnuts).
The weeding labour is recruited
through hiring or through lilima.
All farmers surveyed complained of the high cost of cotton insecticide
sprays to control pests.
These are applied using family, or, occasionally,
hired labour.
Harvest of cotton begins in March and may continue until June.
About 30% of the farmers interviewed stated that they do only one picking.
They accomplish this by waiting until most of the bolls have opened before
beginning the harvest.
Other farmers claim to do two pickings, depending
on labour availability.
Sixty percent of the farmers interviewed claimed to be self-sufficient
in maize production.
Lack of storage facilities, however, forces some
homesteads to sell to others, usually neighbors.
Farmers claim to allocate
fewer inputs to their maize production than to their cotton crop. This is
due, they feel, to the high risks associated with maize growing in the
relatively arid conditions at Ngcina.
Based on these findings,
the survey
constraints facing farmers in Ngcina. These are:

team

identified

several

1. Cash is a limiting factor for cotton growers and would-be cotton
growers;
2. Labour shortages, which result from the hand method of planting
in both maize and cotton, and the weeding requirements of the
large acreages devoted to cotton; the cotton weeding
requirement often affects the timing and the intensity of
weeding of maize; these bottlenecks are exacerbated by the cash
shortages;
3. Poor soil fertility, and low rates of fertilizer and top dress
application in maize and cotton;
4. Poor plant populations in cotton and maize;
5. The hybrid maize variety used by farmers at Ngcina appears to
be inappropriate for the rainfall conditions there:
6. Drought hazard which affects all crops, but particularly maize.
(SCSRETP 1984:3-4)
In addition, the team identified three principle strategies
farmers to overcome these constraints. These are:

used

1. Stagger planting of crops to spread out the labour demand. and
to minimize drought risk;
2. Limiting the number of weedings of food crops to one, and begin
that weeding when the weeds are knee-high;
3. Inclusion of more drought-tolerant crops, such as sorghum, in
the crop mix.
(SCSRETP 1984:3).

by
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The team suggested the following interventions:

1. Investigate less labour-intensive methods of planting, while
acknowledging the fact that shallow planting is difficult with
the ox-drawn planter;
2. Testing minimum and maximum rates of fertilization for maize and
cotton (appropriate to the area);
3. Introducing short-maturing varieties of maize which would be
less susceptible to drought hazard;
4. The use of herbicides on cotton to reduce the labour constraint;
5. A look at alternative crops: eg., a sorghum variety that is better
able to withstand attack by birds.
(loc. cit.)
In order to gain more information on the details of the cotton
production system and the constraints identified in the informal survey, the
project administered a formal verification survey to 52 farmers in Ngcina
and Mpolonjeni areas of the RDA in June-July, 1984. The survey instrument
was based
upon those used previously during verification surveys
conducted in the Midveld RDA's.
However, since these surveys had
concentrated upon maize cropping practices, it was necessary to add
supplementary questions on cotton production techniques.
This was particularly the case in the area of cotton pest control.
These questions were prepared after consultation with the Cotton
Entomologist stationed at the Lowveld Experiment Station. Questions added
included: time of first spray; spraying procedure; number of sprays for
various pests (eg., bollworms, aphids, red spider mites, jassids, etc.); types
of chemicals used for these sprays; sprayer type; and techniques for
varying of spray rate.
Survey data were collected by a team which included the Malkerns
Research Station (MRS) Rural Sociologist, newly returned from long-term
training, and the MRS Agricultural Economist, prior to his departure for
training.
These data were entered into the AIDA statistical package on
APPLE lIe microcomputers prior to the Ag. Economist's departure for
training in August.
However, several changes in project staff at this time served as a
barrier to the analysis of the survey data.
As mentioned, the MRS
Agricultural Economist departed for training in August, and was unable to
participate in analyzing the data.
Moreover, the Rural Sociologist left the
project in September, ultimately joining the staff of the Division of Research
and Planning of the Ministry at headquarters.
Consequently, the data,
although entered, were never thoroughly analyzed.
The project Socioeconomist--after joining the project in August, 1984-printed out frequencies and histogrammes of the questions pertaining to
cotton prior to the start of the electrodyne on-farm trials. Since they have
not been published heretofore, the frequencies for these variables are
included as an appendix to this paper.
Most farmers surveyed (63%) claim to do two ploughings of their
cotton fields.
The most frequent method of ploughing is tractor: either
owned (33%) or hired (33%).
Seventy-five percent of the farmers stated
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that they apply fertilizer, the most popular type
about 10% claim to topdress their crop.

being 2:3:2(22).

Only

Time of planting is distributed in a pattern similar to that described
by Gaudin(1984).
Most farmers gapfill (77%), and thin (98%), and perform
multiple weedings. Commencement of weeding is late: 71% of those surveyed
begin weeding when the plants are I5cm or higher.
Spraying begins when pests are discovered as a result of scouting.
The modal number of sprays for various pests are:
bollworm-4; aphids-2:
red spider mites-2; jassids-1: and stainers-2. A variety of insecticides are
used to combat these pests (see Appendix).
Farmers generally vary the
rate of spray in a low-early/high-Iate pattern (80%) by changing the amount
of chemical used while holding the amount of water constant (78%).
Backpack sprayers--CP3 and Solo--are the most popular equipment used.
Over half of the farmers stated that water collection for spraying was a
problem.
Farmers hire labour for most operations. Weeding and picking are the
tasks where a farmer is most likely to hire labour.
About 21% of the
farmers surveyed use communal labour, primarily for weeding/thinning.

Diagnostic Stage: Selection of Research Problems
The results from the verification survey served to confirm impressions
gained from analysis of secondary data and from the informal survey.
CoHon farmers faced many of the same problems that confronted maize
producers in the Midveld: poor land preparation, low levels of soil fertility
maintenance, low plant populations, and labour bottlenecks, especially during
weeding (and harvest).
Particularly problematic were cash constraints--the
result of the need for hired labour during weeding and picking, and of
substantial cash outlays to sustain an elaborate programme of spraying of
cotton for control of insect pests.
The project, however, faced a major dilemma: that
of selecting an
appropriate problem (or set of problems) to address with its soon-to-beinstalled on-farm research programme in the Mpolonjeni RDA. The ability of
the project to work on several of the major problem areas in cotton (eg.,
plant breeding, mechanization, weed control) was constrained by a lack of
expertise in these areas. As noted earlier in this paper, many of the local
staff were then away on long-term training. The technical expertise of the
remaining project staff involved in on-farm research was focused on maize
agronomy, horticultural crops, or irrigation agronomy.
At that time, the
major research capability in cotton within the Ministry's Research Division
lay in the area of cotton entomology, which conducted a strong on-station
programme at the Lowveld Experiment Station (LES).
From a practical standpoint, this lack of technical back-up from
commodity research limited the on-farm programme in cotton to work that
could be accommodated with existing research efforts in cotton entomology.
Such an opportunity presented itself to the project at the beginning of the
1984/85 cropping season, when the LES Cotton Entomologist proposed an onfarm evaluation of an ultra-low volume cotton insecticide sprayer using a
sample of farmers from Ngcina.
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Testing Stage: The Electrodyne On-Farm Trial
The electrodyne is a battery-operated ultra-low volume sprayer.
It
consists of a long, hollow handle into which are inserted size D batteries.
These batteries power a device that creates an electric low-voltage field at
the head of the sprayer.
The insecticide is contained in a bottle which is
fitted to the sprayer head, and inverted so that the chemical drips from the
bottle's nozzle across the electric field. The interaction between the drops
and the electric field creates a mist of droplets which cover the leaves of
the plants when the electrodyne is held above the cotton as the operator
proceeds, down the rows.
The electrodyne sprayer possesses several advantages over other
types of hand-held sprayers currently used by SNL farmers..
The
technology requires no additional water for mixing with the insecticide.
This means that farmers need not haul water from wells and streams for
spraying.
Also, the electrodyne sprayer is lightweight: the operator does
not carry a 20 liter tank of spray mixture on his or her back during
application, as is the case with the knapsack sprayer. Since the insecticide
is pre-mixed, the correct spray rate can be applied with greater ease.
The on-farm evaluation of the electrodyne sprayer was a direct result of
several years' testing of the sprayer by the Cotton Entomologist at the
Lowveld Experiment Station. The on-station trials sought to determine rates
of active ingredient and the number of swath width rows for optimal pest
control. The results of the 1984/85 on-station electrodyne trials are
presented in Table 4. The trial evaluated control of bollworm by 3% and 6%
solutions of cypermethrin. Two electrodyne rates--a high rate of 33g
a.i.,and a low rate of 17g a.i.-- at various swath widths were tested
against a control treatment which used a knapsack sprayer.
From these data, the Cotton Entomologist concluded that:
The overall results of the trial support those of last season
(1983/84). The performance of 17g a.i. per hectare of
cypermethrin applied with a two row swath was marginal even
under conditions of low bollworm attack. 33g a.i. applied with a
three row swath early in the season gave higher damage levels
than narrower swaths, but this did not affect the yield, and the
3-2 row swath warrants further evaluation ...a rate of 33g a.i. per
hectare of cypermethrin is too high when applied with the
Electrodyne. Since formulations with a four or five per cent
active ingredient concentration will not be commercially available,
the 17g a.i. one row treatment offers a viable alternative, although
the advantage of reduced spraying time will be lost.
(Treen 1984:23).

The farmer evaluation of the electrodyne sprayer was conducted
during the 1984-85 cropping season with a sample of twenty homesteads
randomly selected and assigned to treatment groups from the members of
the cotton cooperative at Ngcina.
The purpose of the trial was to assess
the effectiveness of the electrodyne sprayer under farmers' conditions and
farmers' acceptance of the spraying method.
In addition, the project
wished to obtain information on levels of labour and input use by cotton
farmers at Ngcina.
The trial was designed to evaluate
the sprayer under
conditions.
Thus, farmers were requested to follow their normal
practices during the course of the trial. The sample was divided
groups: ten homesteads using the electrodyne on 1-2 hectares
cotton holdings, and ten homesteads using backpack sprayers on

farmers'
cropping
into two
of their'
a similar
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acreage.
Homesteads were supplied with either electrodyne sprayers, or
knapsack sprayers fitted with hand lances.
However, the number of
electrodyne users who remained in the experiment was nine. giving a total
of nineteen homesteads who fully participated in the trial.
At the beginning of the trial, the project and the Entomology section
conducted a meeting of members of the Ngcina cooperative to explain the
trial and to select the sample.
The Cotton Entomology staff explained the
purpose of the trial and demonstrated the electrodyne sprayer to those
attending( 4).
The project staff explained the purpose of the labour and
input surveys. and administered a cooperator farmer selection questionnaire
to obtain general information on cultural practices, and farmers' willingness
to participate in the trial. The sample was chosen from the list of farmers
provided by the cooperative and the local extension agent. Throughout the
trial period, the extension worker enthusiastically assisted the researchers
in all aspects of data collection, and with establishing rapport between
farmers and researchers.
Data collection consisted of two parts: yield and pest count data
collected by the Cotton Entomology section of LES. and a labour and input
use survey conducted 'by a project Research Assistant and a Peace Corps
Volunteer. The Cotton Entomologist has described the design of the spray
and pest count aspects of the trial in his annual report for 1984-85.
Two sample areas of 100 square meters were marked out in each
field for recording pest data and Yields ... In order to avoid any
possible differences in spray frequency between the two groups
of farmers due to differences in the cost of each method, the
Electrodyne formulations were charged to the farmer on the same
cost per hectare basis as the insecticide used by the knapsack
farmers. Insecticides supplied Electrodyne farmers were
cypermethrin for bollworm control. pirimicarb (later carbosulfan)
for aphids, and dicofol for red spider mite. A two row swath was
used for application. The knapsack farmers used cypermethrin
for bollworm control and dimethoate for aphids and red spider
mite .... Each farmer was visited once every two weeks by
Entomology Section staff to record pest levels, and to weigh
cotton data picked from the sample plots during harvesting.
(Treen 1984:24).
The labour and input utilization survey consisted of weeklY interviews
with farmers, commencing in early December, to obtain information on cotton
production practices.
Farmers were asked to recall the number of hours
spent in production activities on the homestead's holdings since the last
visit. For each activity recalled, labour was divided in categories of adult
male, adult female, and children under 14 years coming from the homestead,
coming from exchange relationships with other homesteads, or hired by the
homestead.
Total hours recruited through communal labour parties (lilima)
were also recorded.
Other information in addition to labour hours was obtained on each
activity.
This included: the type of equipment used in the activity (eg.,
plow, planter, hoe), the source of power for the equipment (tractor, oxen,
hand), the type of input used (seed, fertilizer, insecticide), the unit of
measure, and the amount.
The weekly interviews continued until the
harvest was completed.
In some cases, this meant that interviewing
continued into July, 1985. The project staff also measured fields for most
of the homesteads participating in the trial.
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Table 5. Electrodyn Farler Evaluation
"ean Yields and Pest Counts per Pant

Sprayer Type Used

Yld.Seed Husks perAlerican Red
Spiny
Flared Aphid
Cotton .etre
8ollMor. BollMor. BollMor. Squares Grade
kgl ha of rOM Larvae Larvae Larvae

Red Spide
l1ite

Grade

Electrodyn

1348

18.7

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.08

. 1.53

0.74

Knapsack

1431

18.4

0.15

0.04

0.01

0.14

0.85

0.76

Source: Treen 1984 - Table 10

At the conclusion of the trials, the Entomology section and the project
staff conducted farmers' assessments of the technology at a meeting of the
Ngcina cooperative.
Results of the trial indicated that the electrodyne was an effective
and acceptable method of insecticide spray for SNL cotton farmers.
Yield
and pest count data collected by the Entomologists are presented in Table
5.
"Aphids were common early in the season and almost all of the first
sprays were against this pest" (Treen 1984:24).
The Cotton Entomologist
reported that most farmers had an exaggerated fear of aphids. that
pirimicarb was not liked by the electrodyne farmers due to its slow action.
and that farmers appeared to be satisfied with the performance of the
(electrodyne) sprayer (IBID: 24-26).
Using input data supplied by the labour and input survey, the Cotton
Entomologist calculated the number of sprays applied by the two groups.
For aphids. the electrodyne group applied on average two sprays (the
amount of pirimicarb supplied with the sprayer), while knapsack users
sprayed 2.3 times.
Electrodyne users ran short of the chemical, resulting
in higher aphid grades for this group (Treen 1984:25). Some used knapsack
sprayers to control aphids until they were again supplied with the
electrodyne chemicals.
For bollworms, the electrodyne group sprayed with
cypermethrin an average of 2.6 times, compared to 2.7 times for knapsack
sprayers.
This similarity in the number of sprays was unexpected as it had
been assumed that the electrodyne farmers would spray more
frequently due to ease of use of the machine. The Electrodyne
farmers did, however, start spraying slightly earlier. It would
appear from the available data that both groups of farmers
applied the correct amount of insecticide at each spray. Bollworm
larvae and damage levels were lower in the Electrodyne sprayed
fields than in knapsack sprayed. This better control could
explain why the electrodyne farmers did not apply as many sprays
as expected ... The two methods gave similar (yield) results for both
Electrodyne and knapsack sprayed fields.
(Treen 1984:26).
Data on cypermethrin spraying for bollworm on the homestead's entire
cotton holdings over the course of the trial period is depicted in Figure 6.
For homesteads using the electrodyne sprayer,
this includes
both
electrodyne and backpack sprays The recommended rate of 33g a.i. per
hectare per spray is shown as a straight line(5).
When viewed from the perspective of the whole enterprise, farmers
appear to be under spraying their cotton throughout most of the season--
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an observation consistent with the findings of other researchers (eg.,
Sterkenberg and Testerink 1982).
This can be explained in part by the
large acreages cultivated by some farmers (range= .92-18.41 ha.).
With a
system of scouting, it is possible that farmers spray the correct amounts on
only those fields where infestation exceeds thresholds. Another explanation
might be that farmers in the trial allocated the majority of their cotton
spraying only to those areas which were monitored by researchers.
In
either event, application rales, in general, were low.
Labour per hectare employed in cotton spraying by both groups over
the season is shown in Figure 7. From both graphs. it is clear that. when
compared to homesteads using knapsack sprayers only. those homesteads
with an electrodyne sprayer began spraying earlier (Figures 6 & 7).
devoted more hours per hectare to the task of spraying (Figure 7), and
sustained higher rates of application throughout most of the season (Figure
6). These findings suggest that the electrodyne sprayer may contribute to
more intensive management of pest control at the level of the entire cotton
enterprise.
Farmer assessments revealed general farmer satisfaction with
electrodyne sprayer. Treen summarizes their comments:
1. All preferred the electrodyne to the knapsack because of no
water, light to carry. and no mixing of chemicals;
2. The length of the handle (1.75m.) was acceptable; the trailing
wire caused no problems; there was no worry about the
sprayer's ceasing to operate during spraying as the spray
cloud could be easily seen;
3. All farmers discharged the sprayer at the end of each row; the
sprayer was turned at body level at the end of each swath due
to risk of facial contamination with insecticide when turning
over the head;
4. Two farmers received electric shocks when removing debris from
the nozzle; neither felt this to be a serious problem;
5. Half the farmers were concerned about the inability to repair
possible breakdowns, but felt this was not a problem if the
sprayer were guaranteed for the first year;
6. Pest control was in general thought to be similar to that
obtained with a knapsack sprayer; thE-re was dissatisfaction with
aphid control due to the slow action of pirimicarb;
7. The electrodyne was safer to use than a knapsack sprayer as
the sealed bottles were safer with children; all farmers
complained of eye irritation from insecticides.
8. All farmers preferred a two row to a possible one row swath; one
farmer noted that coverage would be better with a one row
swath.
(Treen 1984:27)

The Cotton Entomologist concluded that:
... the sprayer is suitable for farmer use and would be readily
accepted. However. certain problems remain with the system. The
range of cotton insecticides is extremely lirr.ited ... The formulations
of cypermethrin and pirimicarb do not contain suitable amounts of

the
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chemical, while the dicofol formulation destroys part of the
nozzle ...However, as a result of trials at the Experiment Station,
and of the response of the Ngcina farmers, the Electrodyne has
been recommended for farmer use.
(Treen 1984:28).
The labour and input survey provided additional insights into the
cotton production system at Ngcina. Table 7 presents the characteristics of
the sample homesteads.
Homesteads varied considerably in size and
composition. Homesteads averaged 10.68 persons in size, with slightly over
five adults as homestead members.
Eleven of the nineteen homesteads in
the sample consisted of a single household.
Four of the homesteads
contained non-kin members who worked as agricultural labourers.
The patterns of labour allocation to various tasks in cotton production
at Ngcina showed interesting similarities and differences when compared to
similar data on maize farmers collected in Northern, Mahlangatsha, and
Central RDA's the same year.
Figure 8 shows the percent of total hours
contributed by males, females, and children in Midveld maize and Ngcina
cotton.
Women supply about half the labour for both crops.
There are
several reasons for the greater relative contribution of adult males to
cotton production.
As a cash crop, cotton provides a potentially higher
source of income through either commercial farming(6) or wage labour than
does maize.
In maize, male labour is most often found in the more
mechanized tasks of land preparation, planting (especially using ox-drawn
equipment), and inter-row cultivation. However, men do participate actively
in weeding and picking cotton, particularly as hired labourers.
Figure 9 shows a striking difference in the origin of the labour
employed in the production of the two crops.
Nearly 90% of the maize
labour from the Midveld sample is recruited from within the homestead. The
small amount of hired labour used is most often that of tractors hired to
plough fields in the Spring. By contrast, hired labour accounts for nearly
half of the total labour budget for cotton.
Substantial amounts of this
hired labour are allocated to weeding and picking.
These patterns are
consistent with the findings of the diagnostic surveys in both the Midveld
and at Mpolonjeni.
The allocation of labour to various tasks for Midveld maize and Ngcina
cotton producers for 1984-85 is shown in Figure 10.
The tasks are:
ploughing/planting (PIP), weeding/thinning (Wd), inter-row cultivation (CIt).
insect and pest control (In), and harvest (Bv).
Weeding and harvest
account for the majority of the labour allocated to both maize and cotton.
The slight difference between the two crops is understandable. since fewer:
.. total hours are devoted, on average, to maize than to cotton in
the samples: thus, other activities, (eg., land preparation. planting,
cultivation) contribute proportionately more (to the tota1).
Harvesting cotton, furthermore, involves multiple pickings, thus
increasing the amount of time spent (in that activity).
(Curry 1985).
As can be determined from the graph, about one percent of total
labour is spent on insect control in both maize and cotton. Although the
system of scouting and spraying is more elaborate for cotton than for
maize. nevertheless, cotton farmers spend a relatively small amount of time
controlling pests when compared to their weeding and harvest activities(7).
Such findings served to remind project researchers that, in addition
to pest control, there were other significant leverage points in the cotton
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production system which should be addressed.
At the conclusion of
the trials, project researchers noted that:
.. the information gained from the labour and input study suggests
that a substantial bottleneck in dryland cotton production may
exist in hand weeding, rather than with insecticide spray
application. Future work in cotton by the Cropping Systems
Project should perhaps include investigation of cotton herbicides
as an extension of the program already begun with dryland
cultivation of maize. During the 1985-86 season, the project will
investigate cotton herbicide use in a series of on-station trials.
These trials are a direct result of information gained from the
labor and input use surveys at Ngcina.
(Curry 1985).
Prior to the 1985-86 season, research in weed management was
hampered by a lack of a suitable cotton herbicide which did not need to be
incorporated into the soil at ploughing. During the 1985 Winter season, two
non-incorporated cotton herbicides were located(8).
These products
provided the project with a technology that could potentially address the
weeding labour bottleneck--a serious system constraint identified by the
diagnostic and labour surveys.
In 1984-85, the MRS Weed Agronomist began on-station screening of
cotton herbicides.
These trials were continued the- following season, and
were supplemented with on-farm trials in cotton-producing areas of
Mpolonjeni, Northern and Sandleni-Luqolweni RDA's.
Pre-emergence band
applications of the herbicides Dual and Cotogard were tested on farmers'
fields for two seasons (1985-86, 1986-87).
Dry weather after the herbicide application caused failure of the
product to control weeds in both years. For this reason, no on-farm cotton
yield data or weed counts were obtained. Because this happens frequently
in the Lowveld and Dry Middleveld cotton-production areas, an incorporated
herbicide, less susceptible to dry weather problems, needs to be tested.
The absence of the MRS Weed Agronomist, who was sent for M.Sc. training
in 1987, has forced the postponement of further efforts in weed control
research in cotton.
Figurl 10.
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Entomology Section in its initial on-farm research at Ngcina.
A data on a
variety of topics, ranging from labour hours to pest counts, were collected
on farmers' fields, demonstrating a close collaboration between the stationbased commodity, and on-farm researchers.
Although problems remained with the technology, the results of the
on-farm evaluation--particularly the farmers' assessments--prompted the
Cotton Entomologist to recommend the electrodyne for extension to farmers.
A campaign to extend the sprayer in the Ngcina area was planned for the
1985-86 season. The project was not involved at this stage of the process.
The extension campaign was halted prior to the start to the 1985-86
season when the manufacturer could not supply either the limited range of
available chemicals (a problem discussed by the Cotton Entomologist in his
report) or the sprayer itself.
Farmer reaction to cancellation of the
extension campaign was swift and hostile.
This caused considerable
problems for on-farm research at Ngcina: nearly half of the cooperator
farmers there refused to continue with on-farm research the following
season.
At the end of the electrodyne evaluation, the project redirected its
efforts at Ngcina to other aspects of cotton production and to the food crop
component of the cropping system.
The Weed Agronomist began work with
cotton herbicides both on-station and on-farm, partly in response to results
from the labour survey in 1984-85. Maize and sorghum varieties have been
tested on farm at Mpolonjeni in recent cropping seasons. These trials can
be viewed as efforts by the project to make improvements in the food crop
component of the cropping system--efforts that directly address the
findings and recommendations of the Mpolonjeni informal surveys.
Several lessons can be learned from the electrodyne sprayer
evaluation.
These are in the areas of a) problem identification and
selection, b) commodity/FSR linkages, c) research/extension linkages.
The diagnostic stage of the FSR/E. process identified and ranked a
wide range of problems amenable to research. However, the project did not
follow this order of priority, due to the lack of technical expertise available
from commodity research in cotton and sorghum at that time. Consequently,
the project chose to assist the Cotton Entomologist with the electrodyne
evaluation.
When the technology (cotton herbicides) became available for
evaluation, the project was able to address another leverage point in the
cotton production system (labour bottleneck at weeding) with expertise
(weed management) gained through experience with another crop (maize).
This illustrates how FSR is an iterative process, oscillating between farmer
and researcher, field and test plot, to identify and solve farmers' problems.
The example further points out the limits to which diagnostic field
research can direct technology development.
If appropriate technical
expertise for a given commodity/cropping system is unavailable, the FSR
method cannot in and of itself provide solutions to the farmers' problems it
identifies.
Such an observation suggests another lesson to be learned in the area
of commodity/FSR linkages.
These linkages must be strong in order for
technology generation and extension to be successful.
These linkages are
strongest when the commodity and the on-farm research are carried out by
the same person or team, rather than by separate sections of a research
programme.
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Prior to the on-farm evaluation, the Cotton Entomologist hypothesized
that the ease of use of the electrodyne sprayer would prompt farmers to
apply more sprays than they ordinarily would with the backpack sprayer.
This hypothesis was perhaps in part based on an assumption that cotton
farmers, as cash-oriented producers, will maximize their spray programme
by reallocating the spray labour saved into additional sprays.
The finding that electrodyne users sprayed fewer times than the
knapsack users surprised the entomologist.
The benefit of the electrodyne
lay not in more frequent sprays, as the entomologist assumed, but rather
earlier' sprays, and, perhaps, better control of cotton pests.
This
characteristic of SNL farmers to utilize improved technology to accomplish
their target levels of production rather than to increase production per se
has been observed among maize producers by the project and others
(Freund and Maphalala 1984; Low 1982,1986).
Results from on-farm research, based on actual farmers' conditions
often challenges assumptions and conclusions derived from station-based
research.
As this case demonstrates, on-farm research improves, rather
replaces station-based commodity research. and, thus. is indispensable in
the technology generation/dissemination process.
The failure of the extension campaign provides a painful. but useful
lesson.
The cause of the failure--inability of the manufacturer to supply
the technology--was external. and clearly beyond the control of the
entomologist and extension staff.
However, it does underscore the fact
farmers must be capable of acquiring the technology in a timely fashion
before that technology can be successfully extended.
The anger of the farmers and the effect this had on subsequent onfarm research illustrates the close interconnections that exist between
research and extension at the field level.
Problems in one have palpable
effects upon the other.
The example serves as a reminder that close
coordination is necessary at the field level to ensure success in both onfarm research and extension endeavors.
Thus, the principal lesson to be learned from the electrodyne sprayer
evaluation is that of integration.
Both commodity-based technical expertise
and a farmer-oriented adaptive research perspective must be integrated in
order to identify and select appropriate problems for research, and to
screen technologies that can solve these problems. Such collaboration must
be maintained throughout the diagnostic and testing stages. Integration of
research and extension is essential for ensuring that the technology
becomes available to the farmer.
It is only through this form of closer
integration of research (both on-station and on-farm) and extension that
farmers' problems will be identified. and solved.
Footnotes

1. Gaudin's fertilization systems, and the labels used in the figure
are as follows:
1. No fertilization: No Fert
2. Kraal manure only: +K
3. Kraal manure and basal: +K+B
4. Kraal manure and basal and topdress: +K+B+T
5. Basal application only: +B
6. Basal and topdress: +B+T
7. Kraal manure and topdress: +K+T
8. Topdress only: +T
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2. In addition to research officers. the informal survey teams often
included: research recorders. research assistants. Peace Corps
volunteers. and extension workers.
3. The problem of attack by birds in sorghum was exacerbated.
farmers related, by a labour shortage of available school-aged
children to scare the birds when the sorghum heads ripen.
4. The Cotton Entomology Section was aided in the task of
explaining the electrodyne technology to farmers in attendance
since another type of ULV sprayer had been introduced several
years ago. In fact, one farmer brought one of the old ULV
units to the meeting to show the entomologist.
5. The rate of 33g.a.i. used in the figure was chosen since it was
the then-standard rate of application of cypermethrin using
backpack sprayers. The LES Cotton Entomologist has used this
rate as controls for his on-station trials. While being aware of
the entomologist's observation that this rate is too high for an
electrodyne sprayer, we have used this figure for want of
another. recommended. rate. Thus. the data in the figure may
overestimate the degree to which farmers are under-applying
cypermethrin to control bollworm.
6. For operational definitions of "commercial". "semi-commercial".
and "non-commercial" SNL farmers. see Testerink (1984).
7. This is not to imply that spraying to control cotton pests is a
trivial matter because is occupies so little of farmers' time. We
are suggesting here that there are other very important
constraints in the production system, especially regarding
weeding labour, which serve to limit the ability of farmers to
increase production.
8. Discussions between the project socioeconomist and the project
agronomist during the course of the 1984-85 season regarding
the preliminary findings of the labour survey alerted the team
to the need to address the weeding labour bottleneck. This
need encouraged the agronomist and the MRS Weed Agronomist
to investigate the availability of non-incorporated cotton
herbicides prior to the start of the 1985-86 season.
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The reader should be aware that there are several
problems with the frequencies listed in this apendix.
Consistency of response between related questions is, in
some cases, poor.
For example, on page 1, 46 farmers
responded that they used no topdress on cotton on variable
10. However, 51 farmers identified the type of topdress
they use on their cotton on variable II!
Such
inconsistencies are commOn in this data set, and probably
reflect poor design of the original questionnaire and/or
poor interview technique on the part of the enumerator.
These difficulties make the use of inferential statistical
techniques leg., crosstabulations) difficult to apply.
In
light of these problems, the Socioeconomist decided to
limit the use of the data to simple description of the
frequencies of the variables--frequencies reported here in
this Appendix

,

As was mentioned in the paper, these data were never
fully analyzed, due to the departure of the MRS
Agricultural Economist and Rural Sociologist in August and
September, 1984, respectively.
In preparation for the
electrodyn on-farm evaluation, the Cropping Systems
Project's Socioeconomist printed out the frequencies,
percentaqes and histoqrammes of the cotton variables for
himself and the LES Cotton Entomologist in order to gain a
general impression of the situation at Ngcina.
This
information was useful in constructing the farmer
information questionnaire and the labour and input use
survey protocol for Ngcina.

Appended to this paper are the frequencies for the
cotton variables which were collected as part of the formal
verification survey conducted in the Mpolonjeni RDA in
June-July, 1984.
The responses recorded on the original
survey questionnaires were coded and entered in the AIDA
statistical package on Apple lIe microcomputers at the
Malkerns Research Station by members of the Rural Sociology
and AgriCUltural Economics Sections.

Appendix: Mpolonjeni/Ngcina Verification Survey Frequencies on Cotton Variables
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In commenting on the difference in time spent in spraying between
the two types of sprayers, the presenters noted that the study was unable
to make a clear difference between spraying and collecting water. This was
due to the fact that farmers in Ngcina collect the water used in cotton
spraying at the same time they collect water for household
use.
Consequently, it was impossible to estimate the amount of time saved
procuring water by electrodyne use.
In some cases, this would be
negligible, since some farmers transport water to the homestead in oil drums
using tractors.
More important, the presenters argued, were other results of the trial.
Pest counts were lower in the plots sprayed with the electrodyne sprayer.
Although there were no significant yield differences, farmers using the
electrodyne sprayer stated they were pleased because of the lower water
requirements.
One discussant asked about the costs of the respective sprayers. The
electrodyne is estimated to cost about E50.00 per hectare more than the
knapsack sprayer.
The convenience of the sprayer, however, appears to
outweigh the additional costs. Farmers stated that they would be willing to
pay the additional cost in order to be able to use the sprayer in their
cotton production.
The discussion then focused upon adoption of the technology.
One
participant asked which farmers were able to see the value of the sprayer
sooner than others in the study. The participants replied that farmers had
already been aware of a similar technology prior to the study through
previous attempts to introduce ultra-low volume sprayers into the area.
One farmer even brought an older model of the ULV sprayer to the original
meeting with the community! For Ngcina, the electrodyne sprayer would not
represent a significant technological change. Thus, the issue of variation in
willingness to adopt the technology could not be address by the current
study.
This prompted a question from extension as to "how long we must wait
before we make adoption statements."
In the case of the electrodyne
sprayer, the answer lies not with research, but with .extension.
The
presenters replied that, as noted in the presentation, extension efforts to
disseminate the technology to Ngcina farmers the following cropping season
failed when the supplier could furnish neither the sprayers nor the
chemicals.
The National Subject Matter Specialist for Cotton pointed out
that there is currently a long list of cotton farmers waiting for electrodyne
sprayers.
Farmers were very angry when the extension demonstration
programme was cancelled at the last minute.
An anger, Curry pointed out,
vented upon the on-farm researchers who, as a consequence, lost cooperator
farmers for trials and surveys in 1985-86.
The paper received criticism on its inability to present yield
differences in the trial data.
Someone suggested that the data presented
does not allow for differences between early-planted and late-planted
cotton.
Had this been taken into consideration, he contended, the results
would have shown that the early crop would have produced a higher yield.
More importantly, the presentation failed, according to one critic, to explain
why there was no yield difference between the electrodyne and backpack
sprayed fields.
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Preface
The t'10AC end The United Stetes Agenc~ for Internelional Development
(USA ID) contrElcted the College of Agri culture} Tl1e Pennsyl vani fj Stete
University (P5U) in conjuclion witl1 The 5cl100l of Agriculture end Home
Economics, Tennessee Stale University (TSU) to carry out the Swaziland
Cr-opping Systems Research and Extension Training Project (SCSRET). TIle
Project was irnplerrlent.ed in 1982 and will be phased out in September-,
1988. The g08l of the Project according to tt18 1987-8B SCSRET Annual
¥/orkplan is ..... to increase the economic viability of the Swazi Netion Umd
from a subsistence to e commercial besis." Swezi Netion L8nlj (SNL) is
controlled by His Majesty King Mswati III end administered by local chiefs.
It is characterized by smell scale farming and is largely subsistent. To
increase the economic Viability of farming on SNL and to enhance the 'y'v'8llbeing of homestead farm families, six major objectives were defined to
focus on the three interrelated components namely research, extension
treining, and agricultural information. The objective tt1at is relt3ted to tt18
text of this paper is:
.
"To use the appropril:lte methods end materiels to incr86se the
effectiveness of theagriculturel information that is underst.andable and
relevant to the Swazi farmer and to enhance tile orQaniz8tion effectiveness
.
of tt18 Inf orrnati on Secti on on the ~10AC."

·I·P;;·pe·r···p·re·se-ri"te-a·····;;"f·lfie····S·w·;;·zII;;·nrfF arming Systems Research and Extension Workshop, March 1-4, 1988.
Nhlangano, Swaziland. The research on which this paper is based was funded jointly.by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives of Swaziland and the United States Agency for InternatIonal Development.
zJaGles Diamond, Extension Training Specialist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training
Project, The Pennsylvania State University.
3Donald Hlophe and Rodgers H. Matsebula, Agricultural Officers, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of
Swaziland.
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I ntroducU on
V1'riting is one of ttle most important mettlOds of communication. It is
not on lye meens of presenti ng ones thoughts, idees, end i nformeti on "of the
rnoment} .. but a technique of recording and preserving them for tile future
(Spe'.. . en} 1971). Writing has been an important method of communication for
centuries in the Kingdom' of Swaziland. There are throughout the Kingdom
many well-preserved ancient ceve peintings creeted by bushmen ertists.
These artists have clearly depicted their thoughts, ideas} end information
"of tile moment... Archaeologicel evidence suggests that there is little doubt
thet the art is e system of communi cali on. When 6rti sts throughout the
history of m6nkindh6ve peinted or- engreved, ttley fwve expressed end
communicated tllemselves to oUiers (Woodhouse, 1978). Therefore} it is not
surprising that Swazi Agricultural Extension Worf(ers seem to perceive
printed media as atl important. end reliable source of technical agricultural
information for the Swazi Nation Land (SNL) farmers.

Swazll ands Agricultural Extension I nformatlon Needs
The agriculture) development strategy for the Kingdom of Swaziland is
aimed towards achieving self-sufficiency in food production with the
overell objective of improving the well-being of the Swaz.i People (Mamba}
1966). To implement thi s strategy} an eff ecti ve Extensi on program withi n
the Ministry of Agriculture and Coopen3tives (MOAC) is essential for the
transfer and adoption of rnodern agriCUltural technology t-equit-ed by tlle
Nat ions fermers.
.
TIle information found to be needed by ttle S\Nazi Extension Field
Officers should be practical} current, proven . and loce1ly re1event.
According to MOAC Agriculturel Officer (Informetion), ..... the Extension Field
Officers \·vent specific items of informetion that are srlort end to the point
rather than lengthy books or other printed materiels." Verbal feedback from
the Extension Field Officers indicetes Hley prefer- not to spend much of the'ir
time searching through lengttiy literature for relevant information.
To address tti8se needs, ttle MOAC Information and Extension Treining
Sections in cooperation viith the SCSRET Project tleve designed tile Field
Support Guide (FSG) concept of pr'jnted media that focuses on specific,
practical} and up-to-,jete topics. Tile FSG concept empf-Iflsizes Hie
development of short end to ttle point publications tbet er-e easy to read,
proven, and local] y relevant.
Pri nted Medi a
TIle term print.ed nleljje is used to inclUde tllose cor-nt-nunicCltion
tecl-Illiques Ulat rely principa11ld on combinations of prinf.e,j v·.. on1s end
pictur-es (Sv'o:mson, 1984). There ar-e many broed and creative V'/fllp that
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printed media can be used to convey informetion to specific aUdiences. The
FSG published by the SWl:lziland Ministry of Agriculture and Coopen~tives
(MOAC) are considered printed media because e combination of printed
words, 1i ne drawi ngs, and tables are used to communi cate research-based
technical agricultural information to Extension Field Officers. The
EX,tension Field Officers then convey the informl:ltion to SNL farmers by
usi ng a vari ety of teachi n9 methods.
Purpose
The purpose of thi s paper is to di scuss the process bei ng used by tlie
t'lOAC to develop new Field Support Guides for Extension Field Officers in
Swaziland. Field testing is an integral part of the deveiopmental process. A
summary of the data colJec~.ed from ten (10) FSG's are shown on table 1.
The Process of Deyeloping Field Support Guides
FSG Objectives
The MOAC Extension and Infor-mati on Sections, in cooperali on with tIie
SCRSET Project, implemented in 1966 an extensive program for developing,
publishing, and distr-ibuting a series of FSG's for Extension Field Officers in
Swaziland. The four pr'imary objectives of the FSG's are:
1. To pl-ovide e means
, of disseminating accurate research-based
infonnetion to Swazi Nation Land fanners tlirough E;:tension Field
Offi cers.
2. To be a source of reference m1:lt.erials for Ext.ension Field Officers.
3. To be a form of in-service training for E>:tension Field Officers.
4. To be a source of instructional materials for special farmer training
prograrns.
Targeted Audience
Tfle targeted audi ence for U-18 Fi e1d Support Gui des are Sv·.. azi Extensi on
Fi e1d Offi cers. Each Extensi on Fi e1d· Offi C81- tlas at Ieast one or two years of
general agriculture education from the Univesity of SwazilandlLuyengo
Campus before entering the ci'..'il service as Extension Fiellj Officers. In
recent years, some in-service training has been prOVided to supplement
tl"leir formal traininq.
I dent ifyl ng Topi cs
",~/hen preparing print.ed m8 ljia, it is jlnpar-t.ent to constantly keep the
target audience in mind (Swanson, Behrens, Evens, 1964). The intent of tile
t"lOAC is t.o produce FSG's Uiat fJddress speci fi c t.opi cs ref] eet i ng tlie
e>:pressed needs of t.lle Extension Field Officers. MetllOd~ employed to
identif~ relevant topics include:
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1. NetionaJ SUbject I'letter Specielist.s (NSMS) sUbmit. topics tt1et ere
besed on feedback received from Extension Field Officers, District
SUbject Metter Speciel1ists, and Project Memlgers.
2. ReseBrch Offi eers suggest to pi cs based on results ell1d cone1usi ons
from both on-steti on end on-farm research tri a1 s.
3. Extension Field Officer surveys conducted by MOAC Information end
Extensi on Trei ni ng Sect ions i denti fy needed topi cs.
4. Individuals from agri-business enter-prises suggest topics that
address private sector needs.
5. Experts from other unnor agency projects or progrems submit idees
for FSG besed upon their project needs, stUdy results, or field
experi ences.
Authors
The MOAC has the professional responsibility to ensure thet all of it's
printed media published for Extension Field Officers is eccurete, technically
correct, and up-t.o-date. The Agricu1ture1 Officer (Information) is
responsible for neming the per50n(s) who heve the knowledge, training,
experience, end writ'ing capability to Ijevelop a FSG manuscript. In
consultation with Bppropriate ~'IOAC personnel, the Agricultural Officer
(lnformetion) identifies end revieY'y's the qualifications of people who would
be ellgib1e to address the selected topic. Besed upon this process and
criter-ia, one or more authors ere named and requested to write 8 rmmuscript
on U18 topi c. Writing FSG's is consi dered to be a part of Hie author's job
descr-iption. Hence, no remuneration is offered for performance of this
servi ce for tt1e MOAC.
Writ i ng the Drflft Mflnuscri pt
The eutt10rs researcfl, organize, outline, end 'y'yTite the first dreft. The
hend-written first dreft is submittelj to Hie Informetion Section Director,
\Nhose steff use word processing programs to enter the manuscript onto a
microcomputer dislc. The necessarw illustnitions, Qraplls, or cl1arts selected
bW.- the autl1or(s) ere 'included in tile te>(1.. Most of the illustrations, charts
i'3nd qrephs ere developed on Hie microcomputer. A 11erdcoPW of the
manuscript is then printed for revision by the Information Section steff Clnd
ij u t Ii 0 r( s).

-

-

-

Revisions
The menuscript is edited and is refen-ed beck to tl18 author(s). TIle autlior(s)
review U1e nianuscr-ipt lJnd make necessary eljitor-ial ct1anges. It is then
resutlmited to U'te Informet ion Secti on. TI1e revi 5i ons I3re entered onto the
microcomputer disk and e tlerdcop~ is printed Tv·;entlJ (20) "dumm~" copies
of the nev'.. F~3G are print.f?d e:1d Cl':,?Omt,1 ed for fjeiij t.e-sting.
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Field Testing
The primary goal of the field testing process is to eva1u6te new FSG's
before they are publislled. TIle specific objectives of the field testing
process are:
1. To determine how Extension Field Officers perceive the usefulness
of the FSG.
2. To identify unforeSeel"i shortcomings in the FSG's.
3. To obtai n suggestions from Extensi on Fi e1 d Offi cers for ways to
enhence the usefulness end quality of FSG's.
A si xteen ( 16) item evol Uelt ion instrument was developed by e Pene I of
Experts to meesure how tile Extensi on Trei ni ng Offi cers percei ved the FSG's
(adljendum A). The Pene1 of Experts wer-e selected from the MOAC Extensi on
Training and Informatlon Sections I3nd Melkerns Research Station. Thirteen
items \.yere followed by a five-point (5) likert-type scale with one (1)
i ndi cati ng "strong1 y agree;" two (2) i ndi ceti ng "agree;" three (3) i ndi cali ng
"undecided;" four (4) indicating "disagree;" anlj five (5) indicating "strongly
disagree." An additional ttlree (3) open-ended questions were included on
the evaluation instrument.
"Dummy" copi es of the Fi eI d Support Gui de ere ttiken into the fi e1d to tin
intact group of Extension Field Officers attending a fortnightly tr-aining
meeti ng. The steps for the fi eI d testi ng procedure are:
Step 1. The researcller- is placed on the meeti ng agenda. Dur-i ng tlie
meeting, Extension Field Officers ere given brief instructions
and a "ijummy" coPy of tile neyl( FSG.
Step 2. Ttle sUbjects reed t.he "dummy" copy in its ent i rety.
step 3. After ell the SUbjects have completed reading the "dummy"
copy, they ere given e coPY of the eveluation instrument. Both
ot-a1 and 'y'v'ritten instructions on 110\,'y' to complete tile
instrument ere given. Sufficient time is /3llotted to cornplete
it. When the SUbjects tHive completed responding to 011 the
.
items, Ule instruments are collected.
Step 4. Tt"le reseer-cher revi ews tile "durnr-ny copy" \Ni ttl Uie sub j eets to
obtein edditionel oral feedback.
Step 5. A descriptive research method is used with Ule delta collected
tllrOUgh the dissemination of fI questionnaire designed to
ascertain attitudes as prescibed in tile stUdy's objectives. Tile
purpose of the fi e1d test i nq eff Ot-t is descri pt i ve and not to
'infer enyUling beyond the dete collected. Aritllrnetic mean
scores find standard de'·/iations were 11Bnd celcu1eted at Uie
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives end y,/ere used in
U-18se \'vays:
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a. To identify Sllortcomings or tile FSG before publishing
.fi ne] drafts.
b. To meke revisions for the fine] draft copy.
c. To identify whet the Extension Field Officers liked best
ebout the FSG's.
d. To identify what the Extensi on Fi eId Offi cers liked Ieast
about the FSG's.
e. To obtain suggestions from Extension Field Officers.
f. To establish guidelines for developing future FSG's.
Step 6. The coll ect i ve resul ts of the survey instruments and are]
feedbeck from the SUbjects ere anelyzed; eddHionel revisions
end editing are made before the Field SUppot-t Guides are
presented to the Informetion Officer for printing.

Printing
Based upon the field test findings end inputs from the Extension Field
Officers, the menuscript is revised. It is then given to the author(s) and a
pene] of experts made up of extension, information, end res88rcll experts for
one finel review. Following this review, the final mflnuscript draft is given
to the MOAC Information Section for layout and printing. Printing is done in
the MOAC print sllop by treined MOAC steff.

Dlstri buti on
TIle MOAC Information Section lies developed two low cost. methods of
dist.ributinQ the new Field Support Guides to Extension Field Officers. TIle
two methods of distribution are during in-service training end Trein end
Visit (T& V) Extension messe~es.
The preferred rnettl0d of distribution is during an in-service training
program. Many st.udies have s!lo\vn thet Yvhen newly developed printed
media is introduced to th8 ir.tended audience 8S an integral part on an inservice training program, Hie concepts ere more apt to be understood end
promoted.
V·/hen appropriate, trle monttlly Tt.. . '\'· Extension message for fanners is
titled the seme as the new FSG. The FSG is then released with the monthly
rnessege. Dut-ing one of HIe rnontf11y T&V treining sessions, the topic is
discussed and sufficient FSG's are qiven to ttle E:x:tension Officers \Nllo then
di 81.r-i butes tllem to 8acll E>;tensi on Fi e1d Offi cer wi tJli n thei r r-especti ve
j uri sf. i c1. ions. The a1jvantege of thi s meUiod is Ule FSG 1ends cant. i nui ty to
Hie monthly message as it is passed on fr-om the Sub j eet Matter Speci 131 i st
to tl"le E;v;t.ension Dfficer- to Ule Ei<tension \A/orker to Ule farmer.
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Presentnti on nnd D1 SCUSSl on of Dntn
S'ince field testing of the FSG's is ~n on-going process, the findings
presented on Table 1 tire tile find'ings for tile first ten (10) of thir-ty-seven
(37) FSG's published to date. A total of 120 useble evelu~tion 'instruments
were compiled. Because the rtevelopment process is the same for all FSG's,
the data was analyzed collectively to enable the researchers to look at a
group of ten (10) FSG's as a whole. Hence, the following discussion will
focus on tile group as a whol e.
Findings of the field tests ere presented as they relate to the stated
objectives. Objective one is .. To determine hOB" Extension Fieid Officers
perceive tlletlSeft/Jlless of tile FS'6"5." Iterns 7, 9, 10, 11, and 13 on the
evaluation instrument (addendum A) were used to address this objective.
The Extension Field Officers strongly agreed that the 10 FSG's were useful
(mean 1.48; S.D.. 48). They agreed that the information in the FSG's was
needed (mean 1.63; S.D..37) and important (mean 1.63; S.D.. 37) for Swazi
farmer-so Overall, the Extension Field Officers ratelj tile ten (10) FSG's as
good (mean 1.88; S.D.. 36).
Objective two is .. To io'enli/!/ tlnforeseen shortcomings in t/7e FS'ti's"
Items 1, 2,3,4,5,6,8, end 12 were used to 6ddress this objective. The
Extension Field Officers strongly agreed that the titles of the ten (10) FSG's
accurately reflected Uleir contents (mean 1.35; S.D..33). They agreed the
covers attracted th8i r attenti on (mean 2.13; S.D.. 37), however, based upon
recommendations from Ule SUbjects, tile cover illustrations on three (3)
FSG's V'iere amended to make t11em more at tract i ve. They di sagreed that the
FSG's were difficult to reed (mean 4.16; S.D.. 60). However, the S.D. did
i ndi cate a wi der range of responses. Itwas postul ated that due to the
nature of the statement, fl few did not under-stand it. The Extension Field
Officers agreed that the illustrations (mean 1.69; S.D..35) and Ule ideas
(mean 1.80; S.D .. 35) were easy to understand. They wet-e undeci ded as to
\Nhetller the FSG's should have more visuals included (mean 2.74; S.D.. 48),
They agreed that tile sentences were informative end to the poi nt (mean
r 0 "Z5)
1. -/".
..)~.:- . . . ·.•l
Objective ttlree is .. To obt8in stlggestiol7S fram Exl{wsiafl Field Officers f{ir
j'v..'7!/S to enl7t.wce tl78t/seflliness tJlld [Ji/tJ/itj/ {it t/le FS'ti's" Items 14, 15, anlj
16 \",'ere used to address this object.ive. TIle written responses from 120
evalUation instruments are too numerous to list. Thus a sample of the
wri tten comments are 1i sted. A sClmp 1e of tile comments re~erdi nq 'yVtlBt
tlley liked best about tile FSG's include:
- ..... ever!dtt1i ng is mor-e pract i CB 1 ttH.Hl U180reti cs 1"
- "Simple explenBtion"
- "! t.' s simp 1e Bnd easy t 0 f 0 11 0 \,Y, very i 11 form Bt. i ve"
J.

~

~
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Table 1
Number Mean scores standard deviations summarized for ten field Support Guides
J

J

Item
1. The title accurately reflects the content
of the field Support Guide.

N

A
Mean

S.D

120

1.35

.33

2. The cover attracts IJour attention.

120

2.13

.--' /

3. The field Support GUide kept your interest
'w' hi 1e readi ng it.

117

1.86

.36

4. This field Support Guide was difficult to
read.

118

4.16

.60

S. The illustrations in this field Support
Guide are easy to understand.

119

1.69

.35

6. The ideas in this publication are esslJ to
understand

120

1.80

.35

120

1.48

.34

8. This field Support Guide should have more
visuals (Le. charts J graphs, ill ustrations)

120

2.74

.48

9. There is a need for the information
descri bed in this field Support Guide.

118

1.63

.37

10. I believe the information in this field Support
Guide is important for Swazi farmers.

119

1.58

.34

11. Ininformation in this Field Support Guide is
useful to me.

120

1.44

.33

12. The sentences are informative and to the
poi nt.

120

1.73

.35

13. Hoy,' do ~ou rate this Field Support Guide
over all?

116

B
1.88

.36

7. This field Support Guide is
Extension field Officers.

A 1.0 1.6 2.6 3.6 4.6 -

u~eful

1.5 Strongl y Agree
2.5 Agree
3.5 Undecided
4.5 Disagree
5.0 Strongly Disagree

2 ....

for

B 1.0 - 1.5 Excellent
1.6 2.6 3.6 4.6 -

2.5 Good
3.5 Fai r
4.5 Poor
5.0 VenJ Poor
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- ..... that it is precise, to the point, and easy to understand. Secondly, it
is easy to carry."
. ' .. ;,- "Gives me the proper methods for doing my Extension work"
,
- "That it is based on helping small fflt-mers"
A sample of the written comments regerding what they liked least
about the FSG's incfude:
- "The writ i ng is too sma JJ"
- "Needs more ·information.....
- "Tt1l:it it is not written in the farmers language (siSwati)"
- "The section on weed control was confusing"
- .....not practical for mlJst S\"tezi farmers"
- 'The figures on table one were difficult to understend"
A samp 1e of tile written comments regardi ng specifi c suggesti ons on
how to improve the FSG's include:
- "It needs another illustrat.ion on grain storage"
- "Use the color green on the cover" .
- add 8 place to keep records on the inside of the back cover"
- add a sect i on on soil testi ng"
- "Change the pi cture. on the cover. It does not look 1iI(e a farmer
topdress'j ng thei r maize"
- "Move t.he illustrations clos8r- to the paragraphs explain'ing them"
Impllcations
From the data presented on table 1 for Ule ten (10) FSG's studied and
verbal feedbacl<, the fall owing are impl ications ttlat have emerged 8S a
result of tile fi el d testi ng:
1. The FSG's are useful for Extension Training Officers.
2. TIle FSG format is well recei \Jed by the intended audi ence.
3. The FSG developmental process is a practical way of developing
pri nted medi a.
4. The writ i ng style is easy to reed end the concepts are understood by
Extensi on Tt-ai ni ng Offj cers.
Recommendat ions
Based upon the data presented and its implications, the following
recornrnendations were agreed upon b~ ['1OAC Information tHld Extension
Training Officet-s end their SCSRET Project counterparts.
1. The MOAC Informati on Section shoul d continue to i dent ify
appropriate productions topics needed by baUl Extension Field
Offi cers and Swazi Nsti on Land (Sr\JL) farmers.
2. Tt18 r10AC Information Section st-,ould continuE' to develop, pUblistl,
Elnd distribute FSG's for E:><:t.ension Training Officers.
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3. The Extension Training Officers st-Iould continue to inform the 110AC
Information Section of the production topics needed for SNL
farmers.
4. The FSG's must be transl tlted into the si Swall language so SNL
farmers can use them as "Nell.
5. The FSG development process descr-ibed in this paper should be
continued.
6. Other nations st10uld consider using this type of printed media for
Extenslon Field Officers.
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by Neil
Int~oduction

to

Pat~ick2

P~oblem

Sovling

Exe~cises3

The workshop participants were randomly divided into five study groups
with a chairman and a reporter assigned from each.
Each study group was
provided with a written farmer situation (based on case studies reported in
the publication "Small Farms in the Central RDA" by A. Black-Michaud and F.
Simelane, Malkerns Research Studies No.1, January. 1982).
Each group was
provided a packet of information including Field Support Guides, Advisory
Bulletins, Fact Sheets, etc.
The same series of four questions were posed to
each study group relating to the planting of maize.
The assignment was to evaluate the specific farmer's situation and design
recommendations for the four questions based on this situation and the
information. experience of the participants. and any other source available. A
time period of 1 1/2 hours was allotted for the study groups to deliberate and
the exercise was closed with each study group presenting its recommendations
to the workshop (see table on following page).
Time was available for
questions and comments at the close of each presentation.

Case Study One:

THE GOOD FARMER WITH MONEY

The fa~mer desc~ibed in the following case study has come to you
seeking advice ~ega~ding the planting of maize.
The farmer wants
t~o know:
1.

2.
3.
4.

When should planting be done?
What va~ieties should be planted?
What plant populations should be planted?
How much basal fertilize~ should be applied?
dnd how'?

What types

A.§.§?:i.g.!J.m.~D..~..;..

Develop recommendations fo~ the fou~ questions listed above based
upon the farme~s situation indicated below.
Use the materials
given you plus your experience and knowledge.
Be prepa~ed to
discuss your recommendations befo~e the entire group at the end
of the pe~iod.

Phumzile is a very progressive farmer who lives in Central RDA.
She is an ex-school teacher who is ve~y open to change.
She
enj9ys.farm~ng and prides hAr~plF fnr bAing w~llinq tn try nAW
agrlcultural technology.
H~r~~~sba~d h~id; a"~~il-p~~i~g joG and

·:cpaper···presenfed·..iir··tTi·e..··s·wa·iITanlf Farming Systems Research and Extension Workshop, March 14, 1988. Nhlangano.
Swaziland. The case studies used were adapted from: Black-Michaud and F. Simelane. 1982. Small farmers in
Central RDA. Research Studies Series No.1. Agricultural Research Division. Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives. Mbabane. Swaziland.
2Neil Patrick. Agricultural Economist, Swaziland Cropping Systems Research and Extension Training Project,
Tennessee State University.
3This exercise was well received. and at the suggestion of several of the participating Extension Staff, it was
repeated in a revised and expanded form to at the Extension Worker training programmes in June.
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+ kraal
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manure
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b. 300 k~
2:3:2(38)
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a. 300 k~ of
2:3:2(38)
+ 215 kg

LAN
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2:3:2(38)
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Fertilizer
application
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PNR473, and
Silver King

45.000
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TX379
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2nd week
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2
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Plant Popub. 40·44.000
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a.
b.
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d.
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c. last 1/2 Oct

Planting Date
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1.

1
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has no time fo~ ag~icultu~e but his sala~y p~ovides a safe income
fo~ the family.
She and he~ husband ope~ate a taxi se~vice and
also own a small local shop.
Besides having 14 head of cattle
they keep up to 500 chickens which they fatten and sell.
The following is a list of pe~sons who stay at the homestead.
thei~ sex.
age. occupation and availabilaity fo~ fa~m wo~k:
Pe~son

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
1:::~

1.4
15
16

Sex

A9.~

M

51
45
22
20
40
13
11
6
2
13

F

M

F
F

M

F
F

M
M
M

1:::~

M
M

22
21
1.
6
20

F
F
F

On-Fann

Labou~
O~c:upation

~yailab:Llj,..t::~

Wage employment

Fa~me~
Wo~ks fo~

Taxi
Left school in
Nu~se

Se~vice
Janua~y

School
School
School
At home
School
School
Wo~ks outside
Wo~ks in shelp
At home
School

0
3/4 t.ime
0

1/4 time
0
1/4 time
1/4 time
1/4 time
0

1/2 time
1/2 timl?
0
0
0
1/4 tim(~
Full-time

He~de~

the last 6 to 7 yea~s the p~og~ess in c~op p~oduc:tion has
been. on the whole. ~ewa~ding. Maize yields last yea~ ~anged
f~om just ove~ 2 tons pe~ hecta~e to almost 5.5 tons pe~ hecta~e
and ave~age yield ove~ all fields was about 3 tons pe~ hecta~e.
The homestead b~nefits f~om a ve~y high level of off-fa~m income.
Capital fo~ investment in c~op p~oduction is not a const~aint.
Fo~

is not plentiful Phumzile t~ies to use it as efficiently
as possible.
Both plowing and planting a~e done by hi~ed t~acto~
and most of the labo~~ is used to g~ow maize on the fields nea~
he~ homestead.
About 20% of the total labou~ used is hi~ed.
All
of the hi~ed labou~ is used on the distant fa~m.
Labou~

The following table shows the
last yea~:

ente~p~ise fo~

Mont.h
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Hou~s

of

labou~

use by month of the maize

Labou~

Ope~ations

200
128

Planting/fe~tilizing
Planting/fe~tilizing
Plant./fe~tiliz
.• Gapfilling

1='

::J

Top

D~essing

&

J<.m.

Feb.

Ma~.
Ap~.

May
June
July

402

Ha~vE~sting

240

Shelling

Total

975

The total

a~ea

planted to maize last

yea~

was 2.91.

hecta~es.

He~bicides a~e used but a~e conside~ed only as a last ~eso~t and
a~e usually used only on the distant fa~m due to the difficulty
in keeping weeds unde~ cont~ol using hand weeding methods.

The fa~me~ insists on planting one o~ two of he~ fields with
Silve~ King due to its ~esistance to d~ought.
In the past few
yea~s she has planted he~ othe~ fields to SR52.
She also neve~
plants all hev maize at the same time since expe~ience has taught
he~ that ~ains often stop fo~ a few weeks a~ound the end of
Decembe~.
He~ st~ategy is to p~oduce a safe and steady quantity
of maize eve~y yea~ ~athev than t~ying to get high yields in
ce~tain yea~s and ~isking getting little ha~vest in othe~s.
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Although the pH of the maize fields range from 4.1 - 5.0. lime
has never been applied.
She realizes now that soil acidity has
become her most limiting factor and intends to start liming about
1/3 of her fields each year starting next season.
The following table shows the cash cost of producing maize during
the 1886/87 crop season:
Cost few

Cost per

Total Area

tigr:~.!!...§.I-'·e

Ploughing
Plant,ing
Seed
Fertilizer
Hel-'·b. tweed
Top [)n~sSinf:3
Harvest.ing
Transpclr
ShE:-1l1ing

E 28B

E

:1..20

3Ej. 74
41. 24

Totals

E1526

E 524.40

8E)

1~"32

181. 75
~17. 11
13.75
27. 4~7:J

tiEiB
108

40
BO

104

The folJ.owi.ng table S~10WS
the 1886/87 crop season:

t~Je

E:l6.97

::-{2. 99
4Ej. ::m

calculatic)11 elf Gross

Ma~gins

For 2.91

It!..§W).

Total
Total
Gross
Gross

Cash Cost
Production
Value of Product
Margin

foY

Few 1

ti~c~~.{~rg§!.

H~?:. r,::.t...~.r.:.~~!.

E1fJ26

E 524.40
:3461 kg.
E:115f::1.44*
E f':3!:.:i. 04

10.072 kg.
E:;i~"374. 12*
E1048.12

*Maize grain valued at E335 per ton.

Case Study Two:

THE GOOD FARMER WITH LIMITED MONEY

The farmer described in the following case study has come to you
seeking advice regarding the planting of maize.
The farmer wants
to know:
1.
2.
3.

4.

When should planting be done?
What varieties should be planted?
What plant populations should be planted?
How much basal fertilizer should be applied?
and how?

What types

Develop recommendations for the four questions listed above based
upon the farmers situation indicated below.
Use the materials
given you plus your experience and knowledge.
Be prepared to
discuss your recommendations before the entire group at the end
of t,hE"~ pel-'·iod.

Meshack is a relatively progresslve farmer in Central RDA.
He is
willing to try new agricultural ideas but his lack of money
prevents him from taking advantage of many of the technologies
that he is exposed to.
He is recently retired from a wage
earning job in the industrial sector and can now spend full time
on farming activities.
However. his age and health prevents him
from dojng ~ome of the he3vy jnb~
He own~ 2] head of r~ttlp nf
which-~-a~e~ox~n: A ~ir~~ he~~e~'loo~s af~e~-th~ ~aftl~L~a{~
b~ the older children who have off-farm jobs.

+or
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The following is a list of persons who stay at the homestead.
their sex. age. occupation and availability for farm work:
Sr:~x

M..····..·
F
M
M
F
M
F
F

F
F

M
M
F
M
M
...
I····

atrt:·
45
22

20

18

14

12
10
B

24
8

:3

1

20

27

25

Cln-·Fay·rn Labclur
A.'t..~1.;j.,J:.9. ..~,.iffi-Y.:.... t:i. me
Farmtz~y'
Full·-time
Farmer
1/2
timn
School
1/2
tinH?
School
1/2 _. time
School
1/2
time
School
1/4
ti.m€~
School
School
1/4
ti.mt'~
School
1/4
timE!
1./2
tirnr,;>
Part-time Farmer
Schclol
o
At~ horne
o
At horne
o
:3/4 .... t,:i nit?
HE~rder
1/4 _. tirnE~
Wor k~~ ou t!si.dr,!
1/4 _. timE~
WOY'ks Clutside
[!.!;, c ~.:!.E..g.t,j.._9.Q.

Labour is plentiful on this farm and it is reflected in the way
the maize crop is managed.
The land is ploughed with an owned
ox-plough and borrowing extra oxen from relatives.
All other
operations are done by hand.
Meshack believes in timely field
operations and strives to do all operations properly.
This is
reflected in his relatively weed free maize fields.
Oftnn he has
problems with streak virus in his maize fields and he is quite
concerned abOut this.
The farm is divided into six fields totaling 1.6 hectares.
The
usual practice is to plant five of these fields to maize every
year.
last year the extra field was left in fallow.
Maize
yields ranged from just over 1.7 tons per hectare to almost 5.5
tons per hectare. although one small field ( .. 2 hectares) failed
completely.
Average yield overall was :3.25 tons per hectare last
yt?ar..
The soil pH ranges from 4.1 - 4.8 and lime has never been applied
due to lack of money..
Meshak has been thinking of increasing the
area planted to maize. by borrowing some land. but he is very
concerned about the money to buy seed. fertilizer and other
inputs.
At present about 25% of the labour used to produce maize
is hired mostly for use in weeding and shelling.
The following table shows the labour use by month of the maize
enterprise for last year:
Hours
o·f
labour
·_.. _·.. _ . ···_.
.·. _..
. --·--.
. . . .·. _·..·
·-~·~r8

___..QE..S:'.r..'..?Lt!...i,,9..o_!Z!
f~loughi.ng

Nov.

232

Ploughing. Harrowing &
Planting/fertilizing
Gap filling. Weeding &

DE~C:.

:394

Weeding & Top Dressing

!Vlar.
Arll"'.

448

1.:32

Jan.
FE!b.

May
.Iunl·:!
.July
Total

212

lnsect~

c:ont~rol

Shelling

::L!506

Meshack usually plants one of his fields to a local variety w~th
the other fields planted to SR52 over the past few years.
It is
ve~y important for this homestnad to p~oduce sufficient maize fo~
self sufficiency since the wage earners do not contribute enough
money to enable the purchase of large quantities of gra~n.
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The following table shows the cash cost of producing maize during
the 1986/87 crop season:
~!.f.:!g.r:.f!..t_::j".9"'J.

Cost 'felY
Jot a LIir.:.f,;~9.

Ploughing

E

Plantin~~

S€~ed

F'ertilizer
Weeding
Top Dressing
Harvesting
Shelling

nil
nil
46
106
100
20
nil
72

E 344

Totals

Cost per

tJ.§':..~;:...t a r g

E

nil
nil
:JO. 21:--:;
t39. 74
61::
o. 79
13. 16
ni:l
47. ~37

E 226. 32

The following table shows the calculation of Gross Margins for
the 1986/87 crop season:

For 1.b2
H\'i.!.f,::·t?.'1rE!S
Tot,al
Tclt,al
Gross
Gross

*

Cash Cost,
Production
Value of Product
Margin

Fa.. .· :1.
!:i!~_~~.t_~tr:.~:t

E :::-i44
4944 kg.
ElGt)f3. 24*
E1:::U2.24

Maize grain valued at E33b per ton.

Case Study Three:

THE FARMER SHORT OF LABOUR

The farmer described in the following case study has come to you
seeking advice regarding the planting of maize.
The farmer wants
to know:
1.

2.
3.
4.

When should planting be done?
What varieties should be planted?
What plant populations should be planted?
How much basal fertilizer should be applied?
and how?

What types

Develop recommendations for the four questions listed above based
upon the farmers situation indicated below.
Use the materials
given you plus your experience and knowledge.
Be prepared to
discuss your recommendations before the entire group at the end
of t~hF.:~ pe....·:i..od.

Nomsa is a very pntprgptir woman in Central RDA.
Her husband has
a-r~la{ivelY-low-p~~i~~'j~bin'a shop in Manzini..
Besides
10okin!:J af:t~er hE·~r SE-!ven childv'E~n srle t,<':1kes Cd .... U of L-,hp cat,t~ll"" (H
head) and provides more labour to the cropping activities than
any other member of the homestead.
She finds that she must make
many of the cropping decisions herself due to her husbands long
hours at work.
Most of the money earned by her husband goes for
paying school fees, an activity on which they both place high
priority
In mo~t yp~r~
Nom~a pxpprienrp~ ~hort~~p~ of both
lal~~(~1l1;;: , a~)d .:norH=!Y ~.>
.' (
'"
•
'"
..'
'
•. '
.- .,~.
'"
,(.•~
. •
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The following is a list of persons who stay at the homestead.
their sex. age. occupation and availability for farm work:
On·-··Farm La.bour

.A..y..iri.1S!J::x1.J. i ..t.y..
1.

M

2

F

:::-i

F
M
F
M
M
F
M

4

5
6

7

B
9

1.0

F

4£3
:37
lEI

1:3
11.
9

£3
5
2
:1

Works out.sidl?
F'arm("~r

P<lrt-t~im€1

School
Sc:hocIl
Schclol
School
At homt:
At home
At home

Farrnf.;1r

1./2 - tirnf';!
Full--tirm:
:::V 4
timE~
1/2
time
1./4
t~ime
1./4
timl~
1/4
time
1/4
t~irn€~

o
o

Nomsa usually hires a tractor for ploughing but most other
operations are done by hand.
Planting is done with a team of
oxen and ox-planter borrowed from one of her husbands brothers.
However last year only half of the maize area was planted by oxplanter due to lack of time on weekends by the husband.
The
other half was broadcast by hand.
Due to lack of money no
fertilizer was applied to the two fields that were broadcast.
The total area of the farm is slightly over :1.4 hectares divided
into three fields.
She usually plants one field to Silver King
variety and the other two have been planted to SR52 in recent
years.
Insect control. top dressing and gap filling are not
done.
Weeding is done only once due to shortage of labour.
In
general only the minimum management practices are performed on
the maize crop.
In recent years stalkborer has become a problem
in some fields.
The pH of the soils range from 4.2 - 4.7 but no lime has been
applied due to shortage of money.
Yields of maize last year
ranged from .8 tons per hectare to Just over 2 tons per hectare.
The average yield was slightly under 1.7 tons per hectare.
The following table shows the labour use by month of the maize
enterprise for last year:
.~..9..D..t..h.

_.. . __..HQvr:..§ ..."...9.J.... _.t"'..9.b9"~.r:.

Aug.
Sept.
DcL

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
F" eb.
Mar.
Ap.....
May
JunE!
July

124
45

Tot.al

279

56

::.~()

Planting/fertilizing

Wto~ed~i..ng

& Weeding

Harve~;t

Harvt?st

24

Since yields were low the harvest and shelling took little time.
still because of labour shortage the harvest had to be spread
over two months.
Although yields are low the homestead produces
enough maize to feed the family in most years.
This is a high
priority g031 fo .... them
A1J of the m3ize field~ ~""P interrronped
~it~ p~mpki~~ ~e~n~· ~wep~"n~t3{o;~ ~~~-pd;~i;~w~p~~'''~:~ - . - -g~thered i~c;~a~{~g~ih~ ~~~d~;{~~{f~ ~f't~~'"i~~d i~-£e~m; of the
family' s food needs.
The makeup of the family indicates that in a few yea .... s the
<"ho.... taqp rn'''IY bp l"":~<:"f'·'d a~ thl'O' chilch'''en rni'1tu ....·(·!..
Howevet"· th(:~
;i~u~ti~n ~ili-p~~~~~ly~n~t-i~p~~~e:

labou~
rnonc~y
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The following table shows the cash cost of producing maize during
the 1986/87 crop season:
Cost~

Cost. pe . . .·

feW"

!J.E!s~ation

Iptal A.. . . ,,1a

tJ~1_~.:.t.S!.r:_!'i'~

Ploughin~~

E120

E

Planting

S€~E~d

37

:]~j. 80
27.. Of,

E20f.j

E144.3fj

48

FertilizE·H.. ·

Weedin~-3

84.~)Q

Top D.....· essing
Ha . . . vesting
Shelling
Totals

The following table shows the calculation of Gross Margins for
the 1986/87 c . . . op season:

Fe....... 1.

Fo.. . . 1. 42
Lt.§iffi

Tot.al
Total
Gvoss
G.. . . oss

*

Cash Cost..
P.. . . clduction
Value of Product
Ma . . .· gi.n

!:ieQ:t£!.r:£tt"!..

HE~c:t~at:'..!~

E205
2:::-{90 kg.
EBOO. Ei5*
E595. E:if.j

:168:3 kg_
E56:'1. Bl*
E4l8. 4~:j

E1.44. :::H::J

Maize g . . . ain valued at E335 pe...... ton.

Case Study Fou.. . . :

THE PART-TIME FARMER

The fa . . . me...... desc ibed in the following case study h<'"iS come to you
seeking advice ega . . . ding the planting of maize.
Th(~! fa . . . rnE~ ...... want~s
t.. o know:
1.
2.
3.

4.

When should planting be done?
What va . . . ieties should be planted?
What plant populations should be planted?
How much basal fe . . . tilize...... should be applied?
and how?

What types

Develop recommendations for the four questions listed above based
upon the farmers situation indicated below.
Use the mate.. . . ials
given you plus your expe . . . ience and knowledge.
Be prepa.. . . ed to
discuss your recommendations befo.. . . e the entire group at the end
of the pE·~ ...... :i.. od.

Phindile i.s a ve . . . y busy woman living in Cent.. . . al RDA.
She grows
vegetables on an i . . . . . . igation scheme. makes clothes that she sells
and takes ca.. . . e of the d . . . yland c . . . ops.
He.. . . husband has a medium
paying Job in a g . . . oce.. . . y and has little time fo...... ag . . . icultu . . . al
activities.
They own a ca...... which she uses to sell the vegetables
and the clothes in Manzini.
She enjoys keeping accu . . . ate . . . eco . . . ds
and can dete . . . mine which of he...... activities a . . . e making money and
which a . . . E·~ not~ ..
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The following is a list of persons who stay at the homestead.
thei~ sex.
age. occupation and availability fo~ farm wo~k:
Person
--····-1-.
'---M
2
:::~

F
F

4
5

M
M

7

F
F

8

M

8

F

f.)

1.0

M

Un··-Farm Labou ....·

~;f?X

A.f!..~.

44-'

!~I..~:_I;;:..l,I.PE..t~.j,,!;ID_

Works outside
Part-time Farmer
At horne
Works outside
Works outside
Farmer
School
At horne
School
At home

42
r.i5

24
22
20

16
1.5
1.:3

::3

_.A..'!..9.;~.l~,.,J~.:i.) ~j;._y.

0
3/4 - time
1/4 - time
0

0
3/4 - time
1/2
time
0
1/2
time
0

The lack of male labour forces Phindile to use hired tractors fo~
ploughing and planting the maize.
Weeding and h<:'l""'vl::~sting are
accomplished with the help of hired labourers.
About~ 20% ryf t.he
total labou~ ~equired is hired in this way.
Money to purchase inputs for maize and to hire tractors and
labour is no great problem because of her othe~ activities and
the off-farm employment of her husband and other family members.
However. her accounts show that investing money in maize
p~oduction may not be sound.
In fact. due to the greater
earnings in vegetables and clothes she tends to treat maize as a
"cab::h" c~op.
She plants. applies a minimal amount of
fertilize~. weeds once (quickly) and lets the crop take care of
i t.... ed f f~nm thprf:-'
In qnnd YP"lrr..- "·-he qpt<o- ':I ""·P···I".-nn3hlp C''''''np hut
in~p~or y~ar~ ~h~·ma~ h~~~est-ii~tie'o~-n~t~in~~~-

L

••• _

-

-

_

••

The 1 hectare planted to maize is divided into 3 fields.
the pH
of the soil ranges from 3.8 - 4.2 but due to the relatively low
priority of maize no lime has been applied.
Maize yields last
year ranged from 750 kg. per hectare to 815 kg. per hectare with
an overall average of 836 kg. per hectare.
All fields have been
planted to SR52 for the past few years.
In some fields witchweed
has become a problem in recent yea~s.
The following table shows the labour use by month of the maize

enterp~ise f6r last year:

Month

Aug.·Sept..
OeL

ID

Nov.
Dec.

In~,E-~ct Can t ....·o!
Weeding & Top Dressing

::L4Fl

Jan.
Fl:.~b.

Ma .....
Apr.
May
,June
July
28~J

lot~al

F'hindj_l(-:,> h'7ls bf2corne concernQd in reef'nt~ yedr-'S of I-'Ic'",,' decrc'd~:;:i.n!::J
mdizQ production.
Although the homestead hds d sufficient money
~u~ply to purrh~oe gr~jn 3~ needed r..-he h3~ ~ ~tronq feeling t~l~t
I~~e; ;";nl':" '~:ll:.>r:·t '"I~:F':' ~~I:;n~l-I ~jP""~'I;~u("'~;P':~(:'lu;;h" qt""~li'n" '1';;.. . 1:1F~~' f'~I;I::i-:I'y"j r; <. •
.,. v';;'>....' •<. I. . r')" ~f'~ ,.".•..(:. t' .... ~'I"ll'".." IL: 1...'·:1'"..., .., f':,.. ' X;)
(.c·, ~'l' I':':'> I') (..• (':" (;I <. ;.~ ("JI'll I'" .. (." "111"1 ;:j v· "'" :':"1'11'1' •.: I'~)" ·t···:I· III ("J r) r."
rill:) t . Y f'., '.J
,.. _,
her neighbors regarding her low maize production.
<0'

....J "

.."

r

....

~"

~

r

.. '

_•..".

...., _

..,

•."

•.

Il,.

r

t." .... oJ

... ,

."

..

,.

••

..~J
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The following t~blp ~how~ the cash cost of producing malze during
the 1~8~)8~ ~r~~·~;a~o~:~
Cost~

fell.. .

J_o·t:.91__,6,.J:::E~g.

Hal"vest~inf:.~

pEW·

E '72.00
4B.00
bE). 00
:H,:J.OO

PlOuf,~hing

Planting
Seed
Fel'·t.ilizer
Weeding
Top Dressing
In*-:>ect Conty'ol

Cost~

Hg_~:::. t._~:'!Y.~f,;~.

10

64-

f34-. 00
1.0.00

E41.2

E41.2.00

Shelling
Totals

The following table shows the calculation of Gl"OSS Margins fol"
the 1.986/8'7 crop season:
Fell" 1

It~er~.

t1f~C: t".'1l"f:l

Total
Total
Gross
G....·oss

*

Cash Cost
Production
Value of Product
Mal"gin

E412.00
B:;i6 k!;;J.
E280. O[j*
E-::I..:J1.. 94

Maize gl"ain valued at E335 per ton.

Case Study .Five:

THE LOW RESOURCE FARMER

The farmel" descl"ibed in the following case study has come to you
seeking advice regarding the planting of maize.
The fal"mel" wants
to know:
1.
2.
3.
4.

When should planting be done?
What varieties should be planted?
What plant populations should be planted?
How much basal fertilizel" should be applied?
and how?

What types

Develop recommendations for the foul" questions listed above based
upon the fal"mel"s situation indicated below.
Use the matel"ials
given you plus your experience and knowledge.
Be prepared to
discuss your recommendations before the entil"e group at the end
of thf.? pl='~l"iod.
S.i_t..~~.:t..!:Q.r.:L;.

Musa lives on a small holding in Central RDA.
He has, little
money and noone in the homestead can spend more than half time in
agl"icultural activities.
Because the money situation became so
severe a few years ago Musa was forced to take a wage earning
job.
He is a night-watchman which allows some time during the
day for fal"m work.
His wife supplements their income by making
and selling handicrafts.
They own 5 head of cattle and care fol"
10 mOl"e that are sisad in by a friend.
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The following is a list of persons who stay at the homestead.
their sex. a~e. occupation and availability for farm work:
On ,-,F arm Labou/,,'

~:?!~~.?.S

A,,8.§t

~

M

E)5

2

F

:J4

::-1

F

:J4

P_~.r.:"f:?,~~n.

4

1:--

M
F
F

::J

6
7

A.y-'~~,j".l{,:!,b~i.J.j:jt.,:Y..

Wcwks outsid€~ &
Part-time Farmer
Handicn3fts &
Part-time Farmer
Handicrafts
School
School
School
At homf~~

17
15
12
~

:1./2

-,t.imf.~

1./2
1./4

1.12 --

~/2

1/2

time
time
t.irnfz~
t~i,me

time

()

Although the family tries hard and invests many hours in maize
production the results have been very disappointing.
The total farm area is divided into six fields.
Only five of
them. totaling .89 hectare. were planted to maize last year.
All
fields were ox-ploughed by a neighbor. hired for the job. and
planted to traditional maize seed which had been saved from the
previous yE·!arS crop.
Thf~ pH of t~hE~ 'field,S /'"<.Hl!::J !::! f/"'om 4. 0 _. 4. f;
but money shortages have prevented the purchase and application
of lime.
Last year only one field produced any harvestable crop.
117 kg. of grain was harvested from a .46 hectare field.
The
reasons for this crop failure were. according to Musa. low
quality seeds. weeds. no money to buy fertilizer and a drought
period in January and February.
The following table shows the labour use by month of the malze
enterprise for last year:
Mont.b.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

Ploughing & Planting
Ploughing. Planting & Weeding
Gap Filling & Weeding

27

81.
:::-I:3r-:l

[k~c.

Jan.
Feb.
Ma/,,'.
Apr.

12

IVlay
J ur)f.~

July

Tot~al

458

Most of the income earned by Musa and his wife go to purchasing
food and paying school fees for their children.
However. through
frugal living and some extra handicraft sales they have saved
E120 to spend purchasing inputs for their maize crop.
The farmer
wnuJd ljkp to be ~b]e tn prndurp pnnuqh fonrl nn hie 13nrl tn be
<:"~'lf': <:"'11:'f:J:"r"\:e:'r1t'"
·-"r<:1d··:t~'C). . . .(:~lJ·:;·t
"L·1J.' ;;. .... ,.~~~,;., ·J"n L.)
-......
. .•
>\,_
....__ ...,
(....
.
.....
J..
V'Vc:....
... •. 1.....
_1'

_"

~

....

.~

Cost for"
Jf).:,~~.~}J". ".A.r:,fi~.s.~

e>

~::'J..

... ,.

Co!::t pf'!r"
H~;;~,,<;:.t.;;}.r.:,f?

PlouHhi.ng
Plan t.i.n f;J

c"
d
..:.')f.?E~

"

Ff':)rt~ilizer

WeE,'ding
Top [lr"essin!:;)

19

1.9.1D

Insf.~c:t Cont~/"·ol.

Ha/,,·vl?stinf.;J
Shell:i,.ng
"'" CJ t.~ ,-:1 ....
-I ~.:~

F

~;jf.j ..

bb

..

...

..'
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The following table shows the calculation of Gross Margins for
the 1986/87 crop season:
For .99

t~~.!;,.t_9.r.:.f?:..Q.

I.t!.!ti!!

Total
Total
Gross
(;I"'oss

*

Cash Cost
Production
Value of Product
Margin

E.•

C-t:O~J

117 I<g.
E ::~9. 20*

E -,1.5. 80

Maize grain valued at E335 per ton.

Fol'" 1

t:l~~.!;:.t~?IU~

E_

r:.-I:"
c- 1='
.JO. 00

1.18 k!.:;J.

E ~:H3. 5:::i*
E -1tL 02
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E~tEl:r:lsiC>:r:l

G:rc>~'p

Disc~ssiC>:r:ls

Summarized by John Curry

Da y

2 -

.flftern 09.rr._P:t~D.3~.r.y_...$..~.§.~i..QD . .;.._.9r:Q!!Q._Q.i'§£.lJ_§'~.i..Q.!'l...._9n
B,gs~.ar~b..-=-~Kt:en§.i.QD._ L:i.nk9.9.~§.

Quest.ion 1: .who §b..Qu:I.:9-f:...Q[l_t:r:.i.Q.!!.t.:~..J.~~.9.._ ..gi..~.9D_Q§.i~iL..9_f.._f{!r..!.J1_et"'s
e.r..i.9t"'j.. t Y_Qt"'obJ.-ems?

9

Thf.7w·f:'~ was
a clf..~a ....· consE~n8us 'fl"'om all di~·~cussion gn:Jl.lps
that all th .... ee pa .... ties--.... esea....che .... s. extension wo.... kers.
and
subject matter specialists--should participate in the p ....ocess.
Two r"'.. . ·oup~, 'fl~l t that tl"lB !;;)rf.'H1t~?r rf.7!sponsibili t~y few p ....·oblf.:HlI
idE~n tifica tieln should f a.ll to E~xten sion.
On f.:~ group f~=~lt~ t~hat~
the process should begin with the extension worker identifying
fa ....·mE!rs· p .... oblems.
This should b~,~ t~olloWE?d by discussi.on!7~
between extension officers and subject matter specialists.
The
SMS' s then discu~~s the problems w:i th ....·es(~an::h(~ ....s. and ~=d...U"ll':!t"·
obtain a solution from them. or help .... esearch design t ....ials to
answe.... the questions.

Discus*.:,ion empha~3isE~d thc-=! inc:r~~asl'i:.'d l·rCll~? of (~xt~ension in
p ....·OCE~SS.
SE!vf:'~""'al
groups
fE:~lt
that
SUbjf:.~ct
mat~t~(~V'·
specialists should contribute in some fashion to on-farm trial
design. and that they should be supported by researchers.
Most
groups felt that. at the field level. research officers should
still :in*~t~al1 and mC::HH:'l!;:JE~ t.t"·ia1s.
Howr.::!ver. one r",roup stat.E?c1
that extension worke.... s should record fa .... mers· responses to the
trials and their ....ecommendations.
t.hf::~

Another

suggested
that
there
should
be
full
rE!search and E·!xt.E~nsion fo ....· d::i...:.:I!;;Jnosis of
farmEw's' rW'oblE~ms.
Howevc-:?t"·. t.hEw·I':'~ will be SCHnE:> f~epan::lt~::i..on of
responsibilities during the testing stage.
:i.nt~f:.~r:3",,·at~ion

group

bE!tw~=!en

In !;;)t"'oup discu~~si.on. part~ic::i.pant~7~ ment~:i.onecl t~hat fat"'rnf:~V"S
("JV"e involved in t~he proc(·,'SS.
Howevf£w·. U-l(·!:i.r'· r"oIY;!
in the process beyond that of providing fE:>edback to resea .... che .... s
and extension staff was not clearly defined.

neC:l~·~ss(:It"·iJ.y

lJuesti on 2: 'Oq.~.~.._.t.b.~L..E.2-..r.::met:::'_IJ.I1.Q.'S!::.~..t3!:D..q .._t..h.~._ ..Qi.f.f.~r:-. ~ns=~ .......b.g.t..~~l?n.
On_-::-F ~.r..m_I.!::.i.9:J.~_ . !'.l_o.~t . "Qg.!!!.9-'::!.pJ~ ...r.:.9::t.:.i.QD...~.7

All groups agreed that farmers do not understand the
difference
between
on-farm research
trlals
and extension
demonstrations.
In gene .... a1. the groups felt that farmers would
appV'·sc:i.at("! t.ho d:i.st~inct~ion bl::·!t~weE·~n t~hese t~wo f::i..elcl act::i.. vit:ies
if the differences we.... e explained to them.
G.... oups
stated
that
a
farmer
appreciation
of
thE:>
differences was impo .... tant so that fa .... mers do not confuse
technologies being tested in the trials with p .... oven practices
::i..n tJ1C! c1ernonstt"·.:.'1t:i.ons..
H::i.. !:3h ....·::i..sk tx·::i,,".:ll!:~ should not bc~ put~ out~
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on-fa~m.

T~ials

that

a~e

ve~y

nea~

completion

should

be

encCluy·a!]ed.
()nE~

~3Y'ouP

c:onHJ1f,mtE~d

t~hat

Y'E~SI;:H:'IY'c:he~s

havE~

at~tf:Hllp·tt;,.)d

to

explain the diffe~enc:es to both fa~me~s and extension wo~ke~s.
but that rH~i th(·)Y· gy'ClUp is still cleay' on t~he distinction.
IJthEw g~oups. howevE~~. w€,w€;! dividl::)d as t~o wht,·)the~ E·)xt~Emsion
wo~ke~s we~e confused on this issue.
The discussion identified seve~al facto~s which cont~ibute
to the confusion in the field.
Fa~me~s a~e still unclea~ as to
t,he ~ole of t,hf: ~€~sE~an::h a~·~sis·tant.(~ in t,he fif~~ld. c:onfuB:i.nt~
th€~rn with
ext,ension WOY·kEWS.
ThE~
USE~
of on-f:ann t~:i.als as
field
day dernonst~at:i.ons was anothe~ sou~c:e of potential
confusion.
The
g~oups
did
identify
possible
solutions
to
th1s
pY·oblEHIl •. howt:;)vey·..
CJnE~ gy'OUP SUf::lgE~StEH:l 'that pf.:whaps w(wk(~hops
on the topic should be o~ganized fo~ extension wo~ke~s so that
they unde~stand the diffe~ences and can then communicate them
to fa~rne~s.
Extension wo~ke~s should be involved when on-fa~rn
t,~ials aY€~ E·)xplaint,~d by Y'E')SEH':ly'c1'lE)~S at thE~ r~DA l€;)veL
Fcwrm,w
ffH?dback on t,h€? subJect could ht,~lp rwovide ~.mf,;w.,~n·'~.
Finally.
sornf~')One SUf::l~3est~f=)d t,hat, Y·f=)Sf?a~chf?Y·S and E~xt~ension WO~kf~~S 1:ind
t~ui·tabl(~ t~f:.'I"'mS in
Siswa:Li to distinguish bE~t~wE~en tY'ials and
dE~rnonstn:Itions.
Thi(~ would ~.;J~E~atly faci.lit,ate f:xplaining t~hf!~
diffe~ences to fa~me~s in the field.
Question 3: 1f.._I;,~.~.~_.§!!.~_t..b.gtLf9r..m.~r.:.~~r::..~
nQ.t....- ag.9pJ;-~,i_IJ..9
~,?_col'!Jml§!n c;;!..~ti_9n.§.,. __~.b.£t__~houl~...t:De.Y_R.~_~!J..~.9.Y..r:~.9~.f;LJ;-~.Q_ ...Q.9?
Pn")Sf:nt~at~i.ons
and di,scussion on t.hi(;,; qUE~st~:ion WE~n::·) I::wi.f~~f
and to t~hl:;) point~..
All f';:)I"'OUPS at::J~E)ed t,hat~ t,hE~ EW should 1:ind
out why fn~rnf:w's a~e nClt~ adopting Y'f.'"cCJmrnf~md<':ltions..
ThE') [~W
should then ~t?pcwt~ findin!;:Js to ext.ension CJffi.cc)~s. who tJ"Il:;)n
comrnunicate them to subject matte~ specialists and ~esea~che~s.
Tht:.'!~E·~
was a ~,,;t,~Onf:3 ft,~E~ling amonrJ all !"-1I"'oups addY·e~::>s::i . nf::J
this qlH;)stion t,hat~ t,I"ll:'~ [W should ~l-?·h~'y· ·the p~'obll'::'Hl t~o his eW'
he~
supe~io~
and should not modify ~ecornmendations to fit
faY'mey's' c:i.Ycurnst~ancf::H::>.
OrH? g~oup point,ed out~ that~ FW' s h":lv€':-!
difficulties e~aluating levels of technology adoption among
fa~rne~s.
With some technologies.
the
time ~equi~ed fo~
adoption can be quite long.

To help solve this p~oblern. one g~oup suggested that
feedback between ~esea~c:h and extension be establlshed and
maintained.
Channels
of
cornrnunication
can
include
both
infcwmal cont~<'.H:;t,s and t,hf:) mont.hly ' 1' & V ml~~SS<'.'l!;:Je pn::·)paY·at~ioll
HlE)etin !]:::>.
Que stion 4: .G..i_"..~r.L. tb.9..t.._._tJJ..~.r-_l?_ . . ;!_~__g._!:L9..y.~!.9..P __.R.!?-.t..~!?.l?-'J.. __Q.fl...::-_tg..!::m
~ e§.f!9.,.t.::::£.Q,_C!n ct_g~.t.,gn §.i.Q!J.L..__'!'lb.9..t.._.. _~r._g,,~§ ..,_mi9b.t._,.._Rg.._.tbg.. . .r.::.I?'§Q.Q.1J..§i.9ili.t.Y
Q.f_p-Q..th,.. _9..!J..:-f,9 ~ QL..r:§,_~I?.g ..r..~ber-...~L~!J..9 . _~J~r._.§_ . . 9..r:..._..$..M.$..~_ ..§?
.

One g~oup ~epo~ted t ~ I"1C1 t ~
to this question.

.

, t"1

:l.n:I..··~J..a..

'
p "I__ ann~.Ln!;:J
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Quest.ion 5:

F.Q.r:..._~.b.Q!:!Lj.._~_ ...J::.!?.§.~'§r.£b..._i..!J..t.~n d.!iLt:;I==-_f.9.:.r.:.mg.r.:.§.._...9..r.:_...-p.9l,.i.~.Y

m.9.J5_~r.:..~a
Th€~
session a!:..:J ..... eed t .. hat.. bot~h fa ..... mE~ ..... s and policy makf:!..... s
should bf~ th€~ clif.~nt~s of a[·iwicult.. uY"al ,...·.z~s.?a..... ch.
Onn l;3,...·oup
stated that pe..... haps policy make..... s should be the p ..... ima ..... y ta ..... l;3et
aud:i..~7~ncf.,~.

Howeve...... seve..... al g ..... oups pointed out that FSR ..... esults with
policy implications have not been successfully conveyed to
policy make..... s to dat..e.
ThF.!I"'f.~ is cu,......... €mt..ly no channf:11 insi.clf:.:~
gove..... nment fo..... discussing policy implications of ..... esea ..... ch.
The ..... ef 0 ..... e. a fo ..... um whe .....eby on-fa ..... m ..... esea ..... ch .....esults with policy
implications can be cdmmunicated to policy-make..... s has not yet
ber~n
est~ablis~Hz"d.
,...·eSE!,'.I ..... chf~ ..... s
should
wo ..... k
act.. ivE:~J..y
t.. CI
establish effective channels of
communication
with
policy
rnakE:~""·S.

Discussion ..... aisl,~d oth~~..... j_*,:>SUE~S in addi.t~~ion to thOSE! oi:
communication charH)E!J..s betwpf.~.>n .....E!Sf:H:'l,...·chs.....s and policy makE~""'s.
(lne g,...·oup ob*'>e..... vf.'~d that.. some on--fa ..... m n?sf~an::h has low policy
implicat,ions.
This led to a discussion of how a .....e ..... esea ..... ch .....esults used
by diffe ..... ent
(sometimes
non-govp ..... nmental)
pa .....ties
who
may
themselves set policy.
two g ..... oups use the case of the modified
ox-·plant~e..... shoe as <:-11')
E.~xarnple
of mult.. i.ple policy makf~w·s.
In
this instance.
onCf~ t.. he
dEK:ision has bef,;'n madE:! by ext..E?nsion
(gOvEwnmE1nt.. ) t..o p ..... omote thf.'~ invention. a rnanuf'::lct~u",,·e..... must be
found to supply fanne s wit~h the technolo[.;JY.
Thus. thE' pJ..ant~
rnanaf:ilEw' becorrH:'~s a s 0 t.. of policy rnakf.'w·.
Anot.. he..... exarnplE~ of
multiple policy rnakE~""'s c:i..t~E~d W<:H~> t~hat.. of Sf~,'€·)d mult~iplication.
which involvc·d
psf::)<:1I"'ch. pxt~r.:msion.
MClAC officials.
t~he SE:'!E~d
Multiplication P oject. and p ..... ivate seed b ..... eede ..... s/supplie.....s in
the setting of policy.
seSS:L.Cln g(:~nl?'",,·a1.ly concludr:?d t.. hat,.
~::;:l.nce
t~h("~
policy
was so cornplc)x. concr.:H"T) shoul.d be mews on glfLLi.nGJ
,...·.::1Sea 1""c1··1 ,...·E1sl.l1t~s cornrnunicab,::"d to t.. h(~ policy rnakf.C',...·s.,
t~han
on
deciding who does the comrnunicating.
Thp

.::)flv:i..,...·orHnf.,~n·L

Question 6: _ F Q.r.:J!!..C!.;L..!!lE'...t t!..Q.g..~.Qf_..get ~iD..9..IEi!.§.~.~r.:.£.I::LQff.i . .g.!?-.r.:.§_t..9_ m.~g.t.
~;:j. th.. . .~~t_~I}.§ ..i ...QD_.~.Q.!""' k,g!:".1L3~~.!:'.9._~ ...~~J.~.g.t_ ...!!l..? ...t .t,.g.L.."§P-..~.Q.i._g ..l . i ....~t~ . . ..h..Qy.~ b..~g.!:!.
§_~_~ ..J""P.:_...._....Ar.:..~ . . . .t..h.~§~Q.r.:k.in9 __~.Q!-_i. §.f.~.QtQ.r.:.i...l..Y1
The

two

g ..... oups
..... esponding
to
this
question
..... ep 0 ..... ted
wi.·Lh
the
fOI""rna]
methods
est~ablished
fo,...·
..... esea .....che.....
/subject
matter
specialist inte ..... actions.
Both
dn..... ped that~ thf.~ mont.. hl.y rnf.~f.;)t:i. n!:;g~ Wf.~""'.::' not~ a*,:> t=wodLlct~:i . vF· (feW'
both pa ..... ties)
as they should be.
Neithe.....
side p ..... epares
adequatply:
prepa ..... ed messages
a ..... e
..... ead.
wlth
Ilttle
time
d(:'!Vot~E'd t~o discussion c1J')d feedback.
In addit~ion.. t~hen:·· is a
lack of follow-up/feedback f ..... om field wo ..... ke ..... s to ..... esea ..... che..... s_
di.ss<.lt,i~~faction

Both g ..... oups ag ..... eed that messages and thei..... content should
be discussed by ..... esea ..... ch and extension on a continuous, ..... aLhe .....
than on only a monthly,
ba~'>:i. s..
MeSSi][~(')~';
should be pl"'·c!pa,...·ed
jointly by ..... esea ..... che..... s and subject matte ..... specialists_
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If this WEW'e done, thl:m meetinS;Js Gould SEWV€~ mo...·e uSt?f:ul
purposes. ego
discussing issues.
problems and ideas.
The
meetings
could.
pe...·haps.
includE~
SCHlIE~
pn,:.?sf:~ntat~ions
by
researchers on current work.
This would serve to keep subject
matter specialists better informed of current progress in
research.
The monthly meeting could be held occasionally held
at research in order to encourage this.
However. subject
matter specialists face transport problems which could prevent
this from happening.
The session agreed t.hat E~xtension worken; (in this case.
subject matter specialists) should become more involved in the
design of both on-station and on-farm research.
They felt that
subject matter specialists should have some percentage of their
time allocated to rf3search so that t.ht:=!y could pi."l...·ticipate in
trial planning. site visits. etc.
Question 7: Who should h~y~rimary re~p'ons~bilit~9r ta~~~_~~
various stages of the FSR/E process?
The group which ....·eported on this qur,osticln prE~sented its
conclusions in diagrammatic form.
While stressing the need for
collaboration at all stages of the process. the group felt that
research should have primary responsibility for the diagnostic
and exploratory stages.
Whf.;1n the resean::h has advanced to
veri fication and demonstraticln stages. i t should become the
primary responsibility of extension.

Responsibility

Activity

I
I

diagnosis

I
I

planning

I

RESEARCH

I

trials

I

evaluation

I

I
EXTENSION

I

demonstrations

I
I

messages

I
I

L

~

_

Question 8: Given that ~u~.ect ~qt~~~~e~i~lists ~nq~xte~~Qn
wc;;wkers shqy.ld become mqre_~'1vol~.!?d wit-II on-f~rm. res~_~9.b
....._._~.b.sLt:.:
current tasks s~ould be-9iven 4E to al~9w_sr.eater p.~r~i~~~at.i9'1
in diagnosis of farmers' -P-t:..oQ.le_lJIs_slnc;;L.QD.:-farm t~.§..tj:.!J.9 ..._of::
~otential

so~u~iQns~

Thf.-'! pnt~i ...·p sE~ssion was unanimous :i.. n ::i..ts ...·E~comrnf:.·~ndat~ion
that T & V be drop~:H=!d in on::ll~·~r to allow ext~Emsi.on workers at,
all lev(~lB to 1::11:;:~corrll:? mcwp involved i.n on···farm rf:.~sean:::h.
Thf:!
group which ...·epcwt~pd on ·Lhi:::·, qUP~:>t~:ion "I' urU·ls ...· sug!;:JE-!:::;t~ed t,hat~
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extension workers be relieved of the task
production and farm management data for MOAC.
that~ th:i.s t,ask should b.f:'~ t,hE~ Y'f,H~pclnsibility of
and Evaluation Unit of the Ministry.

of

colIE'~ct~in~:;J

Th€~

r.~Y·oup

t~he

Monit~cw'inn

Question 9: ~b~.!;.._~.r:.~.._.!~p..Q.r.:QP.r.;j.a !;.g.. e.~t_~.n§.i.Q..!l.._~g!;'_i.y..i.t.i.~.~L
r.:.~.§~~£hgrs J;~.Q_l;?e9.Q.!!.1.~ .._.in.Y.9.lved __in?

fEd'C

. f.Q.r.:

The group reporting in this question felt that there were
two appropriate extension activities in which researchers could
become more involved.
These were identifying and prioritisinn
farmers' problems, and finding solutions to these problems.
Question 10: .I s thet:.!L~_~.iff~r~n t_x~~~.gr~h ...J'-p.p..r.:Q.~.£tL.E.P.p-r.:Qp.r_iE.~~
f.9r ir.r...i9~:t:.ipr:LY..~r.:~H~J~ 9rYJ-_~!J..d..-f.~r...min..9.,. __.If...J;~.9.L ~hy:l

No
group
reported
constraints as a reason.

on

t~his

timf?;'

DAY 3

Question 1: tlQW_~hqul.!LI;.W:"~.._~IJ.!!-_~!'1S·.§. CO!:l tr.:i.R!JJ:;~~.-.t..Q_"';.__9..J.
e~tablish.i.n.s_.3!D.fLp'ri..9r:i,. ti.§ilJJL f ~rm_erL-P.rQ.Q.:;J..._Et.m.§...;._..R.L~J2.!J..g.y.c~i.n.9
on-farm tr.i.a1..~_~£k:.ecQrdin9Jgr.met:..~Je~p-...Q.o..§.es_
....t.-_9.
Q..emo.D_s tr <!.~iQ.m;L;__(:;t1._pJ-_~_!J..!li.n.9_.th.~_£Q.!J...t.-~n_to.f Q.n.=f.g.!:::J!.Lj~:r.:.i.~.!..§_... _~..!J..g
dem.9nstr:.ation~?

Ein:lups report~f.=!d that EW'~, and SMS' scan cClntxibut,e in <71
Vclt'''if.=!ty of ways.
In h€~1.ping idf.=!nt,i.fy fannEws' problmns, they
can provide fE~E!db<7.lck on th€~ cont,Emt~ of di"j!:;Jnost~ic SLlYVey*" ..
Ext~E~nsion
staff can b('~ very helpf'uJ.. ::i..n idf::!nt:i_fy::i.. nf:~ C:OOPl'::~Y<:.'jt~OY·
farmers and potential sites for research.
The gy'OUps WBn::~ unclE~aY' on the I=W£:~CiSE,' n::d.E~ of E~xtf:.msion
staff in conducting on-farm trials.
They generally agreed that
extension staff should communicate their observations and
reactions to researchers as part of the feedback process.
EW" s
should record farmers'
responses
findings to research officers in the field.

and

c:ommunicat~e

Th(·~ !)roup:;,
fE~lt, that
E:W' sand SMS' *:~ *"hould wOt"k tor..;Jet~heY·
to record farmers'
responses to demonstrations.
Research
trlals should be basad on EW feedback to researchers of
farmers' responses.
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Ouestion 2 : Q~_y-~ l,QQ.__.sL .J.Q.R._.. Qg~,!;,.....iQ~.iQD.. f.Qr.:-__.9.:.._.~M~ ~b.Q . _.~QylQ R.~
ful-J,'yj.D..Y..Q:ty.~d

w.i.t-b..~.o-=.f~.r.:-.!!L.J::~.§..~.~r:.£b.~_

. _._.IJ!.9.i.9..~~.~_b..Q~!:Lb~

~Qyl!L.Q.~

~Qg£..t.g_g t.Q_g_g.Y_~.l.QQ._~_.~Qr.:- ..k.i.o..9 ..r.:.~.l.~~.i.Q.n§.h.iQ ~i..t..b. __.r.:.~~.g9.:.r.:9.b. 9...o.g
~.b.Q.t._-.b_;i.~_ r:..~~QQ.!l~.i..!;L::i.l.i.t.;hg~_.~.Q..lJ.lg .._.t?g__;i.J:L.r::~.l:.9. ..~;iQ.!L ..tQ._.. pJ".?In.o.in.9...3~:.r.H:~

gQ.r.H;;lJ::t9..t..,i!J..9._Q.o..=-L~.r::.!!L.. ,....~~g?l..r.:.9.b." ..

CIne !=..:jrOUP r-f.?por-ted
use of the ter-m ~fully
question.
It felt that
resear-ch was impossible.

on t~hi.s quest~ion.
It~
qUf;!stiCln€~d t,he
involved with on-farm r-esear-ch· in the
full involvement of the SMS in on-farm
given the specialist's other duties in

extf~nsion.
Thn::~e aspect~s of t.h(~ job desc:r-ipt:i.on
wet.. . ~~ cor)l:::(~t""nf.;'d wit.h
on-far-m r-esear-ch.
First. about 25% of the SMS's time should be
devoted
t~o
on . ··fann
r€~s~::~ar-ch.
Second.
thc,'
SMS
should
part.::i.. cipclt,E~ in pr-oblf::~rn :i.de~nt:i. ficat~ion and planni.n!:;l of on···fa ....·m
r-esear-ch.
Third. the SMS should make tr-ial observation in the
course of his or- her duties.

Ou estion 3: .!2~~J...9.P.-J.Q.R..._c;:Ies_9..r.::..i..I?.ti.9._I)_._f..Q..r.:._..SL...r.::.~_~_~_~.r.:.gtL_Qff.i_gg.!:::._.~.h..Q
~Q~,-l-_9..-.pe _._!?2~E.~.£~~g._.t..Q_~Qr:.~~.;i..t.!:L.~..!'1~_i.r.L-.Qgy.~l.QEin.9
9.D.9._ 9.Q.!lg_lJ.g.~i.n9
9.D.=f.Q.!:::.!!!......!'" ~.~.ei;!.t" ~.!J:::_

All gr-oups felt that research officer-s and subject rnatter
spec1a11sts can wor-k together- in developing and conducting onfarm r-esearch.
The activities at the var-ious stages of the FSR
process would be as follows:
researcher provides feedback for EW's and far-rner-;
researcher- can substitute for- extension personnel
in rnost of the informal sur-veys;
both SMS and RO's involved equally;
On-station: prirnar-y r-esponsibility of the RO; SMS
should be fully informed.
On-farrn: SMS involved
in irnplernentation and supervision, but RO has
primar-y responsibility .
SMS plays major role with RD.
Q.i.~_~g.!!lina_t:i".o~.:

Major n,!sponsib:il:i. t.y of SMS
the RD.

w:i.t~h

U··!E:! help of

In cwdf.'w· fell"" t~his scf-'!na ....·io· t~o oper-,:I'Ll;:) :-:·;ucces~d'ul:ly.
t,he
9 ....·0UpS feat t~hat~ two ~:wf.:!conclit,ions would bE'~ necc)ss(.'W·Y..
Fil""st~.
f<O' sand SMS' s should t:H:':" ::i..n thc~ ~:·;amc~ depcwt~nH':~n·L..
'lhi~;
wouJ.cl
·fac::i.. J.i tat.e comrnun::i..cation and coopc~,,·at~:i. on bE)'Lween t~h(::· t~wo, and
would p ....·omote- t~hf.'~ sha ....·:i.nr..;J of . . f~SOl.W·Cf.-:~S, such ".'IS t~r-anspcw·t.
J .. n
conducting the- trials.
Se-cond. the groups felt that the
t ....·<-.'Jinin~,:J l!::~vel of SMS' s n(;!(~)d(::!d t~o be l.IPr.;W ,'.'1 ded.
SIVIS' s lack t~hE:,'
"hE')<:~vy t ....·aininf:~"
r)(;)ech::~d fcw' n;:·~~;;E!an::h.
One !:~roup ~:;Uf:~!::Jf;~~=;t.E'd t~h<.~t~
SMS's should be trained up to the Master's level .
OthEw

we ....·f!.! t,ha'L r~o' s should pa .... ·t::i.c:ipatc~ :1.n
of ....·esE!a ....·ch,
and should a:-:;~:;:i. ~:.;t~ in
designing rnessages for extension based on research conclusions .
thE:'~

ClbsE~....'Vat~:i . ons

d:i.a!::JnCl~:;t~::i . c

staf:3f:'~s
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Ouest ion 4: ~~.99g.§.t._ b.Q~!L E:.w..·.. §._ mi.9.h.t b.g g.IJ.9.9.4r::.g.9.~.g .t..9. J'lg~i._mi?~
f.~g.qQ.?!-.9..k_.Q.f-f.qr:..m~.!:: J:::~§'P9.D ..§..~ t..Q._..r.:g.9.9.mmgD...Q g..t ..:!:.QIJ§ 9..!:'::".
g~.m.QJ'.'t§..t.r.:~.tj._9_Q ..~..t..Q__$J1.~ ....~D..g ...r.g.§.g.gr-.9.h~r.:.§..," . .

80th groups reporting on this question suggested that the
[W's submit monthly reports that contain farmer feedback from
the field.
These reports could them be discussed at the SMS/RO
monthly meetings.
A comment from the floor cautioned. however.
that these reports may contain more commentary on the problems
of T & V than on ·farrnf.?t-""·s . rw-oblerns.
Th::i.. ~·::; would rnakE:! t~hem a
l(!:;·,s (?ffectivE! in comrnuni.cat,ing farmnt-""·s· probloms t~CJ rt::lSf.:~(.lrch
and f:.!xtension.
Question 5: Pr-_qQ.Q§..~._~__f.Q..r.:.m...,.J-_.. .'!!.~_t;;;.hgni.§..!!LI;J . Y...•.~.tri,.!;J:::L..r.:g.§.~.~.r.:.9.b
r-..~...§..\:!l.t..§...._~i-..tb..._PQ.l.i.!;.Y. ......imp...li.9..?!-.~:i,.Q.np_ ...9..~.t..._r;;.Q.n§.i...9.m::::.~ ..9._.. . g.t._J~;.h~ MiD..i.§..t..!::y
1§!v§!J,_....§..Q.._.t.b..~.t.........9..g,9..i§i9D.2-....Q.r.:L.r-_~.9.\:!,i.!:'::" ..~9. . . .§q.PP9.r:.t...3!9.t..iyi.t.,ig.§. 9§',.t
;j,._".!E.l~..m..~n t..~..9...._gj:..t..heY- _~_i.t...hi.n. __t.b.~ .._M.i.D..i._§..t.r...Y._..Qr_.t.b.!::Q.~ ..9 b_...Q.~..t.§..ig.~
2.~.p..P...ki~r- ..2s_._Qi.§..t..r.-..i...R.\:!t.9..r.:.§..•._. et,9..,....

Two suggestions were made regarding a formal mechanism for
facilitating policy decisions.
First. a coordinating committee
on agricultural research and policy should be established.
This committee would inclUde representatives of MOAC. research.
the University. business and industry, etc.
Second. the SMS/RO
monthly meetings could be formalized so that thny can be better
used to address problems.
Recommendations could then be
channeled from this body to appropriate authorities for action ..
frorn tht::~ flocw. a part~::i..cipan t sur;n:;/E!sted t~h(.'lt~
bf.'! chairf;!d by a high offic~i..al. t~o insl.lrf=! that t~hen,,!
will be results from any recommendations the body might adopt.
In

cornrnl,,~n t~*'~

rn(?(?t~in~3s
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Resea.rch

G:rO'-.:.lP

Disc\..1ssior1

Question 1: tlQ~_~_b.ol!l(~L...r.:.~"§.PQ.n.§i.bi.li.!!Y
•..__f_Q.r:.._..9n.=-.f.~..r.:.!!L....~JJ.g .....9.D_=
§!-...9..!!.i..9.n.. L.!?~_,?_qr.:~b. ...J!~__Q..i._Y.i.g.~C;L.~_m9..D.g_r.: . ~~.!?§'L~b_.~.!!.~ ..f .f..7
Thel"'·f.'~ should bE':~ no divi(,.;:i.. on of YPsponf.·;ibilit~ies <:HflOnt:J
ypseaych staff.
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No discussion notes were taken on Reseaych responses to
this questlon.
It i.s assumed that yeseaych groups did not
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The ~esearch g~uup reporting on this topic stated that
the
normal
procedure
should be
followed.
instead
of
establishing a new mechanism.
This procedure includes
reporting
of
~esearch
results
at
the annual
research
~esults
meeting
held at
Malke~ns
Research Station
in
August.
Extension staff and MOAC policy makers are invited
t,o this rnE~(:!ting.
The Chief Resea~ch Officer has ~esponsibility fo~ this
rneeting. and for the reporting of relevant research results
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Background and Objectives: The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives
with assistance from The Pennsylvania State University and Tennessee State
University and U.S. AID support has implemented a programme to conduct
farming systems research. This research programme has included
,
sociological and economic components. as well as. the technical components
of agronomy. horticulture and irrigation. To strengthen the dissemination of
research findings the extension training and agricultural information
components of the Ministry were also strengthened.
The objectives of the workshop will be to review the work that has been
completed since 1982. show how the on-farm research is conducted. present
research results. demonstrate how extension can use these results and
evaluate the suitability of the FSR approach for Swaziland. The
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) Farming
Systems Support Project is a co-sponsor in this workshop along with the
Ministry of Agriculture, The Pennsylvania State and Tennessee State
University.
The Workshop has three audiences:
a) Senior MOAC administrators who should be interested in:
1)
2)
3)
4)

HOW farming systems research has been conducted in Swaziland
WHAT are the major RESULTS of the work.
WHO can USE these results. and
HOW these results DIFFER from those obtained on the research
station.

b) Research Officers, especially those who were away for degree training
during the last six years who need to know:
1) Brief mSTORY of the FSR programme and WHY certain types of
research were conducted.
2) WHAT their ROLES in future interdisciplinary research will be.
3) How on-station and on-farm research and extension LINK
together
c) Senior Extension staff and technical specialists who

need to know:

1) WHAT RESULTS have come from FSR
2) HOW they can be USE these results in their extension
programmes
3) WHERE extension and research ROLES link in understanding
farmers circumstances and developing appropriate messages for
MESSAGES FOR FARMERS
An overview of the objectives of each day are explained in the attached
workshop programme. The first three days of the workshop will be attended
by all three groups: administrators, extension and research. The final day
will only be attended by research officers.
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March 1 to March 4. 1988

The objective of the first day is to provide the participants with a better
understanding of the general approaches to farming systems research and
extension (FSR/E) in the region and to present a brief review of FSR in
Swaziland .

.PAY... . QN~.;

Tuesday. March 1. 1988

9.00- 9.30

OFFICIAL OPENING: Origin and Objectives of the workshop Honorable Minister Mamba

9.30-10.00

Historical Background to FSR in Swaziland - Nomathemba
Dlamini

10.00-10.45

Farming Systems Research in the Region: A Broad Overview
Allan Low

10.45-11.15

TEA/COFFEE BREAK

11.15-12.15

Extension Linkages in FSR - J. Waterworth in Zambia

12.15-13.00

Overview of Agronomy FSR in Swaziland- Chris Seubert

13.00-14.30

LUNCH

14.30-15.30

Overview Horticulture and Irrigation FSR in Swaziland Doyle Grenoble

15.30-16.30

Plenary Discussion Variations in FSR Approaches - J. Curry
(chair)

16.30-18.00

FREE TIME

18.00-19.00

HOSTED DINNER

PAY... ..I.W.Q.! Wednesday. March 2. 1988
The objective of the second day is to improve the participants
understanding of FSR in Swaziland by presenting details of research
methods and results. The presentations will take the form of .~~......~.t.~.4..i..~.~
i.I.:J, ~Y1: .f.~~~~ p~Q.p.l~.~ ~~.~,
8.00- 8.15

Announcements

8.15- 9.30

Problem Area 1: Low Maize Plant Populations - Zodwa Mamba.
N. Patrick and .Q,.$.~.qP..~.:r:t

9.30-10.30

Problem Area 2: Horticulture Problem - D. Gama and

JL.. . .G::r:.~PQ9.J~
10.30-11.00

TEA/COFFEE

App~:n.cli:x:
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11.00-12.30

Problem Area 3: Poor Weed Management - Z. Mamba, Patrick
an d .Q,._.$~yQ.~:r:t

12.30-14.00

LUNCH Box Lunch at Nhlangano Research Substation Includes
a tour of forage and maize variety trials - P,Mk.h~.t..!:>..h.W:~
an d J..,.. _.p..f.l.U

14.00-15.00

Problem Area 4: Low Dry Bean Production - M,.. . .M.f.l.Jl'l..=?.l'l.,Z., . Ml'l.mpl'l.
and J. Pali

15.00-16.00

Problem Area 5: Water Shortages for Vegetable Crops: Trickle
Irrigation - .$,.....P.Jf.l.m.i.!l..i. and D. Gama

16.00-16.30

TEA/COFFEE BREAK

16.30-17.30

Problem Area 6: Poor Cotton Pest Control - B. Bhembe,
;L.. . . Qy,r.,r.y an d M. Malaza

17.30-19.30

FREE TIME

19.30-21.00

Evening Poster Display and Informal Discussion Sessions on
On Farm Research, Extension Publications and
Demonstrations - D. Gama, D. Hlophe, .K!T.k.. . ly~T.e.~.J.:l,
(coordinator). Z. Mamba, and C. Seubert.

The objective of morning session of day three is to demonstrate how
research results have been put into Field Support Guides and how these
Guides can be used to make recommendations to farmers.
8.00- 8.15

Announcements

8.15- 9.00

How Field Support Guides are Produced - D. Hlope
J.Diamond. and R. Matsebula

9.00-10.00

How to use Field Support Guides - C. Seubert

10.00-12.15

Small Group Sessions for Problem Solving and Making Farmer
Recommendations: Using the Field Support Guides
N.,.. . .P~t:r:.i9.k. (coordinator) and Resource People.

12.15-13.00

Groups Report Back to Plenary -

13.00-14.00

LUNCH

. Low {chairman}

AppE3lr1c::li:x
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The objective of the afternoon session of the third day is to provide an
opportunity for extension, research and policy groups to meet and discuss
issues. It is expected that each administrative group will have suggestions
on how to better coordinate and direct their efforts in support of the other
groups.
14.00-15.30

Group Discussions

Extension Group: M. Ngwenya and J. Waterworth (moderators)
Research Group: C. Nkwanyana and A. Low (moderators)
Policy Group: N. Dlamini and J. Fischer (moderators)
15.30-16.00

TEA/COFFEE

16.00-17.30

Groups Report to Plenary - F. Buckham (chair) and G. Love

17.30

P-AX... ..f..QJ1R:_..

DEPARTURE: All Participants, except Research officers,
depart

Friday, March 4, 1988

The objective of the fourth day is to provide a venue for Research Officers
to discuss how to implement the recommendations from the workshop and to
organize an overall strategy for the conduct of FSR in Swaziland.
8.00-10.00

Informal discussions and assessment of workshop comments - C.
Nkwanyana (chair), J. Curry (rapporteur)

10.00-10.30

TEA/COFFEE

10.30-11.30

Development of an agenda for future farmer-orientated
research programs - C. Nkwanyana (chair)

11.30
11.45-13.00

CLOSING REMARKS - C. Nkwanyana
LIGHT BUFFET LUNCH

Apper1di::x
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